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Introduction
This book is the result of an intensive collaborative project of the history teachers associations from the
countries of former Yugoslavia, also involving the wider region, Europe and beyond, under the auspices of
EUROCLIO – the European Association of History Educators.
EUROCLIO, the European Association of History Educators, was established in 1992 on request of the Council
of Europe to build bridges between history education professionals from all parts of the then recently reunited
Europe. EUROCLIO started as an umbrella organization gathering 14 Associations from 14 predominantly
Western countries and grew to become a far-reaching network of 44 member Associations and 15 associated
members from 52 countries today.
EUROCLIO supports the development of responsible and innovative history, citizenship and heritage education
by promoting critical thinking, multi-perspectivity, mutual respect, and the inclusion of controversial issues. The
Association advocates a sound use of history and heritage education towards the building and deepening of
democratic societies, connecting professionals across boundaries of communities, countries, ethnicities and
religions. It seeks to enhance the quality of history and citizenship education through capacity building for
educators and producing and implementing innovative teaching tools.
The partnership between EUROCLIO and the history teachers associations in the region the countries of former
Yugoslavia started in 2003, within the project History in action – preparations for the future of BosniaHerzegovina, Croatia and Serbia (2003-2008). In 2008, within this project, the unique, award-winning teaching
resource “Ordinary People in an Extraordinary Country. Every Day Life in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and
Serbia between East and West 1945‐1990” was published in 4 languages and over 500 history teachers were
trained on its implementation. History in Action was implemented by EUROCLIO-HIP BiH (History Teachers
Association of Bosnia), HUNP (Croatian History Teachers Association) and UDI-EUROCLIO (Serbian
Association of History Teachers), in close cooperation with the Slovenian Association of History Teachers and
ANIM (Association of History Educators in Macedonia).
A New Project
In 2011, this civil society partnership was expanded and deepened through a new project History that Connects.
How to Teach Sensitive and Controversial History in the countries of former Yugoslavia? (2011-2014). New
partners were involved on equal footing: HIPMONT (Association of History Teachers in Montenegro), SHMHK
(History Teachers Association of Kosovo), and the cooperation with the Association of History Educators in
Macedonia and with the History Teachers Association of Slovenia was strengthened.
This joint effort centrally aimed to strengthen history education by cross-border peer-learning and capacity
building and collaborative creation of educational tools, in short: for a History that connects. The effort also
supports the challenging and encouraging development of history teaching, promotion of regional cooperation
and professional development among associations, educators and historians at national and international level.
For the students it supports the development of critical thinking, and understanding regional history and
learning history through learning for skills and competences. For the wider society, in which education is a
corner stone, this efforts supports mutual understanding, promotes peace, stability and democracy in the
region. EUROCLIO and all member associations hope that by this the process of reconciliation is advanced.
Within project activities, particular emphasis is given to development of modern methods of teaching history
and the teaching process in general. By selecting painful and controversial topics, and presenting them in the
form of comprehensive source- and inquiry-based based modules ready to be used in class, we intended to
encourage the critical thinking and to develop the awareness that someone else might not have the same
interpretation of “our glorious past”.
This additional, innovative material for history teaching is intended for pupils of final grades of primary schools
and students of gymnasiums and vocational secondary schools. It allows them to experience a positive
approach to the regional history of the period 1900-1945. The methodological approach corresponds to the
demands of modern history teaching in the perspective of development of regional cooperation, as is also
recognized in Council of Europe (2001: 15 and 2009:1880) and UNESCO Recommendations, and the
European Union Key Competences for Life Long Learning (2008).
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An International Project
International Trainers and Advisors from Finland, Iceland, Israel, South Africa, Switzerland and United Kingdom
(England, Northern Ireland and Scotland) gave active training workshops in which they shared their insight into
issues of history education in their countries, as well as trained the authors on how to work with educational
material based on the sources and inquiry for learning outcomes.
Representatives of History Teachers Associations of Albania, Bulgaria, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Italy, The
Netherlands, Norway and Switzerland participated as observers in various workshops for Authors and Experts in
the project, sharing their insights as experts and learners.
The Authors, experts and developers in this project were able to improve their skills to implement a creative and
modern approach to teaching history. Contributing to their capacity, they also shared and piloted the draft
educational material in many different settings, including in Estonia, Israel, Northern-Ireland and Ukraine.
During three years of working on the project, more than 260 participants were included in various activities, such
as workshops, classroom piloting workshops, seminars, study visits, lectures, and international conferences. It
enabled them to develop new skills and abilities, but also to strengthen capacities of organizations of civil
society in the region.
Thanks
This project and material in your hands is possible thanks to the initial support of the Council of Europe and the
United Nations Alliance of Civilizations in 2010, and the structural and continued support of the Open Society
Foundations Education Support Programme and the Kingdom of Norway Ministry of Foreign Affairs. They
recognized the need to connect and strengthen the cooperation in the region, it made it possible for the
societies in this region to be a part of changes and give their contribution to processes of improving the history
teaching in Europe.
We are aware that habits change hard and that every process of changes in teaching is slow and unwilling, but
we believe this contribution is significant and valuable. Basis for that is set thanks to the efforts of authors of
workshops, who bear full responsibility for the respective contents, but also thanks to all other participants in the
project, including researchers and history educators who endeavors in this unique collaboration on behalf of
their history teachers associations.
With this publication now added to the ranks of groundbreaking teaching resources, we can be sure that
innovative methods in the learning and teaching of some sensitive and controversial history of the region in the
period 1900-1945 has received a positive boost.

Publisher:
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Editors:
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Mire Mladenovski, Donika Xhemajli i Melisa Forić
Translated into English by:
Branislav Blagojević
Computer processing:
Mire Mladenovski
Printing:
ProMediaPrint - Skopje, 2014
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Edin Radušić
Bahrudin Beširević

Appl e of
di sc ord
The agrarian question - political and social
life in Bosnia and Herzegovina under
Austro - Hungarian rule

Key question

- Was the “agrarian question” a political or economic question?
- How did the “agrarian question” contribute to the divisions of
the society and emigration?
Topic
It is about agrarian question in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Kosovo, Macedonia and
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (Yugoslavia). It covers period from the end of 19th
century to the 1920s. The importance of this topic comes from the fact that agrarian question was
one of the most important questions in the process of change of the Ottoman (Muslim) rule by
Austrian and Serbian (Christian) rule. At the end of the Ottoman rule the majority of landowners
were Slavic Muslims and Majority of peasants were Slavic Christians. Transferring land property
from Muslim landlords to Christian peasants was one of the basic point of Serb national
movement during the creation of the Serbian national state in the 19th century and creation of
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (Yugoslavia). Every change of land property was
understood by Muslims as direct attack to Slavic Muslim community or even to its religion. Finally,
the agrarian question was some kind of paradigm of relations between Muslims and Orthodox
Christians in the Balkans and between Muslim state and Christian state. Nowadays, the taking of
land from Slavic Muslims and giving it to Christians was seen as an act of justice (on Serbian
side) or as an act of injustice (on Bosniak Muslim side).
Aims
The student will get information about the agrarian question in B&H and its influence on life of
people
Learning outcomes:
• The students will learn about the significance and essence of agrarian issue in BaH;
• Students will compare the positions of different national groups in relation to proposed solutions
to agrarian question
• Students will analyze the interconnection between agrarian and national question;

90
minutes

Teaching guideline
The teacher gives instructions to the students and divides them into four equal groups. Each
group receives maps, a chart and documents which correlate with their task. Purpose of maps is
to help students to understand position of B&H and position of Bosnian religious groups in the
Monarchy.
Students read and analyze textual and other historical sources following the key question and the
questions which refer to their concrete task. A result of their activity should be written down as
bullet-points which will be presented by one or two representatives of each group. Group 1
presents position of the Austro-Hungarian government, Group 2 presents position of the Serb
side, Group 3 presents position of the Bosniak/Muslim side, and group 4 presents position of
Serbia/Yugoslavia and standpoints of landlords and peasants after the WWI.
After that, all pupils analyze presented arguments and try to answer the key question: Was
“agrarian question” political or economic question? Did “agrarian question” contribute to divisions
of the Bosnian society and migration of population from the country, and how?
Time orientation:
1st step: the teacher gives instruction for the activity, introduces the students with the key question
and the historical context of the workshop, divides them into four groups, gives them sources for
work, explains to each group their concrete task
2nd step: analyzing the sources, discussion within the group and drawing the conclusions
3rd step: short introduction on the analyzed historical sources and presentations of the conclusion
by one or two representatives of each group
4th step: Final discussion through the prism of the key question. The discussion is focused on
attitudes and arguments of the four sides. They indicate on similar or different elements in the
argumentation
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Students Part

THE SOURCE FOR ALL THE GROUPS

Introduction
The agrarian question in Bosnia and Herzegovina during the Austrian rule was the burning issue of the overall
social life. Besides Aga (Muslim nobleman) and serf, it included representatives of Austrian rule, local political
and religious organizations. During the Austrian rule there were over 100.000 serf families. A vast majority of
land owners were Muslims (Bosniaks), while a vast majority of land workers (serfs) were Christians,
particularly the Serbs. In the areas Serbia took over in 1878 and after the Balkan wars, as well as after the
creating of the Kingdom of SHS, there was a radical solution of the agrarian question and change in the
ownership of land.
Source

1

Bosnia  and  Herzegovina  and  the  Balkans  a3er  1878.

http://angusyoung111.wordpress.com/2012/07/19/bosnjaci-u-crnoj-gori/(downloaded on 6 April 2013)

Source

2

Religious structure of land owners with serfs in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1910.
Total number of land owners with serfs

Total

Muslims

Other

10.463 (100%)

9.537 (91,15%)

926 (8,85%)

Die Ergebnisse der Volkszählung in Bosnien und der Hercegovina vom 10. Oktober 1910, Sarajevo 1912.
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Group 1

Questions to understand position of the Austro-Hungarian government:
1. How did the Austro-Hungarian government understand the agrarian question and
what solutions did it suggest?
2. What were the arguments for these solutions?
3. Is it possible to find in the sources if the agrarian question caused a migration, and if
yes, to what extent?
4. How did the Austro-Hungarian policy to foster loyalty of its subjects influence AustroHungarian agrarian policy?

Source

1

Source

2

Promise of Austro-Hungarian authorities to
solve the agrarian question

Austro-Hungarian authorities on agrarian issue
in assembly discussions in 1911.

“One of the main arguments of the Foreign Minister
of Austro-Hungarian state, Andrassy, for getting the
mandate of his country over BaH on Berlin congress
was the unresolved agrarian issue, which, in his
opinion, the falling Ottoman empire was not capable
of solving, so he recommended his country as a
strong and non-biased side, able to make order in
that restless Ottoman province”.

“The agrarian question during the occupation did not exist
in the form of by-off by the serfs (transfer of land to
peasants), but in creating the legal certainty between a
serf and Aga (the land owner). The Government may,
therefore, with clear conscience confirm that agrarian
question was precisely studied, it began to solve it in a
careful and non-biased manner, and soon brought it to a
successful solution.”

F. Hauptmann, Privreda i društvo u BiH, Sarajevo 1987, str.
139

Ekspoze civilnog adlatusa barona Benka od 3. aprila 1911, BHS,
I/1910-11, III, LXXXVI sjednica, str. 1916)

Source

3

Source

Announcement of gradual solving of
agrarian issue

Government’s proposed legislation to solve
the agrarian issue

“Nothing shall be changed by force, without a
mature judgment on what you need. Old laws shall
apply until new ones are brought”.

Paragraph 1: “Serf abandoned land in Bosnia and
Herzegovina may only be bought off through a
common agreement between a land owner and a serf.”

Proklamacija cara Franje Josipa upućenoj stanovništvu
BiH 1878, Sarajevski list

Vladin Zakonski prijedlog o davanju zajmova za dobrovoljno
otkupljivanje kmetovskih selišta u Bosni i Hercegovini, Glasnik
zakona i naredaba za Bosnu i Hercegovinu, godina 1911.,
Sarajevo 1911, str. 177

Source

5

Source

6

The British Consul on agrarian issue and
wishes of peasants

The position of Austro-Hungarian authorities
on changes in land ownership

“The peasants do not want to work the land for their

“It could be noticed in the past, the attitude of AustroHungarian, not to allow transfer of land into the Serb
ownership and their strengthening in that field. ... It
was emphasized that such a change would be
politically undesired, probably due to increased
influence of Serbia and unreliability of Serb ethnic
element. The goal of authorities was transfer of land
into the Austrian hands, where Bank of Austria would
play a significant role with the sum of 10,000.000
Crown. The purchased land would be given to the
disposal of Austrian colonists.”

Beys and Agas, in their ignorance they believe the
consequence of their action will be change of
ownership. ... The authorities’ reaction to such
actions of peasants was a Warning stating that
those peasants who refuse to work on the land and
fulfill their obligations towards the owners would be
punished. ... The Austrian authorities tried to
strengthen the trust by equal treatment of Christians
and Muslims, but their measures do not satisfy the
Christians. They believe it is just not to pay anything
to the land owners. “
19th

FO 195/1212, Freeman-Layardu, Bosna Serai,
February 1879, no. 8; FO 195/1212, Freeman-Layardu,
Bosna Serai, 3rd December 1879, no. 43
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Edin Radušić, Agrarno pitanje u bosanskohercegovačkom
Saboru, magistarski rad, str. 77

Group 2

Questions  to understand position of the Serb side:
1. How the Serb side understood the agrarian question and what solution they
suggested?
2. What are the arguments for such solution?
3. Is it possible to find in the sources: did the agrarian question influence a migration
of the time, and if yes, to what extent?
4. How the Austro-Hungarian agrarian policy influenced loyalty or disloyalty of Serbs?

Source

1

Serb peasants on agrarian question and
connecting agrarian question with the issue
of loyalty to the state
“The population of Nevesinje area considers itself a
traditional owner of the land it farms, and they state
about it – ‘It is my grandfather’s land, the Turks took
it by force. The Ottoman authorities took our land by
force and gave it to their land Lords (Aga). … as long
as we are on our land and free, we can be useful to
ourselves and the Government. Every Aga is our
enemy and whoever is protecting them is oppressing
us’”.

Source

An ordinary man about agrarian issue
“A man from Mostar once said ‘Do you know, Sir, what good do
we have from serfs these days? Take a dish, fill it with oil, and
make a small hole on it, so that it drips to the ground. It takes a
while for a drop to fall, and the soil absorbs it. When all the oil
is gone, there is nothing left in the dish, and on the ground you
cannot say where it was dripping. The dish is a serf, and the
ground is Aga’.”
Srpska riječ, br. 239, 2. (13.) 11. 1910.

Source
Izvještaj kotarskog predstojnika Lorenca Matića iz
Nevesinja 1880, Prema H. Kapidžić, Iseljavanje srpskog
seljaštva iz Hercegovine 1902., GDIBiH

Source

3

Serb deputies to BaH Assembly on agrarian
and the issue on loyalty to the state
“Due to over-indebtedness, the peasants would, in
case of agreed buy-off (an agreement between a
land owner and a serf) they would go broke on first
bad year. On the other hand, a peasant that would
be freed by default (mandatory transfer into the
hands of peasants, regardless to the will of land
owner) would be useful to the state as well. The
state would get loyal subjects, filled with love
towards the homeland, who would be foundations of
order and legality. ... The number of Bosnian
noblemen of Middle Ages who took Islam was not as
big as the Muslims claimed, so at the start of the 19th
century there were only 48 hereditary Beys in
Bosnia. Land owners in the beginning of Ottoman
rule were not local people, but foreigners originating
from Asia. It was only in the age of anarchy in
Ottoman empire that the assimilated foreigners took
over all the power in BaH, turning the entire
Emperor’s land into their own. On the other hand,
Serbs in Bosnia had autonomy in the classical
period of Ottoman rule, but over the time it was lost,
along with title deeds, most often in a forceful way.
Even if the Serbs were coming from old Serbia,
Montenegro and East Herzegovina, they certainly
had more moral right to the land than those coming
from Anatolia or other areas of Asia Minor. ... Serb
deputies consider agrarian question to be of utmost
importance for their people. ... Minister Bilinski was
convinced into the necessity of mandatory buy-off by
the assumption that around BaH there will be a
number of free peasants. The Serb state will go from
the (Adriatic) seaside to the Danube, full of free
peasants, so when peasants in BaH see that, that
they are free in Serbia, it may happen they start
moving there.”
Sjednice BH Sabora za 1910. i 1911. BHS, I/
1910/1911.,Sarajevo 1911.)

2

4

Moving out of Bosnia and Herzegovina
“During the Austrian rule (1878-1918), it is estimated that
140.000 Muslims left Bosnia and Herzegovina and moved to
Turkey*, and some 30.000 to 40.000 Serbs who, in most
cases, moved to Serbia… Moving out of peasants from
Nevesinje county was broaden with going of first families from
Z. Dol and Lukavac to Serbia
…”
* Between the Berlin congress 1878 and Balkan wars 1912-1913, the
Ottoman Empire, on its further north-west, enclosed a territory of Novi
Pazar county, so the border with Austro-Hungary was on the eastern
borders of today’s Bosnia Herzegovina.
I. Hadžibegović, Moderne migracije, Prilozi IIS, XXII/23; Izvještaj
barona Redvica okružnoj oblasti od 16. juna 1902, prema H. Kapidžić,
Iseljavanje srpskog seljaštva iz Hercegovine 1902., GDIBiH,)

Source

5

A poet, Aleksa Santic, on exodus of people
from Herzegovina
“Oh Serbs, don’t allow Vuk’s doing
To dirt your face, clean as the Sun!
Brothers, do not abandon your homes,
For martyred land needs martyrs…
It needs men strength and knightly hands,
Needs Obilic and free lions;
It needs your deaths and sufferings,
As there, far, far away, our dawn is sleeping.”
“Do you know that glorious place,
Do you know, brother, Nevesinje?
There brothers in jeopardy squeal:
Grim faces, looking down,
Frozen hearts in heroes,
Frozen souls in heroes,
As a strong trouble gripped:
Evil year and evil soldiers,
Wind blowing through empty granaries,
Hunger grins at martyrs,
Puts them in heavy chains,
Breaking the wings to the falcons,
Leaving our land without fliers”.
Aleksa Šantić, SEOBA (1902.); ZNAŠ LI, BRATE,
NEVESINJE RAVNO? (1903)
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Group 3

Source

Questions  to understand position of the Bosniak / Muslim side:
1. How the Bosniak/Muslim understood the agrarian question and what solution they
suggest?
2. What were the arguments for such solution?
3. Is it possible to find in the sources: did the agrarian question influence a migration of the
time, and if yes, to what extent?
4. How the Austrian agrarian policy influenced loyalty or disloyalty of Bosniak/Muslim?

1

A Request of Travnik and Sarajevo Beys
addressed to Austrian Emperor, Nov. 1895
“The position of Moslems under the Austrian governing
started to weaken in general, and the blame for that is on
the authorities, for neither they respect the customs and
valid regulations, nor pay attention to human justice. Not
protecting the rights of Moslems in agrarian issues initiated
the Moslem exodus to Turqey. ... “During the Austrian times
(1878-1918), the estimation is, that some 140.000 Moslems
left Bosnia and Herzegovina for Turkey, and some 30.000 to
40.000 Serbs who mainly left for Serbia."
Borba Muslimana BiH za vjersku i vakufsko mearifsku autonomiju,
Građa, sabrao i uredio: Ferdo Hauptman, Sarajevo 1967. str. 63;I.
Hadžibegović, Moderne migracije, prilozi IIS, XXII/23)

Source

3

Moslem deputies to the Assembly on agrarian
issue
“The Moslems in Bosnia Herzegovina believe that their bare
survival is tied to mandatory buy-off by the serfs (obligatory
transfer of land to the peasants regardless to the will of the
land owner). ... If you (Serbs) would want to work brotherly,
… you would not need to force the issue even if you should
be deciding on it. ... Moslem owners are indigenous, and the
land of Bosnian Beys and Agas has been their property
since the Middle Ages, as recognized by the Ottomans on
conquering the Bosnia, when the Bosnian nobles massively
converted to Islam. Only the last Ottoman legislation made
the owners owners in the full sense of Seriate law… Kings
and nobles of Bosnia were Catholic or Pataren, so the
people were not orthodox, for the principle in Europe of that
time was ‘Whose is the land, his is the religion’. The
Patarens loved their land so much that they converted to
Islam, since it was the only way to keep the land after the
Ottoman conquest of Bosnia. Orthodox people in Bosnia are
not indigenous, but settlers, mainly from Old Serbia, who
moved into Bosnia during the Ottomans due to decrease in
number of Moslems, victims of plague and wars. … So if a
serf should become a free peasant, his prosperity is not
certain, for free peasants - who are about 50% - are not
better off at all. ... Most serfs are not used to manage their
land by themselves, some parcels would be cut into smaller
due to divisions among co-owners, and they would not be
sufficient for feeding their respective families, and in the end,
there is a danger that when the land is freely mobile a free
peasant becomes a victim of usurers and turns into a man
with no land. A serf was protected from all these malaises in
the landlord-user relationship thus far.”
Sjednice BH Sabora za 1910. i 1911. BHS, I/1910/1911.,Sarajevo
1911

Source

2

Moslem newspapers on importance of owning
the land
“Moslems, do not abandon the land, for people without
land has no future, it is a tree without roots. Organize
associations for purchasing the land.”
"Musavat", br. 82, 8. X 1910).

Source

4

A poet, Aleksa Santic, on exodus of Bosnia
Herzegovina Moslems
“Stay here!... The Sun of foreign sky
Shall not shine on you like here;
Bitter is the bread
Where there is no brother and no own land.
Who can find a better mother from one’s own?!
And you mother, land, is this one;
Take a glance around the fields,
There are graveyards of your grandfathers everywhere.
Wormwood flourishes for you abroad;
Everything ties you to this stone and soil:
Name, language, brotherhood, and holy blood,
Stay here!... The Sun of foreign sky
Shall not shine on you like here Bitter is the bread
Where there is no brother and no own land…”
Aleksa Šantić, Ostajte ovdje

Source

5

Serb ethnographer, Jovan Cvijic, on causes of
exodus of Bosniak/Moslem and the problem of
land ownership
“It is known that Moslems started to leave Bosnia
Herzegovina after the (Austro-Hungarian) occupation;
prior to 1908 the moving was very weak; since the
Annexing it was intensified. This is a special type of
migration. Larger population masses are migrating
around Europe today due to economic reasons. The
migration of Bosnia Moslems was only to a low degree
caused by economic reasons; it was mostly due to
psychological factors. … Nevertheless, the gravest
danger of exodus of Bosnia Moslems, for the Serbs and
other domestic elements in Bosnia, is that vast land
areas will become vacant, and could be populated by
foreigners. ... Therefore, it is not enough merely to buyoff the land left by Bosnian Moslems, but its populating
by foreigners should be prevented. Serbs, Croats and
Slovenians should be populated there. If it cannot be
populated with people speaking our language, it should
remain internal area for spreading and populating with
domestic population in time.
Jovan Cvijić, O iseljavanju bosanskih muhamedanaca,
"Književni glasnik", 16. juna 1910, Sabrana dela, Knjiga 3
(Tom I): Beograd, 1987.
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Group 4

Questions   to understand position of the Serbian / Yugoslav Government,
landlords and pesants:
1. How the Serbian/Yugoslav government understood the agrarian question and what
solution it suggests?
2. What were the arguments for such solution?
3.What was the reaction of the landlords and peasants and their political
representatives?

Source

1

Source

2

PRECEDENTIAL REGULATIONS FOR THE
AGRARIAN REFORM

THE RADICALS AND THE MUSLIM DRAFT OF
THE CONSTITUTION

(27 February 1919)
I. Abolition of owner-serf relations
1. Serf relations in BaH, in new areas of Serbia and in
Montenegro are abolished, and creation of new such
relations is hereby forbidden.
2. The so far serfs are proclaimed free owners of the land
they farmed.
3. The so far owners (Agas) shall receive remuneration for
the expropriated land, guaranteed by the state. The
amount of remuneration and the manner of payment shall
be arranged in a separate act. …

… The agrarian question is even more difficult. For the
Moslems, it is the most important one. … The Moslems,
therefore, ask for the absolute and general
remuneration, for all properties whatever they may be if
they had material value, which are to be confiscated or
have been confiscated. And here is what the other
interested party, the Bosnian serfs, say in their
constitution:
“The land belongs to those who farm it. All so far forms
of land ownership contrary to this principle are
abolished, unless an exception is defined by law. There
must be no serf, colonist and the like relations in
existence anywhere. No compensation is recognized (to
owners) for abolition of such relations to the benefit of
those who farmed that land." …

II Abolition of colonist relations
7. The colonist and other serf-like relations between the
land owners and farmers in Istria, Gorica, Dalmatia and
other regions of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and
Slovenians, are abolished in accordance with the
institutes under Chapter I … of these regulations.
Službene novine Kraljevstva SHS, 27. februar 1919; PetranovićZećević, Istorija Jugoslavije 1918-1988, str. 275.

Petranović-Zećević, Istorija Jugoslavije 1918-1988, str.
189-190

Source

4

AGRARIAN ISSUE IN B&H

Source

3

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE KINGDOM OF SHS
Article 42 – the feudal relations are considered legally
abolished on the day of liberation from foreign rule. If any
injustices were made in solving the feudal relations or
turning them into a private-legal relations prior to that day,
a remedy shall be made in accordance with the law.
Serfs, and farmers in general who do the land in a serflike relation, are hereby determined as free owners of the
state land, they do not pay any remuneration for it, and
they should be registered as owners.

That is why the Reis-ul-Ulema Causevic told the Primeminister of the BaH National government, Atanasija
Sola, that Bosnia dissented into an unprecedented
terror. Moslem land owners were hit first; Serb peasants
all over Bosnia were simply burning houses and other
objects, thus taking the land away from them. The state
of the nation was such that the Regent Alexander, in his
Manifesto to the nation of 24 December 1918 (6 January
1919), inter alia, stated the following: ‘I want the agrarian
issue to be justly resolved immediately, serf-like relations
and large land possessions to be abolished. In both
cases, the land will be given to my poor farmers, and a
proper compensation will be given to the previous
owners.’”

Službene novine Kraljevstva SHS, br. 142, 28. jun 1921;
Petranović-Zećević, Istorija Jugoslavije 1918-1988, str. 193.

Source

M. Imamović, Historija Bošnjaka, str. 490

5

PROGRAM OF THE YUGOSLAV MUSLIM ORGANIZATION
III. Economic policy
…Until the serf issue is resolved, legal relations remain unchanged between the land owners and serfs, along with the
legal protection of the relations from both sides…
Petranović-Zećević, Istorija Jugoslavije 1918-1988, str. 205
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Source

6

Cartoons
Presented on office windows of Banjaluka democratic newspaper “States”, as a protest for politics of cooperation of the
ruling Radicals with Yugoslav Moslem Organization and Slovenian peoples’ party, and a slow pace in solving the agrarian
issue.

Radical parliamentary community; Beys and
Clergy

Arhiv BiH, Fond Zemaljska vlada za Bosnu i Hercegovinu,
12789/1920, prezidijal; Enes Omerović, Političko nasilje u BiH
1918-1921, magistarski rad, Filozofski fakultet u Sarajevu, str. 171

Pasic and Serfs
Arhiv BiH, Fond Zemaljska vlada za Bosnu i Hercegovinu, 12789/1920, prezidijal; Enes Omerović, Političko nasilje
u BiH 1918-1921, magistarski rad, Filozofski fakultet u Sarajevu, str. 171)
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Source

7

AGREEMENT OF THE GOVERNMENT AND
ISLAMIC COMMUNITY ABOUT VOTING FOR
THE CONSTITUTION

Source

8

Abolition of feudal relations in newly freed
areas

1. The so-far owners in South Serbia shall receive just
compensation for expropriated land. …
3. If former owners do not have any other lands, except
the one occupied by serfs or is in a serf-like relation,
such owners shall, besides the remuneration in money,
receive at least 20 hectares i.e. 200 acres of farming
land, if they were in farming or intend to engage in
farming in future, by themselves or under their private
arrangement.
4. If former owners have any free land besides the serf
land, they shall receive only monetary
compensation…

Expanding the borders of Serbia in 1878 to south-east
(Nis, Pirot, Leskovac) raised an issue of solving the
property problems in newly freed areas. Serbia, as a
country of free peasants, could not continue with feudal
Turkish system, but proclaiming peasants owners of
land without compensation was contrary to the
regulations of the Berlin contract, which explicitely asked
for respect of Moslem property rights. At the end of the
war, a significant number of Moslems moved out from
the newly freed areas. The first populating of the area,
mostly by Montenegrins, was not regulated and caused
chaotic taking of land and cutting of state forests.

Petranović-Zećević, Istorija Jugoslavije 1918-1988, str. 190-191

http://sh.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agrarna_reforma (downloaded 6
April 2013

Source

9

Agrarian reform and colonization in the areas of Kosovo and Macedonia after the Balkan wars
One of main measures for settling the situation in Kosovo and Metohija, as well as in Macedonia, should have been
agrarian reform and colonization... The Decree on populating the newly freed and annexed areas to Kingdom of Serbia
was, nevertheless, brought on 20 February 1914, but there was too little time for its methodic and massive realization
under the mobilization and war circumstances that appeared in July 1914. The main goal was, however, liquidation of
feudal relations, which were the precondition of earlier and found national relations; the land was mostly owned by Moslem
land owners… The bearers of the feudal system were Turkish and Albanian Beys and Agas, while the subjected population
mainly consisted of poor Serbs and Albanians.
Димитрије Богдановић, КЊИГА О КОСОВУ, СРПСКА АКАДЕМИЈА НАУКА И УМЕТНОСТИ ПОСЕБНА ИЗДАЊА, Књига DLXVI
ПРЕДСЕДНИШТВО, Књига 2, Уредник: академик АНТОНИЈЕ ИСАКОВИЋ, БЕОГРАД, 1986 /knjiga dostupna na http://www.rastko.rs/
kosovo/istorija/knjiga_o_kosovu/ (6. 4. 2013)

Thesis for the final discussion:
1. Where the sides were focused in the argumentation, did they specify the arguments important
only for their side or for both sides?
2. To what extent the agrarian question contributed to the divisions of the Bosnian society?
3. How the agrarian question influenced migration from the country?
4. How the agrarian question was solved after the end of the Ottoman rule (in region of Novi Pazar,
Kosovo and Macedonia) and after the end of Austro-Hungarian rule (in Bosnia and Herzegovina)?
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Arbër Salihu

Agrarian reform in
Kingdom of SCS
and its influence in different parts of
the state

Key question

How was the agrarian reform carried out, and what was the effect
on people's lives in different parts of the Kingdom of SHS?
Aims
• A critical understanding of the complex nature of the past
• Understanding the problem of the agrarian reform
• Understand the causes and consequences of agrarian reform
• Development of historical awareness
Learning outcomes:
• The students will indicate the reasons for application of agrarian reform
• Comparing the realization of the reform in different regions in Yugoslavia.
• Analysing the role of reform in peoples life (How did it affect people’s lifes?)
• Estimate effectiveness of the reform in general

Teaching guideline
Step 1
Introduction

90
minutes

Step 2
Group work
Teacher divides the student in 3 groups:
First one: Represent the position of the SCS
Kingdom;
Second one: Value the actual development of
the agrarian reform;
Third one: Presents the perspective on how
was the agrarian reform reflected the life’s of
the ordinary citizens) The teacher distributes
the sources of each group. He/she also gives
the needed instructions for their work and
questions
Step 3
Each group works analyzing the sources .
They try to answer the questions formed for
each group. The groups prepare their own
conclusions after analyzing the sources
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Step 4
Each group resents their conclusions in front
of the class. Followed with discussion
Step 5
The teacher give the three questions that will
be open debate. The questions are:
• Did the reform achieve the goals for which
was proclaimed?
• Were the inhabitants satisfied with the
reforms?
• What were the effects of the reform?
Step 6
In the end the teacher makes a table with two
columns, one with the positive effects, the
other with the negative ones of the reform.
The students decide in groups which will be
those three things for each column and the
leader of each group writes them on the
whiteboard. These conclusions will be the
next discussion of all the groups.

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

Introduction
Topic
The agrarian reform for a region it is very important being that is
about the lands property and the existence of the population’s
life. By this workshop we try to present the reasons of the
agrarian reforms realization in the SKS Kingdom, how did it end
and what's its effect in the life of the people from different areas
of the Kingdom?

Source 2
Structure of professions in Kingdom of SCS
Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheres
Industry and Crafts
Trace, Credit, Traffic
Public service free lance, Army
Other proffeions

Source 1
The SHS Kingdom an agrarian land
The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes was a
characteristic agrarian country. Agriculture was basic branch
of the economy in all parts of the state. One of the most
important issues in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and
Slovenes was the Agrarian issue.
Various and specific structure of land possession in different
parts of the country and revolutionary mood in villages among
the peasants, were the Reasons which justified taking actions
to organize and carry out democratic land reform in the
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.
Mr. Gordana Drakić
“AGRARNA REFORMA U KRALJEVINI SRBA, HRVATA I
SLOVENACA -POJAM I OSNOVNE KARAKTERISTIKE”
FREE LAW JOURNAL – VOL. 3,NUMB 4 (18OCTOBER 2007)
ttp://www.freeworldpublishing.com/ILYV12008.pdf (downloaded April
19, 2013)
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Zanimanja stanovnistva Kraljevine, prema Lj. Dimic, Kulturna
politika Kraljevine Jugoslavije 1918-1941,str. 35

Source 3
Persons employed per main vocation in 1931
Employed persons by main occupation 1931
Republic

Agriculture,
Forestry
and
Fisheries

Industry
and
crafts

Trade
and
credits

Public
services,
free
professions
and the
military

Others

Total

Slovenia

60,8

21,1

5,7

4,9

7,7

100%

Croatia

76,3

10,7

4,3

4,2

4,5

100%

Serbija:
Central
Serbia,
Vojvodina
and Kosovo

79,3
62,0
85,8

8,9
15,2
4,9

3,4
5,7
2,2

4,5
5,2
3,9

3,9
4,7
3,2

100%
100%
100%

B&H

84,1

6,7

3,1

3,8

2,5

100%

Montenegro

78,1

5,8

3,0

8,3

4,8

100%

Macedonia

75,1

9,4

4,1

7,0

4,4

100%

Sandzak

89,3

3,9

1,0

2,5

2,4

100%
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Source 5

Source 4

Why was the agrarian reform proposed?

Agronomic structure of Yugoslavia
Ispod
< 2 ha2 ha
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2 - 25 do
ha 5 ha
od
doha
20 ha
5 - 520
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doha
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20 20
- 60

70

52,5

35
17,5
0

Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska historija Jugoslavije.
Zagreb: Informator - Zagreb 1968. Page 322.
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In Serbia and Montenegro, the situation in the countryside
was different. The peasantry, occupied by national and
party-related issues, was fighting against war profiteers and
demanding that land be distributed to them, basing their
demand on a Serbian government decision of February
1917, according to which “each person that voluntarily joins
the Serbian army and takes part in the coming battles shall
be granted sufficient arable land for settlement, after the
end of the war, in the liberated homeland territories, as a
sign of recognition for their merits”. Under such social
circumstances, the highest authorities of the Kingdom of
SHS decided to undertake appropriate measures in order
to pacify the peasant uprising. In order to win over
peasants for a peaceful change of the existing agrarian
property structure, the Provisional National Representative
Office was formed to prepare changes in the property
structure, in accordance with the law.
Ratko Ljubojević, LAND PROPERTY RELATIONS IN
YUGOSLAVIA DURING THE DICTATORSHIP OF KING
ALEKSANDAR,
Original scientific paper UDC 32.2.021.8
(497.1)"1918/1941“
http://www.megatrendreview.com/files/articles/
015/18.pdf (downloaded April 19, 2013)

Group 1

Questions:
1. Why was the government interested in implementing the agrarian reform?
2. What measures were taken by the government to implement the reform?

Source 1
Manifesto published by Regent Alexander
Shortly after the creation of the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes a significant action by the
regent followed. He influenced calming peasant
dissatisfaction in connection with the agrarian
question. On the 6th of January 1919, the
following Manifesto was published by Regent
Alexander, in which, among other things, the
following was said:
“I want you to immediately access the fair
solution of agrarian question and abolish serfdom
and large land holdings. In both cases, the land
will be divided among the poor farmers, with just
compensation to its previous owners. Let every
Serb, Croat and Slovene be the master of their
own country. In our free state, there can be and
will be only free land owners. So I called My
government to immediately form a commission
that will make a solution of the agrarian question,
and I invite you, the peasants, to confide in my
royal word, calmly wait, and they will lawfully
distribute the land, which will be just in front of the
God and the people, as it is already in Serbia. “
Službene Novine Kraljevstva SHS br.2 od 28. januara
1919. godine
ttp://www.freeworldpublishing.com/ILYV12008.pdf
(downloaded April 19, 2013)

Source 3
What was proclaimed for Agriculture
Reform?
It was said that the reform was a “revolutionary
measure” as a transition process from feudalism
to capitalism, undertaken by the state, with the
aim to bring changes in land ownership in
agriculture.
As it turned out, the agrarian reform question was
too complex to be carried out by the Ministry of
Social Policy. As a result, the government of the
Kingdom of SHS abandoned the idea of forming
the State Office and, on April 2, 1919, appointed
the first minister for agrarian reform,
Dr. Franjo Polak (1877-1939).
Ratko Ljubojević, LAND PROPERTY RELATIONS IN
YUGOSLAVIA DURING THE DICTATORSHIP OF KING
ALEKSANDAR, Original scientific paper UDC
332.2.021.8(497.1)"1918/1941“
http://
www.megatrendreview.com/files/articles/015/18.pdf
(downloaded April 19, 2013)

Source 2
Commission for the preparation of Agrarian reform
regulations
King Aleksandra's Proclamation of December 21,1918, underlined
the need for Agrarian reform. A commission for the preparation of
Agrarian reform regulations was formed on the basis of the
proclamation. The commission has following
permanent
members: Vitomir Korać, Minister for Social Policy, Dr.Živko
Petričić, Minister of Agriculture and Dr.Uroš Krulj, Minister of
Public Health. Dr. Mehmed Spaho, Minister of Forestry and
Mining, was named as an occasional member. The complexity of
the commission’s task was by the fact that the agrarian reform
Had a political, societal, social and economic character. The
political character was reflected in the lowering of social tensions.
Ratko Ljubojević, LAND PROPERTY RELATIONS IN YUGOSLAVIA
DURING THE DICTATORSHIP OF KING ALEKSANDAR,Original
scientific paper UDC 332.2.021.8(497.1)"1918/1941“
http://www.megatrendreview.com/files/articles/
015/18.pdf (downloaded April 19, 2013)

Source 4
Prior regulations for the preparation of Agrarian
Reform on 27 February 1919
I Abolishing the serfdom relations.
1. Serfdom relations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and in new areas
of Serbia and Montenegro are abolished, and creation of new
serfdom relations is prohibited.
2. The so far serfs are proclaimed free owners of the so far serf
land.
3. The so far owners (Agas) shall receive compensation
guaranteed by the state for their land.
Separate law will determine the amount of compensation and
ways of payment.
4. The compensation shall include the serfs' debts for 1918. . .
II Abolition of colonists’ relations Abolishing the colonists’
relations.
7. Colonists and other serfdom-like relations between the land
lords and farming workers in Istria, Goricka, Dalmatia and other
areas of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians are
abolished in accordance with regulations of the first chapter (1-6)
of these regulations.
Službene novine Kraljevstva SHS, 27. februar 1919; Petranović-Zećević,
Istorija Jugoslavije 1918-1988, str. 275

Source 5
Constitution of the Kingdom of SHS
Article 42 – Feudal relations are considered legally abolished
from the day of freeing from foreign rule. If at some instances
certain injustices were made, prior to this deadline, in resolving
the feudal relations or their transforming into private-legal
relations, there has to be a legal remedy.
Serfs, and farmers in general, who work on land in a serfdom-like
relation, are hereby set as free owners of state-owned lands, do
not pay any compensation for it, and get the hereditary rights on
their land.
Službene novine Kraljevstva SHS, br. 142, 28. jun 1921; PetranovićZećević,Istorija Jugoslavije 1918-1988, str. 193.
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Group 2

Questions:
• What were the purposes of the expropriation of land? Explain!

Source 1

Source 2

Agrarian relations distinct in YU

The agrarian reform and the colonization

There was not any other country in Europe with such
diverse, difficult and entangled agrarian
Relations, such as those in various parts of Yugoslavia,
after uniting…
Each province had its own, special, agrarian relations.’

The Agrarian reform and abolition of feudal, half-feudal,
and colonus relations were the most important economic
measures in mainly agricultural state. Reform was
executed slowly and inconsistently. Land maximum, which
was set at the beginning, grew constantly (from 57 to 288
ha). In countless places it was ignored because of different
political reasons or even because the reform was never
established (for example Bey's land in Kosovo, Macedonia,
and Sandžak were excluded, since Turkish political
organization used them to condition consent in Unitarian
and centralized organization of constitution). The
government also used the Land reform for free division of
the land to war volunteers and in this way kept Serbian
colonization in Vojvodina, Slavonia, Macedonia, Kosovo,
and Metohija, and discriminated national minorities. 1.7
million ha of land was divided, particularly the land owned
by foreign landowners. Reform performance was also
obstructed because of the resisting landowners, especially
ecclesiastical.

http://freeworldpublishing.com/Files/FLJV3N4-Oct2007-2.pdf
(downloaded April 19, 2013)

Source 3
The land ownership
The Kingdom of Yugoslavia (SHS at that time)
abolished feudal relations by an order in 1919, and
because of problems with reimbursements of damage
to former owners, the state established Regulation in
1920 that all large properties were put under the state
supervision. Former serfs in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
most of them Serbs, got their land for free, but former
owners were compensated in money and government
bonds. In BiH, approximately 113.000 families
received 775.233 ha of land, of which 4.000 was in
the possession of Aghas and Beys, more than half a
million ha of it intended for growing crops. In Kosovo,
Metohija, in jurisdiction of Raška and Macedonia,
20.547 families of serfs ("čifčija") received rights to the
land they were cultivating.
Until the end of 1936 roughly 350.000 ha of land was
determined for colonization: in Macedonia
approximately 500.000 domestic and colonial families
received the land from 290.000 Turkish owners, and a
some land from the state.« »In the beginning of the
1920s, The Kingdom of Yugoslavia began the
Agrarian reform and increased settling of poor
families from Krajina, Lika, Montenegro and
Herzegovina in Vojvodina, Kosovo and partially in
Macedonia. Alongside economic, there was also a
political goal: a protection of unsecured borders with
Hungary and Albania, and establishment of desired
democratic balance.
Bataković, Dušan, Nova istorija srpskog naroda, Beograd,
2000, Pg. 287 and 293.

Repe, Božo: Sodobna zgodovina: učbenik za 4. letnik gimnazij.
Ljubljana: Modrijan 2007. Page 96.

Source 4
The colonists in Kosovo
General number of the colonists who came to Kosovo was
over 12,000 families approximately 70,000 thousand people
together, that equals more than 10% of the total population
of Kosovo.
Obradović Milorad, Agrarna reforma I kolonizacija na Kosovu
1918-1941, Prishtinë, 1981, pg. 221

Source 5
The colonization costs and demographic changes
For the colonization program was spent large amounts of
money. Only in western Kosovo during 1928-1929, the costs
were10 million dinars (approximately 180 thousand U.S.
dollars at that time). Dimensions of this operation were
exceptional during the period between the two wars, more
than 200 000 hectares of agricultural land were seized from
their owners and half of you scattered colonists. Throughout
Kosovo there was only 584,000 hectares of agricultural
land, of which only 400,000 hectares were arable land.
Noel Malcom, Kosova një histori e shkurtër, Prishtinë, 1998, pg.293,
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Questions:

Group 2

• What were the purposes of the expropriation of land? Explain!

Source 6
Territories of the High
Secretariat for Agrarian
Reform
Legend:
A map of territory of the
High Secretariat for
Agrarian Reform in Skopje
Graphic overview of
colonization in regions
from the beginning until
1941.
Composed based on data
collected from regional
offices at the end of 1939.

Jusuf Osmani, Lënda arkivore
për kolonizimin dhe reformën
agrare në Kosovë 1918-1941,
Prishtinë, 1996.

Source 7
Colonist families located in Kosovo
Number
of colonist
families
located
in Kosovo
according
Number
of colonist
families
located
in Kosovo
the years
according
the years
1919 – 1931

1931 – 1941

5975

5588

Obradović Milorad, The agrarian reform and the
colonization in Kosovo 1918-1941, Pristine 1981 ,
prema : AJ, 96-21-71 The statistical data of Kosovo
colonization according to years;

Source 8
Colonization of southern areas
The Decree on populating the southern areas, that we already wrote about
before, enters into force today. Ministry of Agrarian Reform was granted a loan
of 20 million dinars for execution of the Decree. In this way, the long stalled
issue was finally taken off the agenda. But, despite everything,
the interest of those who wanted to populate these areas seem to have
decreased, judging on very small number of applications for settlement. Also,
the number of already settled persons is not so big; it is only about 4.400
persons. So far most of colonists were settled in fertile plains of Metohija, then
in Kosovo, and finally in Kumanovo and Tetovo area. An attempt to populate
wine growing areas around Tikves and Bregalnica (river) valley failed due to malaria, which is there very frequent and
very strong. Also, areas populated with purely Arnaut element (ethnic Albanians) could not be populated. The so far
settlers to southern areas already founded their agricultural cooperatives, which were foreseen in previous regulations as
well. As an aid to those cooperatives the Ministry for Agrarian Reform sent recently 100.000 dinars. The aid will continue
to be allocated to cooperatives in allotments of 100.000 dinars, but only under the condition if given loans are used for
these purposes, foreseen in the Decree. Otherwise, aid will be stopped. The same applies for new settlers, who besides
agricultural and Vardar cooperatives, have to establish agrarian communities as well, which will guarantee the payoff of
spent loans to the Ministry of Agrarian Reform.
Newspaper “Politika”, Beograd, 20 novembra 1920
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Group 3

Questions:
• Were all inhabitans satisfied with the reform? Explain!

Source 1

Source 2

The story of an old lady

Agrarian reform in Croatia

The story of an old lady named Melika Akbad who
had 103 years during the i.
“… I came in Turkey when i was 7 years old. We
came by a ship in where my little sister was born.
When we arrived in the farm which was given to us
by the Turkish state we where very frightened that
they thought we were “Shkije” (Slavs-Christians).
We suffered a lot because we had nothing to eat.
Our mother prepared for us meals only with onions
without any salt and oil or plant and this was how
she feed us, her three daughters. In the beginning
the state gave us only a small plate of corn or plants
flour. Some of the woman's were left alone with no
husbands being that they were dead or the state
gave them different jobs. After a period of time we
were forced to change the habitat and therefore we
lived in a mosque for three years...”

One of characteristics of Croatian economy, but of the whole
Kingdom of SHS as well, was very backward agriculture. The
reason was scattering of farming land into very small parcels.
Namely, in the country there were 2 million small properties with
5 to 20 hectares of land. For farming of that land, very primitive
means were used, wooden plough like in the Middle Ages. The
state brought Prior regulations for the execution of agrarian
reform in 1919, foreseeing requisition of a part of large
properties and distributing it to poor peasants. In northern
Croatia, some 107.000 ha of large land owners was distributed
to about 100.000 interested persons, but even this very positive
measure had its down sides, for the land was given to political
supporters. It was an opportunity for change of national
composition of non-Serb areas. Belgrade regime settled its
strongest supporters to wealthy non Serb areas. It was
particularly related to the so-called ‘Soluners’, Serb soldiers
from WW1, who were given free land in Croatia, while other
interested individuals had to pay for the land. Agrarian reform
changed the structure of economy in Croatia to a certain
degree; however, large land parcels as well as numerous noland peasants remained.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mBfPZgvNxXQ&NR=1&feature=endscreen
(downloaded November 25, 2012)

Source 3
An appeal from a land owner
In the appeal of land owner bey Miralem Begovic
from Derventa, which was sent in August 1920 to
the Ministry of agrarian reform following facts have
been stated: usurpation of land holdings took a
broad scale; estates have been taken without order,
without law, without authority, judgment and
decision", they are simply abducted by physical
force; abductors were more likely wealthier from the
landowners. For himself personally Begovic
says"that he is loyal, that he obeys the law and
patiently waits that agrarian question be legally
regulated. Both he and his ancestors have practiced
"težaklukom." Possession were rationally worked
(in Ljubljanica Doljna totals 1,300 acres, of which
400 acres is Begluk). On bey's land is planted plum
orchard is exemplary carried. Begovic says that "by
the covetousness of residents" he lost not just
serfs-land but bey's-land as well , and even
mentioned plum orchard. He remained completely
free of the land, though, as he points out, has not
come inpossesion of beyluk ».. . his free –land
possession by forced removal of peasants but he
partly inherited from my father, and him from their
fathers or grandfathers as a free land, and if the
parts of bey;s-land were under serfs-right, those
former serfs gave their right to my father, and to me,
having received full counter value, as a substitute
for the other land, which in turn in cash ... ".
Šehić Nusret, Bosna i Hercegovina 1918-1925, Institut za
istoiju u Sarajevu, Sarajevo, 1991, 55 i 56;
Isto, prez. br. 11033/1920.
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Mira Kolar Dimitrijević, Hrvoje Petrić, Jakša Raguž, Povjest IV
(Udzbenik iz povjest za 4. razred gimnazije, Meridijan , Samobor
2004, fq. 82

Source 4
Agrarian reform in BiH
The process of solving the agrarian issue in Bosnia started in
1919, where Muslim landowners were the most affected. That
same year, approximately 400,072 acres of land were seized
from Muslim landowners. Lawlessness in the implementation of
agrarian reform has caused great violence against Muslims.
Their properties were looted and burned, the property was
seized, and many families have immigrated to Turkey. During
these robberies hundreds of Muslims were killed in eastern
Bosnia, eastern Herzegovina and in Montenegro (Sandžak).
H. Hadžiabdić, E. Dervišagić, A. Mulić, V. Mehić, HISTORIJA,
Udžbenik za četvrti razred
gimnazije, Bosanska knjiga, Tuzla 2007, 101.

Source 5
The accommodation conditions of the colonists
Population resettlement received certain form with the Decree
on colonization to the so called ‘southern areas’ of 24
September, 1920. That Decree determined the land to be
populated: Free state land, 2) municipal and village lands, and
3) unused lands and land permanently abandoned by its
owners. During the colonization, colonists were entitled to a
free transportation of all members of the household, cattle and
belongings. The colonists were entitled to freely use state and
municipal forest for house building, and free pasturage on
village and municipal meadows. The colonists were exempted
from paying taxes to the state, region/province and municipal
level, for the period of three years.
Богдан Лекиќ Аграрна реформа и колонизација у Југославији
1918 - 1941 ,
Београд 2002 стр.288-289

Source 6
A family from Obrovac, colonized to
Vojvodina in the time of Kingdom of SHS

Source 7
Comparative results of expropriated land by agrarian reform in monarchist Yugoslavia
Area

Area in hectares

Percentage
of total

The number of
families that have
received land

The average area
of land obtained
in ha

B& B&H H

1.286.227

66,9%

249.580

4,71

Macedonia,
Kosovo and
Sandzak

231.099

12%

48.261

4,79

Dalmatia

50.000

2,6%

96.953

1,94

Slavonia

110.577

5,7%

99.908

1,11

Vojvodina

222.707

11,8%

100.004
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Slovenia

23.697

1,2%

19.987

1,19

Edin Mutapčić, PRAVNO-HISTORIJSKI KONTEKST AGRARNE REFORME U BiH
POSLIJE PRVOG SVJETSKOG RATA http://hrcak.srce.hr/74666
(downloaded November 25, 2012)
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Irena Paradžik Kovačič
Vanja Zidar Šmic

Economic
differences in first
Yugoslavia

Key question

How much did the Economy of First Yugoslavia reflect the
differences and cooperation between nations living in Yugoslavia?
Topic
The module is about economic differences and development in Yugoslavia before WW II. The
main purpose of this module is that the students learn why large economic differences exist
between different regions.. They should understand the origins of economic progress in First
Yugoslavia, economic misunderstandings/stereotypes between Yugoslav nations and the
influence of progress and depression on everyday life and society.
Aims
The students will acquire knowledge about economic differences and development in
Yugoslavia before WW II.
Learning outcoms
• To achieve knowledge about the economic differences between different Yugoslav regions.
• To compare the degree of economic development and progress between different Yugoslav
regions.
• To analyze the role of state in economic development in Yugoslavia before World War II.
• To evaluate effectiveness or vanity of solving economic differences between different
Yugoslav regions.

Teaching guidelines
The teacher will read the introduction to the students and present the theme to the class.
The workshop has two phases – first phase is work in groups (15 minutes), and the second
phase is a presentation of the results of each group and a debate.
STEP 1: division into groups
Group 1: INDUSTRY
Group 2: TRAFFIC
Group 3: AGRICULTURE
Group 4: EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE
45
minutes

STEP 2: a teacher gives the instructions for work in groups. Each group also gets these
instructions printed.
STEP 3: work in groups; each group analyses historical sources and answers questions
STEP 4: a presentation of conclusions and used historical sources
STEP 5: debate and summary. After answering the questions we are turning back to the
key question to make a final conclusion.
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Activity 1:

The first step is an introduction for this topic presented by the teacher.

Yugoslav economic area developed after the World War I. and was assembled from different areas. Less than
10 % of people lived from the industry. Mines, where majority of the capital was foreign, also had an important
function. The working and the middle class paid the price of transition to the new state with big price-increases,
low salaries, and mass unemployment. They were also affected by the financial transactions and currency
unification. In the times between both wars Yugoslavia maintained explicitly agricultural state, with almost 54 %
of export assembled by agricultural products. The most constant economic era was between 1925 and 1931.
The first half of the 1930’s was affected by a severe economic crisis in the state. In the second half of the 1930’s
the economy bloomed again, but only until the World War II, when it backslides again.

Source

1

Source

The establishment of the Kingdom of SCS

Hutter’s colony in Pobrežje, Maribor.

In 1926, Josip Hutter, in cooperation with the
Austrian company Wenzel Hoffelner, founded
the textile factory JosipHutter& Drug. At first,
the company manufactured only cheap
cotton twill fabric, later, in 1929 they built a
weaving mill, a sewing thread factory in 1937
and a silk weaving mill in 1939. The factory
initially employed 360 workers. By 1949 the
number of employees, working in the factory,
rose to 1.600. After World War II, all private
means of production were nationalised.
Josip Hutter tried to solve the housing
problem of his employees by building houses
and giving soft loans for private house
building to his workers. This is how the socalled Hutter workers’ colony of twenty
houses in Pobrežje was erected in 1937.

Gabrič, Aleš in Režek, Mateja: Zgodovina 4: učbenik za 4. letnik gimnazije.
Ljubljana: DZS 2011. Page 146.

Source

2

http://industrijskapespot.si/hutterjeva-kolonija--opis.html (11. 1. 2014)

3

Shanty town Sibirija, Ljubljana

Source

4

Smeltery in the mine Bor next to Zaječar.

Repe, Božo: Sodobna zgodovina: učbenik za 4. letnik
gimnazij. Ljubljana: Modrijan 2007. Page 117.

Repe, Božo: Sodobna zgodovina: učbenik za 4. letnik
gimnazij. Ljubljana: Modrijan 2007. Page 98.
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Group 1: INDUSTRY

Activity 2:
Group work

Source

1

Industry in First Yugoslavia state
livestock industry
wood industry
metallurgical industry
textile industry
chemical industry
ceramic Industry
tobacco industry

Repe, Božo: Sodobna zgodovina: učbenik za 4. letnik gimnazij. Ljubljana: Modrijan 2007. Page 97.

THE TASK:
With help of sources (text and pictures) compare the most developed regions
countries with the least developed. Where were encountered the biggest differences?
Source
Source

2

A level of industrial development and education
in Slovenia’s region when entering a new state the Kingdom of SCS.
At entering into the Yugoslav state, Slovenia had 275
active industrial facilities, thanks to the industrialization as
th
a continuous process since the start of the 20 century. It
was difficult to find illiterate people in Slovenia, literacy rate
was over 90%. “
Lazarević, Žarko: Razkorak med razvitimi in nerazvitimi – zaviralni
dejavnik modernizacije Jugoslavije? Prispevki za novejšo
zgodovino. Inštitut za novejšo zgodovino. Ljubljana: 2002. Page.
78.
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3

A level of industrial development of Kosovo in the
Kingdom of SCS.
» In Kosovo,there was no trace of industrialization as a
continuous process. Between the two WW, there were 25
companies of industrial character in Kosovo. From that
number, there were ten mills, two mines, three leather
processing facilities, five metal industry facilities and three
small power plants. Farmers who lived in extreme powerty,
worked according to autarhic principle – producing for own
needs only. On top of that, compared to Slovenia situation,
in Kosovo almost nobody was able to read and write. “
Lazarević, Žarko: Razkorak med razvitimi in nerazvitimi – zaviralni
dejavnik modernizacije Jugoslavije? Prispevki za novejšo
zgodovino. Inštitut za novejšo zgodovino. Ljubljana: 2002. Page.
79.

Activity 2:

Group 1: INDUSTRY

Group work

Source

4

A poster of Ljubljana's
factory Saturnus, a joint
stock company, for
industry of sheet metal
products written in three
official languages

Source

5

Advertising for Shoe
Factory Peko

Source

6

Advertising for
Brewery

Repe, Božo: Sodobna
zgodovina: učbenik za 4. letnik
gimnazij. Ljubljana: Modrijan
2007. Page 115.

Slovenska kronika XX. stoletja
1900 – 1941. Ljubljana: Nova
revija 1995. Page 358.

Source

9

Sarajevo, Bazar
Slovenska kronika XX. stoletja
1900 – 1941. Ljubljana: Nova
revija 1995. Page 359.

THE TASK:
• With the help of this
map, determine dominant
branches of industry in
First Yugoslavia.
• Determine which
industrial branch
prevailed in First
Yugoslavia.

Source

7

Market in Ljubljana, Drava banate
(Slovenia) around WWII

Židov, Nena: Ljubljanski živilski trg, odsev prostora in
časa (1920 – 1940), Ljubljana 1994, page 125, original
u vlasništvu Ljubljanske tržnice

Hielscher, Kurt: Kraljevina SHS. Knjižara Vera v
Ljubljani, 1926

Source

8

Market in Prizren, Kosovo.

Hielscher, Kurt: Kraljevina SHS. Knjižara Vera v
Ljubljani, 1926
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Group 1: INDUSTRY

Activity 2:
Group work

Source

10

Natural population growth in all areas in First Yugoslavia in %, registered in 1931.

Slovenia
Slovenija

Croatia
Hrvatska
0

Macedonia
Makedonija

15

30

Montenegro
Crna
Gora

Serbia
Srbija

45

B&H
BiH
60

1931

Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska struktura Jugoslavije 1918 – 1941. Zagreb: Nakladni zavod Hrvatske 1950. Page 17.

THE TASK:
Determine in which parts of First Yugoslavia the level of natural population growth was the highest.

Source

11

The value of industrial production per resident in 1938 (in dinars)
Slovenija
Slovenia

Hrvatska
Croatia

Srbija
Serbia

BiH
B&H

Crna Gora
Montenegro
4000
3000
2000
1000

1938

0

Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska struktura Jugoslavije 1918 – 1941. Zagreb: Nakladni zavod Hrvatske 1950. Page 17.

THE TASK:
Compare sources B and C. How did an industrial development of individual area affect growth of
natural population? Explain your answer.
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Activity 2:
Group work

Source

Group 2: TRAFFIC

1

Rail network in First Yugoslavia in 1918

THE TASK:
In which part of First
Yugoslavia the rail network
was the most and in which
the least developed?

Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska historija Jugoslavije. Zagreb: Informator - Zagreb 1968. Pages
304 and 352.

Source

2

Rail traffic development
»The state had a powerful influence on a rail traffic development. There were several reasons for it. First reason was a
strong military influence on the rail policy. In the time of monarchy, the army was the strongest political factor and this is why
politicians worked in its best interests. The army had neither the understanding nor the interest of solving an economical
aspect of the rail traffic. The second reason was in the protection of financial interests from foreign investors buying private
railway lines. The third reason was the fact that Serbia has already had an experience with nationalization of private
railways.«
Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska struktura Jugoslavije 1918 – 1941. Zagreb: Nakladni zavod Hrvatske 1950. Page 121.

THE TASK:
Explain why did the state influenced the management and construction of railway lines.
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Activity 2:
Group work

Source

Group 2: TRAFFIC

3

Source

Road traffic

4

Family - child in cradle on a donkey,
Busovača (BIH)

www.siol.net/tv/naj_gledano/2011/04/
kdo_neki_tam_poje.aspx) (10. 5. 2013)
Hielscher, Kurt: Kraljevina SHS. Knjižara Vera v Ljubljani, 1926

Source

5

ROAD DEVELOPMENT
»Road development was, despite of domestic
concrete, asphalt factories, plenty of labour force,
long-lasting unemployment because of the crisis and
long, chronic and insufficient employment of rural
population, very slow. Some main roads (Zagreb –
Belgrade, Belgrade – Skopje, main roads in Serbia,
Montenegro, Croatia, Vojvodina, Bosnia and
Macedonia) were in a very bad condition and often
life-threatening. Since the need for traffic was bigger
than the construction of roads, cars often had to drive
on the life-threatening roads. On some sections
passengers had to get out of their vehicles and walk
through some dangerous parts on foot. They had to
walk through the clouds of dust in plain landscapes,
filled with sand in the dry season. But in the rainy days
they would sink in the mud and search for oxen to
help them out.«
Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska struktura Jugoslavije 1918 –
1941. Zagreb: Nakladni zavod Hrvatske 1950. Page 116.

Source

6

The picture of Ljubljana from 1903 with the
new technological acquisition – the tram.

Slovenska kronika XX. stoletja 1900 – 1941. Ljubljana:
Nova revija 1995. Page 17.

THE TASK:
With help of sources above explain in what conditions were Yugoslav roads in times between both
wars. How did these conditions affect the economic development?
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Activity 2:
Group work

Source

Group 3: AGRICULTURE

1

Source

Employed persons by main occupation 1921

2

Employed persons by main occupation 1931

Poljoprivreda,
stocarstvo,
sumarstvo
i ribarstvo
Agriculture,
livestock,
forestry
and fishing
Industrijaand
i obrt
Industry
crafts
Trgovina,
kredit
promet
Trade,
credit
andi traffic
javna sluzba,
i slobodna
zanimanja
Public
service,vojska
the army
and freelancers
Drugaprofessions
zanimanja iand
lica persons
bez zanimanja
Other
without occupation

Agriculture,
livestock,
forestry
and fishing
Poljoprivreda,
stocarstvo,
sumarstvo
i ribarstvo
Industry
and
crafts
Industrija
i obrt
Trade,
credit
andi traffic
Trgovina,
kredit
promet
Public
the army
and freelancers
javna service,
sluzba, vojska
i slobodna
zanimanja
Other
without occupation
Drugaprofessions
zanimanja and
i licapersons
bez zanimanja

5%4%
4%

4%
3%4%
9%

11%

76%

80%
Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska struktura Jugoslavije 1918 –
1941. Zagreb: Nakladni zavod Hrvatske 1950. Page 18.

Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska struktura Jugoslavije 1918 –
1941. Zagreb: Nakladni zavod Hrvatske 1950. Page 18.

THE TASK:
Which economic branch employed the largest number of population? Which economic branch, in
comparison to 1921, records the biggest growth of employees?

Source

3

Agronomic structure of Yugoslavia
<ispod
2 ha2 ha
do 5 ha
2od- 52 ha
5 do
5od- 20
ha20 ha
od -20
20
60do
ha60 ha
0

20

40

60

80

Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska historija Jugoslavije. Zagreb: Informator - Zagreb 1968. Page 322.

Source

4

Register of peasant properties in Yugoslavia
»The first and the only register of peasant properties in Yugoslavia was made in 1931. Results were inadequate, because
only 42 % of Yugoslav area (10.6 mio ha) were included. There were no records of other areas (58 % or 14.3 mio ha), no
records of what these areas were or what was their economic potential. /.../ Most farms, in the size of 2 ha or less, were in
Dalmatia, Montenegro, Croatia, and Slovenia. /.../ Peasant estates of this size used most of their land for cultivation, and
were therefore too small for livestock farming.«
Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska struktura Jugoslavije 1918 – 1941. Zagreb: Nakladni zavod Hrvatske 1950. Pages 38 and 39.

THE TASK:
Analyse the table and determine which peasant estates, according to their size, were predominating
in First Yugoslavia. How did the size of estate affect a survival of peasant family?
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Activity 2:
Group work

Source

Group 3: AGRICULTURE

5

Source

6

Peasant’s house near Ilidža (BIH)

Farm in Pavlovac, Croatia

Hielscher, Kurt: Kraljevina SHS. Knjižara Vera v Ljubljani, 1926

Hielscher, Kurt: Kraljevina SHS. Knjižara Vera v Ljubljani, 1926

Source

7

Team of oxen, Ohrid, Macedonia

THE TASK
With a help of sources explain what was the life
of peasants looked like. In what way the
peasants in the First Yugoslavia state cultivate
the land?

Hielscher, Kurt: Kraljevina SHS. Knjižara Vera v Ljubljani, 1926
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Activity 2:
Group work

Source

Group 4: EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE

1

90

Employment structure of population in
1931

67,5

Poljoprivreda,
sumarstvo
i ribolov
Agriculture,
forestry
and fishing
45
Industrijaand
i zanat
Industry
trade
Trgovina,
bankarstvo
i saobracaj
Trade,
banking
and traffic
Javni servis,
slobodne
profesije,
Public
service,
freelancers,
army vojska 22,5
Ostaleprofessions,
profesije, bez
profesija
Other
without
a profession
0

Slovenija

Hrvatska

Srbija

BiH

Crna Gora Makedonija

Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska struktura Jugoslavije 1918 – 1941. Zagreb: Nakladni zavod Hrvatske 1950. Page 308.

THE TASK:
From the source 1 copy the area in First Yugoslavia that had the highest share of employees in
individual sectors:

Source

2

Relation between female and male
workers in Drava Banate

Source

3

Salary diffrences
»Miners and skilled workers had higher salary, while women and
children, particulary in textile industry, had lower salary.«
Mirković, Mijo: Ekonomska struktura Jugoslavije 1918 – 1941. Zagreb:
Nakladni zavod Hrvatske 1950. Page 47.
.

Source

4

Female workers in Drava banate
»The time after the World War I brought to Slovenia an era of quicker
enployment. of the gender that was in 19th century traditionally
“employed” with working at home.«
Gabrič, Aleš in Režek, Mateja: Zgodovina 4: učbenik za 4. letnik gimnazije.
Ljubljana: DZS 2011. Page 162.
.

Source

5

Women employees
The ratio of the number of women and
men workers in the Dravska province in
1931.
In an insurance company in Ljubljana
was insured 30764 (33,49 %) of female
and 61084 (66,51 %) of male workers.
The percentage of female workers is
constantly growing.
Gabrič, Aleš in Režek, Mateja: Zgodovina 4:
učbenik za 4. letnik gimnazije. Ljubljana: DZS
2011. Page 162.

THE TASK:
Why did the portion of employed
women changed, especially in the
times of great economic crisis?

»After World War I portion of women among employees in industry
was less than a quarter and in the times of crisis just about 40
percents.«
Repe, Božo: Sodobna zgodovina: učbenik za 4. letnik gimnazij. Ljubljana:
Modrijan 2007. Page 115.

Source

6

Female labor force
»/../the percentage of female labor force, compared to the total
number of employees, increases every year, so it grew from 19,41 to
26,87 per cent in the period 1923-1933; therefore, in a decade for
about 7%. It is interesting to compare this raise in female labor force
with earlier mentioned raise of rural population that cannot be
employed in agriculture.«
Kukoleča, Stevan: Industrija Jugoslavije 1918-1938. Balkanska štampa.
Beograd. 1941, pg.. 94
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Activity 3:
Debate and Summary

The teacher encourages students to help formulate a conclusion.
They try to answer the following questions:
1. What were the the economic differences between different Yugoslav regions?
2. What was the degree of economic development and progress between different Yugoslav regions?
3. What was the role of state in economic development in Yugoslavia before World War II?
4. What was the effectiveness or vanity of solving economic differences between different Yugoslav
regions?

ANSWERS:
The majority of industry was on the North and Northeast, prevailing small industrial and trade companies.
Development of industry was obstructed by bad traffic connections, especially throughout North and South.
The vast of the population lived from agriculture, mainly on small estates. The most important economic
measures were the Agrarian reform and the abolition of feudal, half-feudal, and colonial relations. The
reform was executed slowly and inconsistently.
The share of female employees increased, because they represented the cheapest workforce.

At the end teacher show pupils /students one more source and makes a conclusion - it is a
summary of what the students through the analysis of the resources should recognize about the
Yugoslav industry.
»There were three different and conflicting economical branches: Serbian bourgeois exploited political
hegemony, freeloaded fiscal policy, loans, investments, state enterprises, bonds' speculations, war loans,
and provision to the army; Croatians tried to control financial capital, whereas Slovenians took advantage
of the large Yugoslav market and inexpensive raw materials for its processing industry.«
Repe, Božo: Sodobna zgodovina: učbenik za 4. letnik gimnazij. Ljubljana: Modrijan 2007. Pages 97 and 98.
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Emina Zivkovic

2

S om e Is s ue s A bout
“ De mo cr ac y ” in
t he K ingdom of
SHS

Key question

To what extent does the dictatorship express the strength or
weakness of the State?
Topic
The module is about political issues in the Kingdom of SHS during the dictatorship of King
Alexander, and influence of political problems on life of ordinary people.
I address influence of political problems on life of ordinary people during the period 1929-1934
I choose this because our textbooks do not treat this issue in this manner, and because some
of the problems are similar with the presence.
Because the most of 20th century was the period of struggle between the freedom and
dictatorship in the whole region.
Learning outcomes
1. The students will recognize the connection between political situation and introduction of
dictatorship.
2. The students will analyze historical sources and based on an analysis formulate the
conclusions.
3. The students will notice the relations between introducing dictatorship and position of
common people.
Aims
• A critical understanding of the complex nature of the past
• Understanding of the world today
• An international mindedness
• Respect for human rights
• Historical awareness

Teaching guideline
STEP 1: Teacher will read an introduction, then source about the State emblems, flag,
national item, map, Constitution, and the question that should lead students generally toward
conclusion.

45
minutes

Step 2: The teacher divides class in the three groups. The fist group is Dictator and
administration, Second one is Ordinary people, and the third is Foreign representative. The
students should be engaged in a role play where each group should report to the
representative from the League of Nations who came to enquire about the situation in
Yugoslavia.
Step 3: Group work
Step 4: Discussion
Each group has the same task – to fill the given chart and present the results.
Teacher can, while students are working in groups write down the proposed answers on the
blackboard and while students are presenting the results of the group work to write down the
results. After that students will answer to the key questions
• To what extent does the dictatorship express the strength or weakness of the State?
• Is there a difference between democracy in the past and nowadays?
• Who bears the burden of the dictatorship?
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Step 1

Introduction:
The Kingdom of SHS was formed after the WWI, from the regions which had different heritage, developed though
centuries. The differences (national, economic, cultural…) burdened new state to the point when the parliament
was not only totally dysfunctional but the place of assassination of political leaders. All of this provoked King’s
decision to reach for the common solution in that time - the dictatorship. His explanation was that he wants to stop
the chaotic situation in the country, but many perceived this decision as pure political violence.
Source 1
National symbols and Anthem of the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia
Source 2
Map of Europe depicting the position of
the Kingdom of SHS

God of justice,
Yo u h a v e s a v e d u s f r o m
damnation till this day;
Hear our voices from this day,
And from now be our salvation.
Our beautiful homeland,
Dear country glorious and fearful,
Our fathers' old glory,
May you be blessed forever!
Forward, the flags of glory,
To the fight blood of heroes.
For well-being of the Fatherland,
Let the rifles speak.
God save, God protect,
Our King and our people!
King Petar, God protect,*
Praying to You is all our kind!
*The third line of the last verse was
changed to "King Aleksandar, God
protect" during the reign of Alexander
I of Yugoslavia

National symbols,Mozaik
proslosti,Bigz 2010

http://sh.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kraljevina_Jugoslavija, 5.03.2012.

Source 3
The ‘Vidovdan’ Constitution1 - Articles of the Constitution that give huge authority to the King
1  It  was  known  under  that  name  since  it  was  brought  on  the  Day  of  St.  Vid  –  Vidovdan  (28th  June  1921)

Constitution
Article 46
“The Legislative power lies jointly with the King and the National Assembly”
Article 47
“Administrative power is exercised by the King through appropriate Ministers, as ordered herein”.
Article 49
“The King verifies and proclaims the laws, appoints the state servants and assigns military ranks in accordance with the law.
The King is the supreme commander of all the military force”.
Article 51
“The King represents the state in all the relations with other states. The King proclaims the war and signs the peace”.
Article 52
“The King summons the National Assembly (…) The king has the right to dissolve the National Assembly”.
Article 55
“The King’s person is untouchable. The King may not be held accountable of anything, nor can he be prosecuted. This does
not apply for King’s private property”.
Price iz XX veka, Platoneum,2002.
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Step 2

Group I: Dictator and administration

Source 1
Administration and corruption - the perception of British ambassador in the Kingdom of SHS
In all the provinces there is a general demand for equality with Serbia. It is quite certain that Belgrade authorities do not
have easy time negotiating with irresponsible demagogues who control the Croatian peasant masses, but centralist
influences… also did not help in implementing any legislative or practical administrative reforms… and created
dissatisfaction that burst out after assassinations in the Parliament last summer.
...There were 25 governments formed in Belgrade over the past 10 years, and all of them dealt with small, local politics,
which happened to be the main fun and leisure in the Balkans, rather than to face the urgent problem of taking care of the
situation in the country.
Zivko Avramovski, “Britanci u Kraljevini Jugoslaviji”, Zagreb, 1988.

Source 2
Illiteracy per provinces (Banovinas)
Read
Read
and
and
write
write
Province
Dravska
Drinska
Dunavska
Moravska
Primorska
Savska
Savska
Vardarska
Vrbaska
Zetska
Belgrade
Total

M
94,13%
56,37%
82,03%
60,76%
55,48%
80,06%
80,06%
43,89%
39,73%
50,69%
92,66%
67,31%

F
92,41%
18,56%
59,67%
16,01%
29,37%
63,78%
63,78%
14,32%
13,95%
16,69%
84%
42,90%

Total
93,23%
37,49%
70,52%
37,70%
42,08%
71,60%
71,60%
28,84%
27,09%
33,50%
88,69%
53,83%

M
1,80%
0,32%
0,45%
0,41%
0,41%
0,37%
0,37%
0,41%
0,38%
0,51%
0,24%

F
1,23%
0,42%
0,77%
0,27%
0,51%
1,07%
1,07%
0,18%
0,24%
0,41%
0,68%

read
read

illiterate
illiterate

Total
1,23%
0,40%
0,61%
0,34%
0,46%
0,73%
0,73%
0,30%
0,31%
0,46%
0,44%

Total
5,54%
62,11%
28,87%
61,96%
57,46%
27,67%
27,67%
70,86%
72,60%
66,04%
10,87%
44,51%

Illiteracy, Ljubodrag Dimić, Kulturna politika Kraljevine Jugoslavije1918’1941, II, str.192

Source 3
Total number of illiterates in the Kingdom of SHS
In some areas illiteracy was higher than 80%, mainly among women.

ILLITERATE

Only four year primary schools were mandatory according to valid laws
There were only three Universities in the whole state, in Belgrade, Zagreb and Ljubljana.
There were single faculties in Skopje and Subotica.

1921

1931

51,5%

44,0%

Illiteracy, Ljubodrag Dimić, Kulturna politika Kraljevine Jugoslavije1918’1941, II, str.192

Source 4
The perception of illiteracy by the British Ambassador in the Kingdom of SHS 1925.
High level of lacking education in the southern provinces is the basic issue that attention is paid to, and primary schools are
not opened only through governmental initiative but also by private payments by the peasants. The estimation is that there
are twice as many students in schools in Bosnia and Macedonia than 7 years ago…
State initiatives, Živko Avramovski, “Britanci o Kraljevini Jugoslaviji” -godišnji izveštaji britanskog poslanstva u Beogradu- 1986, Arhiv
Jugoslavije, Beograd, Globus, Zagreb
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Step 2

Group I - Dictator and administration

Source 6
Proclamation of the Dictatorship

Source 5
Assasination in the
Parliament
That 20 June, 1928, Punisa
Racic fired from the
parliament speaker stand at:
Pavle Radic, Stjepan Radic,
Djuro Basaricek, Ivan Grandja
and Ivan Pernar. That was the
cause for introducing the
dictatorship.

“… The time has come when there
cannot and must not be any mediators
between the people and the King” “…
Parliamentarism, which remained political
mean, as tradition of my unforgotten
father and as my ideal, has become an
obstacle for any fruitful work in the
country due to the abuse by blinded
passions (…) Instead strengthening the
spirit of national and state unity, the
parliamentarism - as it is- encouraged
spiritual and national divisions… (…)
Therefore, I have decided to abolish the
Constitution of the Kingdom SHS of 28
June 1921 (…) The National Assembly
(…) is dissolved.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stjepan_, 28.03.2012
Price iz XX veka, Platoneum 2002.

Questions:

1. What are the obstacles to develop democracy in the country with this educational structure?
2. What was the political situation in the Kingdom?
3. What did the King and the administration want to achieve?
4. What was his argument?
5. Could it be possible nowadays to establish this kind of control?
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Step 2

Group II - Ordinary people

Source 1
Roza Budaji refuses to hang the flag on
her house at the occasion of the Queen’s
birthday
Department of Secret police in Sombor
Date: 6 June 1925.
To the HQ of State Secret Police
This Department is honored to inform you the
following:
On 27 January this year, on the birthday of Her
Majesty the Queen Marija, Ms Roza Budaji who
lives at 21 Svetozara MIletica st. refused to put the
flag on her house in the name of the Celebration,
but the city police, knowing she was not inclined
towards Serbs, ordered her to raise the flag on her
house immediately. Soon after the police left, Roza
said the following: “Any scumbag comes here and
we have to honor them and celebrate…”
The police passed the thing over to the State
Attorney.
Rozina prica, AJ, fond 37 Milan Stojadinovic, fascikla 4.

Source 3
Jail for a joke
The County Court in Cacak, 31 December 1931 –
Explanation of the verdict for accused Milivoje
Milovanovic, Jevresin Milovanovic Kosta and
Milosava Vujovic, all from Lucani, Dragacevo
county.
“They are guilty for … in intention to cause bad
mood against political and social order in the
country, they were spreading false claims that His
Majesty the King took ten years of sick leave and
the Prime-Minister Petar Zivkovic took five years of
sick leave, and that both of them have left the
country; by doing so they violated the public order
in the country punishable according to Article 4 of
the Law on protection of public safety and state
order. The Court sentences them to 15 days of
prison each… Besides the time sentence, there is
also a fine in the amount of 100 Dinars, to the
benefit of the Fund for construction and
maintenance of penitentiaries…”
Explanation of the Sentence:
“For the accused Jevrem: when he was told by the
accused Milivoje about HM the King and the P-M,
taking the sick leave and leaving the country, he,
the accused Jevrem, was not supposed to spread
the rumors further but to remain silent, instead, he
went to ask about it in the municipal courtroom…”
AJ, 74-12-23.

Source 2
What happens to those who think differently
Punishment for agitation – transferring, According to the
document of the Ministry of Education, Department for
Primary Education, 8 Nov. 1931, Belgrade
An officer of the Ministry of Interior sends a letter to the
Ministry of Education, 6 Oct 1931
According to the Head of Pec county: “Aco Djukanovic, a
teacher in Djumunovo selo and Rajko Jovanovic, a teacher
in Vitomirica, Pec county, are not loyal to the regime, they
agitate in public to the voters not to go to vote, unless there
is an opposition list…
I kindly ask these men to be
transferred to other places, out of Pec county.
The Ministry of Education solved this problem by
transferring these teachers.
According to the document of Ministry of Education, Department
for primary schools, 8 Nov. 1931, Belgrade

Source 4
Ridiculing the Kind – punishment: expelled from
school
Report to the Ministry of Justice, September 1933, Belgrade
“Radulovic Bosko, from Cetinje, was reported on 16 March,
in the 6th grade Gymnasium classroom, during the lesson
of teacher Blazo Lopicic when he was lecturing about the
Sun clock and said it required a wooden stick, to have
laughed ironically and showing to the picture of HM the
King said: Why should we not use this picture, professor.
The incriminating act was evidenced by a written log into
the Class Diary book, but considering that the suspect was
punished by expulsion from all gymnasiums for all times,
and that he is a minor, he was exempted from any other
punishment.
AJ, fond 63, fas.br. 96/1933

Source 5
Supervision over the opposition
Report of the HQ of Posavski county, 10 Oct. 1933, Umka,
to Royal Administration office in Novi Sad
“In the sense of your order of September 11, 1933, it is my
honor to reveal the names of state servants who did not
vote at municipal elections, or voted for opposition lists:
Katanic Bosko, teacher at primary school in Umka, voted
for the opposition although he was discretely told he should
help and vote for the national list… Katanic used to be a
member of the Communist party and he was strongly
monitored ever since…
Petkovic Ljubisa, teacher at primary school in Mislodjin, did
not vote at all. During the campaign he actively worked for
the opposition list. Petkovic is known to be the opponent of
the regime… we ask him to be removed from the county
territory…
AJ, fond 66, fas.br. 14, jed. opisa br.37
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Step 2

Group II - Ordinary people

Source 6
An Anecdote from the Time of King Alexander Dictatorship
In our neighborhood there was a trader, known as the great fan of HSS (Croat Peasant Party). He often used
harsh language against the regime in public. Then he would be taken to the police station, for interrogation and a
bit of harassment, and then he would be released. And this repeated every once in a while. He had three sons
and a daughter. His third son was born in 1929, after the assassination of Stjepan Radic and introduction of
dictatorship of King Alexander.
He named the boy Alexander, to the surprise of all his acquaintances. When they asked why in the world he
named his son after the hatred king, he replied simply: “So I can fu.. his mother.” (which means to swear in the
jargon). So the whole town laughed as he was yelling on his son and swear on him in full name. ,
Testimony of M.J. from Dubrovnik 1930‘s

Source 7
The Funeral of HRM Alexander Karadjordjevic

Source 8
The people crying on king’s funeral

King’s funeral, Black-white Belgrade, (5.04.2012).
http://www.pogledi.rs/diskusije/viewtopic.php?
t=18563&sid=8c22c4cf298f28e689db13bd0c012b4b

Questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Why Rosa doesn’t want to display the State flag?
Is the resistance possible if there is no education?
What is the position of ordinary people in the dictatorship?
Who was resisting?
Which freedoms were reduced? How did that influence the people lives?
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Step 2

Group III - Foreign representative

Source 1
Administration and corruption
1925.
“The administration in this country is inefficient,
badly organized and corrupt. While in pre-war
Serbia there were 40.000 state servants, their
number after the war increased to 280.000 though
Yugoslavia has only three times the population of
pre-war Serbia… The corruption flourishes from top
to bottom level.

Source 4
The map shows all European states which
introduced dictatorship in the inter-war period

Zivko Avramovski, “Britanci u Kraljevini Jugoslaviji”,
Zagreb, 1988..

Source 2
A look from above… the situation in
neighboring countries
1925, …There may pass a lot of time before the
unhealthy atmosphere in Belgrade vanishes, and
we can hardly expect a Balkan country to adopt
efficient methods of western civilization, unless
there will be gradual strengthening of European
culture. However, we can boldly claim that this
country is better than its neighbors, both in its
international relations and internal situation.
Zivko Avramovski, “Britanci u Kraljevini Jugoslaviji”,
Zagreb, 1988..

Source 3
European countries which introduced
dictatorship in the inter-war period

Map legend
Red color shows countries which introduced dictatorship.
Blue color shows countries that remained democracies.

Source 5
Reaction to dictatorship by political emigrants

„Еurope between two world wars consisted of a
total of 29 states. In 1920 all but three of these
could be described as democracies. By the end of
1938, no fewer then 16 of these had had become
dictatorships. Their leaders had absolute power
which was beyond the constrains of any
constitution.
Of the remaining 12 democracies, seven were torn
apart between 1939-1940. Thus, by the late 1940,
only five democracies remained intact: the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Sweden, Finland, and
Switzerland”.
Dictatorships were introduced in Hungary (1920),
Poland (1926), Austria (1932), Lithuania (1926),
Latvia (1934), Estonia (1934), Albania (1928),
Yugoslavia (1929), Bulgaria (1934), Romania
(1938),
Greece (1936), Spain (1923-1929 and after the
civil war), Portugal (1932).

On 5 January it will be two years since the proclamation of
military-fascist dictatorship in Yugoslavia. Two years of
administering without ‘mediators’, of direct and bloody
violence of the White hand and the King, of darkness and
injustice, oppression and robbing. Two years of horrible
military-police terror, mass executions, Serbization and
forceful creation of a single nation, denationalization and
colonization, robbing of enslaved non-Serb people in
Macedonia, Kosovo, Montenegro, Croatia and elsewhere…
Therefore the 18 years of regime of Belgrade in Macedonia
is nothing but a bloody terror of mass killings and national
oppression. Thousands of Macedonians fell as victims of the
authorities. Tens of thousands were arrested, suffered
staged trials and tens of capital punishments against
Macedonians. Schools were closed, mother tongue as
banned, family names (Macedonian) were turned into
Serbian. Terrible corruption and robbing are on the scene in
Macedonia…

S.J. Lee, The European dictatorship 1918-1945, London
1987, 1-3 .

Македонско дело бр.128 1931 год, Newspapers published in
Vienna by Macedonian emigrants

Questions

1.
2.
3.
4.
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How did the British ambassador see the situation in the Kingdom?
Which nowadays problems are similar with the problems in that period?
How would you solve these problems (without the dictatorship)?
What was the political climate in other European countries?

Ljiljana Lazarevic

Everyday life in the
Kingdom SHS
1918-1941

Key question

Everyday life – a choice or a traditional baggage?
Topic
The module is about the complexity and difference of everyday life in the new country
The pupils should create a wider picture on what was life like in the country with great
differences and controversies, regional, national, …
The period is 1918-1941.
It is relevant because of necessity to improve the level of tolerance and awareness in the
region (to be aware of differences and how deeply rooted some issues are, but also how
similar some problems are in different parts of the region), and it is controversial in the
sense how life has changed in a relatively short period (at the beginning of the period, in
some areas people were sleeping with cattle, women didn’t have any rights… and children
can compare how the life looks like nowadays). Besides, such high regional differences in
the quality of everyday life are controversial and sensitive by themselves, and the issue of
urbanization in the Balkans is controversial as well.
Learning outcomes
• The students will be able to understand the change and continuity in social phenomena,
and notice the difference and similarities between past and present in this regard
• The students will be able to understand the complexity of interactions between
traditional and modern in Yugoslav interwar society
• The students will develop empathy skills
• The students will learn about specific of the quality of everyday life during the interwar
period (the difference between town and countryside, the entertainment, the dressing,
Aims
• A critical understanding of the complex nature of the past
• Understanding of national identity
• Support students to understand themselves
• Mutual respect, peace, stability and democracy
• Historical awareness

Teaching guideline
Step 1:
Introduction (contextualization) – 10 minutes; teacher will read an introduction
(Contextualization)/ explain the general situation in the country based on the following
introduction

90
minutes

STEP 2:
Teacher divides students into two groups:
1) The first one gets the sources – Village / town
2) The second one gets the sources – Traditional / modern
He/she gives the instruction: the groups will analyze the sources, lead by the questions that
are following the sources, and when finished, they will do the joint activity.
STEP 3:
The teacher asks the students to fulfill the following table, about the women position, from
the elements they found in sources:
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Step 1

Introduction:
The Kingdom of SHS was formed after the WWI, based on the idea of common roots of all South Slavs. The new state was
formed from the regions which had different heritage, developed though centuries. The differences were extreme, in every
respect: political, national, cultural, economic… The whole region was mostly agricultural, with the high percentage of
people who lived in the country, life based on traditional customs and habits. The process of industrialization and
urbanization almost skipped the whole region, but not in the balanced form: the western and northern parts of the country
(which were part of Austria-Hungarian Empire) were more developed, while southern parts (which were the part of Ottoman
Empire by the beginning of XX century) were much less developed. All of this, plus political and national differences, caused
huge problems in functioning of the newborn state.

Optionally, teacher can add to this contextualization the sources which strengthen those arguments:

Source 1
States and territories that united in 1918

-Borders of Austro-Hungary until fall
-Border of the Kingdom of SHS from 1920 to 1924.
-Provintial borders
-The state of SHS established on 29 Oct. 1918 (Slovenians,
Croats and Serbs who lived on the territory of Austro-Hungary)
-Areas that directly joined Serbia
-Changes of borders in 1919.

Repe Bozo, Sodobna zgodovina za 4.letnik gimnazij, str.82
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Step 1

Source 2

1921

Table on number and
population size of cities

Lj. Dimic, Kulturna politika Kraljevine
Jugoslavije, p.36

1931

Population
(in thousands)
10-20

Numberofofcities
cities
Number

Numberofofcities
cities
Number

30

124

20-50

11

25

50-100

3

4

> 100

2

3

Source 3
Industrial development per regions
-Agriculture and livestock industry
-Wood processing industry
-Metal processing industry
-Textile industry
-Chemical industry
-Chemical industry
-Tobacco industry

Repe Bozo, Sodobna zgodovina za 4.letnik gimnazij. Ljubljana: Modrijan 2007, page 97
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Step 1

Source 4

TYPES OF VACATIONS

Vocations of population
in the Kingdom

1921

1931

78.87%

76.58%

9.91%

11.00%

4.35%

4.85%

Public admin;
admin; army,
army,
Public

3.80%

4.08%

Other
Other

3.07%

3.49%

Agriculture, forestry,
Agriculture, forestry,
…
Industry and
and
Industry
handicrafts
handicrafts
Trade, loans,
loans, traffic
traffic
Trade,

Ljubodrag Dimić, Kulturna
politika Kraljevine
Jugoslavije1918’1941, II, p.35

Source 5
Illiteracy per provinces
Read and
write

read
read

illiterate
illiterate

Province
Province

M

F

Total

M

F

Total

Total

Dravska
Dravska

94,13%

92,41%

93,23%

1,80%

1,23%

1,23%

5,54%

Drinska
Drinska

56,37%

18,56%

37,49%

0,32%

0,42%

0,40%

62,11%

Dunavska
Dunavska

82,03%

59,67%

70,52%

0,45%

0,77%

0,61%

28,87%

Moravska
Moravska

60,76%

16,01%

37,70%

0,41%

0,27%

0,34%

61,96%

Primorska
Primorska

55,48%

29,37%

42,08%

O,41%

0,51%

0,46%

57,46%

Savska
Savska

80,06%

63,78%

71,60%

0,37%

1,07%

0,73%

27,67%

Savska
Savska

80,06%

63,78%

71,60%

0,37%

1,07%

0,73%

27,67%

Vardarska
Vardarska

43,89%

14,32%

28,84%

0,41%

0,18%

0,30%

70,86%

Vrbaska
Vrbaska

39,73%

13,95%

27,09%

0,38%

0,24%

0,31%

72,60%

Zetska
Zetska

50,69%

16,69%

33,50%

0,51%

0,41%

0,46%

66,04%

Belgrade
Belgrade

92,66%

84%

88,69%

0,24%

0,68%

0,44%

10,87%

Total
Total

67,31%

42,90%

53,83%

44,51%

Ljubodrag Dimić, Kulturna politika Kraljevine Jugoslavije1918’1941, II, p.192
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Step 2

Group  I  -‐  village/town

Source 1

Towns and villages
.....Over ¾ of all households in the Kingdom lived of agriculture, i.e. 80% of active population earned its salary in
agriculture… Although in the period 1921-1931, according to some sources, about a million of people moved towards the
cities, the fact is that there was an increase in number of small towns with underdeveloped economy and with no urban
living standard… According to the Ministry of Interior, in 1925 there were 24255 villages and 4595 hamlets, which made
96% of all settlements, while the rest were in total 1265 (cities, towns, suburbs, spas, monasteries). According to the same
source, in cities and towns lived 15,8% of population.
Lj. Dimic, Kulturna politika Kaljevine Jugoslavije, 1918-1941, p.35

2

Source
Tuberculoisis
Tuberculosis appeared as typical, chronic, people’s social disease. In medical literature it was classified in the group of socalled ‘dangerous peoples’ missions’. About 14% of all deceased died of tuberculosis. There was also a large discrepancy
in that respect as well, so in Savska province one of five deceased died of tuberculosis, while in Belgrade it was one of fifty.
The discrepancy was present between rural and urban as well. At first, tuberculosis appeared as a town disease – an
illness of bad flats. Faster acceptance of hygienic habits made the mortality rate of tuberculosis fell in the city twice faster
than in the village, which had hard time in getting rid of cultural and health backwardness. Dravska province was the only
place in the whole interwar period where the mortality of tuberculosis was greater in the village than in town…”
Lj.Dimic Kulturna politika Kraljevine Jugoslavije 1918-1941, p.66/67

Source 3

Leisure in Belgrade

Source 4

Belgrade citizens had some entertainment in the town. The first movie theaters
were there. An interesting solution was
the one at ‘Pariz’ on Terazije square.
Since the ‘hall’ there was improvised in
the long and narrow yard, the screen
was left to hang in the middle of the
space, so it was viewed from both sides,
and to keep the picture clear, the screen
was sprayed with water. The audience
were seated at tavern tables, eating and
drinking (at the front side was only a bar,
and at the back side dinner tables), the
music was provided by a piano, and later
a small orchestra with two-three
instruments. Serious music was played
for tragic scenes and something fast and
jolly with comic scenes. The films, were,
of course, without sound…

Film crew on Terazije square (Belgrade)

“Detinjstvo u proslosti”, Bgd 2001, iz:
Aleksandar Deroko, “A ondak je letijo jeroplan
nad Beogradom”

https://www.facebook.com/Crno.beli.Beograd, (19.5.2012.)

Source 5
Food (Diet)
“The nutrition of village and town started to differ in the 1930s. In the town eating habits, food of animal origin started to
prevail (increase of use of meat and milk & dairy), while food of herbal origin still prevailed in the village. In the town, there
was a little difference between winter and summer food, while in the village there r two basic types of food – summer and
winter… Along with bread, beans and potato are basic food…”
Lj.Dimic Kulturna politika Kraljevine Jugoslavije 1918-1941,I, str.62
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Step 2

Group  I  -‐  village/town

Source 6
Food (Diet) II
Food in the village mainly comprise of rye bread, onion, cheese, salad. Salt is scarcely used, as peasant find it expensive.
Oil and fat are very rarely used in food preparation, people fast a lot. I calculated that there are 260 fasting days in a year.
Village priests do not allow people to use oil or fish, while they fish all day long in Crna River and prepare it. Army recruits
often do not weight 40 kilograms, but their priests go over 100 and 120 kilograms.
Документи за историјата на макеонскиот народ том 2 стр.20 , Izvor
Pismo iz Ministarstva unutrašnjih poslova Kraljevine Jugoslavije doministerstvu prosvete za stanje u bitoljskoj oblasti,
22.11.1926.

Source 7
Clothing
“It is said that is well dressed if his/her suit is new, or at least well preserved, expensive and clean.
However, it is believed that the one who is too careful about his suit, is not or will not be a good head of a household. He
loses too much time on clothing and spends too much on himself. It is customary for a man and a woman, before
marriage, to be well and clean dressed.
They are being judged according to the suit, maiden family about the financial situation of the boy, and groom’s family
about the girl. Freshly married dress well during the first year of marriage. For one thing, because they are still freshly
married, and they still have what to wear. As time go by, the wedding suit gets worn out, for both of them. No new clothes
is bought. As for the children, they are supposed to be clean, when they go to church and in general for holidays or when
they go visiting someone. Nevertheless, ‘children are children, so they can never be clean’.”
Aleksandar Petrović, Rakovica. Socijalno - higijenski problemi, Beograd 1939, 148

Source 8
Clothing II
“The manner of dressing, as living style in general, has fallen under the prevailing norms of behavior in a given
environment, its collective rules, adopted aesthetic ideals of the community, economic and technical possibilites. The way
of dressing is one of the best pointers of social changes that came to a Yugoslav village. In the Kingdom of Yugoslavia,
one could come across several types of traditional dresses (Alpine, Pannonia, Morava, Macedon, Adriatic, Dinara
mountains…), each of which carried basic characteristics of culture circles in which they originated. … With massive use
of industrial products that changed the way of living … traditional dresses retreated as well. That process was the fastest
in Dravska province, industrial areas of Savska and Dunavska provinces, in large cities. According to some data, in 1918
some 60% of the population of Kingdom wore traditional clothes. It was almost fully suppressed from Slovenian village…
On the other side, in Dinarska areas, south and south-east Serbia, Macedonia, domestic fibers made of wool, true hemp,
flax, ladder, cotton, were in everyday use… In those areas, national (traditional) clothes were in everyday use…”“
Lj.Dimić, Kulturna politika Kraljevine Jugoslavije,I,Bgd,1994, str.74

Source 9
Woman in village
“My mother, Persa, took care of ten children, five of her own, and five of her sister’s.
The aunt died of tuberculosis, and the uncle got killed in war. So my mother took to care of their children. She was running
a tavern in the village where we lived, Divci, in the suburbs of Valjevo. She was strong, determined, hard-working and
knowledgeable woman, and her primary job was in the kitchen; she was a great cook – lawyers and distinguished people
from Valjevo used to go 10 km every day just to eat breakfast at Persa’s. At the same time, she took care of finances,
procurement, house and children, and we, the children, had to obey the elder and to help with procurement. Mother was of
gentle, but determined nature, she never raised her voice, but we were expected absolute obedience. The father was
quiet, non-exposed man, hard-working, but care and responsibility about everything was left over to the mom. Despite all
the obligations that were continuous and large, I never heard her complain on someone or something…”
Memories of Milos Nedovic, born 1933

Questions for the work with sources:
1. To what extent the food in the village and in town differed?
2. What could a village offer as entertainment?
3. What kind of entertainment existed in a city?
4. How did the people perceive fashion? Was it a matter of personal taste, or a habit derived from tradition?
5. What is the influence of fashion in your life? Do you think it was the same in the past?
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Step 2

Group  II  -‐  tradiHonal/modern

Source 1
Rural within urban
Figures of peasants we see today in larger
cities, and in villages, dressed in dirty, torn
and God knows what clothes, are a
temporary phenomenon, caused by rapid
economic decay of peasants and their
turning into a labor force in urban areas,
and particularly in their social confusion in a
wave of modernization where a peasant,
with its traditional-patriarchal culture, feels
weak, backward, and above all – helpless.
This deviation from outside is a reflection of
his internal social and not only materialeconomic indecisiveness. As long as a
peasant holds on firmly and in balance to
the economic basis of his life, he expresses
that condition with his suite and decoration.

Source 2
A Family

V.Dvornikovic, Bgd, 1990,463.

Source 3
‘Modernization’
“Today, a hundred years later, Belgrade
does not – ‘eat and digest’ anymore: It has
been eaten by Mediterranean, Balkans,
(Buda)Pest, but mostly by rural
newcomers of all races, languages and
religions, who, taken off their roots, do not
live under their roof or in their street, but
on the street, in a café, movie theatre, bar,
buffet, kebab place, countless taverns with
outdoor barbecue or pig’s head in the
window, or in so-called ‘artistic bohemia’
places, one of the most banal industries in
that small-town crowd. In today’s
Belgrade, which is barely three times its
size compared to before the law, there are
thirty times more of those aforementioned,
and only now, after skyscrapers and Paris
magazines, Belgrade became a smalltown of kebabs and local tavern singers”.
М. Грол, Из предратне Србије, Београд
1939, 18.

Private collection of Mitrovic family

Source 4
Immoral From Stinjan (near Pula)
Now and then
“As the whole Istria knows, Stinjan used to be the pride of the whole
peninsula. Our youth always kept the high level morality and honor...
Everyone used to admire our village and our youth. Today, however,
thing have changed even here. Our finest boys had to run over the
border or to go to the army, due to the outrageous terror… Here we
have a few bad girls who simply cannot live without kisses of Italian
sailors. Those girls run like crazy to Pula and called Italian sailors to
come to Stinjan. Naturally, sailors as young men answered to that call
and organized a dance here… It is high time parents take better care of
their daughters; otherwise, it might be too late.
Stinjan, Stinjan, Quo Vadis”?
Novine Istarska rijec, 1923

.
Source 5
Traditional values
“Faithful to Serbian old customs, the Idvor people were holding their counsels during long winter nights. As a boy, I used
to attend many of those in my father’s house. Older people would sit around the warm stove, on a bench made of the
same material as the stove, usually of soft bricks, finished and painted with chalk. People would smoke and talk, and
they looked like senators, self-proclaimed keepers of all the wisdom in Idvor. At the feet of the elderly, younger ones
would sit, and each of them would hold a basket with corn, cleaning the corn-grains off. They would do it the whole
night. Elder women would sit on small benches along the walls; they would spin the wool, or flax, or would saw or
embroider. As my mom’s favorite child, I was allowed to sit beside her and listen to the words of wisdom and fantasy
from the mouths of the elders, and sometimes from middle-aged or younger ones, if the elders would let them. From
time to time, they would sing a song about the events mentioned. For example, when one of the elders would finish his
story about Karadjordje and his battles against the Turks, women would sing songs glorifying the brave Karadjordje and
duke Hajduk Veljko, who was defending Negotin with a small company against large Ottoman army under the Mulan
Pasha. This brave company, as it is in the song, reminds of a small company of ancient Greeks in Thermopiles".
Mihailo Pupin, Autobiografija iz: Detinjstvo u proslosti, BGd 2001,str.13.
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Step 2

Group  II  -‐  tradiHonal/modern

Source 6
Mika Mis (Mickey the Mouse),

Source 8
Illiteracy
Number of literate men and women in provinces in 1931

Provinces
Provinces

Men
Men

Women
Women

Vardarska

43,89%

14,32%

Zetska

50,69%

16,69%

Drinska

56,37%

18,56%

Moravska

60,76%

16,01%

Primorska

55,48%

29,73%

Dunavska

82,03%

69,67%

Savska

80,06%

63,78%

Belgrade city
and
administration

92,66%

84,00%

Dravska
Dravska

94,13%

92,41%

Lj. Dimic, Kulturna politika Kraljevine
Jugoslavije1918-1941, II, str.192

Source 9
Women pilots
“Mika Mis –Hristos se rodi” (Merry Christmas)
Clarification: The picture shows Mickey and Mini
(children heroes of famous American comic author,
Walt Disney) roasting a pig for Christmas, a
traditional Serb custom. The whole scene is
accompanied with traditional Serb Christmas
greeting “Hristos se rodi”, which is also the title.
naslovna strana (front page), br.II, 1937.

Source 7
Women
“But no matter what were the relations within the
house, the father did not rule. (Perhaps that home
empire was small and insignificant to him). It was
the women who actually ruled: They were
remembered just as rulers were. That matriarchate
in patriarchate (all the power in the name of the
master-of-the-house) solid and undisputed, secure
and unchallenged, removed the very thought of a
rebellion…”
Mesa Selimovic, Sjecanja, Detinjstvo u proslosti, str.27,
Bgd,2001.

In the 30’s of the last century, after a few successes of
females in the world’s aviation, a few women applied for the
course for the pilots. The course was led by Miodrag Tomic,
one of the pilots who finished the school in France. The first
woman who passed the pilot exam on Zemun airport was
Danica Tomic, the spouse of the course leader.
The second woman to pass the exam for pilots was Kristina
Gorisek, born in Sticna, Slovenia, in 1906. After completing
the school she found herself in Belgrade, where she worked
first as a telephone switchboard operator, and then she asked
to be transferred to Post Office Zemun 1, to be closer to the
airport.
A few months ago, when I was in the company of one veteran
pilot, we started to talk about female pilots. I said then that Ms
Gorisek was the second woman pilot in the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia. The veteran said:
- No, she was the first woman pilot.
-?
The word among veteran pilots was that Kristina Gorisek was
the first one to finish the flying part of the course, that she was
the first woman who flew independently, several times, before
Danica Tomic. Danica’s husband took the opportunity of
Kristina’s absence from the training flight (she was officially
absent, or ill), to quickly form the commission and allow
Danica to pass the pilot’s exam. That is how Danica Tomic
entered the history of Yugoslav aviation as the first woman
with the pilot’s exam.
http://www.megaupload.com/?d=JOCR7Q9Qhttp://
www.megaupload.com/?d=JOCR7Q9Q, (5.5.2011).
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Step 2

Group  II  -‐  tradiHonal/modern

Questions for group work

Source 10
Women pilot 2

1. How did the contemporaries see the life
in the city?
2. What kind of girls’ behavior was
considered ‘decent’? Do you think the
same applied for boys?
3. How do you explain a female pilot in a
society where most women were
illiterate? Does it prove equality?
4. Was every woman able to choose her
own future? What is the situation
today?Give arguments for your opinion.
5. How did the rural influences change the
cities? Was it vice versa?
6. Was Mickey Mouse a traditional hero?
What traditional heroes do you know?
Who are children’s heroes today?
http://www.megaupload.com/?d=JOCR7Q9Qhttp://
www.megaupload.com/?d=JOCR7Q9Q, (5.5.2011.)

Step 3
The teacher asks the students to fulfill the following table, about the women position, from the
elements they found in sources:
Urban
Urban

Rural
Rural

Tradi=onal
Tradi=onal

Each group fills the table, according to the given task.
Than follow the discussion, comparing with the present situation.
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Modern
Modern

Bojana Dujkovic – Blagojevic

2

School life in
the Ki ngdom
of Yugoslavia

Key question

What were the best and the worst aspects of schooling in
Yugoslavia?
Topic
This module is about education in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, in the period from 1918 to 1941,
more specifically about the position of children in the education system.
This topic is selected since, I believe, it is similar to children today and it can be interesting for
work. The relation of children towards school and obligations, but also rights the children had,
are quite different than today.
The topic is controversial from the aspect of rights of children – now and then. The intention is to
show how much the relations changed in the last 80 years.
The topic is relevant for the whole region as it refers to all countries within the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia and shows differences among children within the same education system.
Learning outcomes
Understanding the position of young people in the school system of Yugoslavia before WW2.
1. The students will develop empathy skills.
2. Students will evaluate historical sources in terms of reliability (official documents versus oral
history, etc).
3.They will assess the differences and similarities and compare the school system in the past
and the nowadays.
4. Students will interpret the source and make an analysis about the gender issues in the school
system.
Aims
Getting acquainted with educational and upbringing role of schools in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia,
encouraging discussions on the role of education system today to the growing of young population
in the changed social circumstances.

Teaching guideline
The teacher will read the introduction to the students and present the theme of the class. The
workshop has two phases – first phase is individual work and work in pairs, and the second is group
work and presentation of the results.
Time orientation:
STEP 1: Introduction (contextualization) teacher will read an introduction, then source no. 1, and
show the photo to the students (source no. 2). Students will answer to the proposed question.

45
minutes

STEP 2: Individual work - Photograph analysis and filling out the table - Sources no. 3,4 and 5 are
given in the chart. Source number 3: jablanica (B&H), Omer Karic i dr., Jablanica 100 godina
skolstva (1903-2003), Jablanica 2003. Source number 4 Prizren (Kosovo), 1945 - 1950, Regional
historical archiv Prizren, Fondi Gjimnazii Real Plotestues Shtetoroe, njesia org. Prizren viti
1949-1950. Source number 5 Karlovac (Croatia) 1930, private photo Veselic family.
Students have to fill in the empty places. Teacher will randomly ask the students what they fill in and
to explain why they decided so. On the end of this activity teacher give the students information
about the sources (where the photos have been taken, in what country and when). Proposed
question for discussion:
- Are there differences between the pupils on the photographs?
- How pupils look like?
- What can be the main reasons for the differences between pupils?
- How is it today? Are they any significant differences between students of your age?
STEP 3: Work in pairs – source reading and analyses of the school subjects. Students will work in
pairs. The task is to analyze the sources no. 6 and 7 and to fill out the chart. Teacher will randomly
ask the students to give their answers and explanations.
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STEP 4: Group work – source reading and analyzing and presenting the results. Students should
be divided into 3 groups. Each group has up to 3 sources.
First group: analyze the sources about the physical punishment of the children in the school.
Second group: analyze the sources about the position of the girls in school.
Third group: analyze the sources about the working obligation of the students and their behavior.
Each group has the same task – to fill the given chart and present the results.
Teacher can, while students are working in groups write down the proposed answers on the
blackboard and while students are presenting the results of the group work to write down the results.
After that students will answer to the key question - What were the best and the worst aspects of
schooling in Yugoslavia?

Task 1
Individual work

Introduction
In the past, just like today, a school was the central point for children education. Although its role remained the
same to date, children’ obligations, way of work, teaching subjects, but also manners of dress code, all were
changing over the time. In this workshop we will show how was it to be a student in the first half of the 20th
century, in the Balkans. We will try to present in this workshop the children of those times, grandparents of your
parents, what they were taught at school and how they had to behave.

Source 1
SCHOOL – A HOUSE ON THE HOUSE…
“First I was surprised with the school building; it was a two-floor building.
-Look, grandpa, the school is a house on the house! I thought that a house was put onto another house, for I had
never seen a two-floor house before.
In the classroom I was most surprised with the globe. I asked one child what it was; he replied it was a
watermelon. What it was doing on the cabinet, I asked, and he replied it was put away from thieves like me. Well, I asked
about three-legged blackboard, for which I was told it was nothing, and for the abacus I was told it was ‘something’.
So, my first day at school I found out what is watermelon, what is nothing, and what is something.”
Branko Ćopić 1915 – 1984. Šta ga je začudilo u školi ; Preuzeto iz Ježeva kućica, Kreativni centar 2007, 31.

Source 2
A GIRL DOING HOMEWORK

MilankaTodić, Istorija srpske fotografije 1839-1940, Prosveta, Beograd, 1993.
http://www.udi.rs/articles/Milanka%20Todic_Istorija%20srpske%20fotografije
%201839-1940.pdf
Downloaded November 1st, 2012.

Question:
What were the learning conditions of the girl in the photo and a boy
from the source like?
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Task 2
Individual work

Look at the photos and answer the questions in the table.
What are the main differences between these photos?

Source 1
JABLANICA (Bosnia and Hrerzegovina)
From what period of time is this photo?

How are the children in the photo dressed?
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What is the age of children in the photo?

What is shown in the photo?

Task 2

Look at the photos and answer the questions in the table.
What are the main differences between these photos?

Individual work

Source 2
PRIZREN (Kosovo)
From what period of time is this photo?

How are the children in the photo dressed?

What is the age of children in the photo?

What is shown in the photo?
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Task 2

Look at the photos and answer the questions in the table.
What are the main differences between these photos?

Individual work

Source 3
KARLOVAC (Croatia)
From what period of time is this photo?

How are the children in the photo dressed?
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What is the age of children in the photo?

What is shown in the photo?

Task 3
pair work

1. Find the differences in lists of subjects in 1926 and 1939.
2. How many are there?
3. Fill the table – notice the main similarities and differences between school subjects
that were taught in schools in the past and in your time, but also what do you think
your children will be taught at school in the future.

Source 1
School subjects in 1926.

Source 2
School subjects in 1939.

1. Religious and morale classes
2. Serb-Croat-Slovenian language
3. Initial real classes
4. Geography
5. History of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians
6. Algebra with geometry
7. Knowing the nature
8. Drawing (Art)
9. Caligraphy
10. Handicraft, for males and females
11. Singing
12. Gymnastics and games for children

1. Bonton
2. Religious and morale classes
3. Serbo-croat language
4. Initial real classes
5. Geography
6. National history
7. Algebra with geometry
8. Knowing the nature
9. Practical and economical knowledge and skills
10. Drawing (Art)
11. Caligraphy
12. Handicraft
13. Singing
14. Gymnastics and games for children

M. Papić, Školstvo u BiH1918 - 1941, Sarajevo 1984.

Preuzeto iz svjedočanstva Jurica Marinko, 1. 9. 1939,
Banovina Hrvatska, Srez Dubrovnik. Privatna arhiva.

MAIN SUBJECTS

SKILLS

Kingdom of Yugoslavia

My country 2013+

Future
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Task 4
group work

Group 1
– analyzing sources that speak about punishing of children

Source 1
Fisical punishmant of children
Type of punishment was up to the teacher. Teachers performed
physical punishing, usually with a stick. For whipping the
palms and the ‘bottom’ a teacher would select a stick which
bends, but does not break easily. A student would get whipped
on the palms, or would be bended over a chair; a teacher
would hold him by the pants with the left hand, and whip with
the right. Beating the tip of finger nails with hard wood was
also practiced. Kneeling, standing beside your desk or in the
corner of the room was customary… Parents scarcely
complained against such punishments.”

Source 3
The “stick” punishment

Svjedočanstvo ing. Omanovića, koji je išao u narodnu osnovnu školu u
Cazinu devedesetih godina XIX vjeka.
M. Papić, Školstvo u BiH za vrijeme Austro-Ugarske 1878-1918,
Sarajevo 1972, str. 178.

Source 2
Types of punishment
Teachers in the school maintained discipline through their
personal action and example, and if it did not work in all the
cases, then they used to sanction negligence in studying,
untidiness and bad manners with physical punishing and in
other ways… Usually physical punishment was done with a
stick (whipping), and there was also detention, kneeling,
standing, etc… Parents did not oppose physical punishing of
their children.”
V. Bogićević, Istorija osnovnih škola u BiH (1878 – 1918), str. 213

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3
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MilankaTodić, Istorije srpske fotografije 1839-1940,
Prosveta, Beograd, 1993.
http://www.udi.rs/articles/Milanka%20Todic_Istorija
%20srpske%20fotografije%201839-1940.pdf
Downloaded November 1st 2012.

KINGDOM OF YUGOSLAVIA

MY COUNTRY

SIMILARITIES

DIFFERENCIES

Task 4
group work

Group 2
– analyzing sources that speak about education of female children

Source 1
Introducing female children into the school
system

“Back

Source 3
Students of female vocation schools

in the A-H times in BiH, among cultural public,

there were a lot of discussions on education in general,
and education of female children. However, it seemed
from what remained recorded in writing, that a woman
was predetermined for household and only some
selected vocations related to child care. It happened so
that for 40 years of the work of a gymnasium there was
not a single female student. ....Females joined regular
education in gymnasiums very slowly and in a very shy
– low profile manner. By passing private exams, and
only in the last few years of occupation, first females in
BiH began to acquire knowledge in gymnasiums. It
was only in August 1918 that the national government
allowed for female students who privately passed the
first and the second grade to enroll regularly the third
grade. Only after WW1 this limitation was finally lifted,
and female students started to enroll gymnasiums, but
in separate female-only classes.”
M. Papić, Školstvo u BiH1918 - 1941, Sarajevo 1984, str. 114

Source 2
Female vocational school – Subjects:
1 . To p i c a l p r a c t i c a l w o r k
2 . Ta i l o r i n g
3. SerboCroat – Slovenian language
4. Algebra, accounting and calculating
5. Knowing the goods and household
6. History and Geography
7. Decorational drawing
8. Religious classes
9. Hygiene
10. Gymnastics
11. Singing
Zoran Ivanović, Zvornički spomenar, Prometej, Novi Sad, 2002.

KINGDOM OF YUGOSLAVIA

MY COUNTRY

SIMILARITIES

DIFFERENCIES

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3
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Task 4

Group 3
– analyzing sources that speak about obligations and behaviour of students

group work

Source 1
Working obligations of students
Teachers Mirjana and Spasan Todic
worked in the school, and the Head
Master was Ivo Kraljevic. The teacher’s
pair Todic and the director Kraljevic lived
in the flats situated in the school
building. The students were divided per
classes into two classrooms (I and III; II
and IV together). Besides studying, the
students worked in the school property
so the yard, the garden and the fruit
plant were very neat. Teachers used to
hold cattle, particularly pigs and sheep.
Work in the school property was not
hard, but for students it was mandatory
and accountable liability… The parents
were obliged to provide the heating
wood for the school. Families who did
not have carriages would chop the
woods, and the students would pile-up
them… Hours in school were long, so
every student had something to eat in
the bag. Religious classes were held on
Thursdays, school was closed on
Fridays as the teachers used to go to the
municipality or provincial centre.
Saturday was a working day in school.”
Sjećanja Mišić (Đorđa) Nedeljko – 100 godina
osnovne škole u Boljaniću, Doboj 1996, str.
78

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3
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Source 2
Teacher’s school, Banja Luka, Order for commencement of
school year 1930/31.
“… Poor students with (at least) ‘very good’ average mark and behavior
will be admitted to dormitories for board and logging if there is space
available, and certain number of students will be admitted only to have
meals there… During the school breaks behave decently, spread the
literacy, and fight against alcoholism and atheism.”
Vrbaske novine, br 35, od 24. jula 1930, str 10.

Source 3
Behavior of students outside schools.
th
At the end of third decade of the 20 century, students of the Civil school
in Banja Luka had to wear hats and school uniforms.
Students’
movement on the streets was allowed unto 20:00 hrs. If a teacher would
find a student out on the street after that time, the student would get a
Teachers’ Council Warning, or some other punishment.”
Olga Kunaica, 1928 – 2013. Interwieved in O ctober 2011.

Source 4
Upbringing role of school.
“Besides education, gymnasiums played another important role in youth
development – proper rising. The discipline was very strict. School
uniforms were worn outside schools, and students who would be spotted
outside their homes in the late hours by their teachers were punished by a
Warning.“
Живот во Скопје 1918-1941; Просветни прилики Алла Качева, Славица
Христова, Татјана Горгоевска; Музеј на град Скопје.

KINGDOM OF YUGOSLAVIA

MY COUNTRY

SIMILARITIES

DIFFERENCIES

Bojana Dujkovic – Blagojevic
Samojko Cvijanovic

Literate or
obidient
Education in Kingdom of
Yugoslavia

Key question

`The sole aim of education in Yugoslavia 1918-1941 was to
create obedient citizens of the nation`. How far is this true of:
a) policy
b) practice
c) teaching
Topic
This module is about education in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia in the period from 1918 to 1941.
The topic was selected because through education policies it is easy to see the regime
tendencies to shape the citizens through education to be loyal to the dynasty and idea of
integral Yugoslavianship.
The topic is controversial since it shows what were the differences between different areas of
the country, and how the authorities tried to overcome those differences.
The topic is relevant for the whole region as it shows the ways how the policies were adjusted
in the various parts of the country. Although the laws were valid in the whole country, there
were deviations in their implementation. Differences were particularly large between north and
south, and due to inability to educate the minorities.
Learning Outcomes
Understanding the basics of education system in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia;
• Students will evaluate historical sources in terms of reliability (official documents versus
oral history, etc).
• They will assess the intention of the state in the filed of education and implementation
measures.
• Through analysis of sources, students notice and understand limitations and obstacles the
state had in implementing education policies.
Aims
Getting acquainted with education system of Kingdom of Yugoslavia. How did the state, using
educational system, attempted to form obedient citizens loyal to the dynasty, in a country with
vast economic, cultural and social differences. What the state wanted to achieve through
education system, and what was actually realized in practice, we will try to answer in this
workshop.

45
minutes

Teaching guideline
The teacher will read the introduction to the students and present the theme of the class. The
students should be dividen into 3 groups.
Group 1 analyze positions and state efforts in view of education of its citizens;
Group 2 analyze ways and implementation of proclaimed education policies,
Group 3 questions the position of a teacher – the executor of state policies.
Time orientation:
STEP 1: Introduction (context) – teacher will divide students into 3 groups and read
introduction.
STEP 2: Group work – each group has to read and analyze the sources, then to prepare the
presentation on the flipchart answering the group key question and filling up the following chart:
------------------------------------------------------I----------------------------------------------------obedience and nationhood
personal development
Students should find sources which is in favor on one of these claims.
STEP 3: Discussion – each group will present their results.
STEP 4: Conclusion – on the blackboard teacher should write the key question and true
discussion make the students to answer to key question by making the marks for each claims
(5 the best, 1 the worst).
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The first group task is to analyze sources that speak about activities the state
undertook in the field of education (state education policies, or what the state
promised to do in education)

Activities
Group 1:
State policy in the field of
education.

Key question:
- What measures the state took in education?
- What were the tasks of education system of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia?

Introduction
1918. Countries with very different level of educational development and education traditions got united. Some were very
developed with a wide school network, other barely heard of school.
The educational system was based on a unitary ideology about a single, yet ‘three-named Serb-Croat-Slovenian’ people and
language, and an idea of a centralistic monarchy, which was visible in the teaching programs and educational work.
According to the Law on schools, there were 4 year primary schools countrywide, and a higher people’s schools (grades V to
VIII) that were introduced gradually. Although 8 year education was obligatory by law, the number of enrolled students was
significantly smaller than the number of children who have come to the school age. Primary schools were too few, particularly
in the undeveloped areas (Macedonia, Kosovo, Sandzak, BiH, Lika), so a great number of population remained illiterate. At
the country level, one third of children did not attend school, and in 1939/40, only 50,1% of school age children were enrolled
the primary school.

Source

1
The percentage of illiterate people in the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia over 12 years in the year 1921
in total
Slovenia
Backa, Banat and Baranja
Croatia, Slavonia and Medjugorje
Serbia
B&H
Macedonia
Montenegro

D. Batakovic, Nova istorija srpskog naroda, Beograd 2000, 293

Source 2
The St. Vid (‘Vidovdanski’) Constitution of 1921
Article 16
The teaching process is state governed. It lies on the same principle for
the whole country, adjusting to the area (region).
Primary school is state governed, general and mandatory.
Vocational schools are opened according to the needs.
All education institutions are under the state supervision.
The state will give aid to enlightening the people.
Minorities of different race and language will be provided basic education
on their mother tongue, under the benefits prescribed by the law.
http://www.arhivyu.gov.rs/active/s
(Downloaded Octobar 26, 2010)

Source 3
The Constitution of 1931
Article 16:
“All schools must provide ethical (morale) upbringing and develop a
spiritual consciousness in the spirit of national unity and religious tolerance”

Source

4

Anthem of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia
....God, save, God feed
Our King and our people
King Peter, God feed
The whole nation begs You”

Source 5
Names of schools
“Starting in school year 1929/30, a great
number of primary schools get new
names. Most of the names are related to
the dynasty. A dozen of schools were
named after “King the Unifier”, then
“Prince Peter”, or later “King Peter” as
well as after king’s brothers and Prince
Pavle (Paul).

Digitalna narodna biblioteka Srbije
http://scc.digital.nb.rs/document/RA-ustav-1931(downloaded October 26, 2012)
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Source 6
Tasks of the school
After the introduction of dictatorship in 1929, the education policy changed as well.
The cultural and educational program of the regime, prior endorsed by the King, was presented to the Ministerial council on
12 March 1929. The creator of the program, Minister of Education, Bozidar Maksimovic, stressed that in the whole period
from uniting to imposing the personal power, and in period after that, there was “a permanent trend, invisible and somewhat
unconscious, to create tribal intellectual centers, which, in the long run, slowly and gradually lead to spiritual and political
three-alism, instead of having the education activity doing just the opposite.”
In the line of actions and measures that were supposed to express the ideological character, special place was given to the
work on creating a uniform education program, orthography and terminology, unification of educational legislation, producing
uniform textbooks for uniformed school, national enlightment… In the education program, the task of primary school was not
only to spread the literacy, but “more, to educate in a national manner.”
Ljubodrag Dimid, Integralno jugoslovenstvo i kultura 1929-1931. godine, str. 334-340
http://www.cpi.hr/download/links/hr/6978.pd (downloaded October 26, 2012)

Source

7

Source

Prim. school King Peter the 1st, Belgrade,
Ljubodrag Dimid, Integ
Serbia.

8

Falcon house King Alexander the 1st,
King Alexander st., Doboj, BiH;

private photo, Dujkovic family
private photo of Lazarevic family

Source 9
Official names of the mother tongue in Kingdom of Yugoslavia
1918. Serbian or Croatian language
1926. Serbian-Croatian-Slovenian language
1934. People’s language (SerbianCroatianSlovenian language)
M. Papic, Skolstvo u BiH 1918 - 1941, Sarajevo 1984, 23-25

Questions for group 1:
1. What are the main differences between regulations of Constitution of 1921 and 1931?
2. What was the aim of education after the dictatorship of 1929?
3. Who was the central figure in education system of Kingdom of Yugoslavia?
4. What was the main educational goal in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia?
5. In what way the state tried to secure equal rights to education to all its citizens?
6. What was attempted by changing the name of the mother tongue in K. of Yugoslavia?
7. To what extent was that a political issue?
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Activities
Group 2:
How was the state
education policy realized?

The task of group 2 was to analyze sources that speak about the way the
state policies were realized in practice.
Key question:
To what extent were the Constitutionally guaranteed rights accessible to
citizens in different parts of the country?

Introduction
1918. Countries with very different level of educational development and education traditions got united. Some were very
developed with a wide school network, other barely heard of school.
The educational system was based on a unitary ideology about a single, yet ‘three-named Serb-Croat-Slovenian’ people and
language, and an idea of a centralistic monarchy, which was visible in the teaching programs and educational work.
According to the Law on schools, there were 4 year primary schools countrywide, and higher people’s schools (grades V to
VIII) that were introduced gradually. Although 8 year education was obligatory by law, the number of enrolled students was
significantly smaller than the number of children who have come to the school age. Primary schools were too few,
particularly in the undeveloped areas (Macedonia, Kosovo, Sandzak, BiH, Lika), so a great number of population remained
illiterate. At the country level, one third of children did not attend school, and in 1939/40, only 50,1% of school age children

Source 2
Changes in teaching plans and programs

Source 1
Chart with percent of literate people per
provinces in 1931

“Schools for teachers in BiH after the war
functioned according to the valid laws and
regulations from Austro-Hungarian period. From
teaching plans and programs, and other forms of
work, only those elements that directly reflected
educational intentions and other goals of previous
occupation regimes, were removed. Teaching
plans and programs suffered immediate changes
in the group of national subjects (history,
geography and peoples’ language). In schools for
teachers, as well as in programs of other schools,
the focus of teaching was on history of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenians. Well known pieces of
Serbian, Croatian and Slovenian literature were
prescribed as school mandatory readings.
Everything that was a part of apotheosis of
Hapsburg dynasty was replaced by glorifying the
Karadjordjevic dynasty.
Mitar Papić, Školstvo u BiH 1918 – 1941, Sarajevo
1984, str. 82.

Source 5
Education for minorities.
Lj. Dimic, Kulturna politika Kraljevine Jugoslavije 1918 - 1941, II, 192

Source 3
Differences among provinces
It was estimated that BiH had a population of 2.323.000 in 1937.
The data for that year show that the network enclosed only 40% of
children of school age. Some 60% of children were not enrolled.
At the same time, in Dravska province (today’s Slovenia) all the
children were enrolled, while in Dunavska province only 15% of
children were left out of school system.
Mitar Papić, Školstvo u BiH 1918 – 1941, Sarajevo 1984, str. 23-25

Source

4

The schools which were opened for the Muslim
children had Serbian teachers, teachers for
religion lessons were Albanians or Turks. These,
so called, Muslim classes, were attended by the
Albanian-Catholic children. Religion lessons for
these children were held by priests. In the
Kingdom of Yugoslavia the problems with
Catholic Croats experienced both, political and
national, and also religious character. Thereby,
even if those classes were established for the
Muslim minority, Catholic - Albanian children had
to attend.
(Z.Volkan born in Prizren in 1928, retired teacher. He
taught in Muslim-Serb classes in 1935-1936. This
interview was made at his home on 30 January 2012.)

In 1938/39, at the level of the whole Kingdom, 9% of population had completed primary school and only 1,6% secondary
school.
Dušan Bataković, Nova istorija srpskog naroda, Beograd 2000, str. 293.
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Source 6
Official language and teaching
Opinion of the school supervisor for the city of Bitolj, Mr.
Tasic, about the statement of teacher, Ms. Markovic,
submitted to Education Department in Bitolj, on 30 June 1927
“During this school year, Ms. Jerina Markovic was transferred
to Bitola from the northern areas. I entrusted her a third grade
and at first glance she seemed to have had a good command
of the official language. However, while checking the work in
her class I realized something that she admitted in the
conversation as well. The children were saying they were
Macedon and they spoke Macedonian language. It came as a
surprise to me, as I realized that the teacher was unable or
unwilling to explain the notion of a Serb name to the children.
It is impossible that the children demanded her to speak in
the dialect not allowed to realize classes… My principal and
humble opinion is that teachers not suitable for these areas
should be dealt with once and for all.”
Документи за борбата на македонскиот народ за
самостојност и националната држава, том II, Скопје 1981,

Source 8
The battle between Cyrillic and Latin

Source 7
Reasons for not attending the school
The Provincial teachers’ council of Drinska province
engaged in finding reasons for not attending school, with
the following conclusions:
1) Insufficient consciousness about the need and
benefits of educating children;
2) poverty;
3) unfavorable terrain configuration and traffic
communications;
4) practically inapplicable existing legal regulations for
punishing the negligent (parents).
Izvještaj o situaciji u Drinskoj banovini, knjiga 3 (1936-1939),
ur. Andrej Rodinis, 646, Sarajevo 2011.

Source 9
The position of teachers regarding Curriculum
rd
The teachers’ council of Drinska province, on its 3
session of 11, 12 and 13 March 1939, widely
elaborated on the current teaching plan and program
for primary schools, and concluded:
The current teaching P&P does not support, neither in
number of classes, nor in the selection of subjects, the
principles set out in Article 1 of the Law on schools,
that speaks about the task of schools.
Current Curriculum, in its internal organization, does
not support the principles of Article 44 of the Law on
schools.
Schools are functioning under very different conditions
and there are different types of schools (separated,
non-separated, rural, urban, minority), so it is
impossible to properly implement the uniformed P&P in
all these types of schools.
Izvještaj o situaciji u Drinskoj banovini, knjiga 3 (1936-1939),
ur. Andrej Rodinis, 646, Sarajevo 2011.

Source 10
Differences between children

Text under the picture:
-Look at those fools, fighting over Cyrillic and Latin, and
we do not know either of them.
http://www.udi.rs/gallery.asp?gal=2&sli=10(downloaded October
26, 2012)

“There were two classes in the Catholic church’s yard.
Our teacher was a nun. The half of students were
Muslims and the other half were Catholic children.
Especially in Prizren, although there were national
differences between Muslim children. Two times a week,
on Tuesdays and Fridays, we were taught religious
classes“.
Z.Volkan born in Prizren in 1928. He was studied in MuslimSerb classes in 1935-1936. This interview was made at his
home and on 30 January 2012.)

Questions for group 2:
1. What kind and how big were the differences in percentage of literacy in different regions of the Kingdom?
2. How can we explain such differences?
3. What were the main obstacles in applying the Law on education the state prescribed?
4. To what extent were the legislators aware of the real problems in the field (analyze the cartoon)?
5. To what extent the illiteracy of the population speaks about the degree of development of the society?
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Third group analyzes the sources that speak about position of teachers, i.e.
those who were the main implementers of proclaimed education policies.

Activities
Group 3:
An Implementer of education
policies – a teacher, a
gentleman or a state
servant?!

Key question:
Did the state influence the teachers, and how, to become propagators of
state policy?

Teachers were state officials and they were appointed by a Decree of Minister of Education. Since the education of
population was proclaimed as one of state policy priorities, great attention was paid to education of future teachers. Since
the demand for teachers was high, and they were scarce, teachers were forced to move frequently and change their post.

Source 1
Law on Schools for teachers

Source 2
Teachers – bearers of the state idea

Article 1. Schools for teachers serve for
technical education of Teachers in public
schools. This purpose is achieved through:
Giving the freshmen a comprehensive
general and technical (pedagogical)
training;
Educating them in the spirit of national unity
and religious tolerance.
Training them and getting them used to
national, educational and cultural mission
among the people, especially in the rural
areas.“

In the education program, the task of primary school was not only to
spread the literacy, but “more, to educate in a national manner.” The
school was criticized that, in the first decade of existence of Yugoslavia,
it failed to meet this task. The education authorities were accused they
had “neither the idea, nor the strength” to force the teachers to be “at
the expected level of their role”. The teachers were requested to be the
“bearers of the state idea”. Schools for teachers were obliged to
produce teachers who “in performing their activity will not come to
collision with important ideas on state organization, form of governing,
political organization and state and national unity.”

Zakon o učiteljskim školama iz septembra 1929.
Preuzeto iz: M. Papić, Školstvo u BiH 1918-1941,
Sarajevo, 1984, str. 177.

Source 3
Freedoms of female teachers
“In 1926 the Ministry of Education brought
the decision that female teachers cannot
marry without the consent of the Ministry.
Minister Dobrivoje Stosovic went a step
further bringing a decision that female
teachers may marry only teachers, if they
wish to stay in service”.
M. Papić, Školstvo u BiH 1918-1941, Sarajevo,
1984, str. 177

Ljubodrag Dimić, Integralno jugoslovenstvo i kultura 1929-1931. godine, str.
334-340
http://www.cpi.hr/download/links/hr/697(downloaded October 26, 2012)

Source 4
Proper dress code for female teachers
On 28 June 1925, Minister of Education issued the following
interesting order:
“The ministry often receives complaints from education inspectors,
school supervisors, regional governors and other, bringing to our
attention inappropriate dressing of female teachers, claiming that often
one can see young girls with skirts to their knees, and arms bare to
the shoulders, with a too deep décolleté, which insults the most
primitive notions of beauty and decency, considering the area in which
they live and work. In order to stop this, I order: As of next school
year, female teachers shall wear in the street, and particularly in
school, in their official capacity, a decent suit that will correspond to
the seriousness of their position and educational influence they are
obliged to extend in their respective areas…”
100 godina osnovne škole u Boljaniću, Doboj 1996,str. 101

Source 5
Frequent relocations of
teachers

Source 6
Relocations of teachers

The case of Ms. Evica Batisic from Vrpolje.
She completed School for teachers in Osijek
in 1926.
She worked as a teacher for nearly 19 years.
During that time, she was forced several
times to change the location of her post. She
started in 1928 in Hrani (Croatia), in 1934
she moved to Palesnik (Croatia). She was
transferred to Blato on Korcula island
(Croatia) in 1940, and in 1941 she was
moved to Odzaci (Vojvodina). She worked
briefly in Macedonia as well. At the breakout of the WW2, she was in Vojvodina.

“It is not easy to explain the relocations of teachers in the course of
a school year, per someone’s wish. What authorities take the
competence and non-competence for relation towards the
wrongdoing teachers, exposed to all political winds… It is being
done for someone’s political will; a teacher is separated from his
family, or, in the middle of winter is left struggling for a new post.
However, this Is not the only problem. The grim picture is filled with a
miserable teacher’s wage. School housekeepers do not receive
salaries the whole year; children are without textbooks and basic
means, etc. Teachers have miserable salaries (freshmen receive
900 dinars), and it is not received regularly…“

Datas taken from Museum in Osijek

Положај јужносрбијанских учитеља и стање наших школа, „Шк.
гласник“, бр. 485, 13.03.1937,
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Source

7

Text: Professors and sergeants.
Sergeant: We all knew that you, as the best student, will
become professor, and I, as a bad student, got expelled
from school so I am now just a Sergeant.
Professor: How I wish I was a bad student too.
http://www.udi.rs/gallery.asp?gal=2&sli=12(downloaded October
26, 2012)
Karikatura Profesori I narednici

Questions for group 3:
1. Order the sources per their importance. From the offered sources, find the most important one from the
standpoint of personal freedom of a teacher.

2. What were the most important tasks of teachers, besides educating the students?
3. What the state authorities expected from their teachers?
4. What was the relation of society towards the teachers?
5. To what extent the teachers had personal freedoms?
6. Were the teachers exposed to political pressures?
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Fetnan Derviş

2

Equal education
for all?
Challenges of education in Kosovo in
the Kingdom of SHS

Key question

To what extent were the social circumstances an obstacle for
education of individuals?
Topic
The module is about education rights of Muslim minority recognized as a religious minority.
However, the right to education in mother tongue (Albanian, Turkish) was not given to the
Muslim religious minority, which was not recognized as a ethnic minority but was recognized
as a religious minority, therefore, the Muslim religious minority were not educated together
with Serbian children in the same classes but in separate classes. In this Module education of
the Muslim minority has been addressed.
Module covers period from 1918 to 1941.
-In the Kingdom lived a significant number of Muslim population. The reason I chose this topic
is to discuss the issue how this population, which was recognized as a religious minority, was
educated.
-Subject is controversial because of the different points of view of Serbian, Albanian and
Turkish sources to this issue today. Moreover, because of the education, the place where the
Muslim students were educated, the teachers and students who had to comply with certain
applications we can say that the issue is controversial. Even if only the issue of Kosovo has
been processed in this Module, because of the most diverse Muslim minority in terms of
ethnicity in the region it is the most characteristic region, so it may provide good example and
may concern the whole region.
Aims
- A critical understanding of the complex nature of the past
- Understanding of national identity
- Development of historical awareness
Learning outcomes
- The students will analyze and interpret different kinds of historical sources;
- The students will assess what was the basic problem of educating minorities – ethnic or
religious character;
- Students will compare and assess the significance of offered sources for analysis of the
problem of educating the Muslims in the Kingdom of SHS (official documents, participants
memoirs, newspapers, etc.)

Teaching guideline
Step 1. The teacher reads the material that is planned for the introduction. 10 min.
Step 2. The teacher divides students into groups, gives them the sources and explains the
group task.
1. Group: Guaranteed rights to minorities in agreements and Vidovdan* Constitution. How
was the education to Muslim minority organized, in light of given rights?
90
minutes

2. Group: Perspectives of different sources
3. Group: Memoirs of students who were educated in minority schools
4. Group: Researching primary sources – diplomas, news clips
5. Group: personal experience
Step 3. Each group works their given tasks, provides answers and discusses on issues.
Step 4. Each group will represent their work, write answers (results) on the flipchart. min.
Step 5. Final discussion, each group has to present its answers and arguments based on
the sources. The teacher writes down the answers onto the flipchart.
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INTRODUCTION

Questions:
- What was the general situation in Kosovo between the two W Wars like?
- What were the biggest difficulties in organizing the teaching process?
- What was the reason for lack of education of Muslim minority in their mother
tongue?

Source 1
General situation in Kosovo between the two W Wars
With the establishment of the Kingdom of SHS, 1 December 1918, Kosovo also became a part of this kingdom. The
Muslim minority was not given national rights, and that was the reason they organized themselves for the issues of
political and national rights. In 1919 they founded a political party, and the party had its publication. Between the two
WW Kosovo was the poorest and most underdeveloped area in the kingdom. Most of the people were in agriculture.
Due to the lack of education on their mother tongue, most Muslims were educated in Medresa. But education in
Medresa was without curriculum and without books. Economic, educational and social backwardness in Kosovo
influenced to the cultural backwardness as well.
B. Koro, Tarih 9, Pristina 2008, p. 57-59.

Source 2
Difficulties in organizing education
“The curriculums of schools were different in Yugoslavian Kingdom. They had nothing in common, the different nations,
the cultures and the control system of different times, it was very difficult convention of the incompatible – oriential and
middle Europe- tradition nations in the same education and legal system. Shortage of possibilities for development in
the education, conservative parents were the main problem, girls were not sent to school and because of these
reasons large part of community remained uneducated.”
Branko Petranović, İstorija Jugoslavije, Knjiga I. Kraljevina Jugoslavije, http://www.znaci.net/00001/93_2.pdf (downloaded May 11,
2013)
.

Source 3
Influence of circumstances to the education of Muslims in mother tongue (Turkish, Albanian)
With the muslim migration after the Balkan Wars, educated muslim staff moved to Turkey as well. These
circumstances had a negative impact on their education and on their native language (turkish and albanian). As a
result of this, Albanian and Turkish education was interrupted. But, this movement was not the only reason for this
interruption. During the years in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia Muslims were accepted as religious minorities, but not as
ethnic minorities. These Muslim religious minorities were of different ethnic origin – Albanian and Turkish, and they
didn’t speak the same language.
After the destruction of Austro-Hungaria and by the end of First World War, monarchical government of the SerbianCroatian- Slovenian Kingdom was established. A significant number of Muslim people were living in this Kingdom.
This situation raised the question of Muslims religious and civil-legal status.
F. Karčić, Šerijatski Sudovi u Jugoslaviji, Sarajevo 1986, p. 27-2.
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Group 1

Guaranteed rights to minorities in agreements and Vidovdan Constitution.
How was the education to Muslim minority organized, in light of given rights?

Source 1

Source 2

After the establishment of the Kingdom, what
kind of rights were given to the minorities?

Argeement Sen Germen – 1919

Krf Declaration – 1917
- Recognized religions are free: Orthodoks, Catholic and
Muslims. Those are the most popular masses in the
state.
- All this components had equal rights in the state.
-The basic principles of these legislators will take care
and maintain confessional peace of the history and
integrity of entire our nation.

According to agreement Sen Germen on 10th September
1919 the muslim population such as:
-Albanian, Turkish, Bosnian, Roman which lived in this
Kingdom were accepted as “religious minorities”.
-Based on this agreement the Serbian- CroatianSlovenian Kingdom took the responsibility for the muslim
religion population who were living in this Kingdom.
-Highlighted as ethnic minorities were Bulgarian,
Hungarian and German monirities.

M. Ekmečić, Stvaranje Jugoslavije 1790-1918, p. 67)
http://www.znaci.net/00001/138_7.pdf (downloaded May 11,
2013)

Ð. Borozan, Osnovni Principi Zaštite Manjina u Kraljevini SHS
1919-1921. i Albanci u Kraljevini, p. 362, 372 http://www.cpi.hr/
download/links/hr/7939.pdf downloaded May 11, 2013)

Source 3
Vidovdan Constitution - 1921
According to Vidovdan Constitution article 16th is said that:
-Based on the law, there will be given the right to be educated in their native language.
-Lectures of religion is based to parents requests and the concordance of the religion leaders.
http://www.arhivyu.gov.rs/active/sr-latin/home/glavna_navigacija/leksikon_jugoslavije/konstitutivni_akti_jugoslavije/
vidovdanski_ustav.html (downloaded May 11, 2013)

Source 4
Number of national minorities in Kingdom
of SHS
According to the census on January 31, 1921 the number of
minorities
German
Hungarian
Albanian
Turks
Czech and Slovak
Jewish
Romanian
Rusin
Russian
Italian
Others

Ð. Borozan, Osnovni Principi Zaštite Manjina u Kraljevini SHS 1919-1921. i Albanci u
Kraljevini, http://www.cpi.hr/download/links/hr/7939.pdf, p. 370-371. (downloaded May 11,
2013)
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Group 1

Guaranteed rights to minorities in agreements and Vidovdan Constitution.
How was the education to Muslim minority organized, in light of given rights?

Source 5

Source 6

First educational program

Law of the Islamic community

In the Yugoslavia Kingdom, the first educational program
was made by the ministry of education in 1929. Based on
the law, for the state schools there will be a special
classroom for the minorities. In those classrooms there will
be less than 30 children. At these schools, the Muslim
minorities were obligated to be educated in the official
language (Serbian)of the state.

- In all the schools, religious classes for Islamic youth
are a mandatory subject, under the supervision of
authorized religious bodyThere has to be at least two
religious classes a week in all schools.
- Where there is a small number of pupils, more classes
may hold the religious classes together(point 17 / 4)
Zakon o İslamskoj Verskoj Zajednici Kraljevine Jugoslavije,
Državna Štamparija u Sarajevu, 1936, p. 8

Ð. Borozan, Osnovni Principi Zaštite Manjina u Kraljevini SHS
1919-1921. i Albanci u Kraljevini, http://www.cpi.hr/download/links/
hr/7939.pdf , p. 374. downloaded May 11, 2013)

Source 7
Reason for deprecate of Serbs
-Muslim children had their religion lessons in the Mladen
Ugarević School, located near the center of the PrizrenKosovo.
-Serbs were deprecate to let Muslim and children which
were belonging to other religions to attend classes in the
school which was built by the Serb Orthodox church od
fondacije Mladena Ugarevica.
P. Kostić, Prosvetno Kulturni život Pravoslavnih Srba u Prizrenu i
njegovoj okolini u XIX i početkom XX veka, Skoplje 1933, p. 122)

Source 8
Teachers in Muslim schools
The schools which were opened for the Muslim
children had Serbian teachers, teacher for religion
lesson were Albanian or Turkish teachers. In these so
called Muslim classes the Albanian-Catholic children
were also attending. Religion lessons for these
children were given by priests.
M. Yarimhoroz, Representation of the other in language
Textbook in Kosovo, master thesis , KİJAC, Prishtina 2007, p.
14-15)

Source 9
School ‘Mladen Ugarevic’ where Muslim children attended religious classes

Mladen Ugarevic was a famous Serb trader from
Prizren. Before his death he left his whole
belongings, in his Will, for construction of a school
building. The sum was to be capitalized and when
reached 1.100 Turkish Liras, then 1.000 to be
used for the construction of a school building, and
100 Liras to be used for its maintenance.

Questions:
- What are the rights to the Muslim minority with agreement?
- How do you interpret garanting the religious education right to the Muslim religious minority?
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Group 2

Different perspectives on education

Source 1

Source 2

Serbian perspective on the subject

Albanian perspective on the subject

“As to the right of association in order to establish
cultural, educational and other societes, the right was
not used “because Albanians didn’t feel the need for
associating the cultural and economical fields” although
the state did not prevent them. The fact that in areas
inhabited by ethnic Albanian population, religious and
educational functions were performed by near 50 muftis
and over 600 imams, “neither of them knew Serbian
language properly and all were brought up in a hostile
spirit towards us,and crucially influenced the education
authorities to consider sibjan mektebs (primary schools)
as” harmful national institutions”. Nevertheless, State
and educational authorities tolerated the religious and
educational institutions supervising their work, as the
institutions were meeting the needs of Albanian
population and prevented them to seek the opening of
schools in Albanian language. As imams, who brought
up and educated Albanian youth in sibjan mekteb
(primary school), were poorly educated and little used
state language, consequences of such teaching were
very poor.“

“After 1918 SCS Kingdom closed about 50 schools in
Albanian language for 23 years. During this period
Albanian language was not permitted to be used in schools
or as official language. Education language was only in
Serbian. At the same time in Voyvodina for ethnic
minorities existed education in their mother tongue. İn
1927-1928 school year in Kosovo there was 7565
students, which of them were 7333 male and 232 female.
Because of the lack of Albanian teachers they didn’t ask to
learn Albanian in schools. Even they ask education in
Albanian – like deputy Ferhat Draga – Jugoslavija
Kingdom did not allow this.”

Ð. Borozan, The Basic Principle of Protection of Minorities in
the Kingdom SHS 1919-1921. and Albanians in the Kingdom,
p. 376 http://www.cpi.hr/download/links/hr/7939.pdf,
downloaded 11 May 2013)

Source 1a
Serbian perspective on the subject
“Wich is the worst case-which is out of the international
protection system – was Albanian minority. They didn’t
have schools in their mother tongue also they couldn’t
use their languageas official communication language”.
B. Petranovic, İstorija Jugoslavije 1918-1978, Beograd 1981, p.
34.

similarities

differences

B. Shatri, Arsimi Fillor në Kosovë në Shekullin XX, Prishtinë 2006,
p. 42-43.)

Source 3
Turkish perspective on the subject
“In the period between the two world wars (1919-1941)
Kosovo beside the Albanian majority also Turks didn’t have
their rights to receive education in their mother tongue.
During this period, 84% of population of Kosovo were
uneducated. Between the two world wars a small number of
Albanian and Turkish chlidren who had their high school
education in Serbian language. At the same period:
- Financial impossibility, dicrimination and the education
which was held on Serbian which was foreign language for
Turks, it was impossible to continue their education.
These factors were reasons of low level education of Turks.
The overall students numbers in Primary schools of Kosovo
was 37.885 and 20.914 of them were Serbian and
Montenegrian and 11.876 of them were Albanians. Among
the Albanian students there were few of Turkish students.
The total number of Albanian and Turkish students were
2%.”
B. Koro, C. Topsakal, Kosova’da Yaşayan Türkçe Eğitim, Prizren
2007, p. 28-29.

Questions:
1. What is the Serbian perspective on the subject?
2. What is the Albanian perspective on the subject?
3. What is the Turkish perspective on the subject?
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Group 3

Memoirs of students who were educated in minority schools

Source 1
What the students of minority schools
remember

Source 2
I was only girl student in the class

Zahit Volkan, one of the first teachers of Turkish
Education in Kosovo, started his elementary education in
the denominational school in 1935-36.

Selvinaz Kovach born in 1926, in Prizren, housewife.
She was student in 1932-1933 academic year, in the
Muslim-Serb classes.

“There were two classes in the
Catholic church’s yard. Our
teacher was nun. The half of
students were Muslim’s children
and the other half were Catholic’s
children. Especially in Prizren in
these Muslim classes there were
national differences between
Muslim’s children. Two times a
the week, on Tuesdays and
Fridays we were studying
religious instruction. In this Catholic
- Muslim Classes were children from different ethnic
background and different age groups.”

“In

Z. Volkan born in Prizren in 1928, retired teacher. He was studied
in Muslim-Serb classes in 1935-1936. This interview was made in
his home and collected in 30 January 2012.)

Source 3
There is the same situation in the villages...

the Kingdom of Yugoslavia
elementary school starting age
was 7. The invitation of
enrollment for school to all the
children who attained the age
of 7 was sent by the state.
Nevertheless, 8.5 dinars
penalty was mentioned , the
low rate of literacy among
Muslim shows that the initiators
were
parents. For those
children who didn’t know Serbian
language were organized Serbian language preparatory
classes. But mostly we didn’t attend to this classes, we
learned Serbian in school. I could attend school only few
months because I was the only female student. One
day my teacher said to me that I`m the only girl in the
class so I do not need to come any more. Due to this I
couldn't attend state school and I had to go to mosque
for my education.”
Information’s has been complited form the interview made in
her house on January 15th 2012.

Murtezan Berisha, born in Dragash-Buča village in 1928,
retired worker. Student in 1935-1936 academic year, in
the Muslim-Serb classes.
“I started elementary school in
1935-1936 academic year. In this
school there were also students
coming from Brezne and Plava
village’s. I studied three year, my
teacher was Dragomir Adamovich
who was from Croatia, Zagreb. I
remember my teacher as a warm
hearted person who was very
close to students. We was
studying religious instruction in
Buča village’s mosque. Religious
instruction was in Albanian and Arabic language.”
Information’s has been complited form the interview made in his
house on February 1th 2012.

Questions:
1. What does the information in the oral sources have in
common and what are the different aspects?
2. What can you conclude about the education of the
Muslim minority from the given informations?

Source 4
There were some practice that we had to
follow
S.Cufi born in Prizren in 1925, retired pharmacy
technician. He was studied in Muslim-Serb classes in
1932-1936.
“In the state schools of
Kingdom of Jugoslavia there
were some practice, that
Muslim student had to follow.
On the 6th September on
king’s birthday all the students
were taken in to the mosque.
After reading the Khutba Mufti
–religion office said “Long him
live the Second Petar” and after
him all of the students were
repeating the words of the imam. We had holiday in
Ramadan and Qurbani Eid muslim holidays, also on
Christian religius holidays we had holidays. My religious
teacher was Destan Efendi. Religious lessons were in
turkish language. Beside religious themes we also
learned same turkish poems.”
Information’s has been complited form the interview made in
his house on January 30th 2012.)
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Researching the primary sources
– booklets, diplomas, certificates, newspaper clips.

Group 4

Source 1
Register of Pupils of National School

Registry book of a Muslim class in the school
rd
1935-1936, the 3 grade (marked in upper orange
line). On the lower line, underlined orange, there is an
explanation for the vertical column (marked orange)
saying it was there for marks of mother tongue in
national minority classes in that school.

Regional Historical Archive Prizren,
Upisnik Učenika Narodnih Škola, I/14.

Source 2
Register of Pupils of National Schools
st
Registry of pupils of Catholic-Muslim class, 1 grade
(marked in upper horizontal orange line) for the
school year 1936-37. On the lower line, underlined
orange, there is an explanation for the vertical
column (marked orange) saying it was there for
marks of mother tongue in national minority classes
in that school.
Regional Historical Archive Prizren, Upisnik
Učenika Narodnih Škola, I/18.

Source 3

Source 4

Diploma from 1925

Diploma from 1937

According to the Diploma of Hzr
th
Ibrahim on the completion of the 4
grade Primary school in 1925, the
pupils had the following subjects:

According to Sefki Cufi’s primary
school 4 th grade diploma, who
finished primary school in 1937, the
following subjects were taught:

The Science of religion
Serbian language
Serbian History
Geography
Basics of science
Maths and Geometry
Handicrafts
Drawing
Calligraphy
Singing
Gymnastics
Koran

Religion and morale classes,
Serbo-Croatian language
Minority language
National history
Geography
Algebra and geometry
Environmental science
Business language skill
Hygiene
Household goods
Handicrafts
Drawing
Calligraphy
Singing
Physical education

Regional Historical Archiv Prizren, Fondi
Gjimnazi Real Plotesues Shtetrore, njesia
org. Prizren viti 1949-1950.)
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Group 4

Researching the primary sources
– booklets, diplomas, certificates, newspaper clips.

Source 5

Questions:

A newspaper article about the Vakuf
library
Those students who had opportunities, after the
primary school they could go to Skopje for further
education in the `Medrese` King Aleksandar.
(Medresa was founded in the Ottoman period as
‘Isa Bey Medresa’. In the time of Kingdom of
Yugoslavia, name of the Medresa was changed to
‘Medresa of King Alexander’. However, the people
continue to use the old name ‘Isa Bay Medresa’).
Dragan Novaković, “Organizacija i Položaj İslamske
Verske Zajednice u Kraljevini Jugoslaviji”, TEME, 2003,
vol. 27, no. 3, p. 451-474.

1. Compare the lessons on testimonials between
1925 and 1937 years, are there any changes in
taught lessons?
2. In which section of the main book students were
not given the mark?
3. What is the reason for this?
4. What can be indication of being given mark or not
being given mark?
5. What is the significance of King Aleksandar
Madrasah Library for the growing up Muslim youth in
their library, where they were given high-school
education?

similarities

differences

In 1936 ,The foundation Library opened at the
opening of the Isa Beg Madrasa. The library has
many books. Books are in Arabic, Turkish and
Serbian languages. There are enough member of
the library. Financial potentials are used for buying
new books. Young people instead of hanging out in
the streets or staying indoors in smoking areas they
came together in the library to talk about important
current issues.
Although library contained no
Albanian books, it was the meeting place for
Albanian youth. During Bulgarian invasion books
were taken by the Bulgarians and the library moved
to its previous place… “
“Flaka e Vëllazërimit” 18.12.1945, Skopje)
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Group 5

Personal Experience

Source 1
One of the first intellectuals of Muslim minority of Turkish origin
Durmis Celina is one of those who continued education in this way. He completed primary school in his birthplace
Prizren. He completed his high-school in Pljevje. First he began his university training at Belgrade university. However,
later he unsubscribed his register and enrolled at the University of Zagreb.
He graduated in 1942 and he was given a diploma by Independent Croatia State. After he had returned to his country, he
translated his diploma, which was in the Latin language, to Albanian language. This translation was ratified in 1942 by the
Kingdom of Albania. Durmis Celina who served as a successful doctor in Kosovo in 1972 had managed to diagnose
“Variola Vera” disease, so the disease was quarantined and was prevented the spread of the disease to the whole
Yugoslavia. Due to this service he was given “Primarius” title.
datas taken from family Durmiša Celine

Source 2
University education
Annual Diploma of Durmis Celina
(Durmis Hursidovic at he time) for
rd
completed 3 grade of Gymnasium
in Pljevlja, school year 1930/1931.
Subjects taught were the following:
Religious classes
Serbo-Croat-Slovenian language
French language
German languag
Latin language
Geography
History
Biology
Physics
Chemistry
Mathematics
Technical geometry
Philosophy propaedeutic
Hygiene
Drawing
Caligraphy
Gymnastics
Singing

Source 3a
Index from
University of
Belgrade
Universities inside the
kingdom were in
Belgrade, Ljubljana
and Zagreb. However
there were just few
Muslim students who
could use this
opportunity.
M. Anđelković,
“Univerzitet u Kraljevini
1918-1941”, Časopis
Arhiva Jugoslavije, 1.
2000, p. 113-126)

Source 3b
Dr. Celina in 1936 enrolled in Medical Faculty of
University of Belgrade, but unknown reason he
quit this study. The he enrolled in the University of
Zagreb. (photo from family archive Dr. Celina)

Source 4
Index from University of
Zagreb

Diploma for completed
Medical Faculty in Zagreb
University, issued by the
Independent State of Croatia.
Family archive of Dr. Durmiša
Celine
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Group 5

Personal Experience

Source 4a
Tax stamps from University Diploma
Tax stamps of Independent State of Croatia on the University Diploma

Source 5

Source 5a

Transcript of the Zagreb University
Diploma to Albanian language

Tax stamps of the Kingdom of Albania from the Diploma
transcript
After graduation, Dr. Celina had his Diploma transcribed into Albanian, in
his home town in 1942, which was certified by the Ministry of Education of
the Kingdom of Albania.

Questions for Group 5:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Porodični arhiv Doktora Durmiša Celine

What is the auxiliary historical science, dealing with stamps
and coats of arms?
Give explanations about the seals in diplomas.
What kind of example Muslim doctor Durmiš Celina, who
started studying in Kosovo-Prizren then continued to his
medicine studies in Zagreb, set to education system?
What kind of example the Muslim doctor Durmiš Celina, who
started education in Kosovo-Prizren, finished secondary
school in Pljevlja and then graduated from University in
Zagreb, set to education system?

Final discussion
Questions for final discussion:
1. Compare the information from the oral history and the rights given by agreements and other documents.
2. Do the oral history sources match the agreements?
3. What were the consequences of putting the different ethnical and religious components in the same
educational system?
4. Do you think that the lack of education in mother tongue was an obstacle for further education of Muslim
minority?
5. Discuss the effects of general political situation on education by examining Durmiš Celina’s diplomas?
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Sanja Pereša Macuka
Igor Jovanović

Yugoslav Falcon
2

National identity guardian

Key question

Yugoslav Falcon - youth organization or political party?
Topic
This module is about Yugoslav Falcon in the period of dictatorship of King Alexander, but
can cover timeline from 1918 to 1941.
This topic is selected because the Yugoslav Falcon was unique, and now almost forgotten
movement that has greatly affected the daily life of that time. Today, there are no such
movements, so students would be interested in evoking the spirit of that time. Also, it is a
unique story about a panslavic idea, and connection between nations, social classes,
religions, educated and uneducated people.
The topic is controversial because in the Yugoslav Kingdom, Falcon movement was
presented as a pacifistic and universally human spiritual organization, however, those
aspects were covered up at the time and Falcon became one of the base pillars of
dictatorship.
The topic is relevant for the whole region as it refers to all the countries since the
movement was developed in all parts of Yugoslavia in which the Yugoslav idea and
unitarism were spread.
Learning outcomes
• Work on historical multiperspective sources to understand the role of Falcon movement
in Yugoslav Kingdom.
• By using different sources, students will will be able to critically evaluate various
perspectives of a historical event.
• Students will be able to accept other people's opinions.
• Students will be able to work independently and exercise working with the source.
• Students will develop the ability to study and evaluate the image (photos) and textual
sources.
Aims
•  To get to know the Falcon of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia as a youth movement, but also
as an instrument of the administration in connecting the youth and creating the Yugoslav
national identity.
• To compare this movement with similar movements in other European countries
between the two WW.
• To encourage the students to think about organized groups (associations) that are
active among the youth of today

Teaching guideline

45
minutes

The teacher will read the introduction to the students and present the theme to the class.
Students will be divided into 6 groups. Each group will have a source, table, and
questions, and will choose the presenters. Groups will have instructions to work. Each
group should base their activity on analysis of the obtained roles given in the sources,
and questions to create a particular perception of a Yugoslav Falcon. Presenters will
explain the perceptions that others based on their roles.
Groups by role:
Group 1 - A priest from Maribor
Group 2 - A farmer from Varaždin
Group 3 - A student from Skopje
Group 4 - A lawyer from Budva
Group 5 - A teacher from Sarajevo
Group 6 - A housewife from Belgrade
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STEP 1: Introduction and motivation, teacher will read an introduction about Falcon
movement
STEP 2: Group work - students will work in small groups guided by roles: priest, farmer,
student, lawyer, teacher, housewife. Each group will get a fragment of text sources and will
get 10 minutes to study the sources. After that time, each group, considering their role,
(education, worldview, ethnicity) will fill the table. After reading and filling the table students
should answer these questions:
1. Falcon of Kingdom of Yugoslavia - what is it?
2. Specify their objective and purpose.
3. How the falconry supported the preservation of Yugoslav national identity?
STEP 3: Group work – rotations of roles (during reading new sources the teacher will give
students many different sources): analyzing pictures, filling the table, answering the
questions, presentations.
STEP 4: Group work – discussion of roles and different views of the Falcon movement,
Filling the table 2. (see atachment)
Answering the key question: Yugoslav Falcon - youth organization or political party?
Debate and conclusion

Contextualization
As Slavic cultural and national-liberal movement, the Falcon movement was first established
in Czech in 1862. The founder was the Czech doctor, Miroslav Tirsch. Basic goals of the
movement were: Spreading the national consciousness, physical and spiritual upbringing
through education and exercise. The movement was named after a bird – falcon, a symbol
of light, height and courage. The workshop will speak about a movement that evolved from
pan-Slavic idea to the promoter of an idea of integral Yugoslavianism and powerful
dictatorship regime.
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Group work

analysis of sources, answering questions, filling the table

Group I – role of a priest from Maribor
Read and analyze the source, fill the table 1 and answer the following questions:
1. The Falcon of the Yugoslav Kingdom – what is it?
2. Determine its goal and purpose.
3. What was the role of the Falconry in preservation of Yugoslav identity?
After filling the table and answering the questions, select the group member who will present your answers from the
position / role of a priest.

Source 1
The Joint Letter of the Catholic episcopate about the Falcon of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, made at
the Bishop’s conference held in Zagreb on 17 December 1932, with the order to be read in all the
churches on 8 January 1933.
Dear Believers!
„It is much worse that the Falcon of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, in order to disconnect the people from the church, holds its
rallies on Sundays and holidays, in teh morning as well as in the afternoon, in a way that does not give the members any
time for religious duties.
That is how morale of our young generations is destroyed, this is how faith is undermined and killed. Therefore, our dear
believers, it is our duty to warn you of this peril most seriously, as we already did in 1921, to keep your children away from
this danger, as the Lord will be strict in terms of how you took care of religious and moral raising of your children. This
applies for as long as the Falcon of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia stands on Tirsch's principles, as long as „Roads and Goals“
are rules for the life and work of Yugoslav Falcon, as long as the Falconry is headed by old Yugo-falcons. Let us stay
strong in the faith of our fathers and let us not allow Falconry to separate us from that faith, since they do not know our
Savior nor our honorable Croat (Slovenian) name.“
Politika, 16 January 1933.

Source 2
Exercises of our army (photo from a rally in Belgrade)

1. Describe what you see in
the picture.
2. What do these pictures
tell you?
3. Is there anything unusual
in this picture?
4. What do you want to
know more?

Ilustrirani Slovenec, 6. jul 1930. štev. 27
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Group work

analysis of sources, answering questions, filling the table

Group II – role of a farmer from Varazdin
Read and analyze the source, fill the table 1 and answer the following questions:
1. The Falcon of the Yugoslav Kingdom – what is it?
2. Determine its goal and purpose.
3. What was the role of the Falconry in preservation of Yugoslav identity?
After filling the table and answering the questions, select the group member who will
present your answers from the position / role of a farmer.

Source 1
The First All-Falcon rally of the Falcons of Kingdom of Yugoslavia
„His Majesty, Prince Peter, attended a Falcon performance for the first time wearing a Falcon uniform himself. There
was a great excitement among the audience, which calmed with the entering of the members-performes into the
stadium. The Falcons, some 3000 of them, entered the field from 3 sides, all walking as one. It was a great scene
and it left the strongest impression of youth and heroism. At the command of the Federal Head they performed the
exercises, and as they were leaving the field accompanied by chiers of the audience, the female members were
coming in from the other side. The scene was as nice as the previous one, for it is a rare opportunity to see so many
healthy, young, beautiful girls. In other points of the program there were Russian Falcons with spears, Luzicki Serbs
Falcons, male and female members exercising on gymnastic apparatus, and Pupils' company from Maribor.“
Varaždinske novosti' , 10 July 1930

Source 2
Falcon of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia – return of Falcons from the rally
„On Tuesday, the 1st of this month, members of the Varazdin Falcon society came back in the afternon hours from
the All-Falcon rally in Belgrade, to where they departed on 25 June this year. The Falcons are extremely happy with
the reception and they talk about the rally with enthusiasm. The fanfare was particularly noticed. During the great
rally procession, on Sunday 29 June, passing by the Royal seats the fanfare played 'Varazdinac' and was warmly
welcome by numorous audience. Our fanfare play during the procession was heard in Varazdin as well for Belgrade
radio was transmitting the procession and announced the Varazdin group.
The Falcons came back well, healthy and Sun burned. The weather was nice all the time. Most of the members slept
in tents, some older brothers were accommodated in private houses, and the girls were accommodated in schools.
In Varazdin, teh Falcons were welcomed by many friends and acquaintances, and with military music. The line went
from the railway station to the Falcon Gym, where the program ended. There were a total of about 160 persons from
Varazdin who went to Belgrade for the main rally.“
'Varaždinske novosti' , 3 July 1930
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Group work

analysis of sources, answering questions, filling the table

Group III – role of a student from Skopje
Read and analyze the source, fill the table 1 and answer the following questions:
1. The Falcon of the Yugoslav Kingdom – what is it?
2. Determine its goal and purpose.
3. What was the role of the Falconry in preservation of Yugoslav identity?
After filling the table and answering the questions, select the group member who will present your answers from the
position / role of a student.

Source 1
“Roads and goals” (brought in the form of a resolution at the First General Assembly of the Falcon Society in
Belgrade, held on 29 March 1931).
The Falcon nationalism
“In the intention to raise better persons for its people and country, the Falcon wants to include in its lines the whole
nation. The Falcon movement serves the nation as a whole and asks every individual to comply its interests with the
general interests of the whole nation.
The Falcon upbringing is the national upbringing. In the nationalism the Falconry sees continuous and persistent work for
the people. Our nationalism we understand as unselfish, real and lasting work for the people as a whole.
The Falcon considers Yugoslav national awareness as an important precondition for diverse and healthy life of our
people. The Yugoslav Falcon is, and wishes to remain, the property of the whole Yugoslav nation in a single and free
state. One nation, one country, one Falconry”.
‘Politika’, 19 January 1933.

Source 2
The Trogir incident
Magnificent Winged Lions of Trogir* devastated by hammering and
dynamite
(*The Winged Lions of San Marco – a symbol of The Venice
Republic)
In the aim of artificial raising of Yugoslav patriotism in Dalmatia, which
is not in the spirit of the population living there, thus creating the
raising dislike and resistance, the Split authorities started devastation
of Italian heritage in the area, using a group of paid villains.
There
were processions with yelling and insulting Italians, who were called
‘Mussolini mercenaries’.
... They used the Falcon events for their purposes and there was a
horrible devastation of Venice historical monuments that are such a
natural decoration of all the cities in Dalmatia.
... Most of the local population were abstaining and embittered of this
mob in the service of the Serb authorities. After an attempt in Split, following the program of the Split captain, they
targeted Trogir next.
After the night fall, they went on to barbaric behavior and vandalism that were difficult to comprehend. Wild anger,
endorsed by passive attitude of local authorities and Police, turned against the wonderful Venice monuments… In the
dark of a December night, the San Marco Lions that were respected for centuries, fell under the hammering of the mob
paid from Belgrade. That is how the Lions of the Sea Gates, Land Gates, … and the Great Lion inside the city hall were
destroyed, as ordered, by the hands of vandals.
...
They came back with torches the next night and continued with devastation even more vigorously. Underneath the
Venice Seat, they used dynamite to destroy the Great Lion of San Marco. Thus, in a few hours, all that Trogir was
offering to the whole world – glory and art of Italian culture – was hurt, damaged and in a great deal destroyed…
Wild anti-Italian hatred by Serbs, Corriere Istriano, 6 Dec. 1932 – year XI
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Group work

analysis of sources, answering questions, filling the table

Group IV – role of a lawyer from Budva
Read and analyze the source, fill the table 1 and answer the following questions:
1. The Falcon of the Yugoslav Kingdom – what is it?
2. Determine its goal and purpose.
3. What was the role of the Falconry in preservation of Yugoslav identity?
After filling the table and answering the questions, select the group member who will present your answers from the
position / role of a lawyer.

Source 1
The Trogir incident
Magnificent Winged Lions of Trogir* devastated by hammering and dynamite
(The Winged Lion of San Marco – a symbol of The Venice Republic)
In the aim of artificial raising of Yugoslav patriotism in Dalmatia, which is not in the spirit of the population living there, thus
creating the raising dislike and resistance, the Split authorities started devastation of Italian heritage in the area, using a
group of paid villains. There were processions with yelling and insulting Italians, who were called ‘Mussolini mercenaries’.
... They used the Falcon events for their purposes and there was a horrible devastation of Venice historical monuments that
are such a natural decoration of all the cities in Dalmatia.
... Most of the local population were abstaining and embittered of this mob in the service of the Serb authorities. After an
attempt in Split, following the program of the Split captain, they targeted Trogir next.
After the night fall, they went on to barbaric behavior and vandalism that were difficult to comprehend. Wild anger,
endorsed by passive attitude of local authorities and Police, turned against the wonderful Venice monuments… In the dark
of a December night, the San Marco Lions that were respected for centuries, fell under the hammering of the mob paid
from Belgrade. That is how the Lions of the Sea Gates, Land Gates, … and the Great Lion inside the city hall were
destroyed, as ordered, by the hands of vandals.
...
They came back with torches the next night and continued with devastation even more vigorously. Underneath the Venice
Seat, they used dynamite to destroy the Great Lion of San Marco. Thus, in a few hours, all that Trogir was offering to the
whole world – glory and art of Italian culture – was hurt, damaged and in a great deal destroyed…
Wild anti-Italian hatred by Serbs, Corriere Istriano, 6 Dec. 1932 – year XI

Source 2
Falcon posters and postcards

Dušan Cvetković, Sokoli i sokolski sletovi, Miroslav, Beograd 2007.

1. Describe exactly what you see on the postcard: Describe people, clothing, objects, symbols.
2. What title would you give to the postcards?
3. What is shown in the center of postcard, what on the edges, what is in front and what is in the background?
4. What was the intention of the author? Do the postcards have a message? Any symbolism?
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Group work

analysis of sources, answering questions, filling the table

Group V – role of a teacher from Sarajevo
Read and analyze the source, fill the table 1 and answer the following questions:
1. The Falcon of the Yugoslav Kingdom – what is it?
2. Determine its goal and purpose.
3. What was the role of the Falconry in preservation of Yugoslav identity?
After filling the table and answering the questions, select the group member who will present your answers from the
position / role of a teacher.

Source 1
“Roads and goals”,
A Resolution of the Falcon Society brought on the Assembly of Falcon Association in Belgrade on 29 March 1931.
“All members of the Falcons are equal. The Falcons faithfully assesses people by democratic principles of freedom,
equality and brotherhood according to their personal value and does not divide people according to their class, religious or
tribal differences, or their vocation, social status or economic status.“
“The Falcons deem women as equally valuable member of a human society as men. Male and female members of
Falcons are fully equal.“
“As main and direct means of upbringing, the Falcons consider body exercising according to Tirsch system and his
method. To the purpose of improving body and spiritual capabilities of its members and the entire nation, the Falcons also
use other means that are in compliance with general Falcon principles.“
“The Falcon philosophy is advanced.
As an advanced institution, the Falconry believes in the development and improvement of particular human institutions.
The Falcon movement, as a modern movement, should satisfy the needs and demands of a modern century and human
society, and improve its survival.“
Politika’, 19 January 1933
(‘Politika’ (Belgrade daily) published on 19 January 1933 the Resolution of the Falcon Society that was adopted at the assembly of the
society held in Belgrade on 29 March 1931).

Source

2

Falcon rally in Belgrade
1. Describe what you see in
the picture.
2. What do these pictures
tell you?
3. Is there anything unusual
in this picture?
4. What do you want to
know more?

Politika, 30.6.1930
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Group work

analysis of sources, answering questions, filling the table

Group VI – role of a housewife from Belgrade
Read and analyze the source, fill the table 1 and answer the following questions:
1. The Falcon of the Yugoslav Kingdom – what is it?
2. Determine its goal and purpose.
3. What was the role of the Falconry in preservation of Yugoslav identity?
After filling the table and answering the questions, select the group member who will present your answers from the
position / role of a housewife.

Source 1
“And then my parents enrolled me to Falcons: It will do me good for my body development. There were a few of us
from the class, and pupils from other schools. We had a very dear leader, we were supposed to call him brother. His
name was Vlado Lesjak, blonde, blue eyes, always treated us nicely and I think we all liked him. Yes, he demanded
discipline, but he was never bad tempered or harsh with us. I think he liked his job, we felt he was a man with a
certain manners and culture in communication. He cherished friendship relation, and that is the foundation of all true
Falcons.“
Branko Polić, Vjetrenjasta klepsidra, Durieux, Zagreb, 2007. Str. 57.

Source

2

„The whole Belgrade was one big stadium yesterday“

Politika, 29.6.1930

Source 3
Exercises of our army (photo from a rally in Belgrade)

1. Describe what you see in
the picture.
2. What do these pictures
tell you?
3. Is there anything unusual
in this picture?
4. What do you want to
know more?

Ilustrirani Slovenec, 6. jul 1930. štev. 27
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Group work

analysis of sources, answering questions, filling the table

Final activity - step 4
Discussion of roles and different views of the Falcon movement,
Filling the table 2. (see atachment)
Answering the key question:
Yugoslav Falcon – youth organization or political party?
Debate and conclusion

Attachments:
Table 1
Positive sides
(education, sport, travels, conecting people...)

Negative sides
(indoctrination, nationalism, violence...)

Table 2
Education, sport, literacy
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Indoctrination

National identity

Sanja Pereša - Macuka
Igor Jovanović

2

Football and
politics

Key question

Footbal has nothing to do with politics.
To what extent do you agree with this statement?
Topic
This modul is a review about sport life in the period from 1918. to 1930., more
specifically about one famous case and the problems that have occurred related to
Yugoslav national sport team on Football First World Championship in Uruguay
This topic is selected because we assume it is interesting to most of students and
teacher. The topic is controversial because the influence of politics to sport and could help
us to bring closer problems like: nation in Yugoslav Kingdom, dictatorship, centralization,
political disagreements, unitarism… Our attention was to show student croatian-serbian
issue on some small and intersting incident/case.
Aims
Critical analysis of sources on participation of Yugoslav team in the First World Football
Championship and problems in relations between nations in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.
Deepening the knowledge about local and world’s sports history. Introducing the fun part
of history and awaking the interest for history as a science.
Learning outcomes
1. Students will develop critical thinking through learning about causes and
consequences
2. Students will find out connection between political conflict and sport
3. Students will compare this famous case in history with the problems and violence
happening these days among sport fans.
4. Strengthening of interest and enthusiasm for the subject.

Teaching guideline
The teacher will present the theme to the class. The workshop has two phases – first
phase is individual work and work in pairs, and the second one is group work and
presentation of the results.
STEP 1/motivation: Introduction and motivation – the teacher will read an introduction,
then show the picture of the old leather ball from 19th century. Students will answer to the

45
minutes

proposed question and we conclude what we know about football history.
• Try to compare playing football now and a hundred years ago.
• What were the conditions?
• Do you know something about football history?
STEP 2/ “Football in the Yugoslav Kingdom“: Work in groups - Photograph analysis
and filling out the table – Students will analyze sources about newspaper announcement
about new interesting game – football, source about first championship and founding of
the Football Association in Zagreb.
Proposed question for discussion:
• Do we consider football an old traditional sport? Why?
• Name some famous football clubs from the beginning of the 20th century.
• When was the Yugoslav Football Association founded and were was its seat? Why?
STEP 3/ ”Centralisation and football”: Work in groups – source reading and analyses,
production of a small time-line – students will work in groups. The task is to analyze the
sources and to fill out the time-line putting together all sources by date. At the end we will
reconstruct the story following Croatian, Serbian, Slovenian and international view.
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Questions and tasks:
• Read the sources by chronological order and make a timeline
• Analyse all points of view about moving Football association from Zagreb to Belgrade.
What can you conclude?
• Why is it important that seats of football associations are in the capital cities of the
state? Explain your answer.
STEP 4/ “World championship without Croatian players”: Group work – source
reading and analyzing.
After short introduction students will work in groups. The task is to analyze the sources
about the First World Football Championship, answering three questions from the
tasks:
Questions and tasks:
• Why Croatian players refused to play for national team on World Championship?
• Find the connection between politics and sports, business and sports, now and then.
Explain!
• Do you know of any player in present time who refused to play for national team and
why?
• What are the possible reasons to refuse the national team today, and what were the
reasons in the past?
STEP 5/
a) Return and reactions Group work – source reading and analyzing.
Students will analyze the sources and answer the questions from tasks. In the end we
will conclude together and fill the table: causes/incident/consequences.
Questions:
• Compare the national team welcome in Ljubljana, Zagreb and Belgrade. What can you
conclude?
• Why were they given a cold welcome in Zagreb?
• Make a connection between this welcome and the situation in the country in those
days.
b) Financial issue
Questions and tasks:
1.) Name some money problems incurred after the World Championship.
In the end we will conclude together and fill the table: causes/incident/ consequences.
Table no 1

causes

incident

consequences

We can conclude workshop with key question:
`Footbal has nothing to do with politics`.
To what extent do you agree with this statement?
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Activity 1

Motivation - Frontal work, work in pairs, discussion

Introduction
• The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians (later Kingdom of Yugoslavia) was established in 1918, with
the capital in Belgrade. After 1918 new supra-national sport associations were established. Some of them
were established in Zagreb, such as the Yugoslav Olympic Committee or the Yugoslav Football Association.
• Attempts to create a unitarian and centralised state with the centre in Belgrade generated tensions, especially
between Croats and Serbs. After the main office of the Yugoslav Football Association was transferred in 1930
to Belgrade, Croatian representatives refused to play in Yugoslav teams for three years.
• Tensions between Croats and Serbs in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (from the 1929 Kingdom
of Yugoslavia) will be reflected on the football as well.

Source 1

Source 2

A ball from 19th Century

A ball from 19th Century, a monument
to the first ball

Zupanja – the craddle of Croatian football”, Zupanja,
2005.

Zupanja – the craddle of Croatian football”, Zupanja,
2005.

Questions:
1. Try to compare playing football now and a hundred years ago.
2. What were the conditions?
3. Do you know something about football history?
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Activity 2

Football in the Kingdom SHS - Working in group

Source 1

Source 3

A call to learn the game of football (1893.)

Yugoslav National Team

“Since all around Europe, lately, and also outside
Europe, some games took over gymnastic games in
gymnastic societies, particularly so-called English
games, such as: Lawn Tennis, Football, Cricket (...) so
the Croatian Falcon decided to introduce some of
those games to its members (…) The games will start
next week, and the first to be shown will be Lawn
Tennis and Football”
Sto godina nogometa u Hrvatskoj 1880. – 1980., NIŠRO
Prosvjeta, Bjelovar 1984., glavni urednik Franjo Frntić

Source 2
E s t a b l i s h m e n t o f Yu g o s l a v f o o t b a l l
association in Zagreb
In 1912 / 1913 there was the first football
championship of Croatia and Slavonia, with six clubs
involved. HASK was the champion. The second
championship started in 1913, but was not finished
due to the WWI. Founding of Yugoslav Football
Association was at the Assembly in Zagreb, on 15
April 1919. Besides delegates from Croatia there
were representatives of some other areas, so after
the discussion there prevailed the opinion that it was
more useful to establish the football organization of
the new country of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. So
that day, instead of renewing the work of Football
section and establishing of Croatian Football
Association, the Yugoslav Football Association
(JNS) was established, with its seat in Zagreb.

Yugoslav national team played its first international game at
Olympic Tournament in Antwerp in 1920. Two heavy defeats
and last place at the tournament, followed by moderate plays
at Olympics in Paris and Amsterdam, did not discourage
football pioneers. National team kept playing friendlies and
local tournaments (Balkan Cup, Neighboring Countries Cup),
and in 1930 participated at the First World Cup in Uruguay.
Subsequently, the Football Federation was founded in 1919,
even though the first club had been founded in Subotica in
1901, FK Backa. The club was presented to the public in a
friendly game against Hungarian side TK Mohacs. In 1903,
Belgrade and Zagreb got their first football babies: Soko
(Falcon) and HAŠK (Hrvatski Akademski Športski Klub Croatian Academic Sport Club). Football gained a lot of
popularity, so clubs were founded in Ljubljana (Ilirija),
Kragujevac (Šumadija), Novi Sad (NAK), Sarajevo
(Gradjanski), Varazdin (VGŠK), Split (Hajduk), Belgrade
(BSK, Jugoslavija, BASK...), Zagreb (Gradjanski, Concordia,
Akademija, PNIšK)...
The first national championship took place in 1923 and the
winner was Gradjanski Zagreb. Until World War II, Gradjanski
and BSK Belgrade won five titles each and provided major
backbone for national team. In 1929 , the headquarters of
FSJ (Fudbalski Savez Jugoslavije - Yugoslav Football
Association) were moved from Zagreb to Belgrade.
Antagonism between Serbian and Croatian officials erupted
twice. First in 1930, when Croatian clubs prohibited their
players to play for national team, and then in 1933 when
championship was not held, since the clubs could not agree
on competition system.
www.rsssf.com (19.07.2013)
World's organization for footbll history and statistics

Sto godina nogometa u Hrvatskoj 1880. – 1980., NIŠRO
Prosvjeta, Bjelovar 1984., glavni iurednik Franjo Frntić

Source 4
Table of champions and vicechampions of Yugoslavia from
1923 to 1930.

www.rsssf.com (19.07.2013)
World's organization for footbll history and
statistics

Club

Championship
(prvak)

runnerup
(viceprvak)

1

BSK Beograd

5

5

2

Građanski Zagreb

5

2

3

Hajduk Split

2

5

4

Jugoslavija Beograd

2

3

5

Concordia Zagreb

2

1

6

HAŠK Zagreb

1

0

7

Slavija Sarajevo

0

1

8

Sašk Sarajevo

0

1

Questions:
1. Do we consider football an old and traditional sport? Why?
2. Name some famous football clubs from the beginning of the 20th Century.
3. When was it founded and where was the seat of Yugoslav Football Association?
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Activity 3

Centralisation and football - group work

Introduction:
Serbian political elite insisted on centralized state, strongly opposing the idea of federalization which was
demanded mostly by Croatian political leaders. The Serbian led government in Belgrade attempted to form a
centralized country by relocating state institutions to the capital of the country. The move of the office of the
national football association was part of this process.
The Yugoslavian Football Association was founded in 1919 in Zagreb, and in 1930 it was transferred to Belgrade.
Source 1

Source 2

Centralisation

Croatian view

th

The ‘6
January’ government worked on creating
organizations and associations based on an ideology of
integral Yugoslavianism. These were particularly enforced
in the so-called ‘precanski krajevi’*. In December 1929 the
first state organization of physical culture was created
(Falcon of Kingdom of Yugoslavia). Complete state hold
over the physical culture was introduced in 1931 with the
forming of the Ministry of national physical culture. The
following were created: Yugoslav Shooting Association,
Yugoslav Fire-fighting Association, Yugoslav Scouts
Association, Association of sports federations enclosing a
number of sports. Sports in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia,
organizationally connected into state Association of sports
federations, had a significant role in implementing military
education of youth.
*This term was used to refer to all the areas populated by Serbs
but outside Serbia, mainly west of the Drina river.
Branko Petranović: ISTORIJA JUGOSLAVIJE, knjiga I KRALJEVINA JUGOSLAVIJA , www.znaci.net/00001/93_6pds.

Source 3
The Assembly of the Yugoslav Football
Association
ZAGREB, 16 March
‘Jutarnji list’ brings: General Assembly of the Yugoslav
Football Association was held here today. According to the
Agenda, this session was supposed to be continuation of
the session started on 24 November last year, and only
certified deputies from that time were able to vote. They
moved to the discussion on changing the Article 1 of the
Federal rules on the seat of the Association. With 213
votes in favor, the conclusion was that this paragraph is
changed and Belgrade is set as the seat of the
Association. The Association of football referees also
moves to Belgrade.”
Jutarnji list, 16.ožujka 1930.

At regular session of Yugoslav Football Association, held
th
on 16 March 1930 in Zagreb, in the period when ‘6
January’ dictatorship was in force, majority of votes of
delegates decided that the seat of the Association be
moved from Zagreb to Belgrade.
The fact was that according to the rules of that time, a
club – member of the association, did not have to send
its own representative – delegate to the session. Smaller
registered clubs used to give their ‘vote’ to
representatives of larger clubs who were believed to
h a v e a p p r o p r i a t e f o o t b a l l p o l i c y. E a c h s u c h
empowerment meant one vote at the assembly, so
certain delegates to the assembly would have several
votes, based on empowerments from football clubs. This
was crucial during adoption of decisions, since one
delegate could have dozens of votes. One delegate from
Zagreb at the assembly when transfer of the seat was
discussed had in total 26 empowerments from his area.
However, in a mysterious way that was never cleared,
those empowerments disappeared in the night between
Saturday and Sunday, and could not be presented at the
assembly. The lack of those 26 empowerments was
decisive in the decision of moving the seat of Yugoslav
Football Association from Zagreb to Belgrade.
Sto godina nogometa u Hrvatskoj 1880. – 1980., NIŠRO
Prosvjeta, Bjelovar 1984., glavni urednik Franjo Frntić

Source 4
In the eve of the General Assembly of the YFA
Tomorrow, starting at 8 o’clock, there will be a session of
the General Assembly of the Yugoslav Football
Association, where many important issues will be
discussed. There is great interest in all sports circles in
the whole state for this session, since very important
propositions are on the Agenda. Delegates from
Sarajevo, Osijek, Belgrade, Skopje, Split, Ljubljana and
Subotica arrived to Zagreb. Many clubs will send their
own representatives. The main topic of the discussion
will be the issue of changing the rules. It is possible there
will be quarrels due to many registered clubs in Zagreb
football sub-association. They will further talk about
proposal to changes in holding (playing) the state league
matches of Ljubljana sub-association, participation in the
World Cup, changing the way of delegating referees to
games, as proposed by Subotica sub-association, etc.
Only club delegates and persons with special
permissions will be allowed at the session.
Slovenec, br.63. 16.marca 1930.
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Activity 3

Centralisation and football - group work

Source 5
The seat of YFA moved to Belgrade

Source 8

•

The statement of Hugo Meisl*

The seat of Yugoslav Football Association
moved to Belgrade
• Most delegates of Zagreb, Split and Osijek
sub-associations left the session before the
vote! New leadership was elected by
acclamation.”
*acclamation – electing by simple yelling,
without individual vote
Politika’, 17 March 1930

Source 6
After significant decision on transfer of
Yugoslav Football Association to Belgrade
After significant decision on transfer of Yugoslav
Football Association to Belgrade
“The Sunday session of the YFA resolved one big
problem of Yugoslav sports life. Regarding the
transfer of Yugoslav seat the sportsmen were
divided into two sides, which would not be so bad,
per se, but the fight about staying of the
Association in Zagreb became so twisted that one
was not able to see the end of unreasonable and
unsporting fights.”
‘Politika’, daily paper close to the Government, Belgrade,
19 March 1930.

• “Regarding acknowledgment of these changes
in the leadership of Yugoslav football at FIFA, I
can immediately tell you that they will recognize
the leadership legalized at the authorities."
• “If Yugoslav sport clubs should agree to it, I
would recommend to hold a conference, possibly
in Maribor, where I would put efforts to remedy
the problems between Belgrade and Zagreb”.
• *Hugo Meisl = Austrian selector and member of
the FIFA Board
.
Politika, 20 March 1930

Source 9
First session of the YFA in Belgrade
“The First session of the YFA was held in Belgrade
last night. After a long discussion, the complaint of
Zagreb sub-association that the YFA was moved to
Belgrade by force and not by legal means, was
rejected.
Hrvatski list, 23. 3. 1930.

Source 7
New leadership of YFA took over
Zagreb, 18 March
Yesterday morning, former representatives of YFA
received a police notice they should instantly hand
over the business to the new elected Board. Today
(in the afternoon) at 15:00 hrs. it was done.
Slovenec, Novine Slovenske pučke stranke, br 65,

Questions:
1. Read the sources by chronological order and make a timeline
2.

Analyse all points of view about moving Football Association from Zagreb to
Belgrade. What can you conclude?

3.

Why is it important that seats of football associations are in the capital city of
a state? Explain your answer.
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Activity 4

World championship without Croatian players - (work in groups)

Introduction:
There was a lot of problem with Yugoslav national football team during the preparation for the world championship in Uruguay
1930. Yugoslav Football Associaton was founded and seated in Zagreb since 1919. Transfering the association from Zagreb
to Belgrade was a political decision. It looks like football is always much more than a game for most of the citizens.
Previous presidents of Yugoslav Footbal Assocation were mainly Croats – dr Hinko Wurth , dr Ante Jakovac, dr Miroslav
Petanjek, dr Veljko Ugrinic, dr Kazimir Kremedic, dr Ivo Lipovscak, Dragan Vuckovic, Vatroslav Krceli, Ante Pandakovic and
Janko Safarik. Football selectors were mostly Croats too – Veljko Ugrinic, Dusan Zinaja and Ante Pandakovic.
Croatian citizens and public were resignated, angry and revolted. Nine of Croatian players from list for Uruguay refused
playing for Yugoslav national team in the world championship. Players from Slovenia and Subotica (serbian club) joined them
and removed their players.
After the football match in Athens in 1930, selector Ante Pandakovic (also Croat) abandoned the Yugoslav national team.
New selector is former football player and first Serbian international umpire (sports referee), Bosko Simonovic.

Source 1

Source 2

Prva noć na brodu "Florida"/First night at
ship "Florida"

Yugoslavia achieved significant results,
sharing the third position with the USA team,
while at the opening match it won the absolute
favourites – the Brasilian team – 2:1.

Politika, dnevni list blizak vladi, Beograd, 15. 7. 1930.
Politika’ , 26. jun 1930, br. 7950 – godina XXVII

Source 3

Source 4

Without Croats

Today, Yugoslavia plays against Bolivia
−! Today, Yugoslavia plays against Bolivia

In newspapers bought in Zagreb there was nothing
about the participation of Yugoslavia in Montevideo. The
only news regarding the upcoming competition was a
statement by one Zagreb football activist who stated
(without consequences):

−! Yugoslavia is the favorite – ‘The best team,
‘European champions’ – said the Uruguay press
about our players”

“We take care of health of our players and we do not let
them go to Montevideo, in the adventure that could cost
them their lives. They will be exposed to famine there,
and we feel sorry for everyone who went to this trip
across the ocean.
To the World Cup without Croatian players – feuilleton in ‘Blic’
newspaper, online edition, 21 April 2010; taken from the book:
Vladimir Stanković “Montevideo bog te video”, Beograd

Politika’, 17 July 1930

Questions:
1. Why Croatian players refused to play for national team on World Championship?
2. Find the connection between politics and sports, business and sports, now and then. Explain!
3. Do you know of andny player in present time who refused to play for national team and why?
4. What are the possible reasons to refuse the national team today, and what were the reasons in the past?
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Activity 5

Return and reactions - Work in group

Source 1
Return of national team
Welcoming was warmhearted, like everywhere along
the road. First in Ljubljana, then in Zagreb, Sisak, Nova
Gradiska; in Sid the fans literary occupied the couch
with the players, while the climax was in Belgrade, with
5000 exalted people waiting at the railway station. The
football players were literary taken out of the train
through the couch windows and carried on sholders of
the fans to Terazije square…

Source 4
Welcoming
“Thousands of fans at the welcoming of our team
members at Belgrade Grand train station.“

Vladimir Stanković, Montevideo! Bog te video, Beograd 2010.

Source 2
Reception in Ljubljana (todays capital of
Slovenia)
“At 9:05 this morning our football team arrived to
Ljubljana by train. They very successfully fought on
football fields of South America and achieved envious
results representing our sport abroad. At that time quite
a number of representatives of Ljubljana sports life
came to the station and gave a warm welcome to our
national team.“

Politika“, Septembar 1930., br. 8018 – godina XXVII

„Politika“, Septembar 1930., br. 8018 – godina XXVII

Source 5
Source 3

Yugoslav team (on return) in Belgrade
3 August 1930.

Reception in Zagreb
Welcoming in Zagreb, 1 August 1930.
“Today at 12:30, by express train from Paris, our
football national team from Montevideo arrived to
Zagreb. There was no sporting welcoming of any kind
in Zagreb. Only sports correspondents for Belgrade
press were present.“
„Politika“, Beograd, utorak 2. rujan 1930., br. 8018 – godina
XXVII

Vladimir Stanković, Montevideo Bog te video, Beograd

Questions:
1. Compare the national team welcomes in Ljubljana, Zagreb and Belgrade. What can you conclude?
2. Why were they given a cold welcome in Zagreb?
3. Make a connection between this welcome and the situation in the country in those days.
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Activity 5

Return and reactions - Work in group

Source 6
An affair due to the money and
resignation of the Chairman of the
Yugoslav Football Association
The affair over the money from South
America is sharpening further.
The BSK decided to file a complaint
against the YFA.
Belgrade, 23 August
“The issue of distribution of 450.000 dinars
the national team brought from Uruguay is
getting worse and it seems it will be settled in
the court. While some asked the money to be
given to the YFA to the benefit of the overall
Yugoslav sort, others asked the money to be
given to BSK, saying the BSK (Belgrade
Sport Club) takes the credit that our team
went across the ocean in the first place. We
reported that the Chairman of the YFA,
Safarik, and national selector, Simonovic,
resigned, for they asked half of the money to
be given to BSK.

Source 7
Distribution of the premiums
“The newspaper campaign is about to start in Yugoslavia, to
negate the quality of the ‘Selection of Serbia’ and the way of
representing the Yugoslav football. Belgrade and BSK selection
defeats in friendly matches will be called a ‘disgrace’ of the
Yugoslav reputation, forgetting that the very reputation was made
by that selection of players. A large sum of earned money (over
450.000 dinars), however, will not be called ‘disgrace’, but it will
be demanded for the whole sum to go to the YFA, as if the
friendly matches were played by the national team, upon the
demand by Yugoslavia. Although BSK had more than two thirds
of players in the Uruguay delegation, the club asked for one third
of money, to cover its expenses deriving from the endeavor.
Besides, for the sake of reputation of Yugoslav football the BSK
sacrificed its own, playing in the national championship with
reserve team.
Few months of quarrel in the top of Yugoslav football will end in a
decision by the Assembly of the Yugoslav Football Association, in
favor of BSK, on 14 December 1930.
Meanwhile, due to the complaints from Zagreb football region that
‘it would all have been different if the HQ of the Association had
remained in Zagreb’, the President of the YFA, Janko Safarik,
resigned and withdrew from football for good.”
Petar M. Prokić, Montevideo 1930.- Prvi svetski kup u fudbalu, Beograd
1998., str. 94.-95.

Source 8

.

The stormy session of the football club
Last night the Board of BSK held a session. The club president, Dr. Zivkovic, reported on the issue of money
distribution and pointed that some members of the YFA verbally promised to allocate half of the profit from South
America to the BSK. However, those members were not able to fulfil their promise, and since Zivkovic felt that he had,
in a way, damaged the club, resigned from the position of president. Resignation was not accepted, and the club will
deal with it in due course. It was also decided to file a lawsuit to the regular court against the YFA, pointing the YFA as a
forum that is trying to keep the money illegally, for it belongs to a club.“
Hrvatski list, 20.9.1930

Questions:
• Name some money problems incurred after the World Championship.
• In the end we will conclude together and fill the table: causes/incident/ consequences.

Causes
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Incident

consequences

Denis Detling

Art and Regime
2

Key question

Art  had  nothing  to  do  with  poli/cs.  To  what  extent  do  you  agree  with  
this  statement?
Topic
Political crisis following the assassination in the Assembly took the King towards the
introduction of (personal) dictatorship. Integrated Yugoslav political persecution,
censorship, restricting civil liberties, were some of the features of the dictatorship of King
Alexander. If we add them and the bad economic situation, as a reflection of the Great
Depression, we can talk about the basic features of what it was like in the 1930s in
Yugoslavia. The key question is how did this affect the art and what was the relationship
between art and the regime.
Although the issue is not sensitive or controversial, it is interesting due to the fact that a
view to political topic comes from a different angle - art. The question of the relationship
between art and the regime is seen in this case through the prism of the Group of ‘Zemlja’,
Spring Exhibition in Belgrade, and two world-renowned artists - Antun Augustincic and
Ivan Mestrovic. Although the arts (not only at that time) interested a small number of
people and although it was concentrated in large centers - especially Zagreb and
Belgrade, it is important because it is a reflection of the situation in the state and society,
and it is a reflection of thought and actions of political and cultural elite.
The goal of the workshop is to show, with the help of few sources, a relationship between
(visual) art and the regime of King Alexander in the 1930s and the idea of national
Unitarianism, but also the relationship of the regime towards (visual) art. The purpose of
the workshop is to attempt to achieve the goal of critical thinking with the help of historical
Learning outcomes
• Students will learn about the artist group ‘Zemlja’, Antun Augustincic, Ivan Mestrovic,
Spring exhibitions in Belgrade in the 1930s in Kingdom of Yugoslavia
• They will be able to understand the position of artist towards the regime and vice versa
• They will be able to take their standpoint and express their opinion with arguments
Aims
• Make a critical analysis of historical sources.
• Give three perspectives to the topic Art and Regime using selected materials.
• Show relations between (visual) art and regime of King Alexander in the 1930s, an idea
of national unitarism, bit also relation of the regime towards the Art.
• Show the position of an artist towards the regime.
• Use art as historical sources.
• Achieve critical thinking using historical sources and encourage discussion.

Teaching guideline
Students will acquire knowledge, understanding and insight of the topic through the
selected materials – sources (pictures, written sources, maps) and prepared introduction
texts. Selected material gives three various perspectives to the topic of art and regime.
Work with sources and multiperspectivity should help to understand the topic and answer
the key question.
45
minutes

STEP 1
Introduction - explanation of the workshop, and giving the key question: “Art had nothing to
do with politics” To what extent do you agree with this statement?
STEP 2
Students are working in three groups with selected sources and additional help from texts
or maps. They have four types of sources – written, pictures, maps and art reproductions.
All three groups have the same task, but different claims – they should find out which of the
enclosed claims are correct and they should provide arguments for their position.
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Group 1
Sources: The talk between the King and Ivan Mestrovic; Olga Manojlović about the
Glorification of the Rulers; Map of public monuments to King Alexander (and Peter) by
Antun Augustincic; Monument to King Aleksandar in Varazdin and Tito in Kumrovec by
Antun Augustincic; Sculpture ‘The Drunks’
Claims:
Mestrovic and Augustincic were critical towards the regime.
Artistic work of Augustincic and Mestrovic was in service of the regime.
Mestrovic and Augustincic were politically engaged.
Artistic work of Augustincic and Mestrovic glorify the regime of the King.
Augustincic and Mestrovic were, first and foremost, excellent artists.
Group 2
Sources: Absence of some of the best artists in the Spring exhibition; Purchase of
artworks according to the number of pieces and price; The names (titles) of the
purchased artworks by the Palace (with additional map); The Palace proposal for the
purchase of paintings and sculptures; Importance of artwork purchase
Claims:
Artist at the Spring exhibitions were promoting Yugoslav unity in art
Spring exhibitions were bringing together exceptional artists from all over Yugoslavia.
The Palace (The King) and the Ministry supported generously exhibitions in order to
promote Yugoslav unity.
The Palace (The King), when purchasing artwork, took into account only the quality of
the works.
Group 3
Sources: Program of Group ‘Zemlja’; Tabakovic: Cult of idiotism (1929), Vanja Radaus:
Confession (1932); Krsto Hegedusic: Requisition (1929); Antun Mezdjic: Garbage
(1932); Oton Postruznik: Salutation (1932); Zeljko Hegedusic: 6.1 (1935)
1

The title 6.1 implies the date 6th of January (1929), the day of commencement of King Alexander dictatorship
(interpreter’s remark)

Claims:
Artistic works of Group ‘Zemlja’ artists express criticism of social, political and economic
conditions.
Artistic works of Group ‘Zemlja’ artists were supporting the regime policy.
Group ‘Zemlja’ program reflected its willingness to criticize the current situation and
therefore the Group was prohibited.
STEP 3
Representatives of each group should make a mark on a line/span (between two
extreme claims: Art had nothing to do with politics / Art has been closely connected to
politics) reflecting the arguments from respective group work.
Art had nothing to do with politics
↑
|
neutral
|
↓
Art has been closely connected to politics
STEP 4
Final debate about the key question.
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Group 1

Claims
Which of the following claims are correct? Explain with the help of sources!
• Mestrovic and Augustincic were critical towards the regime.
• Artistic work of Augustincic and Mestrovic was in service of the regime.
• Mestrovic and Augustincic were politically engaged.

Context
Antun Augustincic and Ivan Mestrovic were among the most significant sculptors in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia between the
two wars, and on top of that, artists of world’s fame. In the example of the two sculptors, it is possible to partially show the
relation of art towards the regime of King Alexander.
Ivan Mestrovic was the most famous Croatian sculptor and one of the greatest contemporary artists in the world in the 20th
century. While he was politically engaged until the end of the WW1, working on the Yugoslav idea, Mestrovic skilfully evaded
direct political conflicts in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.
In the beginning of 1930s he exhibited his works in Zagreb and Belgrade (among others also at 2nd and 4th Spring
exhibitions), in Europe (London, Paris, Berlin, Prague, Manchester, Leeds, Belfast, Munich, Valencia, Barcelona, Vienna,
Zurich, Brussels...) and the US (Chicago, New York).
Along with Mestrovic, Antun Augustincic was certainly the most significant Croatian sculptor of the 20th century, also world
famous for his monuments made all around the world. Augustincic was one of the founders of the artist’s Group ‘Zemlja’, which
he abandoned in 1933. Since 1930s he intensified his work on public monuments. Participating in and often winning at
numerous public tenders for monuments, in Yugoslavia and abroad, he received a reputation of a ‘monument master’,
especially with figures of horses involved, which brought him the status among his colleagues of the first state sculptor.

Source 1
The talk between the King and Ivan Mestrovic
This talk took place during the posing for making of the bust, after the Zagreb magazine (very pro-Yugoslav)
Nova Europa, published by Dr. Milan Curcin, in its edition of 26 January 1929 published a statement titled ‘The
new state’ signed by: Dr. Laza Popovic, Dr. Ivan Politeo, Dr. Ivan Belin, Dr. Milan Curcin and Mestrovic. The
statement criticized the establishment of dictatorship as a non-democratic way of solving the problems. That
issue of Nova Europa was prohibited due to that statement.
“And what is he doing, this Curcin of yours? Can he not see that this is not England and that things here
cannot be treated as in England?... I will lock him up. I will put him on court.
- If so, then we all have to go before the court, all of us who signed the statement.
- Not necessarily. If some of you I don’t want to put in prison, you for example, but others I want to lock up, who
can do anything about it?
- Well, yes, he wrote the statement, but all of us other signed it, too. He read us the statement, and we, with
minor comments, agreed and signed it. Thus I think it right – if it is right – we should all stand for it equally, if
we are accountable.
The King remained silent for a long while, and then he smiled and said:
- We shall see what will be with that. This time he chose a good company, but, unless he comes back to
reason, nothing will help him.
- Dr. Curcin wishes good to our country, at least as much as anybody.
- I am inclined to believe that, but there are others who wish good to our country, yet they need to be silenced,
for how they would like to help the country, does not go, and what does not go is no good.
- Then we moved on to business. He sat quietly and we did not talk much during that first posing.”
Ivan Mestrović, Uspomene na političke ljude i događaje, Nakladni zavod Matice hrvatske, Zagreb, 1993., 185

Source 2
Olga Manojlovic about the Glorification of the Rulers
“And so, in the period before breakout of the WW2 – the time of the most vigorous political conflicts and
demands for decentralization of the state, glorification of persons of kings Peter and Alexander affirmed the
idea of state centralism and national monolithness, in almost identical way as glorification of the reigning
person was realized in the time of socialist Yugoslavia, particularly in the last decade of its existence.”
Olga Manojlović Pintar, "Tito je stena" (dis)kontinuitet vladarskih predstavljanja u Jugoslaviji i Srbiji 20. veka, Godišnjak za
društvenu istoriju, 2-3-, 2004., 86-87
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Source 3

Source 4

Map of public monuments to King Alexander (and Peter)
by Antun Augustincic

Monument to King Aleksandar in
Varazdin and Tito in Kumrovec by
Antun Augustincic
The monument to Alexander I the Unifier
was erected in 1935 in Varazdin
(destroyed in 1941). Monument to Josip
Broz Tito was erected in Kumrovec in
1948.

Antun Augustincic - monuments to King Alexander (and Petar)
Blue color - realized monuments (and demolished in WWII)
Red color - sketch for a monument
Data taken from Gallery of A. Augustincic in Klanjac, map produced by Denis
Detling.

Source 5
Sculpture ‘The Drunks’
Sculpture ‘The Drunks’ by
Antun Augustincic presents in
full figure two male characters
– a skinny gendarme and a
fat money-man (personification of regime) – embraced,
staggering and singing. As
none of his any other sculpture known to us, The Drunks
so clearly express the spirit of
the group ‘Zemlja’ (Augustincic was one of the founders
in 1929, and a member until
1933), more vigorously than
his engaged drawings with
which he participated in
‘Zemlja’ exhibitions. The fact
that The Drunks were not exposed in that time and the clearness of
the artistic expression encourages us in the belief that they were
made as Augustincic’s reaction to political ban of all actions of
‘Zemlja’ group in April 1935. It coincides with the statement of the
present owner that the original owner, Ms. Ksenija Kantoci, also
dated the sculpture in 1935.

Gradski muzej Varaždin 61552 /
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tito_spomenik1.jpg

an expertise of the Curator of A. Augustincic gallery in Kanjac, Mr. Bozidar
Perkovic; photo of the sculpture: Davorin Vujicic
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Group 2

Claims
Which of the following claims are correct? Explain with the help of sources!
• Artists at the Spring exhibitions were promoting Yugoslav unity through art
• Spring exhibitions were bringing together exceptional artists from all over Yugoslavia.

• Palace (The King) and the Ministry generously supported exhibitions in order to promote
Yugoslav unity.

• Palace (The King), when purchasing works of art, took into account only the quality of the
works.

Context
Organized by the art society ‘Cvijeta Zuzoric’, the so called ‘Spring exhibitions’ have been held in Belgrade since 1929. They
were a continuation of so called ‘Yugoslav exhibitions’ that used to be organized since 1904.

Source 1
Absence of some of the best artists at the Spring exhibition
Not only many of the best artists who are currently abroad are absent from the exhibition (the first Spring exhibition) –
Milunovic, Dobrovic, Sumanovic, Uzelac – whose absence is understood and justified, but a large number of artists who
are at home are also absent. Almost all Belgrade artists are present, from Slovenia barely three-four, and for Croatia –
the best are missing, the very artists whose work was impatiently expected: there were no Mestrovic, Krsinic, Babic, Mis,
Augustincic, Becic. They were ‘represented’, in a bunch, by far weaker artists, only a few of which would be able to
participate in the exhibition, and with a far lower number of works.”
M. Kašanin, Umetničke kritike, Beograd 1968, str. 143-144. u R. Vučetić: Cvijeta Zuzorić’ i kulturni život Beograda 1918–1941.,
Beograd, 2003.

Source 2
Purchase of artworks according to the number of pieces and price
Purchaser/Exhibition

Ministry of
Education

Municipal
authorities

The King’s
Court

Private
Private
individuals
individuals

Second exhibition in 1930

23

26

0

12

Third exhibition in 1931.

28
(101 000 din)

Fifth exhibition in 1933.

4

No data

No data

No data

No data

28
(72 900 din)

8

No data on
number, only the
total amount
(80(80
000000
din)din)

1

Podaci preuzeti iz R. Vučetić, Cvijeta Zuzorić’ i kulturni život Beograda 1918–1941., Beograd, 2003., str.712. (AJ,
66-376-614; AJ, 74-350-182; AJ, 74-494-199)

Optional question:
• Who was the biggest purchaser?
• What do you think why?
• Try to explain why the number of works purchased by the private persons was decreasing?
• What do you think, does it have anything to do with the quality of exhibited works?
Source 3
Importance of artworks purchase
The association ‘Cvijeta Zuzoric’, organizer of Spring exhibitions, in its correspondence to the Ministry of Education
stressed the significance of purchasing.
“… thus far the greatest buyer at Spring exhibitions were H.M. the King and Ministry of Education, for the reason that in
these representative exhibitions artists from the whole country take part.”
Radina Vučetić, Jugoslavenstvo u umjetnosti I kulturi – od zavodljivog mita do okrutne realnosti (Jugoslavenske izložbe od
1904.-1940.), Časopis za suvremenu povijest, br 3., Zagreb, 2009., 712.; prema Arhiv Jugoslavije, 66-113-366

Optional question:
• What was the reason, in the opinion of ‘Cvijeta Zuzoric’, that the King and MoE were the biggest
buyers of paintings?
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Source 4
Letter to Minister of Education
After completed Second Spring Exhibition, painters Jovan Bijelic and Vaso Pomorisac, in May 1930, write to Minister of
Education to say that the joint exhibition was a success ‘both with high level of exhibited works, but even more with another
feature – namely: when all national forces united for the good of the homeland, in that time the pioneers of the Yugoslav
idea gathered together.”
Radina Vučetić, Jugoslavenstvo u umjetnosti I kulturi – od zavodljivog mita do okrutne realnosti (Jugoslavenske izložbe od 1904.-1940.),
Časopis za suvremenu povijest, br 3., Zagreb, 2009., 71o.; prema Arhiv Jugoslavije, 66-381-617

Optional question:
• What do the painters consider a greater success of the Second exhibition: High level of exhibited works, or
the fact that the exhibition gathered those who advocated Yugoslav unity?

Source 5

Source 6

Titles of some artworks purchased by the
Palace (with additional map)

Palace proposal for the purchase of paintings
and sculptures

During the purchases made by the Court, it was noted
that mostly purchased works were with the nature mort
motives, or are referring to various parts of Yugoslavia,
which can be seen from their titles:
A motiv from Ohrid
By the sea
Dalmatian houses
Veles
In the vicinity of Tetovo
Korcula island
From Hvar
A view on the square in Prizren
Maglaj in Bosnia

Proposal for paintings and sculpture purchase made for
the Court contained full name of the author and should
contain characteristics of exhibited work. In reality it
looked like this:
Vidmar Nande, a Slovenian from Ljubljana. Takes motifs
from peoples’ life.
Kralj France – from Ljubljana, leader of the generation
that appeared after the liberation.
Palavicni Petar – Dalmatian by origin. Lives and works in
Belgrade.
Ruzicka Kamilo – a painter from Zagreb; takes part in all
Yugoslav exhibitions.
Uzelac Milivoj – born in Mostar, lives in Paris.
Considered to be one of main representatives of our
contemporary art. He has a good reputation abroad.

R. Vučetić, Cvijeta Zuzorić’ i kulturni život Beograda 1918–
1941., Beograd, 2003., str.712,713 (Arhiv Jugoslavije,
66-376-614);

R. Vučetić, Cvijeta Zuzorić’ i kulturni život Beograda 1918–1941.,
Beograd, 2003., str. 713; prema Arhiv Jugoslavije, 74-243-366

Optional question:
• In your opinion, why they paid attention during
the paintings purchase that they were tied to
various parts of Yugoslavia?

Optional question:
• Does the purchase proposal say anything about
the characteristics of the work of art? What did the
Court consider important for the purchase?
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Group 3

Claims
Which of the following claims are correct? Explain with the help of sources!
• Artistic works of Group ‘Zemlja’ artists expressed criticism of social, political and
economic conditions.
• Artistic works of Group ‘Zemlja’ artists were supporting the regime policy.

• Group ‘Zemlja’ program reflected its willingness to criticize the current situation
and therefore the Group was prohibited.

Context
Group ‘Zemlja’ (full name Association of artists Zemlja) was a statutory association of engaged, politically left oriented artists

that worked from 1929 to 1935.
The Group was established in the time of economic crisis, death of Stjepan Radic and establishment of
dictatorship. Great indirect influence to the group ‘Zemlja’ had: writer Miroslav Krleza, German painter Georg Grosz
and German art group New Reality (Neue Sachlichkeit).
Members of ‘Zemlja’ advocated art that was not a purpose to itself, but is socially and politically engaged and
available to wide population (which will influence founding of Croatian naïve painting school by Krsto Hegedusic).
Themes and motifs they were taking from their own area, their country of origin (hence the name –
‘Zemlja’ (country)), and they mostly dealt with problems of Croatian village. The Group was critical, polemic, skilful
in evading censorship and very careful not to provoke the reaction of the regime.
Many of significant Croat artists were members of group ‘Zemlja’, and among them were Drago Ibler (president),
Antun Augustincic, Krsto Hegedusic, Frano Krsinic, Marijan Detoni, Ivan Generalic, Zeljko Hegedusic. The Group
organized 6 exhibitions, where members exposed their engaged works, but also guests of the Group.
Source 1
Program of Group ‘Zemlja’
“One should life a life his time
Should create in the spirit of his time
Modern life is affected by social ideas and collectivity issues are dominant
An artist cannot refute the demands of a new society and stand outside the collective
For art is an expression of the world view
For art and life are one.”
Publicly published program of the group ‘Zemlja’ was carefully formulated due to the censorship. Although the group, in
its actions and formulation of the program, skilfully evaded the censorship and paid attention not to provoke reaction of
the regime in public, the regime lost its patience in 1935 and work of the Group was prohibited without explanation.
Izložba Udruženja umjetnika Zemlja, Zagreb, 1929.

Source 2
Ivan Tabakovic:
Cult of idiotism (1929)

Izložba Udruženja umjetnika
Zemlja, Zagreb, 1929.

Optional question:
1. What do you see in the picture?
2. A cult marks respect of someone or something. What did the author want to convey with the title of his
work?
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Source 3
Vanja Radaus:
Confession (1932)
Optional question:
• What is the image of the priest, and what of the
confessing woman?

Izložba Zemlja u
Umjetničkom paviljonu,
Zagreb, 1932.

Source 4
Krsto Hegedusic: Requisition (1929)

Optional question:
1. What is shown in the
painting?
2. Requisition means forceful,
i.e. provisional taking of
property with compensation,
usually for war purposes.
3. What do you think, will the
peasants from the painting be
getting compensation?

Izložba udruženja umjetnika Zemlja, Zagreb, 1929.; http://www.ipress.hr/kultura/izlozbakrste-hegedusica-za-deset-godina-galerije-adris-14514.html

Source 5
Antun Mezdjic: Garbage (1932)

Izložba Zemlja u Umjetničkom
paviljonu, Zagreb, 1932.

Optional question:
1. In the background is the city of
Zagreb, but what does the image
show?
2. What is the relation with the title of
the exhibition?
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Source 6
Oton Postruznik:
Salutation (1932)

Optional question:
1. A flag is a symbol of a state.
How would you hold the flag of
your country if someone was to
salute it?
2. How is it shown here?
3. How many persons are in the
picture, and how many faces
can you see?

Izložba Zemlja u
Umjetničkom paviljonu,
Zagreb, 1932.

4. With the faces you do see, is
it a concrete person, or,
perhaps, it represents
someone?

Source 7
Zeljko Hegedusic:
6.1 (1935)

Moderna galerija
Zagreb, MG-2891;
photo by Goran Vranic.

Optional question:
1. The title is 6.1. What happened on 6 January 1929?
2. All characters in this painting walk towards a stone with inscription 6.1 on it. What do you think was the
message of the author?
3. Look at all characters in the painting. How are they shown?
4. Do they represent real persons or those characters represent certain groups?
5. If they represent certain groups, what is the attitude of the author towards them?
6. What do you think about it? Is there Death somewhere in the back?
7. What preceded the event of 6 January 1929?
8. In your opinion, based on the painting, what was the attitude of the author towards the event of 6 January
1929?
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2

Propaganda during
the Second World
War

Key question

To what extent the propaganda (successfully) achieved its
goals during the WW2 in Yugoslavia?
Topic
The workshop is about propaganda posters of different fractions during the WW2 in
Yugoslavia. is a part of the from only a couple of that were active on territory of during the
Second World War. Posters and pamflets are a good way to show the political and
ideological beliefs and goals of diferent fractions at a time. Propaganda predominantly
promotes that the given fraction thruth is the one and only truth. Some propaganda
messages are still in use today.
Aims
Through direct approach with historical sources, the pupils will gain new knowledge about
the period of the Second World War. They will get a better understanding of some of the
symbols and messages of the time as well as the methods of propaganda of different
fractions. Messages and symbols, presented in these posters are universal for Europe of
that period.
Learning outcomes
1. The students will acquire knowledge of a part of propaganda of some fractions on the
territory of Yugoslavia during WW2.
2. The students will acquire some basic knowledge on propaganda.
3. The students will analyze historical sources.
4. They will assess the differences and similarities of messages and symbols of different
fractions.
5. Students will interpret the source and make an analysis about the messages those
sources were sending and aims they had.

INTRODUCTION
Propaganda and political posters
Under the term propaganda, we understand the influence to the human consciousness and emotions, in the
aim to, by means of special communication, to change the attitudes of certain persons, groups or nations.
Propaganda addresses the reason and feelings, so that the nation or a certain group whose feelings were
sensitized are conquered not only for the moment, but for a longer period of time. Hence, the message must
be strong, impressive and permanently ‘implanted’ into to consciousness.
We may define propaganda as an attempt to influence as many people as possible in order to drive them to
change their opinion, or, to keep it, in order to act in a certain way. One of forms of propaganda are posters.
A modern political poster was born during the WW1, playing a significant role in communication of the state
with the people. At first, posters were encouraging patriotism and national morale.
All messages were written in large, noticeable letters, and the pictures were strong and impressive, with
vivid colors, to leave the stronger impression.
A political poster had the following tasks: Unmasking the enemy (internal and external), educating the nation
of a state in hatred towards the enemy, encouraging resistance with the people towards the enemy, pointing
to civic duties.
Posters were also used to send a message to the population that could not be influenced in another way. In
the period of our interest, there was a lot of illiterate or partially literate population, so addressing them
through posters was the only way to get the message to them.
Significant characteristic of posters, not typical for other means of propaganda, is prolonged time of
exposure over a large surface of territory.
Particular attention is paid to the place of putting the posters. In most cases those were shops, handicraft
stores, catering places, public buildings, cafés, movie theatres, hotels, bookshops.
Kosta Nikolić, Njemački propaganda plakat u Srbiji 1941-1944, Beograd, 2001
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Teaching guideline
At the beginning, the teacher gives a brainstorming activity about propaganda by asking
the pupils the following questions:
1. What is propaganda in your opinion?
2. What forms of propaganda exist today?
3. What may have been the first forms of propaganda?
After the brainstorming activity, the teacher gives the introduction to the pupils to read.
Activity 1.
The teacher separates the pupils into 4 groups. The teacher has 5 types of posters (Pro
German, Anti communist, Anti ally, Anti Partisan and Pro Partisan) but doesn't show
the pupils to which type the posters belong. The teacher shuffles the posters and lets
each group select 5 random posters. Each poster has a short explanation attached to it.
The teacher can chose are the students that are going to use the explanations. The
professor also gives the pupils questions which will help them in their analasys of the
poster.
1. What message do the posters send?
2. Which symbols are present (if any) on the poster?
3. What kind of emotions is stimulated by the poster?
4. To which fraction does the poster belong to?
While the students are analyzing the posters the teacher draws the given table on the
board.
45
minutes

Pro German
posters

Anti communist
posters

Anti ally
posters

Anti Partisan
posters

Pro Partisan
posters

After the pupils have analyzed the posters, each group gives a short explanation on each
of the 5 posters they have, one at a time, and stick the poster in the column they think it
belongs to.
At the end of Activity 1, the teacher arranges a discussion about the similarities and
differences of messages and symbols in the different groups of posters.
Activity 2.
Each group has to draw their own PRO ALLY poster using the elements and messages
which they think are the most important in that type of posters. Each group has to
present their work and explain the messages and the symbolism which they used in their
drawing.
The teacher can conclude the workshop with a discussion and comparison of WWII
propaganda and present day propaganda.
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GROUP 1
PRO GERMAN POSTERS

Pro German poster from Serbia;
22.6.41 A year of European fights for freedom.
Europe is defending its culture from the menace
from the east
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Pro German poster from Croatia;
PROTECTION can Croatia find only on the side of
Germany

Arhiva zemaljskog muzeja, Sarajevo

Muzej suvremene Povjesti, Dubrovnik, zbirka dokumenata
Katalog izlozbe Svjedoci dubrovacke povijesti 1918-1995,
Dubrovnik, 2010

Pro German poster from Croatia;
BOLSHEVISM will be the end of Croats to
From it only Germany can save us

Anti
poster
Serbia
Pro communistic
German poster
from in
Serbia;
Everything
back Serb.
friendly
Germany isover
the your
only reliable
wallAagainst
meeting of two Serb
eaters. (Tito and Stalin)
bolshevism

Katalog izlozbe Svjedoci dubrovacke povijesti 1918-1995,
Dubrovnik, 2010

Kosta Nikolić,
Nemački ratni
ratni plakat
plakat uu Srbiji
Srbiji 1941-1944,
1941-1944, Nova
Nova
Kostić
Nikola, Nemački
Pazova, Bonart,
Bonart, 2000,
2000, str.
str. 61
74
Pazova,

GROUP 2
ANTI COMMUNISTIC POSTERS

Anti communistic poster in Serbia
Everything over your back Serb. A friendly
meeting of two Serb eaters. (Tito and Stalin)

Croatian
Croatian anti
anti communistic
communistic poster.
poster.
Under
Under human
human (A
(Acommunist
communist of
ofAsiatic
Asiatic origin)
origin)

Kosta Nikolić, Nemački ratni plakat u Srbiji 1941-1944, Nova
Pazova, Bonart, 2000, str. 74

Narodni
mjzej Crne Povjesti,
Gore, Arhiv,
Zbirka dokumenata
NOB-a
Muzej suvremene
Dubrovnik,
zbirka dokumenata

Croatian anti communistic poster.
What do you like more: A silent dream or
Bolshevistic violence

Slovenian anti
anti communistic
communistic poster
poster
Slovenian
The bandits
bandits are
are preparing
preparing the
the way
way for
for Bolshevism
Bolshevism
The
Get away
away from
from these
these low
low people.
people.
Get

Katalog izlozbe Svjedoci dubrovacke povijesti 1918-1995,
Dubrovnik, 2010

https://sites.google.com/site/mycollectionofposters/
https://sites.google.com/site/mycollectionofposters/
propaganda/world-war-ii/slovenia (27.05.2013.
(27.05.2013. 15:38)
15:38)
propaganda/world-war-ii/slovenia
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GROUP 3

Anti ally poster from Slovenia:
Bolshevik Europe, JALTA THE DEATH OF
NATIONS (Churchill, Stalin and Roosevelt)

Anti
Anti ally
ally poster
poster from
from Serbia:
Serbia:
The
The Anglo-Saxons’
Anglo-Saxons’ have
have for
for the
the second
second time
time
betrayed
betrayed the
the Serbs
Serbs

www.slikomat.comslika3692972.htm (27.05.2013 15:43)

Kosta
KostićNikolić,
Nikola, Nemački
Nemački ratni
ratni plakat
plakat uu Srbiji
Srbiji 1941-1944,
1941-1944, Nova
Nova
Pazova,
Pazova, Bonart,
Bonart, 2000,
2000, str.
str. 72
72

Anti ally poster from Slovenia:
USA is blessing Europe

Anti ally
ally poster
poster in
in Serbia:
Serbia: WHY?
WHY?
Anti
Belgrade 16-17
16-17 .IV.
.IV. 1944
1944 (The
(The day
day of
of intense
intense
Belgrade
allied bombing
bombing of
of Belgrade)
Belgrade)
allied

https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-J3Vq7DLPMt4/
T2DSTTPuEhI/AAAAAAABM24/tSmDxqANV6o/s1600/D15.jpg
(27.05.2013, 17:49)
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ANTI ALLY POSTERS

Kosta Nikolić,
Nemački ratni
ratni plakat
plakat uu Srbiji
Srbiji 1941-1944,
1941-1944, Nova
Nova
Kostić
Nikola, Nemački
Pazova, Bonart,
Bonart, 2000.,
2000., str.
str. 66
66
Pazova,

GROUP 4
ANTI PARTISAN POSTERS

Anti
Anti Partisan
Partisan poster
poster from
from Slovenia,
Slovenia,
PARTISAN
PARTISAN DEVOTION
DEVOTION
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-u2jrF3AAwCM/
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-u2jrF3AAwCM/
T2DSVWRVpCI/AAAAAAABM3g/KiPRy2hpXUc/s1600/
T2DSVWRVpCI/AAAAAAABM3g/KiPRy2hpXUc/s1600/
D21.jpg
D21.jpg
(27.05.2013.
(27.05.2013. 18:10)
18:10)

Anti Partisan poster from Serbia,
Liberator? NO, NEVER…
Arhiva zemaljskog muzeja, Sarajevo

Anti Partisan poster from Slovenia,
Your faith is in danger
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-jIno60PMdbQ/
T2DSQo87eNI/AAAAAAABM2g/mRP8lo3vaxk/s1600/D10.jpg
(27.05.2013. 18:10)

Anti
Anti Partisan
Partisan poster
poster from
from Serbia,
Serbia,
Serbia
Serbia is
is in
in the
the anti
anti communistic
communistic front
front
Kosta
KostićNikolić,
Nikola, Nemački
Nemački ratni
ratni plakat
plakat uu Srbiji
Srbiji 1941-1944,
1941-1944, Nova
Nova
Pazova,
Pazova, Bonart,
Bonart, 2000,
2000, str.
str. 37
37
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GROUP 5

PRO PARTISAN POSTERS

Slovenian
Slovenian pro
pro Partisan
Partisan poster,
poster,
For
For the
the latest
latest hit!
hit!

Croatian pro Partisan poster,
Everyone fight for the freedom of Croatia

https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-W6bqxTRshcY/
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-W6bqxTRshcY/
T2DScDpt2wI/AAAAAAABM5k/Eu6PC45Kgy0/s1600/P13.jpg
T2DScDpt2wI/AAAAAAABM5k/Eu6PC45Kgy0/s1600/P13.jpg
(27.05.2013
(27.05.2013 18:20)
18:20)

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Partizanski_plakat.jpg
(27.05.2013 18:20)

Slovenian
Slovenian pro
pro Partisan
Partisan poster,
poster,
Grab
Grab all
all the
the weapons!!
weapons!!

Slovenian pro Partisan poster,
Red Army was welcomed to our soil!

https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-BSFkwTEVYfo/
https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-BSFkwTEVYfo/
T2DSgpsZrkI/AAAAAAABM7A/x9uG92fhJK4/s1600/
T2DSgpsZrkI/AAAAAAABM7A/x9uG92fhJK4/s1600/
mmsblog0001702jk0.jpg
mmsblog0001702jk0.jpg (27.05.2013
(27.05.2013 19:40)
19:40)

https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-GHseRG121Ps/
T2DSezI6i0I/AAAAAAABM6I/rmoXufg5Niw/s1600/P20.jpg
(27.05.2013 19:40)
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Life of the Partisans
2

Key question

How did the Partisans organise life in the liberated
territories?
Topic
The topic is based in the period of the entire WW2 in Yugoslavia (1941/1945) in the area
of the complete country, thus being relevant to every country in the project. The topic was
once quite present and extensively studied in the curriculum of old Yugoslavia but was
eventually reduced in the post 1991 curriculums. The actions of partisans in the territories
they hold during WW2 are very controversial until this day.
Aims
- The critical understanding of the complexity of events in the past
- Developing empathy
- Recognition of the role of women in war
- Understanding the cause - effect connection
Learning outcomes
1. The students will analyze historical sources.
2. The students will learn about the partisan movement and life in the territories they
controlled during WW2.
3. The students will learn about the life of women in the partisan movement during WWII

Teaching guideline
The teacher opens the workshop with a brainstorming activity.
1. Who were the partisans?
2. What was their ideology?
3. Do you know anything about the partisans in your region?
The teacher continues with the introduction. The pupils read the introduction text, analyze
the map. The teacher asks them to answer the questions at the end of the introduction. .
45
minutes

Activity 1.
Role play
The teacher separates the pupils into 4 groups and gives them the sources. Using the
sources students need to give fictional reports.
Group 1: Life and organization
Students in this group are a political body which needs to make a fictional report about the
organization on the newly freed territory and the progress of organizing institutions.
Group 2: Sacrifice
Students in this group are representatives from a partisan unit that has just returned from
fighting the enemy. They need to make a fictional report about the battle.
Group 3: Women
Students in this group need to make a story about a fictional partisan woman. Her
background, where and when did she join the party, where did she fight in the war?
Group 4: Mistakes and Crimes
Students in this group belong to an internal investigation body, giving a fictional report
about problems and crimes which have recently happened in their unit.
After reading the reports the teacher asks the students to compare and discuss other
groups’ reports.
For the closure, the teacher asks the conclusion questions and starts a debate.
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INTRODUCTION

After starting of fights by the partisans in occupied
STATE
STATE
SURFACE
SURFACE (in
(in km²)
km²)
Yugoslavia (June-July 1941), the liberated territory
was constantly expanding, so in December 1942 it
BELGIUM
BELGIUM
30.000
was larger than surfaces of some European
countries. New organs of administrative power on
SWITZERLAND
41.000
SWITZERLAND
liberated territories, so called Narodnooslobodilacki
Odbori (NOO) were swiftly established, along with
DENMARK
DENMARK
43.000
economy, education and health structures. The final
goal of fighting was liberation of Yugoslavia from the
YUGOSLAVIJA
YUGOSLAVIJA
48.000
invaders, but also establishing of new, communist
(liberrated
(liberratedterritory
territoryinin1941)
1941)
state and social organization. These goals brought
the partisans, apart from the occupators, into the
conflict with fractions loyal to the old regime and the newly formed nationalistic groups. The new formed
authorities on liberated territories attempted to make discipline and control over its troops, but it did not
prevent various abuses and incidents.
*National Liberation Boards – Units of administrative power on partisan controlled territories (interpreter’s remark)

Maps of the teritories liberated by the PLF* from 1941 to 1944
* PLF - Peoples Liberation Front - in other words Partisan mouvement

Questions:
1. What were the areas first
liberated by the partisans?

1941

1942

2. Where and on what kind of terrain
the partisans moved the most?
3. Can you name some of the areas
of Yugoslavia the partisans
controlled in 1941, 1942, 1943 and
1944?

1943

1944
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GROUP 1

Life and organization

Source 1

Source 2

Organization of power

Schools

The NOO were the organs of revolutionary people’s
authorities in Yugoslavia, grown during the National
Liberation War (NOR) 1941-1945. They were created
(elected or appointed) from the beginning of armed
resitance in 1941 on freed territories, and later also on
occupied territories, and since their creation they were
a core of the new social system. The NOOs had a
character of state administrative bodies ever since they
were first formed. They were making decisions and
guidelines, solving mutual relations among population,
establishing rights and liabilities, prescribing behavior,
organizing aid to partisan troops and defending the
grains of the new order. Apart from liberated and semiliberated areas of Yugoslavia, they also worked behind
enemy lines, as a uniform national liberation front,
mainly performing economic, political and propaganda
functions, which caused a certain duality of power
between the occupiers and the national liberation
movement. Since July 1941 there were village,
municipal, city, regional and state level NOOs.

The KPJ (Communist Party of Yugoslavia) considered the
fight for national culture and national enlightment an
integral part of revolutionary fight. Hence the slogans: ‘With
education to freedom’ and ‘weapons are not only guns and
cannons, airplanes and tenks, but knowledge’. Also known
is the slogan ‘A book helps us to win the freedom, freedom
will help us to master the book’.The cultural, education and
artistic work was ongoing within partisan military units, on
liberatd territories and as part of activities of administrative
bodies and anti-fascist organizations of women and youth.
The principles and contents of cultural policy were the
same in all areas of Yugoslavia, differing only in specific
forms that were an expression of different circumstances of
development of a particular Yugoslav nation and the laws
of inequality of Yugoslav revolution.

Source 3
Press
Borba (Serbia), Pobjeda (Montenegro), Omladinski
pokret (Montenegro), Osvobodilna fronta (Slovenia),
Slobodna Vojvodina (Serbia), Reč naroda (Serbia),
Vesti (Serbia), Mlad Borec (Macedonia), Nova
Makedonija (Macedonia)...

Source 5

Source 4
Theatre
Fighters with a gift for cultural-propaganda work were
withdrawn from battling units to art units. A company of
Uzice partisan unit turned into a drama group and
performed four theatre shows on liberated territory. Along
with drama crew, on free territory of ’Užička republika’
there were active performances of singers and musicians.
The grand orchestra had about 30 members. It had about
60 founding members, many of which were already
affirmed and famous actors who had left the occupied
territory.
‘Užička republika’ is a name for a territory in West Serbia and
partly in East Bosnia, that the partisans held under control from
September to December 1941. (with center in the town of Uzice)

Wartime economy
In freed Uzice a weapons factory was restored in 1941, and in 67 days it produced 21.040 guns, 18.000 hand grenades,
2.700.000 pieces of ammunition, etc. On Ozren mountain partisans were making hand grenades made of pipeline tubes,
with the wooden holder, and they were named ‘cobs’, for they resembled the look of a corn cob. In the mid September
1941, the factory production of hand grenades started in Drvar, and they were just like those made in Army factory in
Kragujevac. The model was created by a mechanic, Milos Bauk, so they were named after him ‘Bauk’s’ bombs, while the
fighters from Lika region called them ‘Drvar’s’ since they were made there. It is believed that some 6.000 pieces of these
bombs were made in total. On Grmec Mountain, at the spring of Suvajcine, the largest partisan weapons factory in BiH was
organized, and it was operational until January 1943. On Petrova Gora, in October 1941, a workshop for repair of rifles,
production of bombs and similar, was opened. In resistance area of Montenegro (in Rudine), partisans workshops were
also active: Shoe making, tailor and sawing, weaponsmith, carpenter. In some areas of Yugoslavia, on freed territory, there
were cattle farms established and owned by the NOO. In Montenegro, in the area of Piva river, cattle farms were organized
in May 1942, which produced milk and meat to soldiers, wounded and sick. Total number of these farms, created mostly by
requisition or as a war prey, was 19. Total number of cattle on these farms was: 174 milking cows, 264 livestock pieces for
meat (food), 1.497 milking sheep, 2.158 barren sheep, 392 milking goats and 311 barren goats. The partisan farm (‘struga’)
in Prekaja, was founded in Spring of 1942, from sheep provided by rich owners. After capitulation of Italy, in September
1943, shipyards started to work on the islands: In Vela Luka, Korcula island, and on Brac, Dugi Otok, Kornati, IZ, Vis and
Lastovo islands. From October 1943 to December 1944, some 600 smaller ships were brought to docks of those shipyards
for repairmen.
Source 1,2,3,4,5 and 6: B. Petranović, Istorija Jugoslavije 1918–1988, knj. 2, Beograd 1988; Vojna enciklopedija, tom 5, Beograd 1973; Z.
Lakić, Duhovni otpor fašizmu – Jugoslavija 1941-1945, Istorijski zapisi, br. 2/1995; Z. Lakić, Poslijeratni razvoj kulture u Crnoj Gori
(1945-1980), Bibliografski vjesnik, br. 1/1983;
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GROUP 1

Life and organization
Source 6
Photo and text about PLA
Partisan units were formed into brigades. On photo 1 (left end) the Supreme Commander,
st
Tito, is inspecting the 1 ‘proletersku’ brigade. Photo 2 (right end) shows the lining of the
th
4 Montenegro ‘proleterska’ brigade.
Kobsa, Ljubljanović, Rastić, ILUSTRIRANA POVJEST NOBa U JUGOSLAVIJI 1941-1945, Stvarnost,
Zagreb, 1973.
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GROUP 2

The suffering and the victims
Source 1
The Igman march was the forced march of the 1st ‘proleterska’ brigade, made with severe losses in the
night of 27 January 1942.
The reconissance came to the foot of Igman Mountain at 22:00 hours. They needed just a bit more time for the line to reach
the woods of Igman, leaving all the threats for the brigade while passing by enemy outposts behind. As soon as the head of
st
nd
the line reached the road Sarajevo – Blazuj, the 1 battalion sent the 2 company to secure the route towards Sarajevo,
rd
and a part of the 3 company the route towards Blazuj. At the foot of the Mountain Igman, the brigade farewell from its
guides – soldiers of Semizovac company of the ‘Crni Vrh’ battalion. The brigade was no longer in danger, but they were. They
had to go back the same way. The brigade continued upwards to Igman. Within reach of a complete success, the brigade
came to another obstacle. The path up Igman led aslant up one side, and then some 300 meters from the road, there was a
steep, almost vertical uphill part. On that slope the path was frozen, and ice was covered by thin layer of snow. Many have
slid-off, fell, and then again, at the end of their forces, often crawling, managed to conquer that part. The most difficult thing
was make it there with burdened horses. Their small Bosnian horse shoes, with small head nails, or old horse shoes, were
‘helping’ horses to slid rather than to cross the icy path. The line on that dangerous place was stand-still and pilled with
people. The danger was increasing. The whole line, cramped in a small surface, found itself on a part of the road along
Igman Mountain, on the route Sarajevo – Blazuj. The road was cleared from snow and enemy motorized units may have
appeared there.
The brigade Commander, Koca Popovic, came to see what caused the delay. After realizing the problem, he ordered that ice
be broken by axes, and burden to be taken off the horses. The soldiers took the heavy machine guns, mortars and other
equipment and carried it themselves, helping the horses up the terrible hill. People endured more than horses on that path!
The stoppage at the foot of Igman, on rarely seen coldness, was the reason of freezing of a large number of soldiers. It was
getting colder and colder. Buttonning up and hopping while standing was not helping anymore. Some soldiers from the back
of the line, who were still in a village, could not bear the coldness anymore so they went in the houses to warm a bit. They
paid high price for that. The snow on their shoes melted, and the shoes turned into block of ice as they went out again.
Soldiers who fell on the slope and those who carried the burden taken off the horses, they got their hand fingers frozen. The
march up Igman was hard and it was getting harder the further they went. The snow drift was getting higher, and the path
through deeper. If someone was not carefull in walking, he would have fell into a deep snow. Up there, on Igman, the soldiers
were looking at he lights in Ilidza, Rajlovac and Sarajevo. They knew it was warm there, but also that the enemy was there as
well. The higher they climbed, the coldness became worse. The worst was before the dawn. The partisan line was marching
for 10 hours without a break, tired, and hungry. People were loosing their strength and the Mountain was becoming more and
more cruel and cold. Soldiers in weaker clother were feeling cold despite the marching. They hold on to a hope they will
succeed, just like they evaded the enemy during the march.
The head of the line reached Veliko Polje at 08:00 hours. There was a quite large mountain house with two floors, the HQ of
Igman partisan-chetnik company. Chetniks and partisans were still cooperating at that time in fight against Germans. They
gave a warm welcome to the brigade, they shared the food they had and helped the frozen ones to take off their shoes. It
was very difficult to take off the shoes to those who stepped into water and those who went indoors to warm up at the foot of
Igman. Nurses, those who went better through the march and their hosts, all with no exception, were massaging the frozen
ones.
Miloš Vuksanović "Prva proleterska brigada"; "Narodna knjiga" Beograd, "Pobjeda" Titograd; 1981. godina

Source 3
Source 2
Through the Mountains of Bosnia

nd

The 2 Dalmatian brigade was ordered by Tito to cross to the
other side of Neretva river during the night, and to make an
improvsed bridge crossing for the army and the wounded to pass
Returning from the Generalstaff, the brigade commander, Ljubo
rd
Vuckovic, ordered the Commander of the 3 battalion, then 19
years old Bruno Vuletic – future JNA (Yugoslav National Army)
general, to select the ten people who will carry out Tito’s order.
The squade of ten was led by Gliso Opacic. They used wires to
make hanger belts to hold small Italian bombs, but very strong…
The Dalmatians, swimers and heroes – I don’t know if any of them
was over 20 – jumped into the ice-cold and horrifying Neretva.
Opacic, who held the metal cord in his teeth, managed to tie it on
the other side. It was night and pouring rain. When Opacic’s squad
came to the other bank of Neretva, they threw grenades on
chetniks who fleed leaving the horses, food and amunition
behind… Using the steel cord of Gliso Opacic we made an
improvised crossing over Neretva. Soldiers and wounded started
th
to cross to the other side. I was 17 in the line…
Tamara Nikčević, Goli otoci Jova Kapičića, Daily Press, Podgorica, 2009
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GROUP 2

The suffering and the victims

Source 4
Neretva

Kobsa, Ljubljanović, Rastić, ILUSTRIRANA POVJEST NOBa U
JUGOSLAVIJI 1941-1945, Stvarnost, Zagreb, 1973.

Source 5
My Grave - Ivan Goran Kovačić

Source 6

In the dark mountain my grave will be,
Wolves roar above it, and murmur of black
branches,
Eternal wind in Summer, high snow in Winter,
But for my grave’s silence, no escape.
High may it stand, as a cloud and throne,
Unreachable for low bell-tower tone,
Unreachable for the repentant voice,
Proselyte’s fear, prayers for salvation.
May it grow in grass and thorny bushes,
Steep road with no path to it.
No one to come, but a dear friend to find,And as he leaves, to leave no trace behind.

Regretfully, it is a fact we sent practically no aid by sea
for 222.000 Tito’s fighters. (...)These enduring fighters
tied more Germans to Yugoslavia than joined AngloAmerican forces in Italy, south of Rome. Germans
were confused after the fall of Italy, so Partisans took
control over the large parts of (Adriatic – interpreter’s
remark) shore. Despite that, we did not size the
opportunity. The Germans recovered quickly and
pushed back the Partisans, step by step. The main
reason for that is the unnatural line of command on
the Balkans. (...) Considering that the partisans have
helped us generously, with practically no costs from
our side, it was very important to ensure the
continuation of their resistance. “

Moj grob - Ivan Goran Kovačić (My grave – a poem
by Ivan Goran Kovacic)

Viniston Čerčil, Memoari, 24. novembra 1943
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GROUP 3

Women in National Liberation fight

Source 1
In the Yugoslav NOO army there were over 100.000 women, from which about 25.000 died in a war. From 40.000 women
wounded during the NOB of 1941. More than 2.000 women became officers of the Yugoslav National Liberation Army.
Women fighters were: Delegates, political commissaries, commanders, medical workers, nurses, fighters, machinegun
operators, bombers, communist party activists and leaders, and Board members to the NOO. From about 1.700.000
Yugoslavs who got killed during the WW2, about 620.000 were women, and only in camps more than 282.000 of them were
killed.
From 91 women proclaimed National Heroes, 73 of them died during the NOB, while only 17 were decorated during their
th
life. The first one proclaimed for National Hero, on 15 October 1943, was Marija Bursac, a bomber of the 10 Krajina
brigade. The first ‘living’ woman decorated as National Hero was Spasenija Cana Babovic, on 5 July 1952.
* NOB – comes from National Liberation Fight, a term used for WW2 on the territory of Yugoslavia.
* * Partizanska spomenica (Partisan memoir) – high decoration of SFR Yugoslavia awarded to distinguished fighters and leaders of the
National Liberation movement.
Narodni heroji Jugoslavije, „Mladost“, Beograd 1975. godina

Source 2
Rajka Baković
Rajka was born in a rich family of an emigrant from Brac island, Frane
Bakovic, in a Bolivian city of Oruro, where her father and his brother owned
a hotel and a store. The family returned to Yugoslavia in 1921, to provide
education to children (Zdenka, Jerko, Rajka and Mladen). After the primary
school completed on Brac island, Rajka moved to Zagreb with her family,
where her father bought a house (three floor house at 25 Gunduliceva st.).
During gymnasium Rajka came close to left oriented youth, so she was
admitted to SKOJ (Association of Communist Youth of Yugoslavia) in 1938.
The same year she enrolled the Faculty of Philosophy at Zagreb University
and continued her political activity, she was particularly active in election
preparations of 1939. Her whole family, sister Zdenka and brothers and
mother, was left oriented and active in all organizations fo the classical labor
movement. Rajka soon became known to all Zagreb communists. Her flat
became a meeting point for left oriented youth, workers and intellectuals.
After death of the father, Bakovic family fell into financial difficulties, and
decided to buy a kiosk at 7 Nikoliceva st., next to the movie theatre at that
time (Zagreb youth theatre today).
At the breakout of the war, their kiosk became a communication point for all
party illegal activists, and provided material to the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of Croatia, where her brother Jerko worked. Rajka was a
Rajka Bakovic was proclaimed
courier of confidence to the resistance movement, she carried messages to National Hero of SFR Yugoslavia on 24
Belgrade and other places, and she participated in actions of SKOJ groups –
July 1953.
setting the wooden stadion in Maksimir on fire. However, their illegal work did
not go unnoticed, so in the night of 20 Dec. 1941 the agents of Ustasha
police (UNS) came to inspection and arrested Zdenka, Rajka and their brother Mladen. Both sisters were unhumanly
tortured to reveal their contacts. They were tortured during the night, and taken back to kiost for work during day, in the
attempt to catch the illegals who might show up, but it did not help the police. The sisters did not reveal anyone, despite the
heavy beatings. After a five-day torture, Rajka was taken to the hospital on 24 December, and Zdenka, after seing her sister
th
was missing the next day, in desperation, used a moment of divided attention of her guards and jumped from the 4 floor of
the UNS headquarters in Zvonimirova street and died instantly. Rajka Bakovic died from consequences of torture on 29
December 1941.
"Narodni heroji Jugoslavije", "Mladost" Beograd 1975. godina.
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GROUP 3

Women in National Liberation fight
Source 3
Fana Kočevcka Cvetković
She was born on 27 July 1927, in the village of Lavci near Bitola, in a poor Macedonian
family. After the occupation of Yugoslavia, in April 1941, there was a strong party
organization in Lavci village. Under their auspicies there was a SKOJ cell, and young
Kocevska was its member. Bulgarian fascists managed to capture one member of
SKOJ who did not sustain police interrogation and told on the work of organization and
its members. Fana managed to hide before the police, who came to the village to find
her, searching the house and molesting her mother and grandmother.
Fana continued her illegal work. Soon after she went to a partisan unit ‘Goce Delcev’.
She was not yet 15 at the time. In the Spring of 1944, Fana was a member of the group
of seven, who were supposed to cease the production in the lead mine of Zletovo, by
destroying its machinery. The task was to attack the bunkers guarded by German and
Bulgarian fascists. The task was completed, but Fana was wounded. Her camarades
barely saved her from enemy fire. The brigade HQ decided to leave her for recovery
with other wounded. Fana refused to stay in the village and remained in the brigade.
She was also noticed during the battles around Slavci village in 1943, when commander
of the unit, Toso Angelovski Daskalot, young bomber Pande Hajze and a few more got killed. Hiding around Lavci with a
group of partisans for about a month and a half, Fana once stayed alone for four days, surrounded by Bulgarian patrols
wandering around, knowing that partisans were somewhere near. Fana was a member of a twenty-day February action in
1944, from Kozuf to Kozjak. She was the youth leader of ‘Stiv Naumov’ battalion at the time.
"Narodni heroji Jugoslavije", "Mladost" Beograd 1975. godina.

Source 4
Vida Tomšić
She was born on 26 June 1913, in Ljubljana. She completed primary and secondary school (gymnasium) there. She
enrolled Faculty of Philosophy in 1931, but later on she switched to Faculty of Law, where she graduated in 1941. During
the studies she joined the advanced students’ movement and participated in many strikes.
She became the member of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia in 1934. The same year she met her future husband, Anton
Tone Tomsic, a National Hero. In November 1934 she was arrested and sentenced before the County Court in Ljubljana to
nine months in prison. After serving the prison punishment, she continued the illegal work in a party cell and in students’
movement. She took part in printing and dissemination of illegal and legal papers and brochures. For some time she
worked as an instructor in Central Committee of the Communist Party of Slovenia (CKKPS) in Dolenjska and Bela Krajina
region.
In June 1940 at a Provincial conference she was elected for a member of the CK KPS, and then she was in party school of
CK KPJ (Central Committee of Communist Party of Yugoslavia) in Makarska. On the fifth state conference of KPJ, in
October 1940. She was elected member to the CK KPJ.
She participated in preparations for armed uprising since the first days of occupation of Kingdom of Yugoslavia and worked
on strengthening of party organizations in the area of Ljubljana province. In the beginning of 1941, she took part in
establishing of the legal party paper for women ‘Nasa zena’ (Our woman). In August of that year, as an illegal activist with a
police warrant issued on her, she gave birth to a son. After a tip from a traitor, the Italians arrested her on 10 December
1941, along with her husband Tone, under her party alias Marija Pevec. She was tortured in prison to tell on her illegal work
and of her husband, for they knew he was one of the leaders of the resistance. She confessed nothing, not even her real
name. After that she was taken to Gestapo prison in Begunjani, Gorenjsko, along with her husband, Miha Marinko and
Papca Kardelj. The Gestapo, however, returned them to Italian authorities after two months.
16. maja In 1942, the Italian Court Marshall sentenced her to 25 years in prison, in a process against Tone Tomsic and
others. Her husband was shot and in June 1942 she was taken to a prison in Venice, then to Ancona, and eventually to
Campobosso and Trana.
After capitulation of Italy, together with other inmates, she was taken to a camp of Anglo-Saxon military HQ in Carbonara,
st
near Bari. There she organized a party organization in the camp and she was among the founders of the 1 oversea
brigade, and she was a deputy political commissary there for a while.
She returned to Slovenia in January 1944. From April to October 1942 she was an Editor of a party paper ‘Ljudska pravica’
and she performed organizational activities in the CK KPS. At the beginning of 1945 she was sent to Primorska, to do the
political work in the army units. As a member of Plitbureau of CK KPS, from 18 January she was helping the work of a
th
Regional Committee for Slovenian Adriatic and units of the 9 Slovenian Corps.
Fter liberation of Yugoslavia, Vida Tomsic held significants functions. She was a Minister of social policy of the People’s
Republic of Slovenia (NR Slovenia), chairman of the Control commission of NR Slovenia and a member of the Executive
Board (government) of NR Slovenia.
"Narodni heroji Jugoslavije", "Mladost" Beograd 1975. godina.
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Source 5
Friends from 1st batallion of the 4th Labor brigade, Sutjeska, 1942

Muzej Istorije Jugoslavije, inv. br. 13699.
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GROUP 4

Crimes and mistakes
Source 1

Source 2

(Tito’s order)
Regretfully, lately there are such things happening in our
units that are unbecoming of anyone who is a member of
that army. By means of forceful taking of the food and
cattle from the peasants, by individuals as well as
responsible bodies, rating of our army as peoples’ army is
decreased, and it also creates unfriendly mood towards
us among the people, which can have catastrophic
consequences for us in no time. Such actions are doing
good to our sworn enemies and help them to achieve
their goals that they were not able to achieve with
weapons thus far.

The fact a certain number of soldiers, even Party
members, treats the population badly (reflecting the
weakness and inactivity of party organization and
leadership), and if it is connected with earlier cases of
deserting, shows that we still have not lived through all
the weaknesses of our party organization.

I ORDER
1. Every violence and robbery must be thoroughly
investigated, and in the case of unquestionably
determined guilt, the guilty ones must be shot in front of
the line.
4. Every measure must be taken to restore such
discipline in our units that existed before, and all orders of
authorized commanders must be executed without any
questions.

Source 3
These days Petar Krnjajic, former commander of our
st
company and the 1 Batallion, was shot in front of the
line… After the action on Prekop, he was called to the HQ
st
of the 1 Operational zone, to stand trial for his decision
that the village be burned and all men above the age of
16 to be executed.
Source 1.,2. and 3.: D. Lazarević, P. Damjanović, O partiji i ulozi
komunista, Knjiga 2 Institut za savremenu istoriju u Beogradu,
Narodna Knjiga, Beograd, 1984.

Source 4

Source 5

On July 17, 1942, at 21:30 hrs, 15 armed partisans
came to the village of Sreser, some 4km north of Janjina,
and took away from the peasants there various objects
and money, as follows:

Two communists who managed to escape from Chetnik
prison were liquidated in April (Radomir Jovancevic and
Miodrag Medo Culafic), because they allowed, as
partisans, to be captured alive by their class enemy! In
Crnica, a Medical General, Milo Ilickovic, together with
his Russian spouse, was liquidated, along with Bosa
Plamenac, a member of KPJ, because she did not want
to give up her family. In Piva, Political Commissary of
Piva company, Tadija Tadic, was liquidated together with
three cousins, because he did not want to betray his
uncle… Many other, similar murders, that had a
character of liquidations after a ‘verdict’ was brought,
created an atmosphere of fear and terror, and nobody
knew who was next. The shown atavism and cruelty was
hard to explain by ideological phrases. Besides, such
things practically did not happen in other parts of
Yugoslavia, regardless from the fact that the directive of
the Central Committee was implemented through all
party organizations.

From Tomislav Matijasevic Stjepanov, from Sv. Marija,
municipality of Draskovac, Varazdin county, travelling
agent, temporary residing in Sreser, the partisans took
cash in the amount of 34.070 Kunas, 4 handkechierfs, 5
pairs of sox and other petty items he could not describe
precisely in the value of 3.000 Kunas, and then left his
place.
From Tomislav (son of Vlaho) Nozica, a trader from
Sresar, the partisans took 20 kg of potatoes, one potato
sack, 2 litres of oil, 1 whole ham, 1 dish of 6 litres, 30
meters of rope, 2 toothpaste, 2 tooth brushes, 10
shaving razors, 800 cigarettes ‘Rama’, 2.000 Kunas of
cash, all in the value of 6.000 Kunas. They asked for
100.000 Kunas of cash, but he did not have it, so they
left.
From Pero (Ante) Kucera, from Sreser, the partisans
took 20kg of wheat flower and threathened him that they
will shoot him if he gets into the service of Italians. They
threathened all three of them not to say anything, for
they will be killed otherwise.
A group of ten partisans requisitioned two oxen from
Herzegovina catle breeder Misko papac, on 27 August,
in the hill of St. Ilija, east from Nakovanj village. Papac
reported this event to the authorities in Orebic.
Sve naše Dakse, Joška Radica, Dubrovnik, 2003. str 69.

Živko M. Andrijašević-Šerbo Rastoder, Istorija Crne Gore,
CZICG, Podgorica 2006., str. 413-414

Questions for the conclusion debate:
1. Which activities did the Partisans carry out
on the liberated territories?
2. What did they want to achieve on the
liberated territories?
3. What consequences, positive or
negative, could their actions produce?
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Melisa Foric

Sar ajevo
Assassi na ti on

Key question

- Should the Sarajevo assassination be considered as an act of
heroism or a crime? Could the assassination be justified by
patriotic reasons?
- What type of the monument should mark the Sarajevo
Assassination?
Topic
Module is about Sarajevo Assassination, an event that marked the beginning of the Word War
1, and it is mentioned all around Europe. The main controversies of this topic are that it is
differently presented in the textbooks in the region and in Bosnia itself. For some of them
assassinators are presented as heroes and for the other they are presented as terrorists who
initiated the crises that lead into the war.
Learning outcomes:

•

To learn about the Sarajevo Assassination, its causes and consequences based on
the different perspectives.

•

Ability to ask clear historical questions; critical use of historical sources, historical
interpretations and perspectives, are some of key elements for understanding the
particular issue of Sarajevo Assassination

•

Students will evaluate historical sources in terms of reliability and different perspective

•

The students will develop empathy skills.

Aims
The aim of the workshop is to acquire a multi-perspective view over the presented topic, to see
the opinion of the assassinators and position of the government. Students are supposed to
learn more about ideas that led the assassinators to their act, and to see what were the
consequences of this act. The aim of the workshop is to open a discussion about the acts in
the name of the patriotism and their justification. It can be applicable to the contemporary
topics, related to the terroristic acts around the world.
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Teaching guideline
Class activity – part 1
The first part of the workshop is aimed to be performed as a trial simulation.
The class should be divided into three groups:
1. Prosecution
2. Defense
3. Jury
Teacher will be acting as a judge.
Jury should be larger group of students (half of the class) since this group will receive all the
sources – from Group 1 and Group 2.
STEP 1.
Word of the judge - In the beginning of the class the Teacher (Judge) gives an introduction
to the topic, giving the main facts : what, where and when? Using the introduction text and
sources from the introduction part. - 15 min

90
minutes

STEP 2.
Parallel group work- Each of the three Groups will receive their group of sources. Group 1
(Prosecution) and Group 2 (Defense) have to analyze their sources critically, to find the
arguments to answer the key question from their point of view and to organize their
presentation as prosecution or defense. Group 3 (Jury) will receive mixed sources for group
1 and group 2, with the task to review and sort them according to their own preference –
which sources would be for Prosecution and which would be used by the Defence. – 25 min
STEP 3
Group presentations - Group 1 and Group 2 present their opinion and conclusions based on
the arguments found in examined sources. They have to present their answer to the key
question. Group 3 has to follow presentations carefully, in order to evaluate which group
made better analysis, argumentation and presentation, and which group used the sources
better. Based on the given presentation the Jury will make its own conclusion and present it
(the final verdict). Jury has to present their findings and opinion principally based on
presentations they saw; all the sources they saw are used to make the conclusion which side
(prosecution or defense) has made a better presentation and to bring the verdict – the
answer to key question.
- 3x 15 minutes (Prosecution 15 minutes; Defense 15 minutes; Jury 15 minutes)
STEP 4
Conclusion and discussion - Teacher and students will make final conclusion on general
questions about the assassination and its wider consequences and impacts.
Class activity – part 2
STEP 1. Students receive sources about erecting and displacing the monuments on the
assassination spot during the 20th century. For the homework, they have to analyze the
sources and make the elaborated proposal with concrete arguments based on the sources,
about the monument that should mark the assassination place in Sarajevo today.
STEP 2. Present the proposals and solutions for the monument at assassination place in
Sarajevo and arguments for it.
STEP 3. Discussion of the different proposals and role of the memorials in everyday life.
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WORKSHOP PART 1

Introduction

Word of the judge
In the beginning of the class, the Judge (teacher) gives an introductioncontextualization to the topic, giving the main facts: what, where and when?
(based on the following sources)

Introduction
After the annexation crisis caused by merging the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina into the Austro-Hungarian Empire
(1908-1909) and Balkan wars (1912-1913), the relation between Serbia and Austro-Hungarian Empire got particularly
sharpen. By annexing the Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Austro-Hungarian Empire penetrated deep into the Balkans, to the
borders of Serbia – which significantly enlarged its territory in the Balkan wars. Events in the Balkans were closely followed
by great forces in the sharp struggle for dividing the lands, while most prominent among them were Austro-Hungarian
Empire, Germany and Italy, on the one side, France, Great Britain and Russia on the other side, getting involved through
diplomatic interventions and getting ready for possible armed conflict. Along with these events, the youth movements are
growing in south Slavic lands, advocating the ides of South-Slavic unity with the aim to destroy the Hapsburg monarchy and
unify all South Slavic nations into one joint state under the leadership of Serbia. The activity of the youth was through groups
and secret organizations, while the means were often assassinations to prominent representatives of the Monarchy. In the
circumstances of deteriorated relations, the A-H Monarchy, as a demonstration of its power in the Balkans, organized
military maneuvers in the summer of 1914, conducted by the Heir to the throne, the Archduke Franz Ferdinand himself.
During his visit to Sarajevo on 28 June 1914, members of the organization Mlada Bosna (young Bosnia), Gavrilo Princip,
Nedeljko Cabrinovic, Trifko Grabez, Vaso Cubrilovic, Cvjetko Popovic, Muhamed Mehmedbasic, Danilo Ilic and others,
organized and performed the assassination of the Heir, killing him and his wife Sophia. The A-H Monarchy blamed Serbia for
this event and soon after declared war to it. There followed declaring war and inclusion into the conflict by other European
countries. The spark of assassination lit the great fire of the WWI. In historiography, the Sarajevo Assassination and
involvement of Serbia were presented in different ways, while the act of assassination was often justified as a heroic act of
the youth organization Mlada Bosna who wanted to get rid of foreign rule. Gavrilo Princip and other assassins were heroes
for some, and criminals for the other, and their act was vigorously criticized.

Source 1
Map of Austro-Hungarian Monarchy with Bosnia as a special part of the monarchy

Austro-Hungarian Empire 1914
Austria
Hungary
Bosnia and Herzegovina
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Source 2
Act of annexation
DECLARATION
To the people of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Franz Joseph the First,
TO CITIZENS OF BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA:
In the times of one generation ago, when our
armies jumped over the border of your lands,
you were given assurances that we were not
coming as enemies, but as friends with firm
determination to remove all evils that were
pressing Your homeland for so long.
(…) In order to raise Bosnia and Herzegovina
to a higher degree of political life, I decided to
allocate to both countries 1 constitutional
institutions corresponding to their circumstances and common interests, thus creating
legal basis for representation of their desires
and benefits.
May your voice be heard, when decisions
regarding your homeland are being made,
though you remain to have a separate administration as thus far.
(...)For that reason, and, bearing in mind the
ties from ancient times between our distinguished ancestors at Hungarian throne and
these lands, We (I) extend the right of our
sovereignty to Bosnia and Herzegovina and we
want to apply the order of inheritor that applies
for Our house.
Given in our royal, main and capital city of
Budim-Pest on 7 October 1908.

Source 3
Cartoon from the French newspaper Le Petit
Journal explaining the annexation crisis

FRANTZ JOSEPH (signed by hand)
M. Arslanagić – F. Isaković, Istorija-Povijest, 1.
Razred srednjeg usmjerenog obrazovanja, Sarajevo
1991, 278
1  

(referring   to   Austria   and   Hungary,   as   the   Empire   had   bipolar  
poliHcal   structure,   whereas   Bosnia   aNer   annexing   had   a   special  
status   within   the   Monarchy   and   was   administered   by   both  
Austria   and  Hungary,   although  predominantly   by   the   Emperor’s  
Treasury  in  Vienna  –  interpreter’s  remark.)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bosnian_Crisis_1908.jpg ,
downloaded on 28.2. 2012.
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WORKSHOP PART 1

Group I - Prosecution

parallel group work

MAIN TASK: Based on the received sources form the Austrian, Bosnian and
international newspapers, government documents. The task is to analyze
them critically, to find the arguments to answer the question why should
Sarajevo assassination be considered as crime and to prepare presentation.

Evidence 1
Pictures from official government’s album of the visit

Sarajevo Museum, Sarajevo during the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 1914-1918, Display presentation, photo by author

Tasks for sources
1. Find the correct sequence of photographs in order to reconstruct the event!
2. Analyze the photos, what they are showing; what was the atmosphere in the moment they were taken?
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Evidence 2
An article from Government’s newspapers published in Sarajevo during the times of AustroHungarian Monarchy, about the visit of Frantz Ferdinand to Sarajevo.

(…) The General Supervisor of the overall AustroHungarian army, the Heir to the throne, Archduke
Franz Ferdinand is coming to Bosnia and
Herzegovina today. The Archduke closely follows
the developments in BaH and he is coming not
only out of sense of duty, but also because he
grew very fond of the country and its people in his
heart. In order to clearly show that, he is coming
not alone but with his wife, the Archduchess
Sophia.
Strong feelings of joy and happiness spread over
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the people is getting
ready to use the lucky occasion to clearly display
its patriotic dynastic feelings. At this occasion all
the nation of BaH without exception, with all their
hearts and exaltation exclaim: Good and happy
welcoming to Archduke and Heir!

Sarajevski list (Dobro nam došao), br. 127, 25.juni 1914 – 12.
juni ( From: Historical Archive Sarajevo)

Tasks for sources
1. Analyze what were the feelings among the people regarding coming of the Heir?
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Evidence 3
Foreign newspaper front pages
Archduke Franc Ferdinand and his spouse, the Duchess of
Hohenbourg murdered while driving on the streets of
Sarajevo, Bosnia

Domenica del Corrierre (Italian weekly
published from 1899 to 1989), 29 July 1914.

http://blog.postcardgallery.net/i/pics/nyh-06-29-1914-saraevoasassination.jpg (New York Herald, New York daily paper published in
the period 1835 to 1924) , downloaded on 2 June 2013

“Catastrophe in Sarajevo. Assassination of
Archduke Francis Ferdinand and Duchess of
Hohenberg. With hand grenade and Browning. The
Heir and his wife killed. Two assassinations. (…)
Assassins arrested. Return of the Emperor.” Die
Illustrierte Kronen Zeitung (the largest circulation
Austrian daily paper, published since 1900), 29
June 1914

http://previews.agefotostock.com/previewimage/
bajaage/510b7d637895591db19d6200dd4aa0f2/
DAE-11319783.jpg downloaded on 27 Feb. 2012)

The Hair to the Austrian throne murdered along with his wife
by Bosnian youth, avenging the annexation of the country.

http://einestages.spiegel.de/hund-images/2009/11/16/96/
e70e86700c4437f45762133de62765b5_image_document
_large_featured_borderless.jpg , downloaded on 2 June
2013)

(New York Times (American daily paper published continuously
since 1851), 29 July 1914, Internet, http://blu.stb.s-msn.com/i/7B/
4992F9D19CEEE63507ADD6D4C2BE2.jpg, downloaded on 2
June 2013

Tasks for sources
1. How was the event presented in foreign papers?
2. Why the event caused such attention and interest worldwide?
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Evidence 4
Extracts from the foreign newspaper articles
POLITISCHE CORRESPONDENZ (Vienna)
DIE ERMORDUNG DER HRONFOLGERS UND SEINER
GEMAHLIN — number 11610 of 30 Jun 1914.
This news agency publishes what the Vienna papers wrote
on the second day after the assassination.
Neuefreie Presse : The assassination was a Balkan murder,
a bloodthirsty act, similar to savage butchering. So, if this
assassination should mean that your sovereigns and Heirs to
the throne will always be welcomed like this in Sarajevo, then
the only answer may be: ‘We are here and we stay here’. All
heads of states must think about peace, but must not allow
the Balkan plague to spread further, since crime is
contagious.
Die Zeit: A heavy shadow falls on Serbia. Serbia is now
given a great and noble opportunity to do good for itself and
its compatriots in our Monarchy. Serbia should take
advantage of this opportunity. After the savage Serb act in
Sarajevo there should be a noble Serb counteract in
Belgrade.

Evidence 5
Newspaper article from Sarajevski list   br.
130, 29 June (16 June2) 1914
An article from Government’s newspapers
published in Sarajevo during the times of
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, about the
assassination of Franz Ferdinand.
2Julian  calendar  was  used  in  the  area  unHl  1918  –  

interpreter’s  remark

Nikola Đ. Trišić, Sarajevski atentat u svjetlu bibliografskih
podataka, Veselin Masleša, Sarajevo 1980, 21.

Tasks for sources
1. How was the event presented in foreign papers?
2. Why the event caused such attention and interest
worldwide?

Evidence 6
A voice from historiography – HISTORY OF
ASSASSINATIONS
Zerajic fired at the Country Administrator of BaH, General
Varesanin, to point out to the authorities of A-H Monarchy that
the youth in BaH saw through their intentions regarding
opening of the Assembly (…)
Luka Jukic attempted (on 8 June 1912) assassination of the
royal commissary, Slavko Cuvaj, in order to show to the
Hungarian the attitude of the national youth of Croatia that
Croatia is not Hungarian, but Croat.
In determination of members of Yugoslav nationalrevolutionary movement, primarily ‘Mlada Bosna’, to use
assassinations as means of fight against foreign rule, national
liberation and unification, there were the influence of certain
political and social circumstances along with spiritual and
cultural-political ones, without which their historical image,
moral and intellectual physiognomy cannot be explained.
Enver Redžić, Omladinski pokret I sarajevski atentat, Prilozi za
istoriju BiH, Posebna izdanja ANUBiH, LXXIX, Odjeljenje društvenih
nauka, knj. 17. Sarajevo 1987, 318-319.

Tasks for sources

“Those were the days of joy, days of thrill. Who
does not remember them? (...) People happily
received them, as the visit was a decoration,
they hailed them when they suddenly appeared
in Sarajevo, for people were exalted, looking
their future ruler in the eyes. (…)And finally the
last day of their stay in Sarajevo came – and
suddenly the glass of joy was filled to the top
with the worst bitterness. Joy and cheerfulness
suddenly vanished under the impression of
terrible God-forsaken act, taking precious lives
of Archduke and Heir Frantz Ferdinand and
Duchess Sophia of Hohenberg.
(...) In the
hearth of today deeply sadden Bosnia lies the
dead body of our hope and the pride of the
whole Hapsburg monarchy. (…)“
Crni dani, Sarajevski list, br. 130, 29. juni (16.juni)
1914. (From: Historical Archive Sarajevo)

1. Why were the assassinations organized before
(Sarajevo Assassination)?
2. What was their goal?
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Evidence 7
Official document about nationalisticrevolutionary youth organization in
Sarajevo
TRANSCRIPT
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT
FOR BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Broj 5544 Pres. Sarajevo 9. jula 1914.
Existence of a nationalistic-revolutionary
organization in Sarajevo.
For some time now, most likely less than a year,
in Sarajevo there is a youth organization with
naïve-like name, “Serb-Croat nationalistic
youth”.
This organization does not have a solid
appearance, it is primarily an organization of
students of School For teachers, secondary
school students, and there is a handful of youth
from traders and craftsmen (social) class.
It does not have any particular rules or own
office. Basics of their activity comprise of
statutes of notorious “Narodno
ujedinjenje” (National unification), or also
“Narodno jedinstvo” (National unity) from
Belgrade, where assassin Zerajic was a
member. The purpose and task of this
organization was that all the youth of the Slavic
south is educated in a unified spirit, in the sense
of single, united Yugoslav state under the
Serbian dominance, i.e. explicit secession from
Hapsburg throne (“the unbearable Hapsburg
burden”).
Centers of this movement are in Belgrade,
Zagreb and Sarajevo, and branches should
gradually be formed in all secondary schools.

Evidence 8
Picture of the trial

Sarajevo Museum, Sarajevo during the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
1914-1918

V. Bogičević, Mlada Bosna, Sarajevo 1954.

Tasks for sources

Tasks for sources

Find the qualifications that the authorities
assigned to the ideas of a youth movement
and their ties with assassination.

1. Analyze the photograph of assassins on trial.
2. What emotions can you recognize on their faces?

Evidence 9
Newspaper article:„A memorandum on the results of the investigation“
Memorandum on the result of investigation in Sarajevo:
Investigation the court in Sarajevo conducted over Gavrilo Princip and his associates regarding the performed crime of
15 June this year and accessory in it, thus far established the following:
1. The plan to assassinate Franz Ferdinand during his visit to Sarajevo was prepared in Belgrade, by Gavrilo Princip,
Nedeljko Cabrinovic and Trifko Grabez, with help from Major Voja Tankosic.
2. Six bombs and four Browning pistols with ammunition, which the assassins used as weapons, were procured and
given to Princip, Cabrinovic and Grabez by certain Milan Ciganovic and Major Tankosic, in Belgrade.
3. The bombs were hand grenades, originating from the weapons depot of Serb army in Kragujevac.
4. In order to secure a successful assassination, Ciganovic instructed Princip, Cabrinovic and Grabez in handling the
grenades and shooting from Browning pistols in the woods near the Topcider shooting range.
5. In order to secure Princip, Cabrinovic and Grabez to cross the Bosnian border and to smuggle their weapons,
Ciganovic organized a system of secret transporting. The passage of criminals and their weapons to Boania and
Herzegovina was conducted by the border authorities of Sabac (Rade Popovic) and Loznica, along with customs officer
Radivoj Grbic and others.
Politika, br. 3769, 12. jula 1914.
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WORKSHOP PART 1

paralel group work

Group II - Defence
MAIN TASK: Defense will receive the sources from the program documents of the
Youth organization, and their ideology, Serbian and international newspaper articles
and reports, Memoirs, letters and personal documents from accessors. The task is to
analyze them critically, find the arguments to answer the question whether Sarajevo
assassination could be considered a heroic act justified by the patriotic reasons from
their point of view, and to prepare arguments for the presentation of defense.

Evidence 1
Letter document Mlada Bosna, defining programe of the movement
YOUNG BOSNIA (Mlada Bosna)
Bosnia is old Serb land. In its psychology, culture and whole life. Five centuries of slavery left deep scars on its soul. It has
been hit, killed, it fell on its knees, always carrying some great faith within, some big, warm instinct. After torment and fall, it
was refreshed with its heart, starting to live again, quiet, slow and closed. Its history in the last 100 years is full of
bloodshed, fire and smoke. While parts of our nation in other areas were getting into the culture, rejecting many barbaric
contributions of slavery times, we were whipped, remained primitive, undeveloped and naked. (...)
The young Bosnian movement for renewal of their country must be based on deep and great love for own people and
large creator’s fait in ourselves. No force must extinguish that love and no trouble should shake that faith. And thus,
through slow and petit work the greatest process in the life of people will be executed, its liberation from the dungeon and
its rising to spiritual freedom and moral independence. Our young country, broken and tormented, enslaved and dark, may
continue only down that road. At times of spiritual and economic crisis, it rises towards new Sun, carries new faith and
creates new life. What is given to it is just a small contribution to its revival, its great resurrection that is coming. . .
Vladimir Gaćinović, Calendar Prosvjeta, Sarajevo, 1911, 92-94, in: V. Bogičević, Mlada Bosna, pisma i Prilozi, Sarajevo 1954.

Tasks for sources
Find in the text what were the goals and leading principles of members of Mlada Bosna.

Evidence 2
Stenoghraph notes, Gavrilo Princip about his
political beliefs
GAVRILO PRINCIP ABOUT HIS AND POLITICAL
GOALS OF MLADA BOSNA
The ideal of youth: Unity of Yugoslav people, Serbs,
Croats and Slovenians, but not under Austria. In some
form of a state, a republic, or something like that. He
believed there would be a revolution if Austria gets into
a difficult position. But for such a revolution a terrain
must be prepared, a mood created. There were
assassinations before, and assassins were heroes to
our youth. He did not mean to be a hero. He only
wanted to die for his idea. (...)
(Excerpt from stenographic notes of Vienna psychiatrist, Dr
Martin Papenhajm; Princip o sebi, Zagreb 1926), in: V.
Bogičević, Mlada Bosna, pisma i Prilozi, Sarajevo 1954,
464-465.

Evidence 3
Pamflet of the assesinators supporters
Let’s love our heroes: Jukic, Zerajic, Dojcic, Cabrinja,
Planinscak, Princip, for they are prophets of the nation,
for they are nation!
Sons of single Yugoslavia!
Don’t you feel, sons of Yugoslavia, that in that blood lies
our life and that the assassination is the God of Gods of
the nation, for it proves that Mlada Bosna lives. There
lives the body pressed by the unbearable imperialist
burden, there lives the body ready to die!
(...)
In the blood is the life of a race, in the blood is the God
of a nation! Death preceded Resurrection! Assassination
is the resurrection of the Nation. (…) and death of the
two heroes is the Resurrection of our hearts.
Oh glorious, oh great sons and prophets of Yugoslavia!
MANUSKRIPT found during the search of place of Mladen
Stojanovic, student of final year of gymnasium in Tuzla, which
he wrote on the day of Sarajevo assassination, 28 June 1914;
V. Bogičević, Mlada Bosna, Sarajevo 1954.

Tasks for sources
Find in the text what were the goals and leading
principles of members of Mlada Bosna.

Tasks for sources
What argument for the defense may be drawn
from the given texts?
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Evidence 4
Stenograph notes of Gavrilo Princip's
testimony

Evidence 5
Stenoghraph notes of Nedeljko Čabrinović 's
testimony

Gavrilo Princip
Pr.: State your opinion?
Op.: I am a Yugoslav nationalist and I strive for
unification of Yugoslavs into any state form, to be
freed from Austria (69).
Pr.: What was the opinion about Austria among your
circles?
Op.: We believed Austria was an evil in our nation, as
it is, and that it was not needed (70).
Pr.: What was the opinion about Serbia, would it be
beneficial for Bosnia to join Serbia?
Op.: There was an opinion – idea to unify the
Yugoslavs. It is understood, however, that Serbia, as
a free part of Yugoslavs, would have a moral duty to
aid this unification, to be what Piemont was in Italy
(70).
Pr.: What were Ilic’s political views?
Op.: He is a nationalist like me, a Yugoslav.
Pr.: So, of the same position like you?
Op.: Yes, that all Yugoslavs need to unite.
Pr.: Under Austria?
Op.: God forbid. I did not favor dynasties. We did not
go that far, we thought: Uniting, and then whatever
the circumstances allow (81).
Defender, Dr Premuzic: Do you believe in God, or you
are an atheist?
Op.: An ateist (105).

Nedeljko Cabrinovic
Pr.: Were you ever a nationalist?
Op.: Yes, but I kept my anarchist ideas.
Pr.: Were the others like that?
Op.: The others were radical nationalists.
Pr.: What does it mean – radical nationalist?
Op.: Unification of all Serbs under one crown.
Establishing of old Dusan’s empire.
Pr.: Under Austria?
Op.: No.
Pr.: What was the idea to realize that to life?
Op.: War against Austria, to take Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Srijem (Srem) and Banat3.
Pr.: And you agreed to such their views?
Op.: My ideal was one Yugoslav republic, a Slav republic
in general.
Pr.: How do you think it can be realized?
Op.: It is impossible to do it legally.
Pr.: How can it be, there is a dynasty in Serbia, is it
beloved?
Op.: Yes.
Pr.: That is your perception, how do you imagine that?
Op.: I think it would be possible to do it through
organization like Macini conducted in Italy. However,
since all the Serbians and the people I moved around
with, all had the ideal to take away Bosnia from Austria
and merge it with Serbia, we could agree about it. The
only difference was that they supported dynasty under
the crown of Karadjordjevics, while I remained faithful to
the end to anarchistic ideas. I could change my position
only in a way to give them, as a compromise, that he
dynasty or better yet King Peter, remain the king for his
life, but after his death a Yugoslav republic should be
created (27, 28).
Pr.: What is your religious affiliation, are you a deist or an
atheist?
Op.: An atheist (39).

Bilješke iz stenograma sa procesa protiv zavjerenika u
Sarajevskom atentatu 1914 g.) DAS, akv. br. 828. u: V.
Bogičević, Mlada Bosna, Sarajevo 1954..

3   Sr(ij)em   and   Banat   –   regions   in  today’s  Vojvodina,   north   and  north-‐

west  from  Belgrade  –  interpreter’s  remark

Bilješke iz stenograma sa procesa protiv zavjerenika u
Sarajevskom atentatu 1914 g.) DAS, akv. br. 828. u: V.
Bogičević, Mlada Bosna, Sarajevo 1954.

Tasks for sources
What are the prevailing ideas and feelings in
answers of Gavrilo Princip in the stenograph
notes?
Tasks for sources
What does Nedeljko Cabrinovic say in the
stenograph about his goals and feelings?
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Evidence 6
Newspaper articles Politika, Narodna biblioteka Srbije, Online katalog
The bloody Sarajevo event made a great impression in all social layers in Belgrade. The
impression is even deeper for we know, from the experience, that in reaction to this
bloody act there will come a number of troubles for our people in the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy. (…)
(...) As accustomed, the Vienna press will pour accusations against Serbs and Serbia. The
Serb nation will be blamed because the assassins Cabrinovic and Princip are Serb
nationality. Serbia will be guilty because one of the assassins, as reported from Sarajevo,
said at the hearing that he was earlier in Belgrade. Both accusations are absurd. Neither
can the whole nation be responsible for the actions of one or two individuals, nor can
Serbia be responsible for actions of a man, just because he used to live in Serbia. (...)
Politika, br. 3744, 17. 06 1914,

THE TRIAL IN SARAJEVO
The Main discussion started against Princip, Cabrinovic and associates, for the murder of
Franz Ferdinand and his wife.
The state prosecutor of Sarajevo court accused Princip and twenty two his associates for
the treason and two pre-meditated murders. Apart from them, other three were accused
for accessory in hiding the weapons procured for execution of assassination.
The prosecution states the procedure of a plot made in Belgrade, by members of National
Defense, and describes travelling of conspirators and smuggling of weapons to Bosnia,
the way how they found accessories in Sarajevo and other details about assassination.
Presenting the motives for the assassination, which was a first-degree political event, the
prosecution described the irredentist plotting of Serb-nationalistic circles in Belgrade,
reaching to the Royal Court itself, and a systemic work against Austro-Hungarian and
Hapsburg dynasty in Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia, the work with the only goal to take
Croatia, Dalmatia, Istria, Bosnia, Herzegovina and south Hungary provinces, inhabited
with Serbs, from the A-U Monarchy and to join these lands to Serbia.
The conspirators Princip and Cabrinovic admitted, as claimed in one telegram from
Sarajevo, they were inspired by hatred towards the Monarchy and by Serb nationalistic
feelings for the uniting of all Yugoslavs, destruction of Austro-Hungary and creation of a
great Serbian empire. That is why they made the plan to assassinate the Archduke Franz
Ferdinand, which they realized.
Politika, br. 3842, 6. 10. 1914,

EVERYBODY CRYES
A court scene prepared in Vienna genre. Vienna, 15 October.
At the end of the process in Sarajevo, Cabrinovic concluded his statement with the following: We honestly did not know
the deceased was a father, we only here heard he had children. We are most deeply touched by his last words, he spoke
to his wife: Don’t die! Live for your children (the whole courtroom cried). It may be I am a villain, a murderer. Do with me
what you will; but I swear the God I only wish the old Emperor, the children, in their souls to forgive us what we did wrong
towards them. You, judges, send us to death immediately. We are not common criminals, we are only deceived boys. He
could not speak further from crying.
The presiding judge then asked the accused if anyone wanted to say something. Gavrilo Princip then stood, firm and
determined (…), with blushing cheeks, but calm, showing the self-control, and said energetically: There were no foreign
stimuli in this assassination. When Cabrinovic here said so, he lied, and also lied the state prosecutor who wanted to
prove it. Nobody hired us! We loved our people, we knew the circumstances of living, we knew well all its troubles! That
is the truth.
Politika 3850, 14. 10. 1914.

“Gavrilo Princip, student of the final grade of Gymnasium, killed on
the Day of St. Vid in Sarajevo the Austro-Hungarian Heir, Franz
Ferdinand, and his wife, Archduchess Sophia Hohenberg”, Politika 6
July 1914 – the only photograph published in Politika in 1914
(komentar u: Nikola Đ. Trišić, Sarajevski atentatu svjetlu
bibliografskih podataka, VeselinMasleša, Sarajevo 1980)

Tasks for sources
1. How the Serbian press reported about assassins and their trial?
2. What argument for the defense may be drawn from the given texts?
3. How to explain the reason that photo of Gavrilo Princip was the only photo published in Politika papers in
1914?
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WORKSHOP PART 2

What is the task?
Answering the question:
What type of the monument should mark the Sarajevo Assesination?
Students receive sources about erecting and displacing the monuments on
the assassination place during the 20th century.
For the homework they have to analyze the sources and make the elaborated
proposal with concrete arguments based on the sources of the monument
that should mark the assassination place today in Sarajevo.

INTRODUCTION
Events that marked certain moments of history were marked not only in documents, books and memoirs, but on the spots
where they took place, monuments are erected. The spot of Sarajevo assassination is one of places which attempted to be
preserved from forgetting by erecting a monument that will speak to the following generations about what happened there on
28 June 1914.
Today, a hundred years after the assassination, we can talk about monuments that changed depending on the ideology of
rulers and political frames that Bosnia and Herzegovina and Sarajevo went through in history.
In 1917, at the Latin bridge, on the murder spot, Austro-hungarian authorities erected monument to Archduke Franz Ferdinand
and his wife Sophia, titled “Monument to murder”. After the establishment of the Kingdom of SHS, later Kingdom of Yugoslavia
(1918-1941), removing monuments related to Hapsburg Monarchy became a priority of the new authorities, so in March 1919
this monument was removed. A memoir plate was then placed for Gavrilo Princip and the assassins at the same spot. Parallel
with that, on the graveyard, next to the church of St. Archangel Michael, at Kosevo, Sarajevo, a common tomb to all assassins
where their bones were moved, was built in 1920, along with a memoir plate. The common tomb and a memoir chapel
remained preserved to date. German occupation forces, after coming to Sarajevo in 1941, removed the memoir plate to Mlada
Bosna members. After the liberation in 1945, the new authorities of the People’s Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which
was a part of Socialist Yugoslavia (1945-1991) erected a new memoir plate to members of Mlada Bosna on the 6th of May
1945. Soon after (1956) the footsteps of Gavrilo Princip were cast on the pedestrian. The museum of Mlada Bosna was
opened at the assassination spot in 1953, and the bridge over Miljacka River (former Latin bridge) was named bridge of
Gavrilo Princip. In 1992, with the outbreak of war in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the siege of Sarajevo, the memoir plate and
Gavrilo Princip’s footsteps were removed. After the war, by the and of 1995 the museum changed its name to Museum
Sarajevo 1878-1918, and a new plate was placed with inscription in Bosniac and English language. The former bridge of
Gavrilo Princip today bears the name (again) the Latin bridge.
By analyzing the monuments at the assassination spot we can follow the change of the remembrance to the Sarajevo
assassination and its participants.

Source 1
Pictures and information about the erecting monument to
Franz and Sofia in Sarajevo 1917.

„At   this  spot   the   Archduke   Franz  Ferdinand  and  his   spouse,  
Duchess   Soﬁa   of   Hohenberg,   gave   their   lives    and   spilled  
blood  for  God  and  Homeland“
InscripHon  from  the  monument  of  191
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Source 2
Pictures and information about building and
making tomb for the assassins in 1920
TODAY IN SARAJEVO
(TELEGRAM TO ‘POLITIKA’)
Sarajevo, June 6
Tomorrow, on St. John day, there will be a formal burial of
bones of Vidovdan (St. Vid day, 28 June) heroes, Gavrilo
Princip, Nedeljko Cabrinovic, Jakov Milovic, brothers Mitar
and Nego Kerovic, who were brought from Terezin in Czech,
accompanied by the Falcons.
The processing starts at the Post Office, where Lujo Novak
will hold a speech, towards the place where Gavrilo Princip
killed Franz Ferdinand and his wife on Vidovdan, 1914. On
that place, Vasilj Grdjic will speak about the significance of
the Vidovdan assassination, followed by chorus performing
“Hey, the trumpet man”.
A special tomb has been built on Kosevo cemetery, where
the remains of Gavrilo Princip and his colleagues will be
placed tomorrow.

Source 3
Movie about moving the memorial plate to
Gavrilo Princip by German Forces in
Sarajevo, 1941
(Youtube) http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zeHbpHye-jQ&feature=ghist&context=G23aececAHT009KAADAA

Source 4
Picture of Gavrilo’s footstep-prints and
plate placed in 1945

Politika, br. 4384 od 7. juna 1920

Blessed is the one who lives forever. He had a
reason to be born.
Vidovdan heroes
Nedeljko Čabrinović Veljko Čubrilović
Gavrilo Princip
Danilo Ilić
Nego Kerović
Mihajlo Miško Jovanović Jakov Milović
Bogdan Žerajić
Trifko Grabež
Mitar Kerović
Marko Perić
1914
The Chappel of St. Archangel Michael and the inscription on a
memoir plate of the tomb, photo by Author

News from Politika, and photos from Internet

FROM THIS SPOT
ON 28 JUNE 1914
GAVRILO PRINCIP
WITH HIS SHOT
EXPRESSED THE NATIONAL
PROTEST AGAINST
TYRANNY AND CENTURIES
OF OUR PEOPLES'
LONGING FOR FREEDOM
Memorial plate erected on May 6, 1945 and
Memorial footstep-prints of G. Princip placed in
1956
http://g-ecx.images-amazon.com/images/G/01/
wikipedia/images/
b67c09a14e346968a34ce5b9ec165b8746cee8aa.jpg
dowloaded on 2 June 2013
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Evidence 5
Newspaper article about placing the
monument plate on the assassination spot (8
May 1945)

Source 6
Picture of the new memorial plate erected 2002

Uncovering of memoir plate to Gavrilo Princip
As a part of the 1st Youth congress, on 7 April at 4:00
p.m. a great rally at Tsar Dusan’s park in Sarajevo
opened the manifestation of uncovering the memoir
plate to a great national hero and a martyr, a fighter for
freedom and brotherhood of all nations of Yugoslavia,
Gavrilo Princip. (...) After the speeches, a line was
formed and went to the historical spot, ‘the Princip’s
bridge’, where Gavrilo Princip’s bullet announced
death to all those who attempt to impose slavery to our
people. The new plate was put on the same spot
where the previous one was standing in memory of
Gavrilo Princip, which was removed by the enemy in
the first days of occupation (…). Uncovering of the
plate the present accompanied with words: “Glory to
the undead national hero Gavrilo Princip and his
colleagues”.
Oslobodjenje, 8 May 1945

Memoir plate at assassination spot placed in
2002, photo by author.

VIDEO MATERIAL
1. Short movie about assassination
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_qvMyklN20
2. Movie about moving memorial plate to Gavrilo Princip by German Forces in Sarajevo 1941
(Youtube)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeHbpHye-jQ&feature=g-hist&context=G23aececAHT009KAADAA
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Key question

Why was Stjepan Radic assassinated?
Topic
Module is about Assassination of Stjepan Radić and members of CPP (Croatian Peasant
Party) in the National Assembly in Belgrade, July 20th 1928.
The controversy about this topic is that this assassination was perceived among majority of
Croats as a way of the current regime to deal with the strongest Croat party and its very
popular president. The thesis that it was premeditated was never proven, but the belief it was
an organized assassination remained among Croat people, rather than the official version of
the event that it was an occasional act of a ‘disturbed’ deputy, Punisa Racic.
Considering that the assassination happened at the National Assembly of the Kingdom of SHS,
it was relevant to all the people living in the kingdom, and even more so since only 6 months
after the event King Alexander established a personal dictatorship.
Aims
Getting familiar with the political atmosphere in the Kingdom of SHS in the 1920s, particularly
the relations between the regime and the leading Croat politician, Stjepan Radic. Through
critical studying of sources, try to determine the possible causes for assassination in the
National Assembly and explain the controversial reactions to that event.
Learning outcomes:
- The students will get acquainted with the part of a political atmosphere in the Kingdom of
SHS, especially with the policy and actions of Stjepan Radic towards the reigning regime and
vice versa.
- The students will develop the ability of analyzing written and photographic sources, ability of
making own assessments and critical thinking, creative expression and graphical presenting of
the results.
- The students will develop empathy, social sensitivity and they will see to what extent
emotions can strengthen the controversy of an event.

Teaching guideline
Part 1: The Assassination in The Parliament and its causes (Why was Stjepan Radic killed?)
1st step - After short introduction (depending on student’s previous knowledge) the teacher will

90
minutes

hand out to students in pairs 6 news headlines. Their task is to sort those 6 headlines by the
‘emotional charge’.
2nd step – Teacher divides students in 4 group and gives them sources with questions for
analysis. Sources related to possible causes of the assassination. They have to analyze them
and answer the key question.
3rd step - Each group presents the answer to their key question. According to the answers the
teacher and students make a list of the causes of assassination and write them on the board.
4th step - Students write all causes on the paperboards and arrange them in a diamond
shape.
5th step – A brief discussion about the importance of the causes.
Part 2: Reactions to the Assassination (What is the reason for the controversial reactions to
the murder of Stjepan Radic?)
1st step – Teacher divides students into 8 groups and hands out the sources to them. Each
group has a specific role of a person who has own view of the assassination.
Task for each group: From the point of view of your role, prepare a statement as a reaction to
assassination and death of Stjepan Radic.
2nd step - Students (one representative of each group-roles) present their statements
(reactions) on the assassination and death of Stjepan Radic.
3rd step - Through the discussion, answer the key question:
What is the main cause of the controversial reactions to the murder of Stjepan Radic?
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Step 1
newspaper headlines to be given to pairs of students

Contextualization
The first common state of South Slavs, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, was proclaimed on 1 December 1918.
The leading politician among Croats was Stjepan Radic, who advocated republican system, national equality and social
justice, and successfully opposed the ruling monarchist system. Although they were getting significant number of mandates in
parliamentary elections, prior to 1925 Radic’s party abstained from parliamentary work. Radic has been put in detention
several times as well. In 1925, he renounced the republicanism, acknowledged the regime and for a short while participated
in the government as Minister of Education. In 1927 there came the coalition between Radic’s HSS and Independent
Democratic Party of Svetozar Pribicevic. The coalition was a very serious opposition to the reigning regime.

Arrange the front pages according to the emotional ‘charge’ of texts! Comment the origin (region) of the
most emotionally charged newspapers.
Horrible bloodshed in the
National Assembly

The blood was shed

Murder of Pavle Radić and Dr.
Basariček

Novosti” – special edition of 20 June
1928 “Novosti” were independent
Croatian daily paper

„Jutarnji list“ of 21 June 1928.
“Jutarnji list” is independent Zagreb daily
paper that was issued in Zagreb from
1907 to 1941.

„Politika“ of
of 21
21 June
June 1928.
1928. “Politika”
“Politika” –– daily
daily
„Politika“
newspaper issued
issued in
in Belgrade
Belgrade since
since 1904.
1904.
newspaper
http://scr.digital.nb.rs/zbirka/novina 25
25
http://scr.digital.nb.rs/zbirka/novina
May 2012.
2012.
May

Terrible murder in the
Assembly

Bloody day in the parliament

„They manipulate with human
blood”

„Novosti“ of 21 June 1928.
http://dazg.chez.com/
flashback_6.htm 25 May 2012.

”Slovenec”, slovenian daily political
paper http://www.dlib.si/browse/
besedila/1 25 May 2012.

“Domoljub”, slovenian bi-weekly
with educative and fun content.
http://www.dlib.si/browse/besedila/1 25 May
2012.
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Step 2 - Group A
Students to be divided in four groups and sources to be
handed out to them.

Source 1
In the speech of Stjepan Radic, on the session of
the National Board of 24 November 1918, where the
discussion was about uniting the State of SHS with
the Kingdom of Serbia and Montenegro, we could
see the fundamental Radic’s political standpoint:

Source 2
Stjepan Radic on a propaganda poster

You, Gentlemen, do not care at all that our peasant,
and especially Croat peasant, do not want to hear
anything more about a king or a tsar, and the same
goes for the country imposed on them… But I do know
that you will not win the Croats ofr the idea, and it will
be so because the whole Croat peasant world is
against your centralism, just as it is against militarism, it
is for the republic and for the national agreement with
Serbs…
Our Croatian peasant – and they make 90% of the
Croats – has become whole mature person in the war,
and it means he will not serve anyone anymore, not be
slave to anyone, be it a foreigner or a ‘brother’… They
want in this great time the state to be organized in a
free republican principle and just human (social) basis.
Stjepan Radić: Politički spisi, Zagreb, 1971., str.323-335

Source 3
Radic has been detained several times in the
period 1919 to 1925. The following source
speaks about his arrest in 1925:
All party rallies are banned, archive has been seized,
and warrant for the arrest of Mr. Radic and a couple of
other party leaders was issued. The Decree was
based on a fact that the party, joining the peasant
international, became a part of the Third Communist
International (which the Croats always disputed), that
it had illegal relations with Macedonian revolutionary
committee and that its members were responsible for
the subversive propaganda in the army. Five party
leaders were arrested, but Mr. Radic managed to
escape the arrest in time and he was subsequently
found, shamefully hiding in a small niche in a wall, in
his nephew’s apartment.

Text on poster:
Only the Republic is full expression of the free will
of the People
file:///D:/multimedija/program/pov8/032-1.htm (15 May 2012)

Britanci o Kraljevini Jugoslaviji, uredio: Ž. Avramovski,
Zagreb, 1986, str.311.

Questions for group A:
1. What kind of state, even before uniting, Radic advocated in the sense:
a) Of state (political) organization
b) Of national relations with other South Slavs
c) In the social sense
2. Why was Radic arrested in 1925?
Key question for group A:
Why and in which way the regime tried to prevent political work of Radic?
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Step 2 - Group B
Students to be divided in four groups and sources to be
handed out to them.

Source 1
Results of parliamentary elections
1920-1927 in the Kingdom of SHS
1920

1923

1925

1927

Democratic Party
(Democrats)

92

51

37

61

Peoples’ Radical
(Peoples’
Radical
Party
Party)

91

108

143

112

Communist Party
Party
Communist

58

Croatian (People
(Croatian
People
republican)
(republican)
Peasant Party)
Party
Peasant

50*

67

61

21

22

Year and parties

70*

Independent
Independent
Democrats
Democrats
Other Croat
Croat Parties
Parties
Other
Other parties
parties
Other

6

1

0

2

122

84

47

57

* Elected deputies of HRSS did not take part in the work of the
parliament in 1920 and 1923.

According to data on the results of the parliamentary elections, graphically
displays numerical relationships in parliament

HRSS/HSS
Radical Party
Other parties

Democratic Party
Other Croatian parties

Questions for group B:
Make a question to analyze the election results!
Key question for group B:
What election results the Radic party had?
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Step 2 - Group C
Students to be divided in four groups and sources to be
handed out to them.

Source 1
Stjepan Radic said the following, during the
assembly in Hlebine, on 5 December 1927:
We have tied-up the corruption. Even if our
Peasant party did nothing else before the world,
except showing that our country has a face like
you, that it is a country of honest people, that we
hate thieves, it would still be a great thing. It could
have cost me my life, and perhaps it will. I have
received letters in which they tell me: I will kill you!
They spoke in public: Pasic died, Radic should be
killed. If we don’t have our man for that, we will
find a Croat.“
Newspaper “Dom”, 19 January 1927.
“Dom” was a paper of Radic’s party since 1904.

Source 3
The newspaper “Jedinstvo”, initiated and
financed by the Prime-Minister, Velja
Vukcevic, in the issue of 17 June 1928
there was an open threat of murder to
Radic and Pribicevic:
Yet, if you think someone is undermining the
country from within, then your first duty was, and
is, to kill on the same day Svetozar Pribicevic in
Belgrade and Stjepan Radic in Zagreb.”

Source 2
Radic’s proposal of revision of
Constitution and re-composition of state:
There should be an organization of three to four
areas, that would be based on economic,
social, educational and geographic principles.
The first, Adriatic-Danube area, that would include
all central-west parts without Slovenia, but with
Montenegro. The second area, Serb-Moravska
(Central Serbia), third area South Serbia, and
fourth area – Slovenia. Each region would control
everything regarding economy, culture and social
care. Belgrade would keep the legislation and
executive power on the large scale, while all
regulations (laws) that deal with life and
cooperation would go down to the areas.
Hrvoje Matković: Povijest HSS-a, Naklada Pavičić,
Zagreb, 1999, str.248. (Matković citira Radića prema
listu Riječ, 134/13.VI. 1928.)

Source 4
Slobodan Jovanovic wrote that Serbian
politicians believed that federalism is
dangerous for state unity:
In its long struggle for state independence, the
Serbs got the real cult of state idea, and it was
enough to say that federalism may question state
unity and the Serbs would instantly be against it.”
Slobodan Jovanovic, Jugoslovenska misao u proslosti i
buducnosti, Beograd 1939, str 3.

Questions for group C:
1. Why was Radic receiving threatening letters?
2. What Radic proposed for re-composition of the country and why was it considered as
undermining the state from within?

Key question for group C:
Whose interests Radic endangered with his critiques and proposals, and what kind of
threats he got because of it?
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Step 2 - Group D
Students to be divided in four groups and sources to be
handed out to them.

Source 1
Just before assassination:

“Punisa

Racic: ... I state now before all of you that Serb
interests, other than when there is a war, have never been
more in danger than now … (humming). And gentlemen,
as a Serb and a Deputy, when I see the danger for my
people and homeland, I openly say I will use other weapon
that should protect the interests of Serbdom… (loud noise
and protests among the opposition).
Svetozar Pribicevic: Do you want London to hear that you
threaten with weapons in here?

Source 2
“Mr. Radic was completely calm that day. There were
no interventions from his lips… Late Pavle Radic was
also very calm… Only Mr. Grandja and Mr. Pernar
showed some temper that day, as they were very
revolted with murder threats… The whole atmosphere
was very charged. Everybody were sensing something
bad was coming, but nobody thought that one of the
biggest tragedies since the establishing of the country
would happen so quickly.”
‘Politika’, no. 7236, 24 June 1928.

Dr. Pernar: You robbed the Beys!
Punisa Racic (getting off the stand): Mr. Speaker, I ask
you to punish him, or I shall (yelling and protests).
Whoever tries to stand between me and Pernar will get
killed! (great noise). In that moment he really went for the
gun. Minister Vujicic who is sitting behind him in the
ministerial bench grabs his hand in the attempt to prevent
him from shooting. Obradovic jumped as well in the same
moment, but Racic, physically extremely strong man,
pushed Obradovic away and shots echoed in the room…“

Source 3
Politika’, no. 7232, 21 June 1928. on page 7, under the
title Racic turns himself in, gives the last sentence of
Punisa Racic before he left the Assembly hall waving
with gun in his hand. He cried: “Long live Srbija! Live
Great Srbija”.

Josip Horvat: Politička povijest Hrvatske 2 str.342-343 (prema
novinskom izvještaju)

Source 4
Reconstruction of assassination according to the data
from ‘Politika’ no. 7236 of 24 June 1928

Questions for group D:
1. What served to Punisa Racic as a
cause for the assassination?
2. What was the description of the
atmosphere in the Parliament just
before the accident?
3. What do you think, was Racic
moving during the speech from his
seat to the stand planned in
advance?

Key question for group D:
Can the event itself offer a conclusion
about some of the causes for the
assassination?
(Z Kulundzic: Atentat na Stjepana Radića, Zagreb, 1967, str.374.)
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After all groups finish their tasks, the teacher writes down on the
board answers to key questions for each group. According to the
answers, jointly make a list of 10 possible reasons for the
assassination.
Students mark all the listed reasons separately on pieces of paper.
Student’s task: Order the possible causes/reasons in the ‘diamond’
according to the importance!

Diamond

The most
important

The least
important
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Students to be divided in 8 groups (roles) of 3-4 students, and hand
them out the sources.
Task: According to the ‘roles’ make a statement as a reaction to the
assassination and death of Stjepan Radic

Group 1
Member of the Croat Party of Right
Justified anger of the whole Croat public over the murder of
Croat people deputies in Belgrade parliament came to its
full expression in yesterday’s demonstrations in Zagreb, as
well as in other parts of Croatia. Bitterness was infinite, so
it was a real miracle there were no more serious
consequences other than twenty injured during the
demonstrations…“
The article is taken from the paper of Croat Party of Right,
‘Croat’, in the column ‘the Zagreb cronicle’.

Group 2
Sekula Drljevic
Sekula Drljevic, a controversial historical person in
Montenegro, in the parliamentary life of the kingdom of
SHS he was one of the leaders of Montenegro federalist
party, and in the elections of 1927 he was elected a
deputy from the list of Croat Peasant Party. In his Political
records under the date 20 June 1928, he wrote his
perception of the assassination:

“From

the ambush, according to premeditated plan,
there was a crime of murder over the Leader and a
Teacher of Croat people and his colleagues. The Leader
died in the moment when the Croat people vested all its
hopes in his victory, and he fell a victim of the criminals in
the moment when the villains saw the possibility of
victory over the Croats only in his death.“
Dr. Sekula Drljević, Politička misao; izabrana djela, uvodna
studija, izbor tekstova i dokumentarnih priloga Danilo Radojević,
Podgorica 2007. godina, str.296.

Group 3
Ivan Mestrovic
Ivan Mestrovic, a famous artist who was engaged in
politics prior to 1918 and was a member of the Yugoslav
Board. “The day after the assassination I met the wife of
Admiral Stankovic. She came up to me and told me, in
French:
These Serbs are not only primitives, but they are
born villains and lying bastards.
Then she told me what the local commander, general
Trnokopovic, told her husband, after admiral Stankovic
said it was a shame to shoot at MPs like that, and in the
parliament building, as it can have not only internal but
also external consequences. Instead of an answer, the
general asked the admiral:
- And is Stipica (Stjepan Radic) dead?
- No, Stjepan Radic is not dead – said Stankovic – but,
according to the reports, severely wounded, his nephew
Pavle Radic and Djuro Basaricek are dead.
- Oh dear, oh dear, how badly he shot then – said
Trnokopovic and added – the consequences will be that
shooting will have to be repeated, should he live.“
http://dazg.chez.com/flashback_6.htm (25.05.2012).

Ivan Meštrović: Uspomene na političke ljude i događaje, Zagreb
1993.

Group 4
Svetozar Pribicevic
Svetozar Pribicevic, a Serb politician from Croatia and Radic’s coalition partner, in his book ‘King
Alexander dictatorship’ wrote about Punisa Racic:
“He was born in Montenegro, but he was raised in Serbia, where he spent all his life. Pasic used him for confidential actions
in Macedonia and Albania. He was a comit in Macedonia and after the uniting he belonged to chetnik’s organization…
He joined the Radical party. He was noticed as a promoter of the idea of Great Serbia.
He organized Radic’s murder upon a higher order he received earlier…”
S.Pribićević: Diktatura kralja Aleksandra, Beograd 1952., fusnota, str.59,60.
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Students to be divided in 8 groups (roles) of 3-4 students, and hand
them out the sources.
Task: According to the ‘roles’ make a statement as a reaction to the
assassination and death of Stjepan Radic

Group 5
Citizen of Zagreb
Stjepan Radic funeral, 12 August 1928.

Group 6
Member of the Serb Radical Party
“Meanwhile, in Belgrade there were practically no
expressions of grief and the Croats assessed that the
reaction to tragic events in Belgrade is completely
inadequate. Governmental media, though
condemning the crime, emphasized the provocative
behavior of the opposition. Such assessments did not
contribute to calming down the situation. Governments’
tolerance of ‘Jedinstvo’ brought no better results.
‘Jedinstvo’ was a paper of extreme radicals and in its first
edition published a few days before the crime they
advocated the ‘removal’ of Radic and Pribicevic.
Izvještaj britanskog diplomate H.W. Kennarda, Britanci o
Kraljevini Jugoslaviji, uredio: Ž. Avramovski, Zagreb, 1986,

http://www.daz.hr/web/cache/preview/
fdb5568d642fbae8f7cae1c3049c69fa.jpg 15 May 2012.

Group 7
Foreign journalist
23 June 1928, the Australian paper The Mail (from
Adelaide) wrote about unrest in Zagreb after the
assassination in the National Assembly, the police
hour introduced in Zagreb because of that, but
also…:
„There has been much ill-feeling between the Croats and
Serbs in the kingdom of Yugo-Slavia. This led to disorder
in Zagreb (capital of Croatia) when it became known that
Mr. Stephen Raditch (Croatian leader and chief of the
Peasants' Party) had been wounded and Mr. Paul
Raditch (his nephew) had been killed by Mr.Ratchitch
(another delegate) during a meeting of the National
Skupshtina (Parliament).“
The Manchester Guardian of 10 August 1928 reports
on the death of Stjepan Radic.
The author critically speaks about the Balkan mentality
where masses follow the leader considering Radic as a
successful populist leader. He emphasized high tension
between the Croats and the Serbs after the
assassination, and concludes:
„The Croats demand Home Rule. With Raditch dead,
they will demand it more than ever. ... Yugo – Slavia has
now begun the darkest days in her all short history. No
one can tell whether she will emerge as a healed or a
broken nation.“
-

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/58553487 20 May 2012.

Group 8
Spokesperson of the Government of Kingdom
of SHS
The Release of new Government published at the
Parliament session of 3 August 1928:
“The event of 20 June that deserves the hardest
condemnation and took two very dear colleagues from us
and wounded a few more must not be the reason to stop
the legislative cooperation, which is so needed by our
state. This tragic event is separated and personal,
and must not be generalized. It is a particular injustice
that the whole parliamentary groups, or even worse, the
whole part of the nation, are accused without reason for
an action they had nothing to do with, and which they
condemn like the rest of civilized world. Such
unapproved sharpening of relations can only be
damaging.“
‘Politika’, no. 7276, 3 August 1928, page 1

According to their roles, students (one
representative of each group) will present their
opinion on the assassination and death of Stjepan
Radic.
The key question should be answered through
discussion:
What was the main reason for controversial
reactions to the murder of Stjepan Radic?
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Ivana Dobrivojevic
Goran Miloradovic

Enda ngered
sta te ?
Th e Te r ror i sm in the K ingd om o f
Yugos la vi a

Key question

Do you think that the usage of terrorist methods for achieving
political goals can be justified?
Topic
The module explores the phenomenon of terrorism in the Kingdom of SHS / Yugoslavia in the
period 1919 – 1934. We have chosen the topic because we wanted to tackle the fight
between the terrorist organizations and state institutions with in the society that struggles for
democracy. The controversy lies in the different perceptions of the terrorist organizations. While
the state, political elite and majority of population is strongly opposing terrorism, the minority
regards them as “freedom fighters”

Learning outcomes:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Students will recognize terrorism as means for achieving political goals.
Analysis of historical sources.
Noticing connections between political circumstances and terrorism.
Comparing terrorism in the past and present time.

Aims
The pupils will a asquare knowladge about terrorisam and terroristic activities of different
political groups in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.

Teaching guideline
Teacher will read introduction and explain the term of terrorism

Step 1: students are informed about the topic through context and questions, they
receive sources for their group and all the photos
90
minutes

Step 2: dividing students into groups and analysis of sources
Step 3: presenting conclusions of each group
Step 4: discussion
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Step 1
Brainstorming

Terms clarification
Theoretical explanation of terrorism
Key terms
Terror: the rule of violence, persecution, physical harm and destruction of the opponent, reign of terror
Terrorism: the systematic use of violence and intimidation for political purposes or in order to extort money
Terrorist: the person engaged in terror, a member of a terrorist organization
Ivan Klajn, Milan Šipka, Veliki rečnih stranih reči i izraza, Novi Sad 2006.

Introduction
Yugoslavia (The Kingdom of SHS) was created in December 1918, and recognized in 1919 at the Versailles
Peace Conference.
Yugoslavia represented a part of the solution for the security in Europe after the Great War. From the Baltic to
the Mediterranean a belt of new states was formed. All these countries were under the patronage of the great
powers that had defeated Germany and its allies during the war.
The main purpose of this “security belt” was to: prevent the Soviet expansion in Europe, prevent any
revanchism of the defeated countries, suppress and stop Italian expansionism on the Balkans.
As a part of the so called “French system”, Yugoslavia fulfilled all 3 purposes.
However, in the interwar period Yugoslavia was seriously endangered by Italy, the USSR and Germany (after
the rise of Hitler). Hungary, Bulgaria and Albania, unsatisfied with the outcome of the WWI and the current
international relations, were constantly supporting all those nationalist groups which were dissatisfied with the
creation of Yugoslavia and the borders established. Thus, the extreme nationalists in Yugoslavia were
strongly supported by Italy and later (in the 1930s) by Germany as well. On the other hand, communists were
relaying on the strong support of the USSR. Various players, including terrorist organizations, dissatisfied with
the new state created a sort of a ‘front’ within the borders of the country.
The most active opponents of the state were the Communist party, VMRO and Ustashas.
The terrorist attacks on Yugoslavia reached its peak during the 1930s.
Ques=ons  (brain  storming):
1.  What  do  you  think  terrorism  is?
2.  In  your  opinion,  what  can  be  the  diﬀerence  between  the  terrorists  and  freedom  ﬁghters?
3.  Try  to  elaborate  why  the  same  persons  can  be  labeled   as  terrorists  in  one  country  and  as  freedom  ﬁghters  in  
another.  Try  to  think  of  some  examples.  
4.  What  are  the  (nega=ve)  eﬀects  of  terrorism?
5.  How  does  the  state  usually  respond  to  terrorism?
6.  Do  you  know  any  examples  of  today’s  terrorist  organiza=ons  and  terrorist  acts?
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Group 1 - VMRO
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Source

1

Macedonian komitadji* action (1919 – 1934)
“Statistics of terrorist actions on this side of border show that from 1919 to 1934, 467 raids, terrorist acts etc.,
organized by the V.M.R.O.** were committed on Yugoslav territory, in the course of which 185 officials and 253
citizens – innocent victims were killed or wounded.
Let us recall only the following incidents of the terrorist campaign: the massacre of the peasants from the villages of
Kadrifalkovo and Susevo – 35 casualties, the murder of general Michael Kovacevic at Stip and the murder of about a
dozen other border guard officers of various ranks; also 10 terrorist acts in public buildings (taverns and restaurants)
taking 94 lives and 28 other acts directed against the railway line or railway property”
* Komitadji, Komite - military units of VMRO

**VMRO – Internal Macedonian revolutionary organization founded by the end of 1893 in Thesaloniki. Unhappy with the Neuilly
peace treaty, the organization tried to change the borders in the Balkans using terrorism methods.
Report of the results of Macedonian komitadji action”, 1. 12. 1934;

Source 2
Terrorist attacks of the VMRO
"Four explosive devices were placed in Belgrade in the night between 30 and 31 May, 1932, as follows: in Milosa
Pocerca street; in the unfinished building of the county office for workers’ insurance in Nemanjina street; on the
fence of the 2nd male gymnasium; and next to the printing house ‘Djura Jaksic’, in the vicinity of the new Assembly
building in King Alexander street. The second and the fourth exploded, while the other two were timely noticed and
disassembled. On September 30, 1932, a courier Djura Kresovic, came to the Officers’ mansion, carrying a small
bag. The servant lady, Spasenija Bozic, who was washing the stairs there, asked him who was he looking for, and
he said he was ordered by a man on the street to wait for certain captain Rankovic, with that bag. Spasenija, not
knowing this captain, directed the courier to the garden, to wait there, so he went out for a while and then returned to
the vestibule saying he couldn’t wait no longer, and that he would return back after a while. Kresovic then turned
towards the exit. That is when a strong explosion happened, … caused by the explosive device in the bag he
carried. The courier, Kresovic, fell heavily wounded and died shortly after from the sustained injuries, while
Spasenija Bozic … was seriously wounded. As it was determined later, the explosion caused a damage of
122.770,24 dinars, on the building and inventory. The explosion ripped off both legs to courier Kresovic, cutting the
blood vessels in both legs and the right arm, causing massive hemorrhaging from which Kresovic died without being
interrogated about the act and the organizer."
AJ, 135 (Drzavni sud za zastitu drzave) – 100 – 38 / 33.

Source 3
Permanent low intensity war on the Yugoslav – Bulgarian border?
"At about 22:00 hrs, our border guards fought with the bandits who tried to cross into our territory. Bandits were
helped by the Bulgarian border guards. The battle was at the outpost Javor Cuka, in the vicinity of the border…
towards the Bosiljgrad county. Rifles, hand grenades and machineguns were used during the fighting. The fighting
lasted some 15 minutes. The bandits retreated under the machinegun fire… they were about five men. According
the information I have, komite might try to cross on the other side of Kriva Palanka county or Bosiljgrad county.
Measures have been taken. Gendarmes and police are in the field.”
Nezavedeno, bez naslova, iz 1933; AJ, 74 (Dvor) – 50 - 68.
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Source 4
Financial effects of the V.M.R.O campaign
“Countless protests made at Sofia requesting the Bulgarian government to check the terrorist campaign of the
V.M.R.O. remained without result. Nothing, therefore, remained for the Yugoslav government, save to secure its own
territory from raids and protect the lives of its citizens by fortifying almost the whole Bulgarian border, about 400
kilometers, at a very considerable cost (about 200 million dinars). Also the strengthening and continual supervision of
the border, railway lines and public buildings in the districts close to the Bulgarian border, demanded considerable
financial outlay (about a milliard of dinars over the fifteen years)
“Report of the results of Macedonian komitadji action”, 1. 12. 1934; AJ (Archives of Yugoslavia), 37 (Milan Stojadinovic) – 22 - 174

Source 5
Assassination of King Alexander
“King Alexander was killed on 9 October in Marseilles, a few minutes after he disembarked the command ship
‘Dubrovnik’ on which he sailed from Yugoslavia. Due to the unseen negligence of French authorities, His Highness
along with French Minister Bartou, was easily scarified to assassin, who was meanwhile identified as a member of
Macedonian revolutionary organization (V.M.R.O) and who certainly … represented means in the hands of those
Croat refugees that were given hospitality and sanctuary by Italy and Hungary over the past 7 years. Armed with an
automatic pistol, the assassin managed to go through a shallow police line and guards, who stood on a mutual
distance of about 4,5 meters, climb onto a platform of the royal automobile and fire about 20 bullets, before he was
slayed by a Calvary officer of the security line. The mob lynched him (the assassin) after that.”
Godisnji izvestaj Nevila Hendersona, britanskog poslanika u Beogradu, za 1934. godinu, Z. Avramovski, Britanci o Kraljevini
Jugoslaviji, t II, Zagreb 1988, 263..

Questions for Group 1
1. What were the terrorist acts of the V.M.R.O?
2. How the terrorist acts might have affected the lives of the ordinary people?
3. In the times of great economic depression, terrorist acts and fight against terrorism caused great
financial loses and enormous military investments. Try to explain why.
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Group 2 - ‘Ustasha activities’

Source 1
Ustasha goals

Source 4
Ustasha terrorist actions

“Bombs are needed, they are
purposeful, they are a time
imperative, with them, with
explosive devices, with killing
ammo we should shake the
unstable walls of the bloody tower
called Yugoslavia. Let the bombs
explode, may their voice echo all
over Croatia, let their number grow
every day” (Dr Branimir Jelic, one
of leaders of Ustasha organization)

At the beginning of August (1931) there was a number of explosions in trains
coming from Austria. In the night of August 2, a bomb exploded in an express
train Munich-Belgrade that went through Austria. The explosion happened
when the train stopped in Zemun, last station before Belgrade Two adult men
and a boy were killed, and one woman was severely wounded. Yugoslav
railroad authorities immediately decided to hold at the border all traveller cars
coming from Austria, and the next day they found explosive in two cars, in the
place of Jesenice at Austrian border. The cars were transferred to a side track,
but the search did not discover two more bombs, hidden behind the seats,
which exploded a few hours later.”

Gric. Evropski prilog Hrvatskog
domobrana, 4. lipnja 1932; AJ, 38
(CPB) – 114 – 565.

Source

2

“It is Ustasha’s duty to avenge. But
not equally! Ustashas, remember,
our ratio is: A head for a tooth, ten
heads for a head! So says the
Ustasha Gospel.”
Ustasa, lipanj 1932, AJ, 135 – 105 –
53 / 33.

Source

3

“Although the Ustasha organization
took as the final goal taking a part
of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia out
of the state as a whole, they are
not attempting to reach that goal
through political – even be it illegal
– means of fighting, but directed
the action to terror, to spread fear
to wide masses of people, through
assassinations, killings of
distinguished persons, demolishing
public objects with explosives, in
particular public traffic installations
and means, causing material
damage, injuries and murders that
have no relation to politics at all.”

Godisnji izvestaj Nevila Hendersona, britanskog poslanika u Beogradu, za 1931. godinu,
Z. Avramovski, Britanci o Kraljevini Jugoslaviji, t II, Zagreb 1988,26.

Source

5

“As a result of a long series of bomb explosions which have killed passengers
and wrecked coaches, no foreign railroad cars were permitted to cross the
frontier of Yugoslavia on Wednesday. Passengers on all trains from other
countries, with the exception of express bound to Italy, were obliged to change
to Jugo- Slavian cars”
“Jugo – Slavian Bar Foreign Rail Cars to Quell Bombing”, Journal, Atlanta, 6. 8. 1931; AJ,
38 – 414 – 565.

Source 6
Ustashas’ terrorist activities
“As a consequence of organizing and training of Ustashas, there followed a
number of terrorist acts in Yugoslavia. I would mention as the most prominent:
Murder of Toni Slegel, Director of newspaper ‘Novosti’ from Zagreb, murder of
police agent Josip Kec and attempted murder of police agent Josip Ban who
was severely injured; murder of police agent Matija Trebski and attempted
murder of police agent Frane Blagovic – all in 1929. Then, in 1930, attempted
murder with explosive on a railroad Strizivojna-Vrpolje-Mihanovci (the bomb was
supposed to explode during the passing of the train taking the group of peasant
representatives to Zagreb). After that, in 1931, there was an explosion of a bomb
in the Ban building in Zagreb and assassination of Andrija Beric, Mayor of Nova
Gradiska. In 1932 there was an explosion of the bomb in 2nd class coach on the
line Osijek-Vinkovci, bomb explosion on the rail track Belgrade-Zagreb .. and
explosions in Zagreb in front of the Orthodox church and in the yard of the 32nd
infantry regiment. In 1933 there was … explosion of a bomb in a police
commissariat in Koprivnica, killing one police agent and severely wounding other
two. This was followed by assassination of a former minister and an MP Mirko
Najdorfer in Zlatar… explosion in Gola, explosion on the railroad at Zapresic,
etc.”

AJ, 135 – 114 – 37 / 34
Nezavedeno, bez naslova, iz 1933; AJ, 38 – 103 - 240

Questions for Group 2
1. Using the sources, try to explain why extreme nationalists dreamt of dissolution of Yugoslavia?
2. Analyzing the sources, try to find similarities in the terrorist actions nowadays and Ustasha organization.
3. Which source shows us the explicit collaboration between the two terrorist organizations?
4. Using the given sources, try to conclude which countries had supported (directly and indirectly) Ustasha
organization?
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Source 1
"A protest of tormented Macedonia”
The enslaved Macedonian nation in the state of King Alexander Karadjordjevic is experiencing difficult times. The
nation was quietly put out of law. It is punished without court and verdict, oppressed and robbed without any law or
civil or human right. Fear rules Macedonia today. Monarchist and militaristic clique in Belgrade decided to suppress
the Macedonian spirit by force and to kill the Macedonian national consciousness. Heads are falling every day,
police and gendarmerie beat people in the streets every day. Every day, quiet Macedonians are being dragged out of
their homes, or prisons, only to be shot a few minutes later by the King’s gendarmes.
There is no certainty of life and property in Macedonia today. Police and gendarmerie own those Macedonian
properties today. Everyone is suspicious, every life is endangered. No one knows whether he will live until the night
falls or be alive in the morning. Belgrade notoriously remains silent about this. Normally talkative and loud Belgrade
press is silent as a tomb when it comes to these horrible maltreatment and murders. If something gets published
about those countless evil deeds, it is associated to Protogerov’s ‘revolutionaries’ from Sofia (Bulgaria). [...]
The people is in a desperate position. On the one hand, Protogerov* is sending his men to commit assassinations,
and innocent Macedonians are their victims; on the other hand the regime uses every such action, be it successful or
not, to greater its terror that brings nothing but evil. And thus, at the price of our lives, they lead the dispute about
who owns Macedonia, and only Macedonians are suffering there, though they have no part in it, and they condemn
the deeds of both sides. [...]“
*general Alexander Protogerov (1867-1928) was the Head of VMRO.
МАКЕДОНСКО ДЕЛО, [Беч-Vienna] год. 3, 25. јануар 1928, бр. 58.

Source 2
Poverty of a part of peasants as a motive to join the Ustashas
“Biograd na moru (Biograd at sea) is the county that borders with the fascist Italy… Our people there struggles not to
fall under the deception of the fascist neighbor, and even more to feed their family. Poverty is all over the county,
people have no income, nowhere to cash its scarce products… The only place where products could be sold is
Italian city of Zadar, as it is so close. Our cities are too far away, the closest one is Sibenik, which is 100 km
distance, and there is no railway. This too great poverty, this real misery, this everlasting walking to Zadar to sell their
products… is one of the main reasons that the population fell for the deceptions by our traitorous sons… They
persuaded the poor peasants to take arms (pistols), to hide it, and to use it when told to do so, for their own defense
and to help them, for soon there will come the time they will be freed from their misery, economic salvation will come,
and better administration that will take care of all their needs and give them better prosperity in life.”
An expose of the Parliament Deputy Josip Antunovic, 42nd regular session of the National Assembly of 17 March 1933, stenograph
notes of the National Assembly, Belgrade 1933, 43.

Source

3

The people, who have been deceived, now realize how untrue were the promises given… It has been ascertained
that rebelling elements who defected to Zadar were promising the peasants in Bankovac and Biograd counties that
all those who take part in, or help the Ustasha action, after its success, will be given land around Vran, at the state
property of Sokolusa.”
Odmetnicka akcija u Severnoj Dalmaciji (15. 2. 1933), AJ, 38 – 12 – 42.

Source

4

“Although some newspapers in their writing created an impression that Zagreb is a home to terrorism, the public is
deeply against it.”
Izvestaj britanskog konzula Makrija iz Zagreba od 26. 12. 1934, AJ, FO 371 – 409 - 19547
.
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Source 5
Yugoslav Memorandum to the League of Nations (1934)
“On 28th November, the Yugoslav government submitted to the Secretary General of the League of Nations a
Memorandum with the documents of alleged accessory of Hungarian authorities. This very elaborate
memorandum contains, inter alia, the following accusations: that terrorists in Hungary are placed in camps with
the knowledge and the approval of Hungarian authorities; that they were aided in smuggling weapons, explosive
and propaganda material to Yugoslavia; that they were trained in bright daylight to use the weapons, which could
not go unnoticed by Hungarian authorities;… that the selection of villains who will perform the assassination in
Marseilles took place in Hungary, from among the specially trained terrorists.
The debate on that Memorandum, which started on 7th December… was marked with sharp differences in
standpoints. In the night of 10th December, after long and difficult negotiations, the Lord Guardian of the Seal, as
a rapporteur, proposed a Statement and a Resolution that were unanimously accepted by the Council. The
Resolution, calling upon the obligation of every state to fight against terrorism and respect the territorial integrity
and independence of other states, inferred that some representatives of Hungarian authorities should, at least, be
responsible for the crime in Marseilles, and asked the Hungarian authorities to sanction those whose guilt can be
established."
Godisnji izvestaj Nevila Hendersona, britanskog poslanika u Beogradu, za 1934. godinu, Z. Avramovski, Britanci o Kraljevini
Jugoslaviji, t II, Zagreb 1988,253 – 254.

Questions for Group 3
1. Having the historical context in mind, try to explain what might have triggered the terrorism in
interwar Yugoslavia?
2. What was the position of (international organizations) League of Nations regarding terrorism?
3. What were the most common motives of individuals deciding to use terrorism?
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All groups receive same photos

Ustashas in training,
Ustashas in training in Italy. Vlado Cernozemski in the
middle

Arhiv Jugoslavije, 14 – 27 – 72

The assassin of King Alexander, Velicko
Dimitrov Kerin (Vlado Cernozemski), in Italy
In Ustashas’ training camp

Ante Pavelic in Italy
In Ustashas’ training camp
Bogdan Krizman, Pavelić i ustaše, Zagreb 1978, str. 128
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King Alexander and Minister Louis Bartou
Assassination in Marseilles

Архив Југославије, збирка фотографија

Архив Југославије, збирка фотографија

Territorial aspirations of VMRO

The VMRO leaflet
Text on the leaflet: Macedonia to Macedonians
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Territorial aspirations of Ustasha movement

Ustasha leaflet
Text on the leaflet:
Independent state of Croatia
The Ustasha Head, Dr. Ante Pavelic, leader of Croat liberation movement
People of Croatia!
Independent State of Croatia must enter the new Europe with the whole marked
national and historical Croatian territory. Creation of the Independent State of Croatia
will be advocated in peace negotiations by Dr. Ante Pavelic, who directed Croat
national politics a decade ago towards the today victorious Italy and Germany; he is
the only one capable of securing the happy future of Croat people.
Give all our confidence to Dr. Ante Pavelic
Bogdan Krizman, Pavelić i ustaše, Zagreb 1978, str. 336.

Questions for final discussion
1. In the times of great economic depression, terrorist acts and fight against terrorism caused
great financial loses and enormous military investments. Try to explain why?
2. To what extent the terrorism changes the political situation in the county?
3. Could the reaction of the state be different? Explain
4. Who endangered the state and in what way?
5. Compare what was the attitude of (international organizations) League of Nations in those
days, and what is the position of international organizations at present regarding terrorism.
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Mire Mladenovski

Assassination
in
Marseilles
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Key question

To what extent the assassination solved the problem of
Alexander’s dictatorship?
Topic
The assassination of King Alexander represents an important event in the history of
Yugoslavia. It also represents the turning point in the political life of the country. The
assassination was covered with a veil of secrecy and there are the different theories about who
was behind the assassination. Therefore, at the same time represents a very sensitive and
controversial topic. There is also the question of the justification of the assassination, as well
as the goals that were expected to be achieved with it.
Learning outcomes:
Understanding the reasons for assassination of King Alexander I. How was it perceived by
those involved and what were the expectations and results of the assassination.
1. The students will evaluate the causes of assassination of King Alexander.
2. The students will analyze and compare the sources.
3. They will identify the importance of the King assassination for the future developments in
Yugoslavia.
Aims
A critical understanding of the complex nature of the past and raising of awarenes for critical
thinking and multiperspective approach in adressing the historical events.

Teaching guideline
STEP 1
Group work - Each group receives the same set of materials to create a timeline.
STEP 2
Group work – analysis of sources ad discussion
STEP 3
Group work – writing a newspaper article
Option 1: watching the film about the assassination of King Alexander I.
Followed by brainstorming to the topic: Assassination – the teacher writes key comments
from the brainstorming onto the board.
90
minutes

Option 2: Brainstorming to the topic: Assassination – the teacher writes key comments from
the brainstorming onto the board.
The task is to write a newspaper article that contains all the comments written on the board.
RECOMMENDED VIDEO MATERIAL FOR STEP 3:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrruCOZwxKA
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Sort the documents chronologically!

Task 1
What was the main
political events before
and after the
assassination of King
Alexander I?

• What were the main political events before and after the assassination of
King Alexander I?
• What were the main events in Yugoslav political life before and after the
assassination of Alexander I?
• The task is to, by comparing seven significant events related to the
Kingdom of Yugoslavia, to order them chronologically. Each event must
contain the date, title, written document, and visual source that refer to it. It is
a group work and each group has the same task. Thereafter, each group will
present the results of its work in front of the others.
• Each group (there are 4 or 5) receives the same set of materials to create a
timeline.

Creation of Kingdom of
Serbs, Croats and
Slovenians

Assassination
of Stjepan Radich

6 January
dictatorship

Assassination of King
Alexander I

1934

1929

1918

1928

Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenians
was formed in 1918 by
the merger of the
provisional State of
Slovenes, Croats and
Serbs, formed from
territories of the defunct
Austro-Hungarian
Empire, with the formerly
independent Kingdom of
Serbia.

Croatian politician and
the founder of the
Croatian Peasant
Party (CPP, Hrvatska
Seljačka Stranka),
Stjepan Radic, was
shot in the parliament
by a Serbian politician
Punisa Racic.

King Alexander I
was assassinated
in Marseilles on 9
October 1934
along with the
French Foreign
Minister, Monsieur
Louis Barthou,
during a state visit
to France.

There was a royal
dictatorship established in
the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes by
King Alexander. It started on
January 6, 1929 when the
king prorogued the
parliament and assumed
control of the state. The
monarchy's name was
changed to Yugoslavia.
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Task 2
What was the political
situation in Yugoslavia
before the assassination of
King Alexander I?

Explain the situation in Yugoslavia!
Explain the political situation before the assassination of Alexander I.
The task is to analyze the political situation in Yugoslavia in 1930s from
the point of view of the King, Ustasa movement and VMRO (Internal
Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation). In front of others each group
explains different point of view. Followed by discussion!
Each group (there are 3) receives different set of documents.

Source 1
THE PROCLAMATION OF KING ALEXANDER, 6 January 1929.
... The time has come when there cannot and must not be any mediators between the people and the King…
The work of parliament and our complete political life are getting more and more negative connotations, causing nothing
but damage to the people and the state. All useful institutions in our country, their advance and development of the whole
nation’s life are thus endangered.
Such unhealthy political situation in the country damages not only the internal life but also the order and development of
the foreign relations of our country, as well as strengthening of our reputation and credit abroad.
Parliamentarism, which remained political mean, as a tradition of my unforgotten father and my ideal, has become an
obstacle for any fruitful work in the country due to the abuse by the blinded political passions. Pitiful conflicts and events
in the National Assembly have raised doubts among the people to the usefulness of that institution. Agreements, even the
most plain relations between the parties and people, became absolutely impossible.
Instead strengthening the spirit of national and state unity, the parliamentarism – as it is – encouraged spiritual and
national divisions. It is my sacred duty to preserve the state and national unity by any means necessary. And I am
determined to fulfil this duty to the end without hesitation.
Keeping the unity and state wholeness, that is the highest goal of my rule, and it must be the greatest law for me and
everyone else. It is imposed on me by my responsibility before the Nation and history. It is imposed on me by my love for
the homeland and a piety for countless precious victims who fell for that ideal.
To look for the cure to that evil in parliamentary changes of government or new elections would be losing the precious
time in vain attempts, which have already taken a few years of our time. We have to seek new methods of work and
make new paths…
Therefore I have decided to abolish the Constitution of the Kingdom of SHS of 28 June, 1921. All the state laws remain in
power, until abolished by my Decree, as needed. New laws in the future will be brought in the same way. The National
Assembly elected on 11 November 1927 is dissolved.
Službene novine Kraljevine SHS, 6. j a n u a r 1929.

Source 2
THE BALKANS ALLIANCE PACT, February 1934
Article 1
Yugoslavia,Greece,Romania and Turkey guarantee mutual safety of their Balkans borders.
Article 2
High contractual parties are obliged to agree about measures to be taken in case of situations that concern their
interests, such as those defined in this agreement. The parties to the contract oblige not to take political actions against
any other Balkans country not signatory to this agreement without prior mutual notification, and not to take any political
obligation towards any other Balkans country without prior consent of other parties to the agreement.
Article 3
... The Agreement remains open to any Balkans country. Its accession shall be subject to favourable review by the
Parties to the Agreement, and it will proceed as soon as other countries signatories notify their consent.
Službene novine, 1934, br. 145-XXXVIII.
http://www.rastko.rs/istorija/diplomatija/pbs_s.html (19.07.2013)
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Ante Pavelić was a lawyer and prominent politician in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, known for his nationalistic
beliefs, particularly about an independent Croatia. From 1927 until 1929 he was a member of
the Yugoslav Parliament where he declared his beliefs
about Croatian independence. During this time he
called on Croats for armed revolt against Yugoslavia,
and after King Alexander I declared his 6 January
Dictatorship he escaped to Italy where he founded the
Ustaša - Croatian Revolutionary Movement. At first it
was a Croatian nationalist movement with the goal of
creating an independent Greater Croatia by means of
armed revolt. In October 1934 he planned the
assassination of King Alexander I .
Ustasha’s

Ante Pavelić

Source 4
CONSTITUTION OF CROATIAN LIBERATION MOVEMENT
....Mission: Ustasha, croatian liberation movement has a task to use all means – including armed rebellion – to free Croatia
from opression, to became fully independent state on its complete national and historical area. When that goal is reached,
the Ustasha movement shalluse all means to defend the independence of Croatia and national specifics of Croats; it will
fight to ensure that only Croat people rule in Croatian state, Croats to be complete masters of all real and spiritual goods in
their country, justly ordered in the spirit of ustasha principles... .
F. Čulinović, Dokumenti o Jugoslaviji: Historijat od osnutka zajednicke drzave do danas, 1968,page 299.

Source 5
PRINCIPLES OF USTASHA MOVEMENT, June 1933
The Croat people are entitled to their sovereign power in their own state of Croatia, to establish again the Independent State
of Croatia on the whole national and historical area. This may be doneby any meansnecessary, including the force of arms...
The Croat people have sovergnity, thus Croats are the only ones who can rule and manage their state and national affairs.
In croatian state and national affairs in independent Croatia, decision-making power must not be given to anyone who does
not have a Croat blood line for generations in the past, and no other nation should ever decide about the faith of Croats and
Croatian state...
http://hr.wikisource.org/wiki/Načela_Hrvatskog_ustaškog_pokreta (19.07.2013)

Source 6
MEMORANDUM OF AUGUST KOSUTIC AND JURAJ KRNJEVIC TO THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
... The absolutistic regimeofthe serbian King has been introducedon the whole state territory of Croatia, denying the primary
rights to Croat people, which are normally guaranteen to any nation. Thus, it is forbidden to use thename of Croat people,
recognized in international agreement as an international factor, for Croats have neither renounced their name nor their
existence in the community of nations. The croatian coat of arms and croatian flag have been banned. Croatian cultural and
scientific societies have been banned and dissolved. Croat language was pushed out of schoolsand public services. History
in school textbooks has been forged and deleted. There is an attempt to stop the cultural advance of Croats, to enstrange
the croat generations, to finally estrange the overall Croat written literature. Croatian religion is being neglected, graves are
being desacrated (e.g. in Zagreb, on 1 November 1929). The Croatian lands were arbitrarily chopped in pieces and
subjected to Serbian domination. Historical state names, such as Croatia and Bosnia, were forbidden. New taxes and other
public duties have been arbitrarily introduced, which are forcefully collected and spent without control, mostly in Serbia.
With the aid of unlimited absolutistic force, they are trying to remove the croatian people parliamentary representation,
though this representation was elected – despite all persecutions – under the leadership of Stjepan Radic, in all elections
thus far (28 November 1920,18 March 1923, 8 February 1925, and 11 October 1927). Regardless of the soul of Croat
people and its clearly expressed will, there is an attempt to replace the representation with functionaries, appointed by the
absolutistic king of Serbia.
F. Čulinović, Dokumenti o Jugoslaviji: Historijat od osnutka zajednicke drzave do danas, 1968,page 299-300.
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VMRO is a Macedonian organization established in 1893. Its basic idea was getting Macedonian independence within
Ottoman Empire, as a transitional phase towards the independence Macedonian state. Over the time, it split into two
factions: VMRO (united) and VMRO (leadership driven).
While VMRO (united) strived for creating of Macedonian
state as a state of Macedons, VMRO (leadership driven)
led by Vanco Mihajlov, advocated creation of
independent state of Macedonia as a second Bulgarian
state, i.e. state of Bulgarian people. This led to large
quarrels between the two organizations of the same
name. The dispute was accompanied with numerous
killings and assassinations.
Ivan (Vanco)
Mihailov

Komiti - military units of VMRO

Source 7
I completely understand why Macedonians earlier talked about autonomy. At that time the whole of Macedonia was under
Ottoman rule; It may, therefore, exist across graiicite Turkish state, in autonomous mode. However, by 1912, could only be
claimed independence. Was placed under the authority of the three different modes, in three separate states, partitioned
as a kind of small Polonia (Poland). In such her position, she would dispose its entire territory, nor with its sea coast, nor
with their trade routes. Would not have carried any name in three parts - one place would be Northern Greece, etc. - South
Serbia, etc. ... Towards indicated here ideas Macedonian movement adheres more than half a century. They support all
liberation circles abroad. We think the idea of
an independent Macedonia and Balkan reconciliation should be more
acceptable today, when so persistently considering the need for peace and unity in Europe.
Македонија. Швајцарија на Балканот, Иван Михајлов, Сент Луис, 1950

Source 8
What is all about?
It seems that in the heart of Europe, barely 48 hrs by train from Lion station in Paris, there is an organization stronger than
the state in which it operates. That organization possesses its country, its newspapers, its police and courts. It collects
taxes, receives money from abroad, condemns to death according to its own moral values. This horrifying organization
sovereignly governs over a part of the country, while the official government leads neither internal nor external politics that
is not in compliance with the positions of this organization. That forced Yugoslavia to place barb-wire along its borders,
and to put its railway and bridges under the constant guarding, as if in a war. These and such things is what is being done
by Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization – VMRO.
Алберт Лондр, Комитаџии, Тероризмот на Балканот, Скопје, Култура, 1996

Source 9
Collaboration with the Ustasha movement
In April 1929 Macedonian National Committee controlled by Mihaylov and Croatian representatives signed the Declaration
on cooperation and the creation of the Independent State of Croatia and Independent Macedonia, as the second Bulgarian
state. On 9 Oct. 1934, the King of Yugoslavia, Alexander I Karadjordjevic was assassinated by joint action of the Croatian
and Macedonian forces. Bulgaria's government, headed by Kimon Georgiev, decided to dissolve IMRO at the end of 1934,
after which, under the leadership of Mihailov, it continued to act abroad, connected with Nazi and pro-Fascist forces of
Germany, Italy, Hungary and Croatia, who worked until the end of World War II.
Зоран Тодоровски, ВМРО 1924 - 1934, Скопје, 1997

1. Explain the aims and ideology of Ustasha’s movement!
2. Explain the aims and ideology of VMRO movement!
3. Point out the similarities and differences between those two movements!
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Task 3
“Who killed” the
King Alexander I?

Write an article! - “Who killed” King Alexander I?
We begin with watching a short film about the assassination or brain storming about
assassination of King Alexander I. Each group gets a certain role of journalists
reporting about assassination of King Alexander I. The Article should contain
predictions of the consequences that may follow after the assassination (war,
democracy, new dictatorship...).
Possible roles are the following (teacher can independently choose the roles):
- A journalist who writes for international newspapers (eg. France, Germany...)
- A journalist who writes for a newspaper from Serbia.
- A journalist who writes for a newspaper in Croatia.
After completing the tasks we read articles and make comments on their contents,
finding similarities and differences, and the reasons for it.
Each group (there are 3) receives the same set of documents.

Source 10
...King Alexander I was assassinated in Marseilles 9 October 1934 along with the French Foreign Minister Monsieur Louis
Barthou during a state visit to France. King Alexander had travelled to France with the aim to strengthen the defensive
alliance against Nazi Germany. The King's death deeply moved the whole of Yugoslavia, and hundreds of thousands of
people paid their last respects all along the funeral route through the country to the royal crypt in Oplenac. King Alexander I
was buried in the Mausoleum of the Church of St. George built by King Peter I. In recognition of his greatest
accomplishments the National Parliament and the Senate of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia proclaimed him King Alexander I
The Unifier.
Official Website of The Serbian Royal Family,http://www.royalfamily.org/index.php?43,en_hm-king-alexander-i-of-yugoslavia (19.07.2013)

Source 11
How Marseilles looked like on 9 October 1934, by Simon Misirlic, correspondent of “L’ Illustrasion”:
"Marseilles glittered in general joy, decorated in flags, three color flags of the same colors – blue, white and red. If
horizontal, they represent Yugoslav flag, if vertical, it is a French three-color. The flags decorated not only the city streets,
but also the suburbs. It was a joyful day, typically in Mediterranean mood, everyone were happy. Restaurants along the
main Marseilles street, the Canabier avenue, and adjacent streets, were filled by loud and cheerful mass of people. Along
the whole planned King’s route, from Old port to the Monument to Thessaloniki front soldiers, terraces and windows were
filled with people, women and children.
Francusei novine "Ilustrasiona", 9. 10. 1934.

Source 12
Hrvoje Matković points (Vlado Chernozemski) as Macedonian.
Pavelic put Eugen Dido Kvaternik as the main leader of the group of assassins. Assassins were prepared in Janka Pusta
in Hungary, hence they arrived to France with forged passports of Austria and Switzerland. In Switzerland they joined Dido
Kvaternik who was accompanied by a Macedonian member of IMRO (Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization),
called “Vlado the driver”. Anyway, IMRO maintained good relations with the Ustasha organization for a common goal - the
destruction of Yugoslavia. Therefore (IMRO b.n) kept sending its members as instructors for guerilla actions. And “Vlado
the driver” was one of them. According to Hrvoje Matkovic, History of the Independent State of Croatia.
Povijest Jugoslavije : 1918-1991 : hrvatski pogled, 1998. Naklada Paviĉiĉ

Source 13
Heroes and Killers
Croats were not experienced in plotting activities.Therefore they welcomed the assistance of their Macedonian brothers,
who already lived and fought nearly half a century in an atmosphere of terror and plots. When Ante Pavelic visited Bulgaria
in 1929, he went to Macedonia to meet with Ivan Mihailov. Both leaders greeted each other warmly. Then they sat down to
work out the details for a joint war against King Alexander. Pavelic asked Macedonian ruler to borrow Ustashi from elite
terrorists and conspirators. One of those Mihailov sent was the future assassin of King Alexander; namely, Vladimir (Vlado)
Georgiev Chernozemski. He was one of the favorite assassins of Ivan Mihailov, since he successfully carried out a number
of tasks. On July 15, 1932, Mihailov hugged Chernozemski at their final parting. 'Now go to our brothers, Croats' he said.
'The fight is the same, only the front is different. The enemy is the same. '"
Херои и убијци, Стојан Христов ,1936
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Source 14
In his memoirs Ivan Mihailov noted that he and Vlado
Chernozemski met in 1922 and that his real name was
Velichko Georgiev Kerin. "Vlado was a very quiet man
and extremely efficient. He hated his friends who
drank. Did not like women. Loved the solitude and read
a lot. He knew to perfection the history of Vasil Levski
and Hristo Botev (Bulgarian revolutionaries). He was a
nationalist.”

Source 17

Македонија. Швајцарија на Балканот, Иван Михајлов,
Сент Луис, 1950

Source 15
October 9, 1934 in Istanbul, Turkey, in the home of
the Bulgarian Metropolitan Andrey Velicki, after lunch
we went to the terrace to drink afternoon coffee.
Around 16 pm, Mihailov looked at the clock and said:
"At this moment something happened that would be
fatal for humanity! Launched new counting the years.
Тhe new calendar begin, calendar of ... World War II!

Known under different
names:
- Vlado Chernozemski
- Vlado “the driver”
- Velichko Dimitrov Kerin
- Vlado Georgiev

Петьр Япов,Пьтуване из дневниците на митрополит
Андрей, глава назадграничната Бьлгарска православна
цьрква,Ню Юрк,1937-1972,Марскилскиятатентат с
участието на Ванчо Михайлов и ВМРО 9
октомври1934,София,2002,19.

Source 16
In honor of King Alexander, Letter by Nikola
Tesla to the Editor of "New York Times"
Enough has been said about Yugoslavia and its
peoples. However, many Americans have the wrong
idea about it because agitators and political enemies
spread rumors about Yugoslavia and its inhabitants,
who belong to different nations, each actively hated
tyrannical power to hold them together against their
will. The truth is that all Yugoslavs - Serbs,
Slavonian, Bosnian, Herzegovinian, Dalmatians,
Montenegrins, Croats and Slovenes belong to the
same race, speak the same language and share a
common national ideals and traditions.
After the First World War, King Alexander has
provided the political unity of the country and
created a rich and powerful country. Slavs are
greeted with enthusiasm, but it took time to people
to adjust to new circumstances. I was born in
Croatia. Croats and Slovenes were never in a
position to fight for their independence. Serbs were
the ones who were the most fought-won freedom
and the price paid with the Serbian blood. All truthful
Croats and Slovenes that they remember with
gratitude. Also, they are aware that the Serbs have
the greatest ability and experience in warfare, and
that are best and most willing to send their forces in
times of crisis for the country.
Since the united efforts of King Alexander, of
Yugoslavia was attacked by political enemies who
have done all that is destroyed, sowing the seeds of
discord and spreading malicious rumors ...

False passport of
Vladeo
Chernozemski

Vlado Černozemski
in uniform of Ustasa

Никола Тесла, Њујорк, 19. октобар 1934.
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Source 18
ALEXANDER ASSASSIN A NOTORIOUS
TERRORIST
Slew a Number who opposed Macedonian
Independence
Vienna - (AP) - The Yugoslav legation here have
revealed the real name of King Alexander’s assassin
was not Petrus Kalemen but Vlada Georgeff
Tschernocemskz, a notorious Macedonian terrorist
and former body guard of Ivan Mihailoff, Macedonian
revolutionary leader now in exile.
Legation officials said the Macedonian had been
using the name Kalemen as an alias. They declared
he assassinated number of those who opposed
Macedonian independence.
He was said to have killed Hadji Inov, Bulgarian
Agrarian leader in 1921...
...In 1932, according to the Bulgarians, Tschernocemskz was engaged as a courier of secret
messages from Macedonian revolutionaries and
Croat Emigration terrorists. He had recently acted as
an instructor in a camp in Hungary, where, according
to Yugoslavs, Croats were trained in the use of
bombs and rifles.
He was born in Kamenitza, in southern Bulgaria. The
identification, it was said, was made by means of
photographs obtained from the French police by two
former Yugoslav Macedonians now living on their
native soil, with whom Tschernocemskz had formerly
associated.

Source 19
The murderer “Vlade the driver” was released
two years ago to be an instructor in Janka Pusti
Sofia, 19 October (by telephone)
For who knows what reasons, regarding the Marseille
murderer, Vlado Georgiev Cernozemski, various versions
are being released here. One of them was the news about
apparent leaving of Vlado the driver from VMRO after
1932. The second one was he was even killed by VMRO
in 1932. Now it is clear that those misinformation was
released on purpose, to cover his trace after 1932.
Namely, he was simply released to be an instructor in
Janka Pusti.
As everybody knows, in April 1929, in Sofia, the
representatives of terrorists from Janka Pusta, signed a
contract with the National committee headed by Dr
Stanisev. According to that contract, their common front
was designed. Their contract was publicized in the form of
a Declaration with signatures of both sides. The same
desire, methods and goals of both groups was pointed out
several times in the press and at rallies.
Politika, 19 Octobar 1932

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/10962918

Source 20
Assassin, a Bulgarian terrorist,
The title of daily newspapers “Winnipeg free Press”,
Canada
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Mire Mladenovski

Ba lk an War s
Fight for Liberation of Conquest?”

Key question

- Were Balkan Wars fought for liberation or conquering?
- What was the significance of Balkan Wars?
Other questions which will be adressed in the module:
1. What is the chronology of events?
2. What were the expectations and justifications of Balkan Wars?
3. How was the wars perceived?
4. What are the consequences of Balkan wars?
Topic
is about the Balkan Wars (1912 - 1913). Special attention is paid to the role of those
involved in the war, with particular emphasis on the expectations and disappointments.
This topic is sensitivy and involve many Balkan countries. This is controversial topic
because of different views on this historic event, and also very sensitive issue in this area.
The main issue is whether these wars were for liberation or wars for conquests?
Learning outcomes:
1. Students will be able to put historical events in the time frame.
2. They will develop the ability of critical thinking and source analyzing.
3. Evaluation of historical events through multiperspective approach
4. The students will recognize the relationship among countries and nations at that time, their
expectations and disappointments during the Balkan wars. They will also understand how
this event influenced peoples’ lives.
Aims:
• Acquiring a multi-perspective view on the Balkan Wars throughr analizyng variety of sources.
• Opening a discusion on the expectations and disappointments from Balkan Wars.
• Getting familiar with a political atmosphere during Balkan Wars and and try to explain
controversial reactions on the event

Teaching guideline
Activity 1
Group Work - Each group receives the same set of materials to create a timeline.
Activity 2
Group Work – analysis of different types of sources and discussion.
90
minutes

Activity 3
Group Work – writing a newspaper article
Activity 4
Group Work - Sorting and determination of the documents and a discussion in an attempt to
answer key questions
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Activity 1

What is the chronology of Balkan Wars?

Each group (there are 4
or 5) receives the same
set of materials to create
a timeline.

The task is to chronologically sort six significant events related to the Balkan
wars. Each event must contain the date, title, written document, and visual
source that refers to it.
In order to achieve this, all sources should be cut to pieces on the working paper
(page 185 and 186) . After that, they should be ranked on a blank paper. This
would create a timeline of major events in the Balkan Wars.
This is group work and each group has the same task. Thereafter, each group
will present the results of their work in front of the other.

TITLES

The Balkan
League

Treaty of
London

Treaty of
Bucharest

The Second
Balkan War

The First
Balkan
War

Independance
of Albania

YEARS

1912 - 1913

1912

1913

28
November
1912

30 May
1913

10 August 1913

TEXTS

Balkan alliance is formed by a
series of bilateral treaties concluded between the Balkan states of
Bulgaria, Greece, Montenegro and
Serbia, and directed against the
Ottoman Empire, which at the time
still controlled much of the Balkan
peninsula.

The combatants were the victorious Balkan League (Serbia,
Greece, Kingdom of Bulgaria,
and Montenegro) and the
defeated Ottoman Empire.
Representing the Great Powers
were Britain, Germany, Russia,
Austria-Hungary, and Italy.

Bulgaria, Greece, Montenegro and
Serbia attacked the Ottoman
Empire, terminating its five-century
rule in the Balkans in a sevenmonth campaign resulting in the
Treaty of London.

The assembly of eighty-three leaders meeting in Vlore in November
1912 declared Albania an independent country and set up a
provisional government

Bulgaria was dissatisfied over the
division of the spoils in Macedonia. Their armies repulsed the
Bulgarian offensive and counterattacked penetrating into Bulgaria, while Romania and the
Ottoman Empire took the opportunity to intervene against Bulgaria and make territorial gains.
In the resulting Treaty of Bucharest, Bulgaria lost most of the
territories it had gained in the
First Balkan War.

Bulgaria was defeated by the
combined forces of Serbia,
Greece, and Romania. Bulgaria
had unsuccessfully contested the
distribution by its former allies of
territory taken from the Turks
during the First Balkan War
(1912–13). According to the terms
of the treaty, Bulgaria was
granted a small portion of
Macedonia and a strip of Aegean
coastline including the port of
Dedeağaç (Alexandroúpolis).
Serbia took northern and central
Macedonia; Greece acquired
southern Macedonia; and
Romania was given southern
Dobruja.

According to article II of the London
treaty, Albania would be recognized
as an autonomous state under the
sovereignty of the Ottoman sultan.

PHOTOS

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:London_Peace_Treaty_Signing_30_May_1913.jpg

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:28nentor.jpg
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POSTERS

http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Balkan_League_poster.png

CARTOON
DRAWING

Teaching modern southeast europian history, Alternative
education material, The Balkan Wars, 2009, p.106
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http://www.robinsonlibrary.com/history/balkan/history/
war1912.htm#.UyWrqWBX4lM

What were the justifications and expectations of Balkan
Wars?

Activity 2
Explain the
expectations from
the war!
Documents for group I

The task is to get through the review of documents, to find out the reasons
for the war (justification and expectations). After that, each group should
explain (in front of the other groups) justifications of wars. Followed by a
discussion!
I group work with a maps and statistics
II group work with a cartoons
III group work with official documents
IV group work with unofficial documents

Source 1
OFFICIAL statistics of the population of Macedonia by country
BULGARIAN
(Kantchev, 1900)
Turks

SERBIAN
(Gopcevic, 1889)

GREEK
(Delyani, 1904)

499 204

231 400

634 017

Bulgarians

1 181 336

57 600

332 162

Greeks

1 181 336

201 140

652 795

Albanians

128 711

165 620

——

Wallachian

80 767

69 665

25 101

Jews

67 840

64 645

53 147

Gypsies

54 557

28 730

8 911

700

2 048 320

——

Mixed

16 407

3 500

18 685

TOTAL

2 258 224

2 870 620

1 724 818

Serbians

Table created by author
according to data taken from
“Teaching modern southeast
europian history, Alternative
education material, The Balkan
Wars”, 2009

Source 2
Aspirations of the
Balkan countries,
according to the
Carnegie Commission

http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/
File:Territorial_aspirations_of_th
e_Balkan_states,_1912.jpg
(19.07.2013)
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Documents for group I

Source 3
Ethnic map of
Macedonia, according
to the Serbian point of
view

SLAVS
Serbo-Croates
Arnautes (Albanian speaking Serbians)
Bulgarians
Macedonian Slavs

Albanians
Greeks
Vlahs
Turks

http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Macedonia__Point_of_View_of_the_Serb
s.jpg
(19.07.2013)

Source 4
Ethnic map of
Macedonia, according
to the Bulgarian point
of view

Bulgarians
Russes
Albanians

Vlahs
Greeks
Turks

http://
commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Macedonia__Point_of_View_of_the_Bu
lgarians.jpg
(19.07.2013)
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Documents for group II

Source 1

Source 2

Entertainment trip!

Albanian cartoon

Give me circular tickets to Sofia,
Belgrade, Cetinje and Athens; optional
return.
-How many tickets, please?
-700,000 or 800,000 for the moment.
Tobias Heinzelmann, Balkanska kriza u
osmanliskim karikaturama. Satiricne novine
Karagjoz i Kalem 1908-1914, Istanbul, 1999

Caricature shows
shows Albania
Caricature
Albania defending
defending itself
itself from
from
neighboring countries. Montenegro is represented as a
neighboring countries. Montenegro is represented as
monkey, Greece as a tiger and Serbia as a snake. Text
monkey,
Greece
tigerfrom
andme!
Serbia
as a snake. Text on
on Albanian:
"Goas
away
Bloodsuckers!"
Albanian: "Flee from me! Bloodsucker!"
Newspaper “Dielli”. 13.02.1913, pg. 3

Source 3

Source 4

Macedonia, Freedom at last

Slovenian
cartoon

Revolution
Istanbul

Source 5
Bulgarian
cartoon

Ilustration: Macedonia, Freedom at last

The
expulsion of
the
Ottomans
from Europe

Punch or the London charivari, Nevember, 27
1912
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Documents for group III
Source 1
TERMS OF THE BALKAN ALIANCE TREATY.
There are two parts to the Bulgar-Serbian treaty. One part created a defensive alliance between the contracting parties, in
which they pledged themselves to "succor one another with their entire forces in the event of one of them being attacked by
one or more States." The other part is the "secret annex," in which they provided for possible war against Turkey, in the
event of internal or external troubles of Turkey which might endanger the national interests of either of the contracting
parties or threaten the maintenance of the status quo in the Balkan peninsula. The important feature of this part is the
agreement as to territorial divisions in the event of a victorious outcome of such a war.
(...) Autonomy was to be given to the intermediate region. If, however, both parties should agree that autonomy for this
region was not feasible, it was to be divided between them according to lines defined in the treaty, with the exception of a
further intermediate region left undivided and to be subsequently apportioned through arbitration by the Czar of Russia.
Anderson, Frank Maloy and Amos Shartle Hershey, Handbook for the Diplomatic History of Europe, Asia, and Africa 1870-1914. Prepared
for the National Board for Historical Service. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1918.

Source 2

Source 3

Manifesto to the Bulgarian People

Announcement by George I

5 October 1912
The humane Christian feeling, the sacred duty to help
your brothers when their very existence is being
threatened, the honour and dignity of Bulgaria
imposed on Me, the duty to call to the colours, the
sons of the country who are ready to defend it. Our
cause is right, glorious and sacred. With humble trust
in the protection and help of the God Almighty, I
announce to the Bulgarian people that the war for
human rights of the Christians in Turkey has been
declared.
I order the brave Bulgarian army to invade the territory
of Turkey! Together with us against our mutual enemy,
and with the same aim, the armies of our allies will
fight, the Balkan countries - Serbia, Greece and
Montenegro. And in this fight of the Cross against the
Crescent, of freedom against tyranny, we will have the
sympathy of all the people who love justice and
progress.

5 October, 1912, TO MY PEOPLE
Our sacred obligations to our precious country, to our enslaved
brothers and to humanity, demand that the State, following the
failure of peaceful attempts to secure the human rights of
Christians under Turkish rule, take up arms in order to put an
end to the suffering they have endured for centuries. Greece,
along with her allies who are inspired by the same sentiments
and bound by the same obligations, undertakes the holy
struggle of justice and freedom for the oppressed peoples of
the Orient. Our army and navy, fully aware of their duty
towards the Nation and Christianity, mindful of their national
traditions and proud of their moral superiority and value,
faithfully enter the struggle ready to shed their honest blood in
order to restore freedom to the tyrannised. Greece, together
with her allies, shall pursue this sacred cause at all costs;
invoking God’s help in this fully justified struggle of civilisation,
we exclaim Long Live Greece, Long Live the Nation.
Gardika-Katsiadaki, Margaritis, The Aegean

Kishkilova, Балканските войни.

Source 4
THE PROCLAMATION OF WAR
My dear Serbs,
What I never had hoped, has happened. Bulgarians, our
brothers in blood and faith, our allies, started an
unannounced war against us. They spilled the blood of their
brothers, allies and inhumanly killed the wounded. They
broke the alliance contract by sword, and destroyed the
friendship and brotherhood. It has been eight days now that
on Ovce field in Macedonia, on old borders of our fatherland,
a fierce battle is ongoing and brotherly blood is being spilled.
(...) Bulgarians forgot the brotherly |Serb aid, spilled blood
and fallen heroes in the fields of Trace! They mocked the
Slavic idea and showed a repulsive example of
ungratefulness and greed. This doing by the Bulgarians hurt
me deeply. It hurt my honest Slavic feelings. May the
responsibility for this crime towards the Slavs and mankind
be borne by those who committed it. And for what? Because
they did not want to discuss peacefully the dispute on
division!
(...). May the God Almighty and heroes’ luck be of help to my
dear soldiers, in this sad, but imposed war.
Belgrade, 25 June 1913. King Peter the 1st (signed)

Source 5
Proclamation by King Nikola of Montenegro,
27 July 1913
Montenegrins!
[…] Overwhelmed by the acquired victories and the
glory of its allies, our fourth companion wanted to
seize our joint exploits by force, disregarding God’s
justice and the fatherly judgement of the Czar Patron
[…] Bulgarians, misguided, detached from our Slavic
flock […] attacked their brothers and allies.
Bulgarians should be prevented from using the same
weapon and instructed to respect mutual interests
and Slavic solidarity. This decision fell very hard on
my heart, because an arm must be cut using an arm,
but we could not do otherwise. My soul is overcome
with sorrow because I have to encourage your
bravery to forcefully repel the Bulgarian attacks, but I
cherish the hope that, once the angel of peace
spreads his wings over the Balkans, a fresh and
strong tree of Slavic unity will grow from our mixed
Slavic blood […]
Nikola (sgd)
At Cetinje, 27 July 1913
Balkanski rat u slici i reči 23, 14 (27) July 1913.
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Documents for group IV

Source 1
Decisions about the attitude that Albanians should adopt, in the case of a Balkan War
- Skopje, 14 October 1912
The branch of the “Salvation” Committee in Skopje and the “Black Society” held an emergency meeting with the subject:
Turkey will bring the war. So how will we rescue Albania?
The decisions taken were:
1. Send a proclamation to the Great Powers
2. Form a group of delegates to break Scutari’s Highlanders agreement with Montenegro.
3. This delegation will have the capacity to unify the Albanian regions in order to rescue the country from the danger of
breaking apart.
The proclamation signed on 16 October 1912 by the “Black Society” stated that: “The Black Society”, as representative of
the Albanian people, is honored to inform you that the Albanian people is fighting not to enforce the Turkish domination in
the Balkans but to take hold of the whole Albanian territory. Therefore, whatever the end of the war may be, Albanians will
never admit any other form of administration for the four vilayets than that of a single government.
Akte të Rilindjes Kombëtare Shqiptare, pp. 255-256.

Source 2

Source 3

Hristo Kabakchiev *on the aspiration of the
Bulgarian towards Macedonia

Dimitrije Tucovic stance towards the Balkan
conquerors of Macedonian in 1913.

... Naturally, Macedonia was the land towards which all
the desires and sympathies of the Bulgarian bourgeoisie
were directed. From that time on the bourgeoisie could
not be separated fro the obsession of “liberating”
Macedonia. On the contrary, the more capitalism
developed, the more its patriotic desire for Macedonia
was stirred up.
... macedonia became the apple of discord among the
Balkan peoples. The great capitalist states aroused the
appetites of those peoples towards Macedonia so that
they might disunite and enfeeble them even more. They
achieved this both by their intrigues among the small
states in the Balkan Peninsula and by the planned stirring
uo of national hostilities within Macedonia...

... We Social Democrats, therefore, we can not ask who
would fall to Macedonia, because we can not agree with
seeing that it belongs to either Serbia, Bulgaria or
Greece, nor be shared among the states ...
The only correct view that we social democrats support is:
Freedom, not oppression, equality, not subordination of all
nations. All this can be achieved not by conquering of
Macedonia by Bulgaria, Serbia and Greece and with
separation between them, but with the full freedom of the
Macedonian population, nationally constituted as an
equal member to enter the Balkan federation. Of course
this same applies to Thrace and Albania.
Historical Archives of Belgrade CPY Vol 3 1950 str.239-242

* Prominent activist of the Bulgarian and international
worker movement

Source 4
Memorandum on the independence of Macedonia submited by the Macedonian colony in St.
Petersburg to the Conference of the representatives of the Great Powers in London
...Now Macedonia is liberated again. But Europe is prone to make the same mistake which was made in 1878. Instead of
prclaming Macedonia an autonomous state, its new liberators have decided to divide it among themselves; we are
conviced and deeply believe that the aware and democratic sections of the Bulgarian, Greek and Serbian people have
not participated in this partition of the Macedonian people. Yet macedonia has all the natural and historical rights to selfdetermination. Over the centuries it has been an autonomous political unit or included in the structure of other states.
This has resulted from its geographical location and individuality. The borders of macedonia are clearly marked by the
mountain chains that surround it and by the coast. This geographical whole anf the whole system of fertile valleys and
fields arrayed like a fan also determine the economic wholeness and visibility of the country...
Documents ofon the struggle of the Macedonian people for independence and national state, Skopje 1985, p. 597
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Activity 3
Write a document about
Balkan Wars!

Documents for group I

How was the wars perceived?
Begins with a brief brain storming on therm “WAR”. On the board, the record
10-15 words arising from brain storming. Then each group gets a certain
role. Possible roles are the following (each teacher can independently
choose roles):
I group - A solder who writes a letter to his family or gives interwiew to news
paper.
II group - A civilian who writes a letter to his family or gives interwiew to
news paper..
III group - A journalist who writes article about Balkan Wars.
IV group - A journalist who writes article about “Albanian question” or
“Macedonian question” during Balkan Wars.
Task to each group is to prepare writen document (letter, article, report or
interwiev depence of the group). While in thus document should be used
all 10-15 words that were previously derived from common brain storming
on theme “WAR”.

Source 1
The expectations of a Serbian soldier
The Serbian soldier, like the Greek, was firmly persuaded that in Macedonia he would find compatriots, men who could
speak his language and address him with jivio or zito. He found men speaking a language different from his, who cried
hourrah! He misunderstood or did not understand at all. The theory he had learned from youth of the existence of a
Serbian Macedonia and Greek Macedonia naturally suffered; but his patriotic conviction that Macedonia must become
Greek or Serbian, if not so already, remained unaffected. Doubtless Macedonia had been what he wanted it to become in
those times of Ducan the Strong or the Byzantine Emperors. It was only agitators and propagandist Bulgarians who
instilled into the population the idea of being Bulgarians. The agitators must be driven out of the country, and it would again
become what it had always been, Serbian or Greek. Accordingly, they acted on this basis. Who were these agitators who
had made people forget the Greek and Serbian languages? First, they were the priests; then the schoolmasters; lastly the
revolutionary elements who, under the ancient régime, had formed an “organisation”; heads of bands and their members,
peasants who had supplied them with money or food, in a word the whole of the male population, in so far as it was
educated and informed.
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Report of the International Commission... , pp.50-51.

Source 2
On June 21 during the battle, I was struck in the left leg and heel, by a ball. Unable to move, I had to stay where I was.
Then some Bulgar soldiers came, and two of them began to rob me. They took from me a leather purse containing 115
francs, a watch worth forty-eight francs, a leather pouch, an amber cigarholder, an epaulette, a whistle, a box of matches,
my cap and its cockade. Having taken all these, they made ready to go, but one of them said, "Let us kill him now!" Then
he sharpened his knife against his gun and gave me three gashes, two on the left, one on the right. The other gave me a
strong blow on the leg and in the right ribs.
A third Bulgar came up and hit me with his musket in the chest. Then they departed.
Received by Lieut. Colonel Zarko Trpkovits.

Source 3
The morale in the Bulgarian army, analysed by the Bulgarian Chief of Staff, years after the war
The morale of our army wasn’t high at all. After suffering privation and diseases for so long, our army felt depressed. The
prolonged political negotiations made our soldiers feel uneasy. They were all homesick and wished they could go back
home as soon as possible. Besides, the idea of waging a war against our allies was not at all popular among the soldiers
and they all wanted it to be avoided.
The officers consistently concealed the fact that there had been demonstrations and riots against the war in the units, as
the Deputy Commander-in Chief had threatened them that they would be dismissed for allowing disorder. Thus, nobody
could tell the truth. Of course, there was some defeatist propaganda by the extreme elements, but it was not as
dangerous as each soldier’s inner conviction that this fratricidal war would not bring any good.
The earthquake in Veliko Turnovo and Gorna Oryahovitsa also added to the depression.
Fichev, Selected Works.
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Documents for group I

Source 4
Extracts from Letters op Greek Soldiers, captured by the Bulgarians in the region of Razlog.
Rhodope, 11th July, 1913.
This war has been very painful. We have burnt all the villages abandoned by the Bulgarians. They burn the Greek villages
and we the Bulgarian. They massacre, we massacre and against all those of that dishonest nation, who fell into our hands,
the Mannlicher .Tifie has done its work. Of the 1,200 prisoners we took at Nigrita, only forty-one remain in the prisons, and
everywhere we have been, we have not left a single root of this race.
Teaching modern southeast europian history, Alternative education material, The Balkan Wars, 2009,

Source 5
Letter from Ippokratis Papavassiliou to his wife, Alexandra Sneftsi, 23 June 1913
My Dearest Wife,
During the Turkish campaign I used to write to you from Turkish villages. Now, during the Bulgarian campaign I am writing
from Bulgarian places. I wrote again to you two days ago, my love, immediately after the battle of Kilkis–this great
triumph. Kilkis was the den and sacred town of the Bulgarians and the komitaci guerrillas, as well as the birthplace of
Danef. After the battle they set fire to it. It was a grand spectacle; it burned for two days; the people, all Bulgarians, had
already left it. Our army, my dear, is constantly advancing en gallopant, pursuing the blustering Bulgarians who flee like
hares, the scoundrels. They run too fast for us, but we’ll get them–they’ll have to stop somewhere. You cannot imagine,
dear, the picture this war scene presents. Everywhere we go we come across desolation and misery; the Turks, who
seem to have suffered a lot under the Bulgarians, are now avenging themselves by burning down their villages and
produce. There is always a burning village in sight. The Bulgarians have fled; there are no more Bulgarians in Macedonia;
the monsters have left for good; and you should see what laches (cowards) they are: the prisoners we take all tremble
with fear. How happy I am that this war came to rid us once and for all of these bullies, to force us to get to know each
other, to enable us to remove their lion’s hides and expose them, as their impudence had tricked the world into calling
them ‘Prussians of the East’, those ridiculous, stupid people! Not content with what they already had, the cheating
scoundrels, they wanted to seize the share of their allies, those who helped them in their conquests and without whom
they would have long perished under the Turks. Now they will lose everything they had. They deserve it. They are a living
example of the myth with the dog and the meat.
I feel you are always at my side, you and our dear children. I yearn for you, but the victory is a solace and relief, because
it means that our separation will not last much longer. I don’t suppose the war will take more than a fortnight now.
What does Evgenios have to say now about the Bulgarians, whom he admired so much?
With all my love, Your husband Trichas, pp.318-319.

Source 6
Bulgarian general concerning the safety of the life, property and honour of the population of the
liberated territories
Lozengrad, 13 December 1912
Some information has reached the headquarters, which unfortunately makes us suspect, that certain people and officers
had dared to resort to plunder and violence against the civilian population in the conquered territories. As, on one hand,
such extremely reprehensible and inhumane acts compromise the Bulgarian nation, and on the other hand shake the trust
of our would-be subjects, especially that of the civilian Muslim population, in the capacity of our country to secure their
honour, property and life, I order:
1. The army commanders and the military governors must take quick and strict measures, so that prosecution is set in
motion for such acts committed in the area occupied by their armies; the culprits must be immediately taken to court,
irrespective of their rank and position. All the commanders must be warned to punish such criminal acts mercilessly,
bearing in mind the responsibility they will have otherwise.
2. Strict measures must be taken to establish order and discipline in the rear. Anybody who does not belong to the army
or work for it must be sent back to Bulgaria. Everybody who belongs to the army, but because of their unreliability could
compromise service in the rear, must be sent to the front-line.
3. All the ranks should be warned that the civilian population of the occupied territories, irrespective of their nationality and
religion, is
under the protection of our military laws and any unjustified violence and injustice against it will be prosecuted by the
same laws. In order to achieve this, I appeal to all the military and civil authorities to co-operate.
4. In conclusion, I would like to remind you that we had started this war in the name of a highly human idea, i.e. ‘to
liberate these people from a regime, which is unbearable in its violence and injustice’. God helps his brave Bulgarian
sons to succeed in achieving this noble aim. At this moment I appeal to them not to allow some of their fellow men to
compromise their great and glorious exploit, in plain sight of the civilised world, with such acts.
V. Georgiev-St. Trifonov.
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Documents for group II
Source 1
EVIDENCE OF RAHNI EFFENDI, of Strumnitsa.
... A local gendarmerie was a appointed and a gendarme and a soldier were told off to go round from house to house,
summoning the Moslems, one by one, to attend the commission. I was summoned myself with the rest.
The procedure was as follows: The Servian commandant would inquire, "What kind of a man is this?" The answer was
simply either "good" or "bad." No inquiry was made into our characters; there was no defense and no discussion; if one
member of the commission said "bad," that sufficed to condemn the prisoner. Each member of the commission had his
own enemies whom he wished to destroy, and therefore did not oppose the wishes of his fellow members. When
sentence was pronounced the prisoner stripped of his outer clothes and bound, and his money was taken by the Servian
commander. I was pronounced "good," and so perhaps were one-tenth of the prisoners. Those sentenced were bound
together by threes, and taken to the slaughter house; their ears and noses were often cut off before they were killed. This
slaughter went on a month; I believe that from three to four thousand Moslems were killed in the town and the
neighboring villages.
ABDUL KERIN AGA, of Strumnitsa, confirmed the statements of the previous witness. His own son was brought
bound to the gate at his house; he then went to Toma, the chief of the Bulgarian bands, and tried to bargain with him for
his son's life. Toma demanded a hundred pounds; he had previously paid on two different occasions 50 (pounds) and 70
(pounds) to save this same son. He told Toma that he had not the money ready, but would try to sell a shop if the
Bulgarians would wait until evening. Toma refused to wait and his son was shot.
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Report of the International Commission... , page 73

Source 2
The Carnegie endowment for international peace comments upon the ‘parallel’ losses from the burning
of villages and the exodus of people
The burning of villages and the exodus of the defeated population is a normal and traditional incident of all Balkan wars
and insurrections. It is the habit of all these people. What they have suffered themselves, they inflict in turn upon others. It
could have been avoided only by imperative orders from Athens, Belgrade, and Sofia, and only then if the church and the
insurgent organisation had seconded the resolve of the governments. A general appeal for humanity was in fact published
by the Macedonian insurgent “Internal Organisation”, but it appears to have produced little effect.
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Report of the International Commission... , pp.73

Source 3
Martulkov’s memories about the first contact between the Serbian army and the citizens of his native
town Veles, in the fall of 1912
Since the very beginning the Balkan allies – the ‘liberators’ - marked great victories against Turkey. On the occasion of the
Serbian army occupying our town Veles, we the citizens received the ‘liberators’ very solemnly. One should recognise the
fact that in the first days of the war, the largest part of the population –with few exceptions– was deliriously happy. The end
of the five centuries of the Turkish yoke had finally come! We were filled with the hope that favourable conditions for a better
life and reconstruction would come, putting an end to the difficult past and protecting the interests of the Macedonian
people.
But, unfortunately, from the very first days, the kind of winds that were blowing amongst the allies – ‘liberators’ – and the
kind of surprises that could be expected in the near future could be seen … Our ‘liberators’ were not hiding their greatSerbian aspirations. When they started a conversation with a citizen, the first question was ‘What are you?’– and if they
received the answer that he or she was not a Serbian, they would continue: “It was that way until now, but it will change in
the future. The Bulgarians were working on you a lot to make you Bulgarian. But now you will become good Serbians… You
should know: where the Serbian foot steps, there it will be a Serbian”.
Martulkov, Moeto učevstvo…, pp. 243-4.

Source 4
Leon Trotsky, the most famous figure of the Russian Revolution in 1917. The addition of Lenin, was
sent to report on the Balkan wars of the Russian daily Kievskaya
"Komitađi (Bulgarian and Serbian rebels) start automatically when become dark. Fall into Turkish and Albanian houses and
many times the same is happen: steal and slashing. Skopje has 60,000 inhabitants, half of whom are Albanians and Turks.
Some fled, but most remained. Now they have become the victims every night bloodshed. "
Trotsky had expected to report on the military victory of the Slavs, but after seeing the brutal massacres, he decided to
return to Russia: "I did not have the strength to make it through, I could not breathe. My political interest and enormous
moral curiosity to see what was going on was gone. All that remained was the desire to escape as soon as possible. "
The War Correspondence of Leon Trotsky: The Balkan Wars 1912-13,
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Documents for group III

Source 1
WAR IN THE BALKANS - I
Greedy and corrupt Europe for hundreds of years, leave the Turks to torture on animal way, to kill, innocent Christians,
which is the fault of the civilized and cultural Europe misfortune befell them I still keep it trapped religious fanatic monster
creature in human, which is called a Turk.
It all suffer, leave supposedly progressive, cultural, humanitarian Europe, as well as the cultural envy of Europe,
insatiability and gluttony, otherwise personality and corruption in this "civilized" era, hampered until now always honestly,
who would be raised in defense of the oppressed and martyr, to free them from bloodthirsty beast.
Thus, the Turk remained quietly at the sight of cultural philanthropy and Europe slaughtered, supplies, burned, assaulted
women, youthful children and the infirm elderly women. If that whenever people martyred in despair and tried to raise
shook off the yoke of the Ottoman beast, that you immediately cultural Europe, where members would help to suppress
wild beasts desperate moans and cries hungry and weary of Christian poverty. All this in the name of fake and tainted
cultural civilization of Europe ...
Daily paper, NASA SLOGA, Pula, 17 October 1912

Source 2
WAR IN THE BALKANS - II
The Balkan countries surely don’t enter the war only to obtain that little promises for reforms in Turkey, but also with the
hope of getting complete autonomy for the Christian provinces, or at least to widen their territory (…) Of course, the final
success of the Balkan countries depends on their readiness for war and the understanding and carrying out of their mutual
interests. If this Alliance is based on a solid foundation, its success is guaranteed; they will be able to oppose all external
attempts as a whole, as a new authority.
The Obzor (The Horizon), daily paper in Zagreb, 10 October 1912

Source 3
A Slovenian perspective on the situation in Macedonia
... No Slav would think of setting fire to this dispute; even the Russians, as the oldest brothers avoid interfering directly in
the conflict as arbiters. […] The “Russian Word” (“Ruskoje Slovo”) explicitly warns the Serbs – and implicitly also the
Bulgarians - that in the case (of the war) they should not reckon upon Russian support nor on the sympathies of the
Entente…” A new Balkan War should in no way be allowed.
The Great Powers have the necessary means at their disposal to put an end to the stupid disputes and intransigence of
one or the other side. Such a measure is the autonomy of Macedonia – it is clear that such a measure will be taken only in
an extreme case, when all the other means become ineffective”.
The opinion of the Russian newspaper is nothing new to the world. It has been known in smaller circles in the Balkans for
months that a party exists–a more or less important one - which would like to create an autonomous Macedonia; this is
the party of separatists. They act secretly, and it is clear why. But if they get support from such a strong side as the
Russian one, this can pluck up their courage, they can soon get new followers and the future can unexpectedly smile on
them.
Slovenec, 122, 31 May 1913

Source 4
An excerpt from an article in a Bulgarian newspaper, 26 July 1913 - THE PEACE TREATY IS SIGNED
The peace treaty has been signed in Bucharest, but there will be no peace at all in the Balkans. There cannot be peace
where there is violence. The peace treaty signed in Bucharest is an approval of the most brutal violence. Bulgaria will
never be reconciled with it. Truncated, narrowed at its borders, plundered, stifled, raped, it will start working within its
frontiers to strengthen its economic, cultural and physical powers ten times over, so that, at its earliest convenience, it will
take what belongs to it, both by national and historical rights.
Народна Воля [Narodna Volya]53, No.58, 26 July 1913 in Kishkilova, Балканските войни.
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Documents for group IV

Source 1
Excerpts from two of the newspapers published in Albanian abroad, expressing two different attitudes
towards the First Balkan War
A. FROM A NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED IN BOSTON
The Great Meeting that the patriots held in Boston on 6 October 1912 is remarkable in the history of the Albanian
movement. Other meetings that were held in America have expressed the patriotism and the ideals of our youth. But the
meeting on 6 October displayed another unexpected and very remarkable thing, because it was rare: I want to talk about
its political meaning.It wasn’t an insignificant occurrence to have patriots gathered from all corners of America and
unanimously declare that the interest of Albania is the total union with Turkey against the Balkan countries. Albania is in
danger of being divided and it can be saved only by its supporters and friends. This meeting is the reason which
influenced, to a certain degree, the Ottoman government to protect Albania’s rights in the Conference of London. It cannot
be denied that, if Turkey wanted to give up the protection of Albania, it would be in her interests to give Greece, Serbia,
Montenegro what these countries require, and to make peace with these Kingdoms and then it would be left to face only
Bulgaria. But our unified actions made her milder, and our policy made her understand her faults and the damage she
caused in the past, and she wanted to reward us by insisting that Janina, Shkodra and, if possible, Monastir, be part of the
new Albania.
Dielli (The Sun), 19 December 1912, p. 1.

B. FROM A NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED IN SOFIA
This program of the four united Powers is a desirable one, therefore the Albanian nation must not unite with Turkey and
fight together with the one that is sentenced to death. It should raise its voice and demand its rights from the Great
Powers. It should be presented all over the world that the Albanian nation is under slavery and for 4 years now it has been
fighting and asking for Albania’s autonomy.
“Mbi Aleancen Ballkanike” (About the Balkan lliance), Liri e Shqiperise, (Albania’s Freedom) 12 October 1912, p. 1.

Source 2
The destruction caused by the war in the villages near Shkodra and peoples’ agony in trying to find a
“valid” reason for their misery –An account by Mary Edith Durham
Some districts were so large it took me three days of ten or twelve hours to ride around them and assist them and return to
Scutari. In all, I visited some 1,022 burnt-out families near Scutari. The most piteous thing of all was that so few of the
unhappy victims had any idea why this ruin had fallen upon them. Women with starving children would ask: “Why did the
Great Kings (the Powers) let soldiers come and rob us and kill us? We were doing no harm. And they took our goats, and
our sheep – everything, everything. And when my husband tried to save the sheep, they shot him. Our house is burnt. We
are starving on the highroad.”
M. Edith Durham, p.296.

Source 3
Telegram from the Head of the Albanian Provisional Government sent to the foreign ministers of
Montenegro, Serbia, Bulgaria and Greece, 29 November 1912
I would like to inform Your Excellences of a remarkable event in the national life of the Albanians.
The representatives from all the Albanian regions, of different religious affiliations, gathered yesterday in a National
Assembly, in the city of Vlora, declared the independence of Albania, and elected a Provisional Government.
Albanians are happy to join the family of the free nations of East Europe, having no other aim than to live in peace with all
their neighbours. Hoping that this change in the national life and the Provisional Government will be recognised by the
Governments of Your Royal Highnesses; that every hostile action from your armies inside our national land will cease and
all the Albanian territories occupied by the Allies’ armies now, will be free again.
Qeveria e Përkohëshme e Vlorës…, pp.42-43.
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Documents for group V

Source 1

Source 2

About Ohrid - Debar Uprising writes in his
biography and writer from Struga, Risto
Krle.

Tikvesh uprising

“In willages Rajca and Prnjezi in Albanija near to
border with Macedonia, opposite of mountan
Jablanica have acumulate many Albanians and
Macedonians refugees, including Milan Matov, vice
priminister of Albania, Easad Pasha, former sultan
General and many others. They were provided
great hospitalty. Macedonians and Albanians
refugees formed their own sepate head quorters.
Members of two head quorters.
Their aim was the liberation of Macedonia and joint
taking power into their own hands. Common
headquarters of Macedonian-Albanian rebellion
was based in the village Rayjo.
Risto Krle Autobiography, Skopje, 1990, p. 164

Source 3
To the Governments and the Public of the
Allied Balkans States
The Macedonians have continually, over the
centuries, risen up and fought for independence
and freedom, and by their persistent struggle aided
the liberation of Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria…
More then on hundred thousand Macedonian
fighters have fought shoulder to shoulder with the
allied armies… Instead of Macedonia, celebrated
by Alexander of Macedon, consecrated by the
Apostle St. Paul, dignified by the activity of the holy
brothers SS. Cyril and Methodius…instead of
united, integral and free Macedonia, European
diplomacy, and alongside it, you, too, our brothers –
allies and liberators, are tearing us into pieces and
defiling our sacred ideals… Remember, brother
Bulgarians, Serbs and Greeks, that you were
reborn to start a new life only after 14 bloody wars
of Russia against the Ottoman Empire…
Remember that a dismembered Macedonia will be
an eternal apple of discord among you. Remember
that also in the past times of history one after
another state perished in the struggle for
Macedonia and do not continue the bloody list of
the dead in the present time… Macedonia should
be an independent state within its ethnographic,
geographical, cultural and historical boundaries,
with a government accountable to a national
assembly… a national representative body should
be established…in the city of Salonika, elected by
general vote. Brother allies and liberators! We hope
that our words will reach your hearts and minds…
St. Petersburg, Signed by the authorized
representatives
Taken from Makedonskii Golos, St. Petersburg, pages
52-55.

Tikvesh uprising was first organized mass popular armed
resistance to Serbian rule which occupied Vardar Macedonia
after the withdrawal of Turkish forces in the First Balkan War.
The uprising began on 19 June 1913, in Tikveshija and lasted
seven days. Tikvesh uprising is the result of Tikvesh population
spontaneously organized and managed by local activists,
revolutionaries and dukes of the organization, supported by
troops of IMRO.
Violeta Achkova and Nicholas Žežov "treason and assassinations in
Macedonian history", Skopje, 2004th

Source 4
The idea of an autonomous Macedonia, questioned
by a French journalist, August 1912
Are we going to apply this progression towards the autonomy of
Macedonia? The idea of a Macedonia for the Macedonians has
progressed in these last few years and tends to replace the idea
of a more dangerous breaking up of Macedonia and its division
between the different Balkan States. But the convulsions which
have been continuously disturbing this province seem to
originate in a Bulgarian movement rather than a Macedonian
movement. In these conditions, it would be difficult to organise
Macedonian autonomy without considerably favouring the
Bulgarian party by sacrificing other nationalities’ parties. This
would provoke apparently desperate outbreaks of resistance
even in the heart of Macedonia. Finally, we should not forget
that the Greeks and Koutzo-Vlachs (Romanians) of Macedonia,
for fear of hegemony of Slavic elements, are in favour of the
status quo.
AlbeÅLric Cahuet, “La situation en Turquie et la proposition Berchtold”,
L’Illustration, 3626, 24 aou^t 1912, p. 123.

Source 5
Serb authorities not
only in Ohrid but
wider in western
Macedonia were
informed that
preparations are
being made for lifting
the insurgency in the
region. For these
preparations Mirko Novakovic - Chief of Staff of Bitola
District, the 12th September 1913 year. by telegram, notify
the Ministry of Interior in Belgrade, included
"Chief of the Prespa area occurs that appears anarchist
bands led by Peter Chaulev and Krste Trajcev, Bulgarian
leaders, with their Chetniks and are threatening greater
danger than the Arnauts and that in case of intrusion of these
bands can raise all the villages and cities ... and it is ready.
page 57-58
P.. Mitreska, Serbian documents the history of the Ohrid-Struga
region (1890-1940) Struga, 2002 str.182 dok.107
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What are the consequences of the war?

Activity 4

Students will analyse documents and then will determine to which term
they belong and why. Terms are the folowing:
- Remarkable
- Remembered
- Resulting in change
- Resonant
- Revealing
This discussion should forward and should give an answer to the second
key question. Also to answer the question: Why the Balkan wars are
controversial and sensitive even today!

Sort documents!

Documents for all groups

Source 1
Balkan Wars statistics
Area in square miles
Before the war

Estimated population

After the war

Before the war

After the war

-

11,317

-

850,000

Bulgaria

33,647

43,310

4,337,516

4,467,006

Greece

25,014

41,933

2,666,000

4,363,000

3,474

5,603

250,000

500,000

Romania

50,720

53,489

7,230,418

7,516,418

Serbia

18,650

33,891

2,911,701

4,527,992

Turkey in Europe

65,350

10,882

6,130,200

1,891,000

Albania

Montenegro

Source 2

Source 3

Source 4

Serbian postcard from
Balkan Wars

Defeated Ottoman
troops withdrawing

Grave in village near
Bitola, Macedonia

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Ottoman_soldiers_after_the_First_
Balkan_War.png

"Greetings from the Serbian coast.
Durres. Souvenirs from the first
Serbian harbor."
http://sh.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Datoteka:Pozdrav_sa_srpskog_primo
rja.jpg
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Herein lies the
Liskovski Petko
1882 - 1970
Turkish solder 1910-1912
Serbian solder 1914-1915
Bulgarian solder 1916-1918
The last gift of grandchildren
Hristo, Krste and Mishko
http://www.telegraf.mk/aktuelno/
makedonija/102400-bitola-nagradatamende-petkovski-za-novinarkatazaneta-zdravkovska

Source 2

Source 8

Proclamation of an independent Albania

Poster issued in Greece in 1912 years

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:28nentor.jpg

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:New_Greece.jpg

Source 9

Source 6

Zebrnjak, memorial ossuary of Serbian soldiers
from Balkan Wars, Kumanovo, Macedonia

Changing signs at the railway station in Skopje
after entering the Serbian army in the city

http://www.va.mod.gov.rs/cms/view.php?id=10479

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Skoplje_1912.jpg

Source 3
Divided
Macedonia after
the Balkan wars

http://
www.kirilica.com.mk/
vest.asp?id=76676
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Iljo Trajkovski

Pa ri s peace
conf eren ce
Creation of the Common State – Kingdom
of SHS and the Great Powers

Key question

To what extent the Paris Peace Conference proved to be
significant for the people of the Balkans?
Topic:
Main topic in this module is period at the end of the First World War, Paris Peace Conference
and creation of the Kingdom SHS/Kingdom Yugoslavia. This module is relevant for all states
involved in the project, and is very controversial and sensitive issue. Creation of the new state
is starting point for many conflicts and wars during 20th century on the Balkans.
Learning outcomes:
• Acquiring basic knowledge about Paris peace conference. Who was involved, when and
where this events took place?
• The students will assess the significance of Paris peace conference, expectations and
disappointments among people in the Balkans.
• The students will analyze the significance of the decisions of Paris Peace Treaties for small
nations and how they affected the Balkans.
• They will apply the knowledge about Paris peace conference in relation to the situation in the
Balkans in present time.
Aims:
• An overview of expectations and disappointments from Paris Peace Conference and
especially from the new state recognized at the Paris Peace Conference
• A critical understanding of the influence of the world politics on the situation on the Balkans

Teaching guideline
Step 1 - Introduction (contextualization). Teacher present the theme, read introduction and
explain different type of sources. Also groups of four will be made for working with first group of
sources.
Step 2 – First two activities will be working at same time but in different groups. After making at
least 6 groups of students with 4 students in each group, teacher will give first two sources
from Activity I to first 3 groups of students and to other three groups he will give sources from
Activity II. They will have minutes to explain their conclusions and teacher randomly will chose
one group for Activity I and one group for Activity II and comments are welcomed from other
groups.
Step 3 – Again next two activities will be working at same time like before. But teacher now will
take one student from each group of students and now six groups will be composed of three
students and seventh group will be composed from 6 students. Activity III have three groups of
sources and three questions to answer. Each group of sources and each answer will be given
to two groups of students. Seventh group of students will doing Activity IV or they will get The
Fourteen Points of USA president W. Wilson a source and they will answer to questiones.
90
minutes

Step 4 – Teacher rendomly will ask groups to answered questiones and will try to involved all
students to add or coment answers.
Step 5 – Second class (45 minutes). Techer will give some introduction about theme or even
he can prepare small context with basic information about Kingdom of SHS\Kingdom
Yugoslavia. He can also use two maps of Balkan Peninsula from 1913 and second map from
1919.
Step 6 – Teacher will form 4 groups with 6 students in every group and he will give them Flag
and the Coat of Arms of Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians and also money which were
used in Kingdom SHS/Kingdom Yugoslavia. Students will work on the Activity V.
Step 7 – Teacher will merge groups in two groups, so they can work with bigger number of
documents and sources. Students will start with Activity VI, and both groups will work on a
chronological timeline and they will placing information from sources on the timeline.
Step 8 – Last minutes both students and teacher will try to find answer of the key question How far the Paris Peace Conference did prove to be significant for the people of Balkans?
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Activity 1

Students divided in groups of four to discus and to
analyze cartoon using these four questions
1. Describe what you see on this cartoon!
2. Why are those figures on this cartoon?
3. Why is this cartoon titled “The Crime of the Ages”?
4. Please answer the question at the bottom of the cartoon.

Source 1
The main goal of this Conference was to punished the Central powers states which was considered
responsible for the outbreak of the war Several once-great European empires were shattered and others
were fatally weakened. The fall of an empires opened opportunities for previously subject peoples and small
nations throughout Europe
Margaret Olwen MacMillan, Paris 1919: Peacemakers: Six Months That Changed the World, London 2003.

Source 2
WWI political cartoon - The Crime of the Ages - Who Did It?

http://history148-20thcenturyusa.blogspot.com
Chicago Tribune, USA, 1914.
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Activity 2

1. Compare those two maps and find out what are the consequences
from Paris Peace Treaty in Europe
2. Read text on the cartoon and find out how and why cartoon is
connected with maps

Source 2
Map of Europe in 1919

Source 1

http://florigkor.com/WALL5295708.gif

Source 3
Bulletin
The Paris peace conference is
radically change the map of
Europe
- All my years of study wasted!

Cartoon “Redrawing Europe” published
18/02/1919, Berryman Political Cartoon
Collection
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Map of Europe in 1914

Activity 3

1. Compare first four sources and find out are there any common aims
2. Compare speech of US President Woodrow Wilson with the statement of the
German Foreign Minister
3. Analyze the map and find out which new states emarged

Source 1
“The Big four” Allied leaders who met at the Paris Peace Conference

Georges
Clemenceau

Woodrow Wilson

David Lliyd George

Vittorio Orlando

Council of Four at the WWI Paris peace conference, May 27, 1919
http://www.europeana.eu/portal

Source 2
Statement by David Lloyd George, British Prime Minister, 5 January 1918
The first requirement … [is the] independence of Belgium, and such reparation as can be made for the
devastation of its towns and provinces. This is no demand for war indemnity, such as that imposed on
France by Germany in 1871.
… We believe, however, that an independent Poland comprising all those genuinely Polish elements who
desire to form part of it, is an urgent necessity for the stability of Western Europe …
… Finally, there must be reparation for injuries done in violation of international law. The Peace Conference
must not forget our seamen and the services they have rendered to, and the outrages they have suffered for
the common cause of freedom.
Statement by David Lloyd George, British Prime Minister, 5 January 1918, regarding British war aims. From Encyclopedia of
International Affairs, edited by J.C. Johari, Ammol Publications P, 1997
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Source 3
Letter from Aristide Briand to Jules Cambon
dated 12 January 1917

Source 5
Centrale Europe after World War I

In our eyes, Germany must no longer have a foot
beyond the Rhine; the organisation of these territories,
their neutrality and their temporary occupation must be
considered in exchanges of opinion between the Allies.
It is, however, important that France, being the most
directly concerned with the territorial status of this
region, should have the casting vote in examining the
solution of this serious question.
Excerpt from a letter from Aristide Briand to Jules Cambon
dated 12 January 1917, published in The Foreign Policy of
France from 1914 to 1945 by Jacques Néré, Routledge
Publishers, 2002, p. 267. Briand was Prime Minister of France
eleven times and often Foreign Minister at the same time.

Source 4
Speech of the President of the USA Woodrow
Wilson, given on 8 January 1918.
What we demand in this war, therefore, is nothing
peculiar to ourselves. It is that the world be made fit and
safe to live in; and particularly that it be made safe for
every peace-loving nation which, like our own, wishes to
live its own life, determine its own institutions, be
assured of justice and fair dealing by the other peoples
of the world as against force and selfish aggression. All
the peoples of the world are in effect partners in this
interest, and for our own part we see very clearly that
unless justice be done to others it will not be done to us.
Excerpt from a speech about the Fourteen Points given on 8
January 1918 by Woodrow Wilson, President of the USA
http://www.firstworldwar.com/source/fourteenpoints.htm

- Pre-war Boundaries
- Post-war Boundaries
- German Losses
- Russian Losses
- Bulgarian Losses
- The Former Austria-Hungary
http://faculty.unlv.edu/pwerth/Europe-1919-2.jpg

Source 6
Excerpt from ‘Germany Before the Peace Conference by Count von Brockdorff-Rantzau’
We decline our enemies as judges because of their prejudice. We can inwardly submit not to the claims of the conqueror
but only to the judgment of the unbiased. Therefore, I will not allow myself to be driven away from the points of the Wilson
peace program as recognized by both sides … We are prepared for both limitations of our sovereignty, if our previous
enemies and our future neighbors submit to the same limitation.
… Therefore, we hold fast to the Wilson principles that no costs are to be paid to the conqueror and no territory is to be
ceded by the vanquished.
We are bound and prepared to make good the damage which has resulted from our attack to the civil population in the
territories occupied by us, but if we again build up what has been destroyed in those territories, we wish to do that by our
own free work.
Excerpt from ‘Germany Before the Peace Conference by Count von Brockdorff-Rantzau’ in The Living Age, vol. 301, published by The
Living Age Company, Boston, USA, 1919, pp. 68-9. Brockdorff-Rantzau was Foreign Minister of Germany during the Paris Peace
Conference
http://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/SiteImages/d7/d7270073-b719-494e-9ced-95252ae44e72.pdf
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Activity 4

1. Read carefully all fourteen points of the US President Woodrow Wilson
and order them by importance
2. Explain why your list of those points are on this order
3. Which of those fourteen points are applicable in Balkan situation at the end
of the WWI

Source 1
The Fourteen Points of the American President Woodrow Wilson
1.

Open covenants of peace, openly arrived at, after which there shall be no private international understandings of
any kind but diplomacy shall proceed always frankly and in the public view.

2.

Absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas, outside territorial waters, alike in peace and in war, except as the
seas may be closed in whole or in part by international action for the enforcement of international covenants.
The removal, of all economic barriers and the establishment of equality of trade conditions among all the nations
consenting to the peace and associating themselves for its maintenance.
Adequate guarantees given and taken that national armaments will be reduced to the lowest point consistent
with domestic safety.
A free, open-minded, and absolutely impartial adjustment of all colonial claims, based upon a strict observance
of the principle that in determining all such questions ofsovereignty the interests of the populations concerned
must have equal weight with the equitable claims of the government whose title is to be determined.
The evacuation of all Russian territory and such a settlement of all questions affecting Russia as will secure the
best and freest cooperation of the other nations of the world in obtaining for her an unhampered and
unembarrassed opportunity for the independent determination of her own political development and national
policy and assure her of a sincere welcome into the society of free nations under institutions of her own
choosing; and, more than a welcome, assistance also of every kind that she may need and may herself desire.
The treatment accorded Russia by her sister nations in the months to come will be the acid test of their good will,
of their comprehension of her needs as distinguished from their own interests, and of their intelligent and
unselfish sympathy.
Belgium, the whole world will agree, must be evacuated and restored, without any attempt to limit the
sovereignty which she enjoys in common with all other free nations. No other single act will serve as this will
serve to restore confidence among the nations in the laws which they have themselves set and determined for
the government of their relations with one another. Without this healing act the whole structure and validity of
international law is forever impaired.
All French territory should be freed and the invaded portions restored, and the wrong done to
France by Prussia in 1871 in the matter of Alsace-Lorraine, which has unsettled the peace of the world for nearly
fifty years, should be righted, in order that peace may once more be made secure in the interest of all.
A readjustment of the frontiers of Italy should be effected along clearly recognizable lines of nationality.
The people of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the nations we wish to see safeguarded and assured,
should be accorded the freest opportunity to autonomous development.
Romania, Serbia, and Montenegro should be evacuated; occupied territories restored; Serbia accorded free and
secure access to the sea; and the relations of the several Balkan states to one another determined by friendly
counsel along historically established lines of allegiance and nationality; and international guarantees of the
political and economic independence and territorial integrity of the several Balkan states should be entered into.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

The Turkish portion of the present Ottoman Empire should be assured a secure sovereignty, but the other
nationalities which are now under Turkish rule should be assured an undoubted security of life and an absolutely
unmolested opportunity of autonomous development, and the Dardanelles should be permanently opened as a
free passage to the ships and commerce of all nations under international guarantees.

13.

An independent Polish state should be erected which should include the territories inhabited by
indisputably Polish populations, which should be assured a free and secure access to the sea, and whose
political and economic independence and territorial integrity should be guaranteed by international covenant.

14.

A general association of nations must be formed under specific covenants for the purpose of affording mutual
guarantees of political independence and territorial integrity to great and small states alike.
http://www.firstworldwar.com/source/fourteenpoints.htm
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Activity 5

1. Analyze flag, coat of arms and money of Kingdom SHS and find out
what symbols were used?
2. Are there any symbols still in use today and where?
3. Analyze some of the paper money used in Kingdom SHS, which
pictures and symbols are used and why?

Source 1
Flags and Coat of arms of Kingdom SHS\Kingdom Yugoslavia

http://zeljko-heimer-fame.from.hr/descr/yu-king.html

Source 2
Paper money used in Kingdom SHS/Kingdom Yugoslavia

http://www.hnb.hr/novcan/povijest/h-nastavak-4.htm

Kingdom SHS\Kingdom Yugoslavia
Flag
Coat of arms
Money
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Still use in the countries from former
Yugoslavia

Activity 6

Make chronological timeline of foundation of Kingdom SHS

Source 1

Treaty of London 1915

Territory offered to Italy,
Serbia and Montenegro in
London (1915)
- The international boundary
- The border region
- Added to Italy
- Added to Serbia
- Divided between Serbian
and Montenegro

Source 2
The May Declaration
Article 4
By the future treaty of peace, Italy is to receive the district of Trentino; the entire Southern Tyrol up to its natural
geographical frontier, which is the Brenner Pass; the city and district of Trieste; the County of Gorizia and
Gradisca; the entire Istria [Istrian peninsula] …
Article 5
Italy shall also be given the province of Dalmatia within its present administrative boundaries...
Article 9
France, Great Britain and Russia admit in principle the fact of Italy’s interest in the maintenance of the political
balance of power in the Mediterranean, and her rights, in case of a partition of Turkey, to a share, equal to theirs,
in the basin of the Mediterranean …
Article 11
Italy is to get a share in the war indemnity corresponding to the magnitude of her sacrifices and efforts.
Article 16
The present arrangement shall be held secret.
Excerpt from the Treaty of London, 26 April 1915. This document was signed by the foreign ministers of Britain, France, Italy
and Russia Source: Great Britain, Parliamentary Papers, London, 1920, LI Cmd. 671, Miscellaneous No. 7, 2-7
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Source 3

Source 4

Proclamation of the State of Slovenians,
Croats and Serbs, Zagreb, 29-X-1918.

Muslims from Bosnia and Hercegovina accept
State of Slovenians, Croats and Serbs.

Dalmatia, Croatia, Slavonia and the city of Rijeka are
proclaimed independent territories (strong applause and
approvals) from Hungary and Austria, and according to the
modern principle of nationality, based on people’s unity of
Slovenes, Croats and Serbs, enters into joint, national and
sovereign state of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs on the
whole ethnographic area of the people, regardless to
whatever territorial and state borders where the people of
Slovenes, Croats and Serbs live today.(That’s right! –
again everyone stood up with loud applause and
exclamation).
The General Peoples’ Constitutional Assembly of the
united people of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs, shall decide
with pre-determined qualified majority that fully protects
from any outvoting, as in the form of government, also in
the internal state organization of our country, based on full
equality of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs. (Applause and
approvals). In Zagreb, 29 October 1918.

Political representatives of Muslims from Bosnia and
Herzegovina have opted for ‘the policy of national unity’ in
September 1918, and when the National Council of SHS
was created in Zagreb in October 1918, the leaders of BiH
Muslims sent the following statement to the National
Council of SHS:
“We hereby state that we accept the principles of Zagreb
Resolution of March 1918, containing the principle of
unconditioned national self-determination and uniting of
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes in an independent national
state, created on the democratic basis. Holding to these
fundamental principles, we take a pledge not to, as
individuals or a group, make public appearances or give
any statement without prior approval from the National
Council of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs.”
The statement was signed by Dr Halilbeg Hrasnica, Zija
Rizaefendic, Dr Mustafa Demislic, Dr Mehmed Spaho, Dr
Mehmedbeg Zecevic and Hifzi Muftic.

PROGLAŠENJE DRŽAVE SLOVENACA, HRVATA I SRBA
Zagreb, 29. oktobra 1918
F. Šišić, Dokumenti, 189—196

Source 5
Podgorica  assambly,  decisions

Glas Slobode, br.223 od 19.10.1918. godine; Srđan Budisavljević,
Stvaranje države Srba, Hrvata i Slovenaca, Zagreb, 1958. godine,
str. 79

Source 6
Podgorica assambly, November 1918

During the session on November 13, 1918, the
Assembly had made the decision:
1. that King Nikola Petrovic and his dynasty be
dethroned,
2. that Montenegro and Serbia be united in one state
under the Karadjordjevic dynasty and so united to
become a common Yugoslav state,
3. that an Executive National Committee consisting of
five members be elected, to rule in Montenegro until
the union of Montenegro and Serbia is completed,
4. that King Nikola, be informed of these decisions as
well as the government of the Serbian Kingdom, and
the allied countries: France, England, the United
States of America, and Italy. After the October
Revolution Russia was no longer in the ally block.
J.Jovanovic, Stvaranje Crnogorske drzave i Razvoj Crnogorske nacije,
1947, Cetinje, p.436
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http://www.montenegrina.net/pages/pages1/istorija/
cg_izmedju_1_i_2_svj_rata/
podgoricka_skupstina_n_martinovic.htm

Source 7
Zagreb 29.10.1918, celebrating decision of the Croatian Sabor for leaving Austro-Hungary

http://www.daz.hr/izlozba_persic_galerija.htmlDownloaded November 1st, 2012.
http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=679752&page=26

Source 8
First Slovenian government in the
State of Slovenian, Croats and Serbs
November 1918

http://www.skyscrapercity.com/
showthread.php?t=679752&page=26

Source 9
Celebra=ons  on  the  streets  of  Ljubljana  and  Celje  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:KongressfallofAH.jpg
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Source 10
Entering serbian army in Zagreb November 1918

http://hr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prosinačke_žrtve_5._prosinca_1918

Source 11
During WWI in Croatia were active few military brigades with common Name “Domobrani” as a part
of The Austro-Hungarian army. After unification of the Kingdom SHS, those military unites were
dismissed and as a reaction of that decision on 5th of November 1918, soldiers protest on the streets
of Zagreb, and they were joined by few hundred citizens. Zagreb police open fire and killed 14
People and there were first victims in new state.

Vecernji list, 04.12.2010, Zagreb
http://hr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prosinačke_žrtve_5._prosinca_1918
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Activity 7

Role Play:
Round table at Paris Peace Conference – Macedonian question
1. First group work on the sources related to documents issued by Macedonian political
groups and intellectuals
2. Second group works on the documents (letters, newspaper articles…) sanded to the
Paris Peace Conference by the foreigners witch are familiar with situation in Macedonia
3. Third group will analyzed excerpts from the minutes of the Paris Peace Conference

Source 1

Source 2

Memoir of IMRO

Telegram to the Peace Conference

VMRO (Inner Macedonian) sent a memoir to
the Bulgarian authorities denying the Bulgarian
delegation the right to represent the
Macedonian nation at the Peace Conference.
"In these crucial days Macedonia has the right
to raiseits voice for liberation, for its freedom.
Macedonia raisesits voice before the whole
world and before the Bulgarian people and
their authorities.”

Zurich, 14th February 1919.
The Assembly of the Macedonian representatives in exileasks You
to intervene at the Peace Conference so that the right of the
Macedonians to self-government can be recognized following the
example of all other peoples, thus confirming Your humane
principles which will ensure peace in the Balkans and will contribute
to the guarantees of universal peace.

Risto Stefov - Evidence of the Existence of
Macedonians throughout the ages, Skopje 2000

TELEGRAM FROM THE MACEDONIAN POLITICAL ASSOCIATION
"MACEDONIA TO THE MACEDONIANS" OF ZURICH TO GEORGES
CLEMENCEAU, History of Maceonia, Skopje 1998.

Source 4
Sister Augustine Bewicke on the Macedonian Autonomy,
4th January 1919.
Source 3
Appeal to the Peace Conference
The General Council of all the Macedonian
Communities in Switzerland sent an appeal to
the Peace Conference Revolutionary
Organization in which they insisted on
allowing Macedonia to be represented at the
Conference by its own delegates.
"Regarding the explanations given by the
prime ministers, referring to the Serbian and
Greek territorial requests, the General Council
of all the Macedonian Communities in
Switzerland once again takes the liberty to
appeal to the esteemed Peace Conference to
let the Macedonian nation determine and
define its own future according to the principle
that no nation will ever put up with foreign rule
if it is harmful and unprofitable. We sincerely
believe that the Paris Agreement signed in
1919 will be as just to as to the other nations.
The Macedonian political association "Macedonia to
the Macedonians" of Zurich. A telegram to the
President of the French Government, Georges
Clemenceau, and to P. E. Dutasta, Secretary
General of the Paris Peace Conference, in defense
of Macedonian rights. 14th February 1919

Dear Sir,
Please excuse the liberty I take in writing to you, it is because the
final settlement in the Balkans is of vital interest to the Catholicsin
these countries.
-I have been on this Mission for years, the Uniate Catholic Mission,
which at the beginning of the Second Balkan War about 10,000
Catholics. The Treaty of Bucharest, which divided Macedonia without
any regard to justice, was the cause of these poor people being
dispersed on account of their Slav language, which was forbidden in
Churches and schools.
-The Greeks will not admit the Slav language in Churches or
schools; the inhabitants of Macedonia are in the great majority Slavs;
they call themselves now Macedonians, and what they desire and
what we ardently desire for them is an autonomy under European
control.
-In whatever way Macedonia might be divided, the people would
always be discontented, and would fight again as soon as possible.
The only hope I can foresee is in a strong autonomy, which neither
Greeks nor Bulgars nor Serbs would dare attack; then the
Macedonians, who are really intelligent and docile when they are
well treated, would peacefully develop this beautiful fertile country,
and might learn to be civilized.
Believe me, dear Sir, Sincerely yours,
Sister Augustine, Sister of Charity
Public Record Office (London). -FO 608/44. Peace Conference. (British
Delegation), 1919
http://thedocumentarynews.wordpress.com/2012/01/08/sister-augustinebewicke-on-the-macedonian-autonomy/
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Source 5
RUDOLPH ARCHIBALD REISS* ON THE MACEDONIANS
*Rudolph Archibald Reiss (1876-1929) was a prominent Swiss lawyer and Professor at Lausanne University. As an expert
on international military law and later as a volunteer in the Serbian Army, he participated in World War I and on the
Salonika front..
I said that I would rather call your Bulgarophones Macedonians. You call those people Bulgarophones, owing to their
language which is similar to Bulgarian. But, is it Bulgarian, is it the same language spoken in Sofia? No. Macedonian is just
as similar to Serbian as it is to Bulgarian. I am not a linguist and I would not allow myself a personal judgment, but
disinterested Balkanologists have asserted to me that Macedonian is more similar to Serbian than Bulgarian. It is possible
that there are linguists who assert the opposite. But it is a fact that the Macedonian language is spoken neither in Sofia nor
in Belgrade. It is an individual Slav language, just as we have the Romansch in Switzerland, spoken in Grisons, apart from
Italian. To my mind, the Macedonian can be called neither Bulgarian nor Serb, but simply Macedonian.
R. A. Reiss, Sur la situation des Macedoniens et des musulmans dans les nouvelles provinces grecques. Paris, 1918, pp. 6-7.

Source 6
MEMORANDUM BY JAMES BOURCHIER ON THE CONSTITUTION OF MACEDONIA
London, 26th February 1919.
(1) In the interests of justice and of the future peace of the Balkan Peninsula, it is necessary that the new frontiers of the
Balkan States should be made to coincide so far as possible with the limits of nationalities.
(3) In the case of Macedonia the application of this principle is peculiarly desirable in view of the rival claims of neighboring
countries, which have been the cause of infinite misery to the population for nearly half a century. Under an autonomous
government protected by the Powers, the population would be enabled to care for its own interests and to live and thrive
without the molestation to which it has hitherto been subjected.
(3) If we accept the theory advanced by the Serbians and Greeks that the national conscience of the Macedonians is "fluid"
and displays no partiality for any foreign propaganda, the natural conclusion is that they should govern themselves and that
the principle "Macedonia for the Macedonians" should be adopted.
(5) The autonomous Macedonian State would extend from the Sar Mountains (the Serbian ethnical boundary) on the north,
to the Aegean Sea on the south, and from the Bulgarian frontier on the east to the Albanian on the west. The southern
frontier, extending from Lake Kastoria to the mouth of the Vardar, would leave Verria to Greece, which would also retain
Nigrita and the Chalcidice Peninsula.
(7) The renunciation by Serbia and Greece of the Macedonian territory they have occupied since 1913 would not be
unreasonable in view of the great extension which these States will now receive.
(8) Salonika, which is commercially inseparable from the interior, would naturally become the capital of the new State.
(9) The solution thus proposed would satisfy the widely-felt desire for autonomy which has existed in Macedonia and at
Salonika for many years past.
James D. Bourchier, a prominent British public figure and journalist
Pages 651-652, The University of “Cyril and Methodius”, Documents on the Struggle of
the Macedonian People for Independence and a Nation-State, Volume I 1982
http://mk.wordpress.com/tag/aegean-sea/
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Source 7
July - November 1919
1. MINUTES OF THE THIR'I'Y -THIRD MEETINC, OF THE COMMITTEE ON NEW
STATES
15th July, 1919.
The Treaty with the Serb-Croat-Slovene State was discussed. The Italian proposals for conferring autonomy on
Macedonia (Annex (A)) and Albania (Annex (B)) were discussed and a long discussion took place on them. The Italian
representative laid stress on the importance of providing the necessary securities for the protection of the inhabitants
of Macedonia and in particular the Slavonic population which was not Serbian. Mr. Leeper suggested that while it was
no doubt desirable that some form of self-government should be given to Macedonia by the Serbian Government, it
was doubtful whether the obligation to do this should be imposed upon the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, and it would be
better at any rate as a first step to enquire what the proposals of the Government for dealing with this district were. M.
Laroche again laid stress upon the extreme importance of not undermining the authority of the Government by setting
up a State within a State, and strongly urged the desirability of keeping to a minimum interference with the internal
institutions of the State.

* Allen Leeper, head of the Press Office of the British Delegation at the Paris Peace Conference.
* Jules Laroche, delegate in the French Delegation at the Paris Peace Conference and member of the Committee on
New States

2. MINUTES OF THE THIRTY -NINTH MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE ON NEW STATES
30th July, 1919.
...The Committee then discussed the Macedonian question. (1497) Two proposals were put forward, first a draft which
had been prepared by Colonel Castoldi, (1498) by request, making Macedonia an autonomous district on the line
similar to those adopted for Ruthenia. (1499)
It was generally agreed that it would not be possible to adopt this. The other was a suggestion made by the British
representative that arrangements should be made by which the League of Nations would be authorized to maintain
representatives in Macedonia in order to strengthen the guarantees against oppression.
As a result of the discussion no definite decision was reached, but it was agreed that the different members of the
Committee should, if possible, bring forward some concrete proposals at the next meeting.
* Colonel Castoldi, member of the Italian Delegation at the Committee on New States.
* Ruthenia refer to Ukraine
D. H. Miller, My Diary, p. 323; Recueil, 215.
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Donika Xhemajli

The Resistance of
the Minorities
An example of Kosovo
Albanians in SHS Kingdom

Key question

- To what extent Albanians in Kosovo did not accept the SCS Kingdom?
- To what extent the state did not accept Kosovo Albanians?
Topic:
The module is about the rights and the requirements of the minorities in the SCS Kingdom.
The dissatisfactions of the minorities, specifically the Kosovar Albanians, and their resistance
towards the SCS Kingdom for their union with Albania, or their equal involvement in politics,
social and public life of the kingdom, is a controversial historical topic which stills arouses
emotions until the present day. The module includes the period 1912-1930.
This topic is chosen with the aim that the youth will understand the challenges of Albanian
minorities in the past. It's controversial because of the way of resistance has been and
understood differently today and then.

Aims:
• A critical understanding of the complex nature of the past
• Understanding of albanian national identity
• Support students to understand the way and causes of resistance
• Historical awareness
Learning outcomes:
• Identifying of the requirements and the dissatisfaction of the Albanians in Kosovo the SKS
Kingdom;
• Compare and analyze different ways of resistance;
• Evaluate the past actors or events in the historical context and circumstance;
• Compare causes and consequences of a historical events as a national problem, challenge
or incomplete story.

Teaching guideline
Teaching
Step
1. Theguideline
teacher writes time line on the board, and request from the students to ranks the
materials witch are planned for introduction in chronological order.
Step 1. The teacher writes time line on the board, and request from the students to ranks the
materials
witchon
are
planned
for introduction
in chronological
order.
Step
2. Based
material
each
students write
a short historical
overview.
Step 3.
2. Following
Based on discussion
material each students write a short historical overview.
Step

90
minutes
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Step 4.
3. The
Following
discussion
Step
teacher
forms 5 groups, distributes the material and in the same time gives to the
students the questions. Each group will have different questions.
Step 4.
The teacher
forms
5 groups,
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Step 8. In the end there will be a debate about the key question.
Step 9. Home work: Write an essay with the topic:
Step 9. Home work: Write an essay with the topic:
1. Why the minorities were not accommodated in the state? Because they resisted,
1. Why the minorities were not accommodated in the state? Because they resisted,
SKS Kingdom was wrong, or …?
SKS Kingdom was wrong, or …?
2. “The advantages of the integration of the minorities in the social and public life“
2. “The advantages of the integration of the minorities in the social and public life“
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Introduction

Based on the decisions taken at the London Conference (1912-1913), Albanians were unsatisfied. Also other Balkan nations
were unsatisfied. Greece aimed to gain more of south Albania territories, Serbia requested at least part of Shengjin or in the
best case territories up to the Duress.
Albanians whom were left outside the 1913 Albania, specially Kosovo- Albanian, they did not stop with request for the union
with state of Albania, this was request of the part of the resisting Kosovo- Albanians, the other group required the same and
equal treatment as the other nations in SKS Kingdom.
Meanwhile, the territories with majority Albanian population in SKS Kingdom, as Kosovo, western Macedonia, Presheva,
Medvegja and Bujanovc with surrounding and a part of Montenegro, were the territories with lowest economic development.
This economic situation wasn’t entirely because of political circumstances but also from inherited situation from Ottoman
Empire backwardness. The lowest agriculture development was characteristic for this part during SKS Kingdom. This social
situation, led to unbearable and unaffordable contradictions between position of workers and villagers which were charged
with liabilities towards power holders. The main problem was unsolved national issue. In reality the centralist politic of SKS
Kingdom deepen the problem coexistence between the nations and state order in SKS

Source 1

Source 2

A tangeld skein

A broken lullaby

The New Year: “I say, aunt Europe, You have got
this thing into a muddle. It’ll take us all our time
to get it right.”

http://archive.org/stream/
punchvol144a145lemouoft#page/n53/mode/2up
21.12.12

EUROPA: “Oh hush thee, my baby!”
The Infant Albania: “How can I hush me with all?
This infernal noise going on?”
EUROPA:“Well,You must do as I do, and
pretend You don’t hear it”

http://archive.org/stream/
punchvol144a145lemouoft#page/90/mode/2up 21.12.12

Source 3
The creation of the Albanian state and its international recognition
Despite the military interventions of the Balkan allies, the Albanian patriots who had carried the heaviest burden of the
movement for liberation of their homeland, came together in Vlora on 28 November 1912, and proclaimed Albania an
independent state. The National Assembly nominated a temporary government that engaged a committee to protect the
Albanian question before the great powers. The National Assembly of Vlora addressed a telegram to the great powers, in
which, among others, was said, "the Albanians that had entered the family of the peoples of Eastern Europe, of whom they
feel proud of being the oldest nation, become an element of equilibrium.
Historia e popullit shqiptar, II (History of Albanians, II) Prishtine, 1968 p. 352
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Source 4
Ismail Qemaili and Isa Boletini
Isa Boletini was an Albanian nationalist figure and Guerilla
fighter, born in the village of Boletin near Mitrovica became a
major figure of Albanian resistance against the Ottomans,
Serbia and Montenegro.

Ismail Qemaili was a principal figure in the Albanians
Independence Declaration in 28 November 1912. He was
prime minister of provisional Albanian Government from 1912
to 1914.

School textbook “Historia 9”, Fehmi Rexhepi , p.23, 2011
http://www.nasergashi.com/t4847-foto-historike-isa-boletini
12.04.2013

Isa Boletni
(1864-1916)

Ismail Qemaili
(1844-1919)

Source 5
Decisions in Conference of the Ambassadors London 1913
The Conference of London, or Conference of the Ambassadors as it is often known in Albanian history, was a
gathering of the six Great Powers (Great Britain, France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia and Italy) to
resolve certain problems in the Balkans which had arisen as a result of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. It
began its work on 17 December 1912 under the direction of the British foreign secretary, Sir Edward Grey
(1862-1933), following the first Balkan War and the declaration of Albanian independence in Vlora on 28
November 1912. On 30 May 1913 an agreement was reached under which Turkey would give up all territory
west of the Enos-Midia line.
With regard to Albania, the ambassadors had initially decided that the country would be recognized as an
autonomous state under the sovereignty of the sultan. After much discussion, however, they reached a
formal decision that Albania, though deprived of almost half of its ethnic territory (esp. Kosova), would be a
sovereign state independent of the Ottoman Empire. This decision, reached at the fifty-fourth meeting of the
conference on 29 July 1913, was formulated briefly in the following eleven points and provided the basis for
the international recognition for Albanian independence:
1. Albania is constituted as an autonomous, sovereign and hereditary principality by right of primogeniture,
guaranteed by the six Powers. The sovereign will be designated by the six Powers.
2. Any form of suzerainty between Turkey and Albania is excluded.
3. Albania is neutral; its neutrality is guaranteed by the six Powers.
4. The control of the civil administration and finances of Albania is to be given over to an International
Commission composed of the delegates of the six Powers and one delegate from Albania.
5. The powers of this commission will last for ten years and may be extended if necessary.
[Translated from the French by Robert Elsie.] Robert Elsie: The Conference London
http://www.albanianhistory.net/texts20_1/AH1913_2.html 28/05/2013

Source 6
The Great Powers gave the Albanian inhabited region of Kosovo to Serbia and much of the southern
Cameria region to Greece. Roughly, half of predominantly Albanian territories, and 40 % of the population
were left outside the new country’s’ border.
Historical overview page.675 Janusz Bugajski; Political Parties of Eastern Europe: A Guide to Politics in the Post-Communist
Era 12.04.2013
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Source 8
Eduarde Grey opinion about London Conference
decisions
Source 7
Optional borders of Albanian State

Eduard Grey was the only one among the Foreign
Ministers in the Conference how was aware of injustice
during the boundaries settings for Albania. Among his
summary of edited statements in 1913 (E.Grey, Speeches
on Foreign Affairs, London 1913), is the one for Albanian
borders. “…I am aware, -says Grey- that when the results
will be known, this bounder solution, in many of his points
will give a reason to anybody how will judge this case from
a simple local perspective…”.
Pavaresia Shqiptare dhe Diplomacia e Fuqive te Medha
1912-1914”, Arben Puto, p.24, Tirane 2012

Source 9
Formation of SCS Kingdom 1918
With establishing of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and
Slovenes, on 1 December 1918, Kosovo also became a
part of this Kingdom. The Muslim minority was not given
national rights, and that was the reason for them to
organize for political and national rights. In 1919 they
founded a political party, and this party had its publication.
Between the two WWs, Kosovo was the poorest and least
developed area in the Kingdom.
B. Koro, tarih 9, Prishtina 2008, p. 57-59

Source 10
“Ideal” goal Of Albanians in Kosovo
“Without strong and free Albania every activity for Kosovo
and other territories is useless”
Komiteti Mbrojtja Komëtare e Kosovës (MKK)1918-1924
What are the Albanians wanted
Proposal of Balkan states

Borders created at the London Conference

School textbook “Historia 8”, Fehmi Rexhepi
& Frasher Demaj, p.133, 2011
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“National defense of Kosovo” 1918-1924

Group 1
Position of SHS Kingdom

Questions:
1.What was the position of the government towards Albanian minority?
2. Does it mean that law was the same for all citizens? Explain!

Source 1
REPORT OF THE DELEGATION HEAD AT THE PEACE CONFERENCE TO THE PRIME-MINISTER IN
BELGRADE – ABOUT THE ALBANIAN ISSUE
Paris, 5 December 1919
To the Prime-minister,
Personal and strictly confidential,
Resolving the Albanian issue is coming to an end. It is closely tied to the solving of Adriatic question, yet Adriatic
question is back on the table, and they are trying to find a solution that would be agreed by Wilson, that is, the USA
and Italy. Truth, though, our allies, the French and the English, take care of our requests, but they believe we will be
able to agree to a solution that will be agreed by Wilson. The Albanian issue is tied to the Adriatic because it is in a
natural connection to it, and also because it is considered as a subject of compensation. According to the London pact,
giving Italy the Valona and a certain protectorate over the central Albania, the northern Albania is intended to
Montenegro and Serbia. We do not ask the North Albania for ourselves, we ask those tribes to be given the right of
self-determination, that they say for themselves whether they want to unite with central, Muslim Albania, which is
coming under the protectorate of Italy, or they want to form their own small state, as some kind of a ‘tampon state’, or
they want to join our state, as an autonomous state. Either way, we are pretending to the border line Drim (river) and
Crni Drim (river).
Branko Petranović, Momčilo Zečević: JUGOSLAVIJA 1918-1988. TEMATSKA ZBIRKA DOKUMENATA

Source 2

Source 3

On 5 December 1921 the SKS Kingdom was signed
The Treaty for the Minorities protection. This treaty has
undertaken to provide: "The full safety of life and
freedom of the inhabitants in the Kingdom, with no
nationality, language, race or religious distinctions."

“…Nationalities low from 1928 of SKS Kingdom witch
didn’t pretend to confirm present nationality status, but
it was clearly stated that this status was formed for the
first time: Albanians who lived in Kosovo, from the
middle of 1913 until constitution of 1918 Yugoslavia,
they were known (paragraph 4 article 55) as; “no
slaves which became citizens of Kingdom according to
paragraph 2 of same article”.

Noel Malcolm,” Kosovo: A short history” p. 345. 2011

Pop-Kosic, “Etude juridique(LEGAL STUDY)”, page 105-15

The Treaty for the Minorities protection

Source 4
The state of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes accept all the
regulations, deciding that those regulations be put in a
single contract with main allied forced, which
regulations are deemed by those forces as necessary
for protection of interests of those inhabitants in the
Kingdom of SHS who differ from majority of population
by race, language and religion… The state of SHS is
obliged to give full protection of life and freedoms to all
its citizens, regardless of origin, ethnicity, language,
race or religious affiliation.
Balkanski ugovorni odnosi, 1876 – 1996, 1, Beograd, 1998,
41-51

Source 5
Constitutional regulating of the position and
rights of minorities (Constitution of 1921)
Enjoying civil and political rights is independent from
confession. No one is exempted from his civil and military
duties and obligations, calling upon the regulations of one’s
religion (Article 12, para 1 and 2).
The Constitution of 1921

Source 6
Ministar of Foreign Affairs Markovich about position of the SKS Kingdom for the minorities
“… For our south regions which were annexed to our state before the January 1919 our stance is that there are no
minorities. This stance is final verdict for recognition of the minorities in Southern Serbia”.
“…petitions and complains received in League of Nations from Albanians should not be taken in consideration …
because according to him, this “embarrassing” requests offends the states dignity …”
N. Malcolm, "Kosovo: A short history" Pristine 1997, page 346 prema: Central Albanian Archive of the Albanian Republic: The Fund of the
Foreign Affairs Ministry of the Albania (doc.194; no. 489; page 252) Foreign Minister of YU Markovic Geneva, 23 September 1930;
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Group 2
Active illegal opposition

Questions:
1. Were the people which felt unequal organized in the state that they lived?
2. What pushes certain groups to oppose the state with weapons?

Source 1
Different approaches for the solution of the Albanian minority
Hoxhë Kadri Prishtina
(1878 -1925) Leader of
MKK
Leader of “Independent
Albania excluded from
any protectorate and

Hasan Prishtina (18781933) “I will remain an
enemy of SKS Kingdom
until this state treat's
right Albanians in
Kosovo and Macedonia”

“Rescue of Kosovo”
should be with the
political measures even
partial ones’

Ceshtje nga historia moderne
dhe bashkekohore shqiptare",
Emine Arifi – Bakalli, p. 46,
Pristine, 2011

(Neuss Wiener, Tagblatt,
7.4.1927; Ajet Haxhiu,
"Hasan Prishtina, The
Kosovos’ Patriotic
Movement", Tirana 1968,
page
167

Source 2
Article from the newspaper POLITIKA
Showdown of emigrants or assassination ordered from Albania?
HASAN-BEY PRISTINA, FORMER PRIME-MINISTER OF ALBANIA, MURDERED
IN THESSALONIKI
Assassin, Hysein Seko, also Albanian emigrant, claims he shot Pristina because he
st
was talking him into murdering King Zoga the 1 . Thesalloniki, 15 August; Yesterday
afternoon, at 2:15 p.m. at the crossroad of
Ciminski and Bogacina streets, in fronty of the ‘Ivi’ store, a famous Albanian politician
in emigration, Hasan-Bey Pristina, former Prime-minister of Albania and a leader of
Albanian revolution, was shot with five bullets. He was killed by an Albanian, Ibrahim
Husein Seko, also an emigrant, who was a friend with Pristina. The murder was done
for political reasons.

Albanian agents are trying to accuse Yugoslavia for the murder of Hasan-Bey
Pristina. They are helped in that by a part of Thessaloniki press.
Thessaloniki, 18 August
The affair with the assassination of the leader of Albanian emigrants, HasanBey Pristina, started to complicate.
The reason for this is the secrecy of the investigation, so the results are not yet
fully known.
Quite unexpectedly, in the moment when everyone was clear about who
committed this act, in a part of Thessaloniki press there were mentioning of
Yugoslavia, in the aim of getting it into this affair as the chief initiator and
organizer of assassination. Some of the newspapers here, the first among them
being ------------, published that only Yugoslavia had an interest that Hasan Bey
Pristina no longer lives. As a basis for this claim they mentioned the Kosovo
committee that Pristina was disputing in his time, and which does not exist
anymore, as well as the apparent influence Pristina has on the Albanian
population in Kosovo area. In that way, this affair, representing clear mutual
fight between emigrants and the existing regime in Albania, was attempted to
be switched on Yugoslavia, and to accuse Yugoslavia as the main guilty party.
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Group 2
Active illegal opposition

Questions:
1. Were the people which felt unequal organized in the state that they lived?
2. What pushes certain groups to oppose the state with weapons?

Source 3
Azem Bejta, Leader of “Kacak movement” Shota Galica , his wife
“Levizja Kacake”- Kacak movement (1912-1924) was an armed movement of Albanians in SKS Kingdom. The
lider of the movement was Azem Bejta, known as Azem Galica, and he’s wife Shote Galica. The coordinator of
the Kacak movement was MKK, a political organization which mainly was composed from Albanians from
Kosovo that lived and worked in exile. The primary aim of the movement was to convince the national
community that Kosovo should join Albania.
This movement from the state it looks like an illegal organization, on the other hand, Albanians considered it
as a national liberation movement. The Kaçaks – the participants of the movement went in Kosovo Mountains
to fight as guerillas. They appealed to the Albanian citizens to resist towards the state by not paying taxes, not
serving the army until their demands were fulfilled. After the death of Azem Bejta 1924, the movement started
to surrender.

MKK supported also the Kacak Movement inside Kosovo
(1912-1924).
From the SKS authorities and The Great Powers kacaks were
considerate as “bandits”, and Bajram Curri with Hasan Prishtina
were named “Bandit Leaders”.
Z. Avramovski, Britanci u Kraljevini SKS” f. 85;

Wanting to control the “Kacak Movement”, MKK in 1919 made
some rules for them:
1. No one from kacak’s was not allowed to harm any Serbian
resident unless they use weapons against Albanians;
2. None of kacak’s can burn houses or churches.
Even though, many Albanian solder’s and xhandar’s whom
collaborated with Serbian authorities and Slav kolonisators were
killed by kacaks.
Ceshtje nga historia moderne dhe bashkekohore shqiptare”, Emine
Bakalli-Afrifi p. 55, Prishtine, 2011

Azem Bejta
(1889–1924)
Lider of ｰ Kacak movement”

Shota Galica
(1895 – 1927) ,
his wife

Source 4
Albanians reflections towards The League of Nations feats
Bedri Pejani, an active member of MKK said that: “The Treaty of protecting the Minorities, signed from SKS in
1921, was a serum to put the pain of the minorities in sleep whom were punished from high diplomacy.”
Hakif Bajrami, "Bedri Pejani", Pristina 1994 page 159;
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Group 3
Legal opposition

Questions:
1. Did the legal opposition use the institutional roads to accomplish their aims?
2. Was it possible to achieve the political goal through legal political
institution? Support your opinion.

Source 1
Muslim Albanian party “Xhemijeti”
The legal party, that was formed to represent the interest of Musliman Albanians, in Kosova and Macedonia, was
established in the Conference of Skopje, in December 1919. It was well known as Xhemijeti or Unit, the full name of it
was “Islam Muhafaza-yl Hukuk Cemijeti”, (The Islamic Association for Protection and Justice) . In the beginning it they
planned a union with BosnjanIslamic Politic Party, with Yugoslav Muslim Organization, formed in Sarajevo in 1919,
but the friendship between the Slavic Muslims and the Albanians, wasn’t that simple for cooperation.
Although, the Kosovars, Macedonians and Bosnians agreed in the Conference of Skopje for a sum of political
requests: the full religion autonomy, for preserving the property of the mosque for “the free and official use of the
national language of every non-Serbian population” and the protection of bejlers property from agricultural reform.
Rrethanat shoqerore dhe politike Kosove 1918-1941”,H. Bajrami., Prishtine 1981, fq. 182,

Source 2

Source 3

Xhemijeti” Albanian-Muslim party in
SKS Kingdoms Parliament

Newspaper of
Xhemijeti”

In the SKS parlamentary election
in 1920 Xhemjeti won 8 seets
and in 1923 they won 14 seets.
Some of them, such as Ferat
Draga, were strongly against the
antialbaninan potitics of regime,
denied the displacement of
albanians, agrar expropiation
and colonization, seeking
autonomi for Kosovo, the
opening of schools in nativ
language, cultural development,
etc.

“Xhemjeti” from the 1920 released the newspaper
called “Hak”(justice, the right, the truth). Being that at
this period of time it was not allowed education in
Albanian language, the newspaper was in Turkish
language with Arab letters and Cyrillic letters. Despite
of the barriers, this paper was a window with
information’s. Even with it’s success, the paper stopped
the publishing because of the Karagjorgjoviq regime.

Albanian encyclopedias dictionary 3,
page 2951, Tirana

It was thesame time when all newspapers were closed
down, because of dictatorship.

N. Malcolm "Kosovo a short history" page 350

Source 4
Ramë Bllaca, a member of the SKS
Kingdoms parlament
In 1921 in Nikola Pasic
Government he was
deputy of Parliament
for his region. His
personal aim was not
allowing
displacements of
Albanians from
Kosovo
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Residence house built by Ramë Bllaca. According to
locals and historical data, this object was built around the
year of 1937. The purpose of the house was to show
Albanians. That hi was not leaving and he had planed his
futureIn Kosovo, so the others can follow his step.
Although the initiator behind its building, Ramë Bllaca did
not live to see the final result as he was killed in combat
on August 27, 1937

Group 4
Albanian State

Questions:
1.What was the position of Albanian state towards Albanian
minorities in SKS
Kingdom?
2. Could Albania State help their co-nationality that lives in the state nearby? Support
your opinion!

Source 1
The Albanian states requests in The Peace Coference in Paris
The Albanian government demands sent to The peace conference in Paris 1919:
1. The Albania state consisted three completed vilayets: Kosovo, Shkoder, Janine
and a part of the Manastirs vilayet.
2. To be a sovereign and independent state (Februarys 1919 Memorandum).
3. The areas, out of the Albanian territory in 1913, where Albanians live to be under
the USA protectorate for 1 or 2 years and after, these Albanians to be able with
plebiscite to choose where to live (The Second Memorandum March 1919).
Schools book, History of the 9th grade - Fehmi Rexhepi, page 44

Source 2
Albanian state “real politic”
The official Albanian stance towards the nationalism of the minorities in SKS
Albanian real politic “… Irredentism … this burden fragile, even during it’s formation,
Albania could not carry it. - solving national issue is determinate from
general developments on global plan and in not so near perspective…
Irredentism is a luxury witch Albania can not consume…”
Rregullorja e brendshme dhe detyrat të 1921 të Komitetit MKK), Ana Lalaj, “Problemet e
Kosovës në Parlamentin Shqiptarë 1920-1924”

Source 3
The official Albanian stance towards the nationalism of the minority in SKS
In 1920 in Shengjin, arrived the boat with weapons. Ahmet Zogu, Minister of the Internal Affairs didn't allow the weapons
exoneration. He claimed that an Albanian offensive toward YU would only lead to an opened conflict with them, being that
Albania was in no condition to face this kind of situation.
.http://gazeta-shqip.com/lajme/2012/10/13/zija-dibra-te-fshehtat-e-nje-vrasjeje/ 10.11.2012
Even though the official Albania headed with Ahmet Zogu, the founder of the Real Politic, was very prudential in their
behavior and in their official statements related with the nationality issue, in this case YU blamed the propaganda and the
commitment of the official Albania.
Ceshtje nga historia moderne dhe bashkekohore shqiptare”, Emine Bakalli-Afrifi p. 56, Prishtine, 2011

“..Yet Zogu was a sworn enemy of the revolted and the Albanians irredentists. He judged Azem B. Galica and condemned
him with death in his absence, whereas in the end of 1923 he sent the Albanian army in “The neutral zone of Junik” by
evicting all kacaks with different albanian-y
ugoslavian paroles to obstruct their return in this zone..”
Bernd Jürgen Fischer, "King Zog" page 70-5, 1984
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Questions:
1. What was the road that Albanian minority in Kosovo took in
international engagement for their aims?
2. What were their political goals?

Group 5
Engagement of
Albanians in Kosovo

“In order to promote international cooperation
and to achieve international peace and
security by the acceptance of obligations not
to resort to war, by the prescription of open,
just and honorable relations between nations,
by the firm establishment of the
understandings of international law as the
actual rule of conduct among Governments,
and by the maintenance of justice and a
scrupulous respect for all treaty obligations in
the dealings of organized peoples
with one another, Agree to this
Covenant of the League of Nations.“

The opening session of the League of Nations, Geneva,
Switzerland, 15 November 1920.
http://www.un.org/cyberschoolbus/unintro/unintro3.htm

Source 1
Gjon Bisaku, Shtjefën Kurti & Luigj Gashi: The Situation of the Albanian Minority in Yugoslavia
Memorandum Presented to the League of Nations 1930
TO HIS EXCELLENCY MR ERIC DRUMMOND,
General Secretary of the League of Nations,
Geneva
Excellency
Mr. General Secretary, we are not the first envoys of the Albanian population living
in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia to have addressed the League of Nations concerning
the lamentable state of this minority, created by Serb rule, and we will certainly not
be the last to protest before this high institution of international law unless the
political course taken by the rulers in Belgrade towards their Albanian subjects
alters its bases and procedures.
This political course, which is already replete with excesses and misfortune, can
be summed up in one phrase: To change the ethnic structure of the regions
inhabited by Albanians at all costs. The strategies used to this end are as follows:
a) various forms of persecution in order to force the population to emigrate;
b) the use of violence to forcefully denationalize a defenseless population;
c) forced exile or extermination of all people who refuse to leave the country or
to submit peacefully to Serbification
Our main concern is to make known to the League of Nations and to the
civilized world the suffering of our brethren living under Yugoslav oppression.

Dom Gjon Bisaku of Prizren,
priest in the parish of Bec,
District of Gjakova. Dom
Shtjefën Kurti of Prizren,
priest in the parish of
Novosella / Novoselo,
District of Gjakova. Dom
Luigj Gashi of Skopje, priest
in the parish of Smaç /
Smac, District of Gjakova.
These three priests had
been working in Kosovo in
the 1920s on behalf of the
Sacred Congregation of the
Propaganda Fide in Rome.
Their desperate appeal
shows that the situation of
the Albanians in Kosovo had
not much improved a
generation after 1913.

Texts and Documents of Albanian History, Robert Elsie
http://www.albanianhistory.net/texts20_2/AH1930.html (10.11.2012
)
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Group 5
Engagement of
Albanians in Kosovo

Questions:
1. What was the road that Albanian minority in Kosovo took in
international engagement for their aims?
2. What were their political goals?

Source 2
List of Appendices Documentation
In the following appendices, we have endeavored to demonstrate with precise facts the truth of the claims we
have had the honor to include in this memorandum. The events referred to are given as examples only and have
been chosen at random from a multitude of similar cases. To be as clear as possible, we have made reference to
the provisions of the Treaty on Minorities signed by the Kingdom of Yugoslavia and followed them by the facts
which prove that these provisions have not been applied with regard to the Albanian minority.
The facts speak for themselves. Their authenticity cannot be denied, even in the knowledge that an official inquiry
is impossible.
APPENDIX 5
USE OF THE NATIONAL LANGUAGE
"There shall be no restrictions on the use of the national language in the field of religion, in the press or in
publications of any kind." (Treaty on Minorities, Article 7)
2. Restrictions continue for Albanians in Yugoslavia
This situation continues for the half of the Albanian people living under foreign rule.
A few examples will suffice to illustrate the truth of this assertion.
a) No newspaper, magazine or other publication in Albanian exists for the eight hundred thousand Albanians in
Yugoslavia. The Belgrade Government may claim that intellectual activity is not prohibited under the law, but those
who implement the law, the police and their officers, do their utmost to impede any such activity. If an Albanian
were to venture to apply for authorization to publish a newspaper in Albanian, to hold an innocent public lecture in
Albanian or to open a school to teach Albanian, he would not of course be punished for such an application, but
would immediately be hounded by the police and the gendarmes on all sorts of charges, arrested and, in many
cases, imprisoned or dispossessed.
b) One of the undersigned, Dom Shtjefën Kurti, until recently priest in the parish of Novosella / Novoselo, District
of Gjakova / Djakovica, was forbidden by the principal of the Serbian school, Radovan Milutinovic, from using the
Albanian language to teach village children the catechism.
c) When Albanian children from the village of Skivjan, District of Gjakova / Djakovica, brought Albanian spellers to
the Serbian school they attended, the Serb principal, Mr Zonic, confiscated the books immediately and punished
the children for "daring to learn a language other than that of the state."
Texts and Documents of Albanian History, Robert Elsie
http://www.albanianhistory.net/texts20_2/AH1930.html

Source 3
Kosovar Albanians request to the League of Nations
Kosovar Albanians requests addressed to international community
In petitions, Committee “National Defense of Kosovo” MKK, to League of Nations: “Constitution of SKS Kingdom
was a piece of a dead letter …”.
They requested the formation of impartial commission from League of Nations, to investigate situation on the field
… to provide this pressed population achievement to minority rights …
L.Culaj, Komiteti Mbrojtja Komëtare e Kosovës 1918-1924, Prishtinë 1997,f.68
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Irena Paradžik Kovačič,
Vanja Zidar Šmic

Everybody against
everybody
a case study of Slovenia

Key question

How did the war situation deepen political divisions between
Slovenes?
Topic
The module is about the civil war in Slovenia and could be apply to any other region within
former Yugoslavia. We address the pupils / students from the age of 14 to 18. This is the
period of second world war. We chose this topic because it is very controversial and sensitive
for the whole area of former Yugoslavia, because after more than 60 years there are still
divisions among people and politicians regarding to this period and the reconciliation has not
been completely achieved yet.
Aims
The students will acquire knowledge about the civil war in Slovenia.
Learning outcomes
1. The student will compare different responses of Slovenes to the occupation.
2. They will learn why the Labour and Bourgeois factions had different responses to the
occupation.
3. They will be able to recognize the facts that triggered the increasing tension and caused
conflicts between Slovenes.
4. They will be able to express a critical thinking in a constructive way and to deal with
sensitive and controversial history.

Teaching guideline
The teacher will read the introduction to the students and present the theme to the class.
The workshop has two phases – first phase (45 minutes) is work in groups, and the
second phase (45 minutes) is a presentation of the results of each group and a debate.
Time orientation:
STEP 1: A teacher divides students into 4 groups:

90
minutes

Group 1: OCCUPATION RESPONSE AND POLARISATION, CHURCH BETWEEN TWO
FIRES
Group 2: ARMY UNITS: LABOUR FACTION – PARTISANS, BOURGEOIS FACTION SLOVENE CHETNIKS (BLUE BRIGADE)
Group 3: ARMY UNITS: BOURGEOIS FACTION - VILLAGE GUARDS (MVAC), HOME
GUARDS
Group 4: BROTHER AGAINST BROTHER (CIVIL WAR 1942 - 1945)
STEP 2: A teacher gives students the instructions for work in groups (COOPERATIVE
LEARNING). Each group also gets these instructions printed.
METHODOLOGY – COOPERATIVE LEARNING
Each group member gets his / her own working sheet, solves ALL the tasks and writing
down the answers. Each group member choose a number between 1 and 4 because he /
she could be a rapporteur and will be chosen after finishing all the tasks. In addition to
solving tasks each group member will have one more important role. Each group must
have: A GUIDE, A GUARD, A TIME CONTROLLER and AN OBSERVER.
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A division of roles within a group:

90
minutes

Komunikacija
unutar
(primjeri
Communication
withingrupe
a group
(examples
pitanja
of questions
i poruka):
and messages):

A GUIDE
directs radom
the work
of autvrđuje
group,
Voditelj
rukovodi
grupe,
verifies
whether uputstva.
everyone understands the
da
svi
razumiju
instructions. He / she reads the written
On/ona
sources.čita pisane izvore.

Do I read enough understandable?
Can we form an even better answer?

Čuvar
osigurava
da svi
članovi
grupe
A GUARD
ensures
that
all members
učestvuju
radu.
Upozorava
one
participate.uHe
/ she
warns those
members
članove
who have
kojidistanced
su se distancirali
themselvesodfrom
temetheili
topicne
oručestvuju
who do notuparticipate.
koji
radu.

You must speak quietly.
We are too loud.
You are also a member of our group, so you
have to participate, because we will be
evaluated as a group.

Kontrolor
vremena vodirecalls
računa
A TIME CONTROLLER
theotime
vremenskom
ograničenju
i
ohrabruje
limitation, encourages to hurry up.
ostale da požure.

Hurry up, only three minutes to go.
We are running out of time, we must all make
an effort.

AN OBSERVER observes how the group
works.

At the
end he rada
/ she Posmatrač
reports about
the work oof
Po
završetku
izvještava
the group
and
about all
three other
roles.
radu
grupe
i ostale
tri uloge
u grupi.

STEP 3: A teacher presents the introduction of this module (topic) to the students.
Each group also gets this introduction printed.
STEP 4: The students are working in groups. Each group is analyzing historical
sources and answering questions at the same time. Each group also gets a
dictionary of all different army units and their leaders.
STEP 5:A teacher chooses for each group one number between 1 and 4, so that he
gets one rapporteur per group. The rapporteurs present the used historical sources to
the other students and read the answers to the questions. At the same time students
draw a timeline showing political groups with all their army units during occupation on
the whiteboard.
STEP 6: A teacher carries out a debate by using critical thinking questions. Those
critical thinking questions are:
- Was the response of civilians, to join the Village guards, Chetniks, and Home Guards,
excessive or legitimate?
- Which were the most convincing reasons that tossed people in one or the other
faction?
- What were the consequences of decisions that people made on living in modern
Slovenia?
After answering to these questions we are turning back to the key question and make
a final conclusion.
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TEACHERS’ PART

INTRODUCTION FOR THE WHOLE REGION
How did the war situation deepen political divisions among Slovenes?
(key question)
In the fall of 1942 the Italian general Vittorio Ruggero said the following in a
conversation with the Bishop of Ljubljana:
»MVAC has helped Italians a great deal, but it created such a hatred among
Slovenes, that you will not be able to abolish it for the next fifty years.«
Jan, Ivan: Korenine zla. Odstrte zavese I. Samozaložba. Ljubljana 1995. pg. 13.

On 6 April 1941, the German troops invaded Yugoslavia through Bulgaria and Austria. The attack began by bombing airports
and other military facilities as well as cities. The attack in Belgrade was devastating. On 11 April, after the Germans have
already penetrated Zagreb and Karlovac and cut off the western Yugoslavia from its centre, the Italians started to invade
Slovenia and Croatia. At the time, the offensive was also started by the Hungarian troops. The Yugoslav government and the
king left the country which capitulated on 17 April. The majority of the Yugoslav Army was captured, leaving Yugoslavia in
pieces.
Repe, B.: Sodobna zgodovina, učbenik za 4. letnik gimnazij. Ljubljana: Modrijan 2007. pg.. 140

The divison of
Yugoslavia
into
occupation
zones

Gabrič, A. in
Režek, M.:
Zgodovina 4:
Učbenik za 4.
letnik gimnazije.
Ljubljana: DZS
2011. Page. 166.

Area under German occupation
Banat under German administration
Serbia under German occupation
Arean under Italian occupation
Area connected to Albania (Great Albania)
Montebegro under Italian administration

NDH
Hungarian occupation
Bulgarian occupation
Ger.-Italy demarcation line
date of occupation

Yugoslavia was divided into ten units which did not form a whole, but gained different statuses .The division took place for the
purposes of encouraging and promoting chauvinism among the nation and national groups which lived in Yugoslavia until then.
Petranović, B.: Istorija Jugoslavije, knjiga II – Narodnoosvobodilački rat i revolucija. Str. 26 – 27. www.znaci.net/00001/96.htm

A part of Slovenia (Upper Carniola, Styria and a part of the Prekmurje region), Banat, the mining region of Bor with the
surroundings and Old Serbia came under the German rule.
Petranović, pg. 25 - 26

Hungary took possession of the region of Prekmurje, Baranja, Bačko and Medjimurje, Bulgaria conquered most of Macedonia,
a part of Kosovo and SE Serbia, while the Italians conquered a part of Slovenia (the so called Ljubljanska pokrajina), the
western part of Croatian Primorje along with the islands, Dalmatia, reaching from Zadar to Split, a part of the Dalmatian islands,
Gorski Kotar, Montenegro, most of Kosovo and Metohia, a part of the western Macedonia, and Boka Kotorska. "The great
Albany" got a part of Metohia and Kosovo as well as the western part of Macedonia, a part of Sandžak and the eastern part of
Montenegro.
Repe, 1995, pg. 135

Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina became a part of the Independent state of Croatia (NDH). The Germans, Italians,
Bulgarians and Hungarians started to denationalize the occupied and controlled territories of Serbia, Slovenia, Macedonia and
Croatia.
Petranović, pg. 36, 42
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The strictest of the regimes towards the Slovenians was the German, which abolished Slovenian newspapers, societies
and organizations. People in schools and kindergartens were only allowed to speak German. Slovenian people were forced
into a massive migration to other countries, while the Germans populated the area. Similarly violent were also the
Hungarians in Prekmurje. The Italians were not as violent at first. They allowed the existence of Slovenian cultural and
educational institutions.
The Bulgarians, who substituted the German troops in Macedonia, prohibited the use of Macedonian name, language and
marks on the official messages, and appointed their own officials and clergy. The Macedonian youth had to enlist in different
Bulgarian fascist paramilitary groups and national youth organizations. /.../ The colonists and Serbians, who settled in
Macedonia after 1918, were deported and their belongings confiscated. . Italian and Albanian were declared as the official
languages of the western Macedonia; the theory of the Albanian origins of Macedonians saw the light of day. Albanian
Fascist Party (FPA), which consisted of Albanian and Turkish youth, promoted the hatred towards Macedonians. The
Bulgarians explained their expansion into the Serbian territory as their natural right, since Morava was claimed to be a
Bulgarian river.
Serbians migrated from NDH, Kosovo and Metohia. Until the end of war, Serbia gave shelter to 240,000 Serbian (and
Slovenian) refugees or people who formerly migrated from other parts of Yugoslavia. However, recent studies claim the
number to be as high as 400,000. /.../ The worst form of denationalization took place in NHD, which became known for the
holocaust, genocide of Serbs, Jews and Roma people. /.../
Petranović, pg. 42, 43)

A group of Partisans

Povijesni muzej Istre

LIBERATION MOVEMENT IN
YUGOSLAVIA
The Yugoslav Liberation Movement
(Partisans) was the strongest, apart from
the Soviets, in Europe. Due to illegal
organizations of Communists, the latter
were the only ones who kept the political
network on the entire divided Yugoslav
territory. They organized resistance and
their own operations which attracted the
people to join the Mass Movement and
initiate a revolution.
The politicians, who did not flee the
homeland at the break of war, wanted to
at least seemingly maintain their
positions by collaborating or passively
waiting for the external liberation. Since
Yugoslavia faced a severe economic and
political crisis before the war, and since
individual nations and minorities were
supressed, the people perceived the
resistance movement as a possibility for
a different post-war regime and as the
means of abolishing national and social
injustices. Due to different occupational
systems and interests of the individual
n a t i o n s , t h e Yu g o s l a v L i b e r a t i o n
Movement was very versatile.
Repe, 1995, pg. 151

In comparison with Chetniks, Ustasha and others, the Partisans were a lot more disciplined, but even they did not lack the
need for vengeance, different confrontations, tortures and massacres among the civilians. In contrary to their opponents, the
above described actions were not a part of the established "fighting". The reputation of the National Liberation Movement was
decreased due to massive illegal altercations with the members of the quisling formations after the war.
Repe, 1995, pg. 157

CIVIL WAR
Mutual conflicts were caused by ethnic and religious disputes, collaboration and communist interests to engage in
confrontations with class opponents under the patronage of the National Liberation Movement. The roots of the disputes
reached even into pre-war divisions which were only increased during the war.
Repe, 1995, pg. 152
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THE CHETNIK MOVEMENT – The name is derived from the word cheta (troop), chetovanje, and originates from the period of
resistance fights in the Ottoman Empire. The movement received a full support of the western allies until the end of 1943.
Since they spoke in favour of the defence and collaboration with the invader in the expectation of changes on the world fronts,
their fighting tactics were different from the Partisans'.
Later, they were to join the battle, assuming that their collaboration with the invader would be forgotten. Their strategy was
directed into the Serbian supremacy over the renewed Yugoslavia, and altercation with the Croats and national minorities since
they considered the latter the main culprits for the defeat of the kingdom and the suffering of the Serbs. They spoke in favour of
the ideology of ethnically clean Great Serbia
with an exit to the sea, although they
allowed a federative connection with the
Chetnik Mico
Chetniks, Bijeljina
decreased Croatia in Yugoslavia. Their
leader, Dragoljub Mihalović, was a war
minister in the refugee government and a
commandant of the Yugoslav Army in the
homeland. In 1941, he negotiated twice with
Tito, regarding a joint battle, although both
sides have already experienced some
occasional altercations (the defeat of
Chetniks at Ravna gora). In November 1941,
the Chetnik leadership agreed to fight the
Germans and declined the request with
which the Partisans would become a part of
the Chetnik unit, but they failed to stick to
the agreement. A part of the Chetniks
occasionally fought against Germans and
attacked them near the Partisan territory, so
the Germans took vengeance on the
Partisan families, while a smaller portion of
Chetniks joined the Partisans. The
altercations grew into a civil war and at

Foto zbirka Historijskog muzeja Bosne i
Hercegovine, inventarni broj 133 i 129

certain times, the Partisans considered

Eugen Dido Kvaternik, (on the
right), the chief of RAVSIGUR (a
commissioner for public order and
security from 1941 to 1943)

THE USTASHA AND THE INDEPENDENT
STATE OF CROATIA (NDH)
The Independent State of Croatia was
declared on 10 April 1941. It was declared by
an Ustasha colonel Slavko Kvaternik. The
leader of the Ustasha was Dr. Ante Pavelić.
NDH was entirely dependent on the German
leadership and was constantly on the verge of
existence due to Partisans and interests of the
Italians for their territory, especially Bosnia and
Herzegovina. NDH was extremely Catholic.
The legislation was nationalistic and racist,
hostile to Serbians, Jews, Roma and
communists. The Muslims were not
recognized as a nation and they considered
them as Croats, similarly as Slovenians which
were said to be "the Croasts from the Alps".
Military units in NDH included Home Guard,
Ustashka vojnica, Armed Police Forces and
the security for peace and order. The Ustashka
vojnica was the party's army, led by the
ustasha headquarters (stožer) with Pavelić as
the leader. Some of the units were especially
ferocious, similarly as the security (police), led
by Kvaternik's son Gvido. Homeland was a
terrestrial army with a small marine and air
force. A part of the homeland fought on the
eastern front and mostly died fighting in the
battle for Stalingrad.
Repe, 1995, pg. 156

Foto zbirka Historijskog muzeja
Bosne i Hercegovine, inventarni broj
133 i 129

Ustasha

Foto zbirka Historijskog muzeja
Bosne i Hercegovine, inventarni broj
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OCCUPATION RESPONSE AND POLARISATION,
CHURCH BETWEEN TWO FIRES

Group 1

Bourgeois faction
Source 1
The Ban*, Marko Natlačen, appeals to the Slovenes and citizens of Ljubljana at the National Council
for Slovenia in April 11, 1941, while expecting the occupation, to remain calm.
Slovenians! People from Ljubljana!
Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, will be soon occupied. At this point, we need to maintain order and peace that is so
typical for us! We must stay composed, focused, disciplined and religious descendants of our ancestry! Let us show our
dignity in a peaceful way!
The nation is faced with two of the biggest sins. Now that our army has left, the biggest sin among the nation would be if
civilians used weapons against the foreign army or against our national minority or even if you would act against them in
any other hostile manner. By doing so, hundreds of our kinsmen would face great danger and misery.
The second sin would be denunciation, which is incompatible with human dignity. Denunciation is such a heavy sin that
the nation shall never forgive it. Therefore, do not let the denunciation to rise among us!
State and self-government authorities will maintain their position and will act until ordered otherwise. The same laws are
still in place until ordained otherwise. Each change will be published.
The laws must be respected unconditionally!
Public order must not be disturbed at any place! In these hours and days, let our discipline be seen even in such fatal
hour!
Do not run, endure, and persist!
*The Ban and National Council of Slovenia *’Ban’ was the title of local, provincial Governors, appointed by the central government
Slovenski dom, leto VI., št. 83, petek 11. aprila 1941

Labor faction
Source 2
The fundamental points of the Liberation Front, created on the 22nd of June in 1941, that day
Germany invaded Soviet Union.
1. A relentlessly armed action must be executed against the invader.
2. The actions serve as a starting point for liberation and unification of all Slovenians.
3. Based on the ground of natural and fateful community of the Slovenian nations, the Liberation Front does not
recognize the division of Yugoslavia and fights for unity and equality of all its nations with all forces. At the same time it
strives for connection between Slavic nations under the rule of the great Russian nation, based on every nation's right of
self-determination.
4. By actions of liberation and activation of the Slovenian masses, the Liberation Movement (OF) redesigns the Slovenian
national character. Slovenian masses, fighting for national and human rights, create a new character of active
Slovenianism.
5. All groups, cooperating in OF (Osvobodilna fronta), are obliged to maintain loyal mutual relations.
6. After the nation's liberation, the power is in hands of the Slovenian Liberation Front as a whole.
7. After the nation's liberation, OF introduces a consistent democracy. All questions, surpassing the frame of nation's
liberation, will be resolved with the help of consistent democracy. /…/
8. In accordance with solemn statements of Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin, the Slovenian nation will decide about the
matters, affecting the interior regulations and foreign affairs of the United Slovenia. OF will enforce and defend the
mentioned elementary right with all means.
9. The National Army on the Slovenian territory is derived from the Partisans and National Protection, which call upon all
nationally conscious Slovenes.
Dokumenti ljudske revolucije v Sloveniji, knjiga I. 12 in 13/255-256, v: Slovenski poročevalec, 1. II. št. 24 (8. 11. 1941) in 1. III. št. 1 (6. 1.
1942)

Questions:
1. Compare Bourgeois and Labor faction's statements.
2. Try to explain their points of view on the occupation resistance.
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Group 1

OCCUPATION RESPONSE AND POLARISATION,
CHURCH BETWEEN TWO FIRES

Church between two fires
Source 3
A letter from the bishop of Ljubljana, Gregorij Rožman, to high commisionar E. Graziolli.
Excellency!
A decree, regarding the annexation of Slovenian territories, occupied by the Italian Army, to Italy was issued today. When
taking the fact into consideration, I must express my thanks to Your excellency, since the territory of the diocese enables a
great development in cultural and religious regard, so we expect to shape the autonomy of the national life with regards to
the decree in favour of the church and morality. I express my complete loyalty and ask God to bless Your and our efforts for
the wellbeing of our people.
Griesser – Pečar, Tamara: Razdvojeni narod. MK. Ljubljana 2004. pg.. 180.

Source 4
A pastoral letter from the bishop of Ljubljana, Gregorij Rožman, at the end of October 1941. He is talking
about the pope’s and catholic church’s attitude towards communism.
The matter, explained and ordered (Škof. list 1937, pg. 39-59) by Pope Pij XI. in the circular Divina Redemptoris, dated 19
March 1937, is relevant to us. In it, he states: "Communism by nature contradicts any religion." (point 22), "communism is
something that is bad in its core, so no person, close to Christianity, will cooperate with it" (p.58). Papal principles do not
apply to us, so we shall not discuss them but stick to them by our conscience and discoveries. Expecting some cultural
development or even national freedom from communism is blank and a fatal mistake which would condemn the nation to the
worst slavery and destroy it.
Weber, T., Novak, D.: 20. stoletje v zgodovinskih virih, besedi in slikah. Druga svetovna vojna v Sloveniji in Jugoslaviji. DZS. Ljubljana 1998.
pg.. 49.

Question:
Explain the attitude of the Bishop of Ljubljana, Gregorij Rožman, towards the Italian occupier and the reasons
for his actions.
Source 5
The clergy’s attitude towards the Liberation
Front.
OF is an organization, condemned by the bishop as
the anti-national and anti-Catholic institution. A Catholic
must not take part in it or support it in any way… If
those self-proclaimers were to endanger the people's
freedom, movement or impose their own illusions or
force the people to go to the hills, any physical selfdefence as well as organized self-defence against
them is allowed. As well as the individual can defend
him/herself from the unjust bully, in the same manner
can the village or the neighbourhood protect itself. On
the other hand, it is a sin to organize a march to the
woods and to destroy the criminals, hiding there. By
doing so, we are exposed to the danger, so we could
end the lives of many innocent or neglected
individuals.
Iz referata duhovnika Jožeta Oražma na dekanijski konferenci
v Novem mestu, 6. maja 1942; citirano po Janezu Juhantu:
Cerkev in revolucija OF, zbornik SAZU, Slovenski upor 1941.

Source 6
The bishop Gregorij Rožman with the commander
of Slovene Home guard, general Leon Rupnik and
SS general Erwin Rösener, at Ljubljana stadium
before the solemn oath ceremony.

Jan, Ivan: Odstrte zavese. Okupator in gorenjsko domobranstvo.
Društvo piscev zgodovine NOB Slovenije. Ljubljana 1992. pg.. 57.

Question:
What was the attitude of most of the clergy towards the Liberation Front in province of Ljubljana?
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Group 1

OCCUPATION RESPONSE AND POLARISATION,
CHURCH BETWEEN TWO FIRES

Source 7
Mandatory exercise for locked clergy in Maribor
barracks Mevlje.
In May 1941, 1.300 Slovenes were in the camps all
over Slovenia, about 130 of them were priests. Those
priests were subjected to the excessive exercise, they
were locked up in the bunkers and beaten.

Raziskujem preteklost 9. Delovni zvezek. Rokus. Ljubljana 2005. pg.
96.

Source 8
After the Partisan meeting in front of the Home of
Culture in Prezid, on October 14, 1943: religion
clerk of 14th division, Jože Lampret accompanied
by priest Franjo Poš.

Source 9
From the speech of Božidar Gorjan – Bog
at the 65. anniversary of liberation of Upper
Savinja valley, published 20. 2. 2011
/…/ I will not talk about brigades or about our
brave people, connected to today's reminiscence
of the liberation of the Savinja valley 65 years ago.
However, I will mention the work and lives of two
important priests from Styria: JOŽE LAMPRET
was a religious clerk in the XIV. division, while
ŠMON FRANC had the same role in XIV.
operative zone for the regions of Styria and
Koroška. The world was presented with a
photograph, featuring Lampret in uncomfortable
clerical clothes, carrying a wounded man. He
represents an enormous human strain and
suffering, dedicated to saving lives of a person,
symbolically of the Slovenian nation. Yes, even
priests were on the side of the Liberation Front, on
the side of Partisans, saving the fate of Slovenian
nation. I personally knew both men and feel
obliged to speak about their noble lives. By
religious actions, they spiritually enriched our
fight. /…/ The invader wanted to suppress the
Slovenianism in Styria by persecuting Slovenian
priests. Fighting for the right of religion in the local
language became a constituent part of the
Liberation Movement. /…/ Religious people
suffered due to the lack of Slovenian worship
services. Therefore, the burden of the Partisan
priests was even greater. Fighting alone,
demanded superhuman sacrifice. Morality and
consolation was provided by commissioners, while
the Partisan priests took care of the spiritual care.
Apart from working in units, the priests gave
shelter to villagers in areas, where the Partisans
got a roof above our heads. /…/
www.zb-nob-solcava.si/2011/02/govor-bozidarja-gorjanaboga-ob-65-obletnici-osvoboditve-zgornje-savinjskedoline/
(10. 5. 2013)

Kržišnik, Zvone: Patrulja zvestobe. Kulturniška skupina 14. divizije.
Založba Borec in Partizanska knjiga. Ljubljana 1984. – foto: Jože
Petek, fotoreporter 14. divizije.

Questions:
1.What was the position of the Catholic clergy in the German occupational system?
2.Did all priests acted accordingly to Vatican views?
3.Why did the some of clergy cooperated with the National Liberation Movement?
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Group 2

ARMY UNITS:
LABOUR FACTION – PARTISANS, BOURGEOIS
FACTION - SLOVENE CHETNIKS (BLUE BRIGADE)

LABOUR FACTION – PARTISANS
Source 2
A passage from Partisan law
Source 1
Two partisans, Jože Simšič –
Jelen and Dane Matko – Matija
(Gornje jezero in spring 1944)

Partisan Law
Article 1
"Partisan units are composed of volunteers – Partisans who want to loyally
and persistently fight with weapons in their arms against the yoke of
invading fascistic suppressers for a great liberation cause of the Slovenian
people and the rights of working people They are closely connected to
Slovenian masses and all nations, fighting against the fascistic bandits,
leaning on the operative and military action of the famous working-farming
Red Army of the Soviet Union - . the Partisans will not stop yarning until the
goals for which they gathered weapons will be fulfilled.
Article 2
The Partisan units accept every man, regardless of his political and
religious beliefs or national belonging, who accepts the mentioned goals, is
unspoiled from the moral view and is confirmed by the partisan draft board.
Joining the Partisans means that the Partisan dedicated all of his forces
and life to the liberation of the Slovenian nation and working people.
Article 3
Enforcement of the Partisan duty takes place until it reaches the complete
victory of the Liberation fight of the Slovenian people. A Partisan can only
be freed from his revolutionary partisan duty by the disease or death. When
entering the Partisans, the individual should be well-equipped with clothes,
shoes, underwear, blankets, food that will take him through the week and
possibly with weapons. Preferably, he owns maps, a compass, binoculars,
the necessary sanitary material and other essentials.
Zbornik dokumentov in podatkov o narodnoosvobodilni vojni jugoslovanskih narodov,
del VI. knjiga 1/5 Ljubljana 1956.

http://stareslike.files.wordpress.com/
2012/01/120107002.jpg
(10. 5. 2013)

Source 4
Slovene poet and Partisan
Matej Bor described his enemy
in the poem »Hej brigade«.
Hey Brigades
Heyj Brigades, hurry up
destroy and burn
nests of white and black devils
Hey machinegun...
Matej Bor, Hej brigade. Iz borb in življenja
prvih štirih slovenskih brigad, september
1952

Source 3
Partisan oath
I, the Partisan of the Liberation Army of the Slovenian people, who fight
beside the famous Red Army of the Soviet Union and all other nations that
fight for freedom, I strive for the liberation and unification of the Slovenian
people, for brotherhood and peace among nations and for a better future
of the working people, and swear before my nation and before my
warriors: to give everything that is in my power and skill to the liberation of
the Slovenian people, working people and to the progressive and freedomloving humankind in the holy war against the fascist suppressors and
bandits, and not to forsake the Partisan lines, which I joined voluntarily and
consciously, and not to lay my weapons down until we reach the complete
victory over the fascist invaders and entirely fulfil the great liberation goal
of the Slovenian people.
When fighting for the great liberation goals, I swear to protect the honour
and inviolability of our Partisan flag with my blood and to, if necessary, give
my life.
Zbornik dokumentov in podatkov o narodnoosvobodilni vojni jugoslovanskih
narodov, del VI. knjiga 1/5 Ljubljana 1956

Questions:
1. With the help of different sources try to establish, who was eligible to join the Partisans and what joining
them meant to an individual.
2.To whom Partisans swore and what did their oath said?
3. What is the message of the song »Hej brigade«? Explain meaning of the song for that time.
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Group 2

ARMY UNITS:
LABOUR FACTION – PARTISANS, BOURGEOIS
FACTION - SLOVENE CHETNIKS (BLUE BRIGADE)

BOURGEOIS FACTION - SLOVENIAN CHETNIKS (BLUE BRIGADE)

Source 5
Commander of Slovenian Chetniks, Karel Novak's report after
returning from the meeting with Draža Mihailović in Ravna
gora (1941).

Source 6
Slovenian Chetnik,
Jože Sinjur from Dolenja vas

Soon after, I travelled to Serbia with colonel Avšič. Belgrade organization
under the leadership of major Todorović provided falsified identifications.
After some great joint successes against Germans, Serbia experienced a
treacherous attack on Chetniks. After the meeting and the report to colonel
Mihajlović, the latter gave us a written authorization, allowing us to act;
Avšić as a commandant and I as the chief of JVvD headquarters.
We left Ravna gora and returned to Slovenia, where communists already
started a powerful propaganda against the Chetniks. I broke off with OF,
but then Radovan Avšič and three former ministers and bans passed over
to the communists who took advantage of Mihajlović's authorization. That
was the reason why most of the active officers stood out of their way.
For me, the path was finally marked: to act for the king and Yugoslavia, to
organize an illegal military force, to fight against the enemy and to take a
defensive standpoint against the Partisans.
Tabor, št. 9 - 10, letnik 1982, str. 154 / Odporniško gibanje v Sloveniji 1941 – 1943,
Iz arhiva podpolkovnika Karla Novaka, zastopnika Jugoslovanske vojske v
domovini

Questions
1. Under whose command the Slovenian Chetniks worked and what
were their relations with The Liberation Front?
2.With the help of the sources try to understand what goals did they
fight for.

Nose, Aleš: Domobranci zdravo – bog
daj. Protikomunistične enote na
Slovenskem 1942 – 1945). Modrijan.
Ljubljana 2008. pg. 31.
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ARMY UNITS:
BOURGEOIS FACTION – VILLAGE GUARDS (MVAC)
AND HOME GUARDS

BOURGEOIS FACTION – VILLAGE GUARDS (MVAC)

Source 1
A group portrait of the Village guards. Half of the men are
dressed in coloured Italian uniforms and the rest of them are
wearing civilian clothing. First man from the left in front has a
German skull badge (Totenkopf) on a beret.

Source 2
Fresco at the outpost of the Village
guards in Ljubljana Dravlje

Nose, Aleš: Domobranci zdravo – bog daj. Protikomunistične enote na
Slovenskem 1942 – 1945). Modrijan. Ljubljana 2008. Str. 75 . – Zasebni arhiv

Source 3
A report of the Italian
Command Accountancy
for Ljubljana community,
about the 15.120 lire
distribution
to the members
of MVAC unit – Italian
version.

Weber, T., Novak, D.:
20. stoletje v zgodovinskih virih,
besedi in slikah.
Druga svetovna vojna v
Sloveniji in Jugoslaviji.
DZS. Ljubljana 1998. pg. 65

Nose, Aleš: Domobranci zdravo – bog daj.
Protikomunistične enote na Slovenskem 1942 –
1945. Modrijan. Ljubljana 2008. Str. 42. – Zasebni
arhiv

Source 4
The passage talking about the
establishment of Village guards
"This is how the Legion, latter renamed to
"Militia Volontaria antikomunista" by the
Savoys, was established. It was meant as a
Slovenian National Army which should protect
and guard the people. Farmers asked for
weapons in all parts of the Ljubljanska
pokrajina. Therefore, no one forced the farmer
to take up arms. His drive for self-defence and
his will to survive were the reasons for his
actions."
V službi domovine (s. n, 1945), pg. 15

Questions:
1. What were some tasks of Village guards?
2. Whom did they help?
3. Who financed them?
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Group 3

ARMY UNITS:
BOURGEOIS FACTION – HOME GUARDS

Source 5
An appeal for foundation of a Slovene Home legion in September 1943
Due to betrayal of the Italian king and his back stabbing marshal Badoglio, the Italian Army ceased to exist. After the
shameful betrayal of Badoglia's clique, the position is undoubtedly clear: even our beloved Slovenian homeland will be
handed over to the Bolsheviks with the help of the Anglo-American plutocracy. The treacherous and Bolshevik's up rooters
fought a battle which pushed our hard-working, diligent and religious people into suffering, violence, hunger, robbery and
on a path of secular and heartless robots as well as dishonorable helpers in favor of the world's tyranny against Jews.
The Great German Army, sent by the Führer's order, came to our land to protect us. The German soldier and officer fight
bravely and boldly. Courage, honor and loyalty are sacred to them. They do not know dishonor and cowardice. With their
strong battle force, Germany is the only fortress against bolshevism and capitalism. Young nations of Europe will fight
bolshevism and capitalism under the German command.
Let us march into the battle against the communist bandits and robbers and fight for the existence of our homeland! In his
proclamation, the president of the provincial management, a division general Leon Rupnik, expressed our goals clearly
and outlined our duties. Under the leadership of the Slovenian commanders, we shall destroy the Bolshevik murderers
and arsonists in our land. The German Army and the Police will support us with their loyal camaraderie.
Our duty is: every decent Slovenian who is capable of fighting and is aged between 18 and 35 should volunteer to protect
his homeland, to maintain order and discipline and to restore the destroyed homes into the Slovenian homeland legion.
Slovenians! You can volunteer at the Command of the Slovenian Home Guard in the town hall, Ambrožev trg 7, in
Ljubljana; or at the municipal office in charge of your area if you are living in the countryside.
THE SLOVENIAN HOME GUARD
Weber, T., Novak, D.: 20. stoletje v zgodovinskih virih, besedi in slikah. Druga svetovna vojna v Sloveniji in Jugoslaviji. DZS. Ljubljana
1998. pg. 93

Source 6
An identity card of Slovene Home guard

Nose, Aleš: Domobranci zdravo – bog daj. Protikomunistične enote na Slovenskem 1942 – 1945. Modrijan. Ljubljana 2008. Str.
189 – Zasebna zbirka avtorja.)
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ARMY UNITS:
BOURGEOIS FACTION – VILLAGE GUARDS (MVAC)
AND HOME GUARDS

Source 7
First line of the 47th squad in Cerknica. The fourth man from
the right is wearing an anti-partisan badge on his breast pocket.

Source 8
Anti-partisan badge

Nose, Aleš: Domobranci zdravo – bog daj. Protikomunistične enote na
Slovenskem 1942 – 1945). Modrijan. Ljubljana 2008. pg. 152. – Zasebni arhiv
Nose, Aleš: Domobranci zdravo – bog daj.
Protikomunistične enote na Slovenskem 1942
– 1945). Modrijan. Ljubljana 2008. Str. 194. Zasebna zbirka avtorja

A passage from the Home guards oath

Source 9
The Home guards oath
"I swear by Almighty God to be loyal, brave and obedient to my
superiors, and to meticulously fulfil the duty for my Slovenian
homeland, which is as a part of the free Europe, and to take part in
the joint fight with armed German forces under the leadership of the
great Germany, SS troops and police against bandits and
communism and its allies. I am ready to sacrifice my life for such a
fight. So help me God."
Slovenec, 21. april 1944

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V14a2rp5fAM
(10. 5. 2013)

Questions:
1. With the help of the sources try to explain why Slovene Home guards were established and who
financed them.
2. Name the founder of Slovene Home guards.
3. Try to discover whom the Slovene Home guards swore their loyalty to and who they fought. For the help
use The Home Guard Oath.
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Group 4

BROTHER AGAINST BROTHER (CIVIL WAR 1942 – 1945)

FORMATION OF ANTI-REVOLUTIONARY FACTION

Source 1
A memorial postcard of a victim of
Bizovik and Dobrunje, victims of the
partisan violence in 1942

Nose, Aleš: Domobranci zdravo – bog daj.
Protikomunistične enote na Slovenskem 1942 –
1945. Modrijan. Ljubljana 2008. Str. 92 –
Zasebni arhiv

Source 2
Safety-intelligence Service (VOS),
that worked inside the Liberation
Front, used assassinations in
Ljubljana and its neighboring
regions and additionally helped to
alienate both factions
Only in Ljubljana, the members of VOS
performed 49 attacks on the representatives
of the public life.
The communist terror expanded across the
entire region of Ljubljana because
communists slaughtered priests, mayors,
important farm people, members of the
Catholic action, farm boys, girls, old people,
children and even entire families – in short,
everyone who were suspected of
collaborating with the "White Guard
movement".

Source 3
A statement of the command of Slovene partisan squads
about the collaboration
The command of the Slovenian Partisan troops received reliable
information, saying that some of the Mihajlović-White Guard elements
lead to negotiations with Italians with the goal of organizing and
arming the gangs with the help of Italians and their weapons. Their
intention is to sneak the gangs on the freed Slovenian territory, which
is under the democratic authority of the Liberation Front, to attack the
Partisan troops and to start the war pitting brother against brother and
to act in favour of the invaders. According to all these treacherous
preparations and in the interest of maintaining unity of the Slovenian
nation and great achievements of the current liberation fight of the
Slovenian people who lead to the liberation of half of the so-called
"Ljubljanska pokrajina", the Command reminds you in its strictest form
and for the last time that:
1. Anyone, performing preparations to form any kind of armed groups
outside the Partisans, or subordinate to the Command of the
Slovenian partisan troops will be shot at once.
2. Anyone, organizing a war pitting a brother against brother or
performing some other actions that would help the invader will be
shot.
3. Orders, allowing the execution of anyone, harming the unity of
Slovenian National Army in the area that is under the Command of the
Slovenian Partisan troops will be sent to all Partisan authorities on the
liberated area.
The above measures – based on the IO OF decree – were taken into
account by the Command of the Slovenian Partisan troops in full
awareness that only the greatest determination and lack of
reassurance against elements that provoke a civil war due to their
clique interests will prevent the Slovenian people to pay the price for
this betrayal – when the elements succeed to execute an even more
bloody work of the traitor in a similar way as he did in other parts of
Yugoslavia- with hundreds of lives of their best sons and daughters.
Death to fascism – freedom to the people!
On the position, 27.V.1942
Commandant: Peter Strugar, single-handedly
For the Command of the Slovenian Partisan troops:
Politi-comissioner: Jernej Posavec
Slovenski poročevalec, leto III, štev. 22, 2. 6. 1942

Question:
1.Which acts of the Liberation Front fostered distrust and
defense of the Bourgeois faction?

V znamenju osvobodilne fronte, Dokazila o
grozodejstvih komunizma v Ljubljanski pokrajini,
Ljubljana 1943 – XXI
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BROTHER AGAINST BROTHER (CIVIL WAR 1942 – 1945)

Source 4
MOVIES: Violence by Home Guards and Partisans
Viewing two passages from the RTV Slovenia documentary »Čas vojne« (Times of War) from 2005
http://tvslo.si/predvajaj/cas-vojne/ava2.3959778/

(10. 5. 2013)

HOME GUARDS VIOLENCE

Stergar, Tanja: Posodobitve pouka v gimnazijski praksi. Zgodovina. Razvoj slovenskega naroda v 20. stoletju. Zavod RS za šolstvo.
Ljubljana 2010. pg. 233

Look at the story of Angela Kumše from the movie »Times of War« and answer the following questions:
1. Victim of whose violence in the time of WW II. was the narrator and why?
2. What kind of destiny did she escaped from and how?
3. Explain whether the attitude of all Home guards was the same.
4. Whose violence also is Angela telling us about? Give few examples.
5. Explain whether or not all agreed with those actions.
PARTISAN VIOLENCE

Stergar, Tanja: Posodobitve pouka v gimnazijski praksi. Zgodovina. Razvoj slovenskega naroda v 20. stoletju. Zavod RS za šolstvo.
Ljubljana 2010. pg..233

View the story of Marija Marolt, née Bradeško, from the movie »Times of War« and answer following questions:
6. Whose victims were members of Bradeško family and why?
7. What was their destiny?
8. Explain whether this was a lonely example or a part of a wider tally.
9. Explain why did the country inflicted the loss upon victims of partisans violence after the war.
After hearing both of the testimonies, Angela's and Marija's, try to explain and establish the reasons for a civilian conflict
in the times of WW II.
Stergar, Tanja: Posodobitve pouka v gimnazijski praksi. Zgodovina. Razvoj slovenskega naroda v 20. stoletju. Zavod RS za šolstvo.
Ljubljana 2010. pg. 233

GLOSSARY
LIBERATION FRONT – organization which was founded on the 26th of April in 1941 in Ljubljana by the Communist
Party of Slovenia, the Christian socialists, left wing of Sokol (gymnastic society) and cultural workers. At first the
organization was a coalition of several groups, from 1943 the Communist Party took over the leadership of the
organization. The organization organized the resistance against occupier.
VOS – Security intelligence service founded in august 1941 under the command of the Communist Party of Slovenia.
Their tasks were intelligence operations, executions of occupier's collaborators and even opponents of communism.
PARTISANS – volunteers in the fight against the occupier; army which was organized by the Liberation front and which
used the guerrilla way of fighting (attacks on the enemy army units or sabotage).
SLOVENE CHETNIKS (BLUE BRIGADE) – members of the former Yugoslav army who initially cooperated with the
partisans. After Chetnik’s attack (led by Draža Mihailović) on the Serbian partisans, the Slovenian Chetniks split into two
groups. One, led by Jaka Avšič, entered the partisans. The other group, led by Karel Novak, remained true to
Mihailović’s chetniks and collaborated with the occupier. The Slovenian partisans called them blue brigade. The
partisans defeated them in 1943 after the Italian capitulation.
VILLAGE GUARDS (MVAC or WHITE GUARDS) – anticommunist army unit founded in 1942 in Ljubljanska pokrajina
(a part of Slovenia occupied by Italian occupier). Their establisment was encouraged by a rough attitude of Liberation
front towards people and by ineligible executions carried out by Liberation front. Village guards were supplied, paid and
armed by Italian occupier and the Italians called them Milizia volontaria anticomunista (MVAC). They used the same
methods as VOS. The partisans called them white guards (after the Russians example) and they defeated them in
1943 after the Italian capitulation.
HOME GUARDS – anticommunist army unit founded in 1943 after the Italian capitulation led by former yugoslav army
general Leon Rupnik. They were auxiliary police units under German command. Their tasks were to protect the
transport facilities, to prosecute and to catch partisans and their collaborators.
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Marjeta Šifrer
Helena Mešnjak

Children
in
World War II

Key question

No matter whose side they were on, children suffered equally?
Topic
This module is about children in WW2, in the period from 1939 to 1945. It is about partisan
children, home guard children, children in camps and courier/soldier children. The sources
show us how the children lived and suffered during the war time. We address the pupils of age
14+. This topic is selected since we believe that it is interesting for the pupils. And also this
topic can be interesting for work. The topic is controversial, because there are children from
both sides involved – Partisan and the other side, who chose to collaborate with the Nazis, and
the module represents the whole region.
Aims
The students acquire knowledge about partisan children, home guard children, children in
camps and courier/soldier children. The sources show us how the children lived and suffered
during the war time.
Learning outcomes
1. Students achieve knowledge about everyday life of children in World War II.
2. They will be able to compare life and suffering of children in the war time.
3. They will be informed about the destiny of Partisan, Home guards children, children in
camps and courier/soldier children.
4. They denounce war activities in the human rights perspective.

Teaching guidelines
The teacher will read the introduction to the students and present the theme of the class. The
workshop has two phases – first phase is introduction and group work, and the second is
presentation of the results.
STEP 1: Teacher hands out instructions for work. S/he shortly explains the subject (first
worksheet is for a teacher). Students are divided into groups of 4-5.
1.
2.
3.
4.

group: Partisan children
group: Children in camps
group: Courier/soldier children
group: Children on the »other« side (home guard children)

STEP 2: Teacher introduces assignments for a group work. Students must have some basic
knowledge of the WW II. Students examine the map of Yugoslavia and try to determine, which
occupier occupied which part of the land in world war II.
90
minutes

STEP 3: Teacher asks questions to lead students into the team work:
Write list of things children need for happy and supportive childhood.
STEP 4: Teacher gives directions for team work. Students read sources, prepare short
presentations and solve assignments.
STEP 5: Short presentations of assignments.
STEP 6: Conclusion, reflection on the subject (students should, with teacher’s help, achieve
mutual conclusion – no matter whose children they were, all suffered equally, above all those,
who became orphans.
Teacher draws a straight line on the black board. On one end s/he writes that all children have
suffered equally and on the other end that children have suffered differently. Then teacher
distributes post-its to all students. With the help of newly acquired knowledge, students decide
on which side of the line they will stick their post-it. Each student also explains his or her
decision..
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WORKSHEET FOR
A TEACHER

Group 1

INTRODUCTION (contextualization)
Growing up during the wartime was not a pleasant experience for many
children. Workshop Children in War, as the name itself implies, speaks about
children, who lived in the region of former Yugoslavia during the Second
World War. Workshop is divided into Introduction part, Group work, and at the
end – Presentation of assignments. Students in four groups must analyse and
contemplate on Partisan children, who were taken to the concentration
camps, children working as couriers and soldiers, and children from the other
side. “On the other side” represents their parents, who have worked with the
occupier in the time of war – children of Home Guards (in Slovenia), Ustashas
(Croatia), and Chetniks (in Serbia). During the war, these children were living
"the other side”, but suffered severe consequences and major difficulties after
the war.
What happened to the children of Home Guards, Ustashas and Chetnik,
Partisan children, children working as couriers and soldiers, and children, who
were taken to concentration camps?

PARTISAN CHILDREN:
The analysis of sources about Partisan children

Source 1
Slovene National Help
'Slovene National Help” protected children of active fighters. With
the help of foster families, this organisation helped about 200
children, also known as ‘Ilegalčki’, from Ljubljana since July 1941
until the end of the war. Children were given new names and
identities, so that the enemies could not find them, take them,
and blackmail their Partisan parents. Some of these children
changed families more than once. This kind of protection was not
only used in Slovenia, but also elsewhere in Europe. Until the
end of the war this organisation was hidden and it saved many
lives. It protected “bandit’s children”, as the Nazis called them,
from abduction, death, and deportation in re-education
institutions.
Rettl, L., Obid, V. (2006). Partizanski otroci. Celovec/Klagenfurt: Drava,
p. 15, 19

Source 2
Story of Janez Kmet, whose mother was a Partisan
“People living around me – grandmothers and aunts, never
talked about this. My mother was a taboo subject, something
sacred. But I cried often at night. I cried a lot and I wished she
were there with me, and not dead. I wished she was somewhere
and was coming back and take me with her. Even after my birth,
my mother was working in Ljubljana as illegal. In the spring of
1943, Italians arrested her. They locked her in a prison in
Ljubljana, sentenced her, and took her to the prison in Koper.
She escaped and joined Partisans from Primorska.”
Rettl, L., Obid, V. (2006). Partizanski otroci. Celovec/Klagenfurt: Drava,
p. 15, 19)

ASSIGNMENTS:
1.Why was Janez’s mother a taboo subject?
2.What kind of organisation was “Slovene National
Help” and what were its tasks?
3.Why did they hide Partisan children under different
names? What would be their destiny, if the enemies
caught them?

Source 3
Shooting of students in Kragujevac,
Serbia
»Nada Naumović (1929 – 1942) One sergeant got
mad and told my daughter she was a communist
and she insulted the Serb army. Another sergeant
confirmed she was a communist, and they she
was forced into the ‘King Peter’ primary school
where she spend the night. Tomorrow morning, at
07:00, they handed them over to the Germans, so
they were shot at 7:30 hours at the estate of Ljubo
Markovic.«
http://www.vreme.com/cms/view.php?id=1015560 (26. 3.
2013), sječanje: Mileva Naumović, Kragujevac, 20.
januar, 1945)

»Lazar Pantelić (1893–1941) "My late husband,
Lazar M. Pantelic, was taken from the gymnasium
along with the students, on 20 Oct. 1941, by the
Germans, and locked in the barracks. After the
shooting, name of my husband appeared on the
list of people shot. Municipal authorities gave me
back his ID card. His student, Milosav Gavrilovic
from Kragujevac, brought me my husband’s
railroad ID card, stained with blood. He lives in the
last house on Milanovac road, he was the one who
was burying the killed.«
http://www.vreme.com/cms/view.php?id=1015560 (26.
3. 2013), sječanje: Miroslava Pantelić, Kragujevac, 26.

ASSIGNMENTS:
1.What happened to Mileva Naumović's
daughter?
2.Why were students and teachers shot?
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PARTISAN CHILDREN:
The analysis of sources about Partisan children

Source 4
The stolen children
The destiny of children, taken from killed parents or
locked in concentration camps, and then taken to
the Reich to German families, was difficult. The
base for genocide in the time of WWII in the Middle
Europe were Himmler’s confidential Instructions for
execution of action against Partisans and other
bandits in Upper Carniola and Lower Styria, issued
in 15 copies on July 25th 1942. Based on these
instructions, people were killed without hearing,
villages were burnt, and many Partisan families
deported.
In Lower Styria there was a collection centre for
deportation to Celje, in former boyish school, today
known as 1st primary school, where two deportation
actions took place, on August 3rd and 14th 1942.
600 children were violently taken from their mothers.
These children were mostly from Partisan families,
and families of killed hostages. Their destiny varied,
but they all went through the same procedure. They
were racially examined, then taken to the camp
Frohnleiten, north from Graz, and from there they
were taken to different concentration camps all over
Germany for re-education. They particularly looked
after stolen boys that mostly ended up being
adopted by Nazi families. Organisation, called
Lebensborn took care of babies. Their main goal
was to re-educate racially pure children of other
ethnics, to create pure Aryan race and acceleration
of German babies. The real identity of the stolen
children was hidden, so many children were never
found again.
Actions in August 1942, when children were
violently separated from their mothers, were not the
last ones in Celje. Nazis did the same race and
nationality separation in December 1944 and in
January 1945. At that time children were sent to
Koblenz and Burgenland.
After the liberation allies and UNRRE – United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
searched for the missing children also the officers of
special Yugoslav army mission in Paris helped.
Slovenia organised special repatriacies bases that
accepted 4.150 stolen children between 1th July
and 20th September 1945 aged up to 16 years. But
many of the stolen children have never been found.

Source 5
The story of Jožica Komerički – the stolen childhood
Jožica Komerički from Petrovč, born Jurkošek in Podgorica, Vrh
above Laško, remembers horrifying events from stolen
childhood: “When they came to arrest us, I was only 11, my
sister Marija was 17, and my brother Konrad 13 years old. They
also deported our mother and 20-year-old sister Tončka. They
never returned from Auschwitz. Our father was arrested in July
1942. He was shot on August 15th, the very same day we were
taken to collection centre in Celje. They also took 7 children from
Grančer family, and also from Lapov family, Deželak and others.
My hometown was called Vrh above Laško.
First, they sent us to the transitional camp, quarantine at Mur
near Graz. Even though it was cold, we had to exercise in shorts
and t-shirts every morning. We had to run over the nearest hills.
Later we were divided into six children’s camps. I was sent to
Saldenburg at Tittling, Bayernwald on Bavaria.«
Jožica survived because she was used of hard labour at home
on a farm. She understood war as something that needs to
happen and she alone cannot change it. She remembers sixmonth-old stolen Vili from Šentlenart being adopted and a lot of
confusion at the end of the war.
Byelorussians were telling to the stolen children not to go back
to Slovenian communism. Brother, who was a German soldier,
wrote a request before the liberation, for children to return home.
But they could not come back to destroyed home. Her brother
went to live with their aunt in Rimske toplice, her sister and
herself went living to Partisan village Brodnice.
http://www.dnevnik.si/tiskane_izdaje/nedeljski/333577 (3. 2. 2012)

ASSIGNMENTS:
What was destiny of Jožica Komerčki?

Source 6
CADETS AND PIONEERS FROM DELNICE –
Croatia (feb, 1944)

Mikuž Metod (1960). Pregled zgodovine
narodnoosvobodilne borbe v Sloveniji. I knjiga. Ljubljana,
p. 62, 187.

ASSIGNMENTS:
1.Who were stolen childern?
2.Which country did the most of stolen children
came from?
3.What does »Lebensborn« mean?
4.Did these children return home after the war?
Why not all of them?
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Fototeka Gorenjskega muzeja Kranj

ASSIGNMENTS:
1.What does this picture tell
you?
2.What else do you want to
know?

Group 2

CHILDREN IN CAMPS:
Sources about children in concentration camps

Source 1
Slovene children in concentration camps
Stanislava Završnik was born on March 3rd 1933 in
Berlec family in Loke Village in Tuhinjska Valley. She
was living on a farm with her father, mother, older
brother, and four younger sisters. When Germans
occupied our land, Stanislava was only 8 years old. Her
father Ivan was the first organiser of Liberation Front in
Tuhinjska Valley and he joined Partisan in 1941. This is
why the Berlec family was one of the most wanted hated
families by the Germans. In 1942 mother joined the
brigade and children were left alone. For several
months, children from the age of three months to eleven
years, were hiding in the woods, at their relatives, but no
one could help them. In July 1942, Germans captured
them and took them to the children’s concentration camp
Seligenporten, where approximately 100 Slovene
children were already captured, without parents or other
adults.
At first they were all together, but later they divided
children according to the alphabet. At the end of May
1943 they were also divided according to age and sex.
The oldest brother, Milan, was relocated to camp Kastl,
the youngest sister Johana in Leipzig, Ana in Meinburg,
Justina in Naustift, but Maria and Stanislava were
relocated in Saldenburg. In concentration camps
children were not aloud to speak Slovene, they were
subjected to strict Nazi education. At the end of 1944,
when Germans stated losing their powers, some
children's camp were abolished and Berlec girls reached
the liberty together in Saldenburgu camp. In July 1945
they were all brought home, where they re-joined with
their parents.

Source 2
Destiny of children in Italian’s concentration camps
At the time of Ljubljana region ambush, Italian occupiers
were locking Slovenes in prisons in Ljubljana and Italy.
Representatives of Resistance movement from occupied
Italian area – from Slovenia, Istria, Dalmatia, Montenegro
and Albania with Kosovo, have met. Prisoners were living in
horrific circumstances. Women with small children and
pregnant ladies had a lot of problems, because prison cells
were cold, dirty, full of bedbugs, fleas, and lice. New-borns
were dying of diseases. Among prisoners were also doctors,
who tried to save women, children and babies. After 1943,
when Italy surrendered, camps organised classes for
Slovene children.
Cita Lovrenčič Bole. 1988. Prekomorke. Ljubljana. P. 22 – 174.

Source 3
Mothers and children in concentration camp

http://www.muzeji-radovljica.si/_arhiva/mestni/zgibanka.pdf (3.
2. 2012))

Source 4
Children from Croatia in concentration camp
A memoir: “Of liquidation of children, I know there were
lot of children in the camp, and a doctor’s commission
was formed, composed of lance corporal Ilija Bukovac
and Dr. Buki Kunorti, who were tasked to pick the healthy
children to be taken to Zagreb, Sisak, Jaska and
Fericance. During the examination, the commission found
63 sick children and recommended them to be killed. The
camp commander, Mile Oreskovic, ordered me and
Grubisic to perform the execution. Janko Grubisic
proposed we strangle the children, but when he went
among them he was disgusted, so we jointly ordered the
children to be executed using gas. All 63 children, who
were in one single room, were killed that time.”
Izjava Ante Vrbana, ustaškog bojnika i člana uprave logora Stara
Gradiška , na sudskom procesu Ljubi Milošu i grupi ustaša, 14.
srpnja 1948. Borba, od 15. srpnja 1948.)

Cita Lovrenčič Bole. 1988. Prekomorke. Ljubljana. P. 22 – 174

ASSIGNMENTS

1.What do you see on this picture?
2.What does this picture tell you?
3.What else do you want to know?

Group 2

CHILDREN IN CAMPS:
Sources about children in concentration camps

Source 5
Destiny of Serbian children in
concentration camp
...At the end of November 1942, we were visited
by a commission, and after that we were
collected and taken to Zagreb.
We were
pleasantly surprised at the railway station, for
there was a mass of people with expressions of
compassion and friendship. They threw us bread
and cards with their addresses.
We were
touched by crying of some people who looked at
us, particularly women.
We received some
clothes and shoes… First we were in Deaf and
Mute Institute in Zagreb, Ilica 83, and then in a
home in Vlaska 37 st. That was an Archbishop’s
residence, just below the cathedral… On
Sundays they were taking us to a catholic
church. Living conditions in Zagreb were far
better than those in the camp. We got different
names here: Ivan, Mate, Josip, Joso, and other.
Although I was a child, I remember it was very
difficult to me, as well as for the rest of us…
...After liberation I returned to my hometown. I
was heavily struck by the fact that very few of
600 of my inmates from the camp, returned. As
for the others, every trace of them was lost in the
fascist camps.
Svedočanstvo Đure Ivetića, objavljeno u Žarko Vujičić,
Velika ofanziva na Kozaru 1942. I njene posljedice,
Banja Luka 2004, p. 169-175.)

Source 6
Children with a Star of David

http://www.jusp-jasenovac.hr/Default.aspx?sid=5478 (9. 5. 2013)
Antisemitizam Holokaust Antifašizam, Ognjen Kraus (ur.),Židovska
općina, Zagreb, 1996, p. 92.)

ASSIGNMENTS:
1.Look at the picture in source 6 and describe it.
2.What is attached to the girl's coat?
3.What does it mean?

COMPARISON

COMMON FEATURES

SLOVENE CHILDREN

CROAT CHILDREN
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DIFFERENCES

Group 3

Source 1
Children couriers
(story by Štefan Matek)

COURIER/SOLDIER CHILDREN:
Analysis of sources about children couriers in the wartime

Burgar, M. (1972). Torbica partizanskega kurirja. Časopis
Naša skupnost (Ljubljana), letnik 13, št. 4.
Pridobljeno na spletni strani, (7. 8. 2012):
http://www.dlib.si/details/URN:NBN:SI:DOC-N4BQV50C/?
query=%27keywords%3dkurir%27&pageSize=25

Translation:
Couriers in the National Liberation War had difficult and responsible assignments. They were
always on the road and in a constant danger. Let me describe a part of my tasks as a courier.
My path took me 3 hours of walk in one direction, and 3 hours back, with a heavy backpack on
my back, often with packages, rifles, and hand grenades. I had to be cautious. I barely got any
time to rest, because I had to protect myself. We were not supposed to be seen during the day.
If it rained, I was wet until rain stopped and clothes on me dried.
Every other night, when I wasn’t on my way to countersign, I was delivering mail, literature, and
newspapers.
One time, when I was returning home on my regular path, I was so tired, I sleepwalked. I was
wandering the entire night in the woods. Occasionally I stumbled on a root and it woke me up,
but then I just fell back to sleep standing up. I walked across a stream and had to make a
bigger step. I was too tired to see when I stepped in the water, fall and came out on the other
side. In that moment rifle rested above my head. At first I thought I was attacked, but then I
realised, my rifle has triggered when I fell in the water.

Source 2
Couriers

Source 3
Assembly couriers

Fototeka
Gorenjskega
muzeja Kranj

Fototeka
Gorenjskega
muzeja Kranj

Source 4
Children couriers – soldiers in Macedonia
FANA PETRA KOČOVSKA – CVETKOVIČ 1927–2004
She was a member of League of Communists of Yugoslavia since 1943 and
cooperated with the Yugoslav Front since 1941 in Macedonia. Her most notable
action took place when she was only 17 years old, when she, together with
combatant’s volunteers, attacked and disabled the hardware of Zletovski mine.
This group was assigned to destroy the hardware and disable the activities of the
mine and to shatter enemy’s outpost in it. They succeeded. Prior to that, Fana
held on the 20-days long quest from Kofuž to Kozjak in high snow and cold. Many
of the oldest and experienced combatants fall behind or ended this mission, but
the young girl held on and became an example for others.
IBE ŠERIFA PALIKUĆA
She received the recognition at the age of 15 – the acceptance in the Young
Communist League of Yugoslavia, a stage between youth and members of
Communists, for protection of battalion, when ballistic missile hit her. She was
severely injured, but healed soon and returned back to her position. She went
back to underground, where she worked in her birthplace, Debro. The young
Albanian helped to achieve victory and revolution.

ASSIGNMENT:
1.What kind of work was done
by couriers?
2.Describe the courier on the
picture.
3.Is there anything unusual
about him?
4.What kind of work did
children do?
5.Why was the work of couriers
hard and responsible?

Materijali su uzeti iz knjige Heroine Jugoslavije izdavacka kuča Spektar, Zagreb 1980 god.
(abstract)
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Group 4

CHILDREN ON THE »OTHER« SIDE (HOME GUARD CHILDREN:
Analysis of sources about children, whose parents were occupier
collaborators

Source 1
The withdrawal of the Home Guard and Ustashas,
together with their families
In the spring of 1945, after German soldiers left the region,
scared Yugoslavs moved to Austria and Italy. Amongst them
were also Slovenian Home guards, Montenegrin and
Herzegovina Chetnicks, and many Croatian Home guards
and Ustaša. There were a lot of families and individuals, who
committed war crimes, and also a lot of ordinary families and
individuals running from horrifying destiny. The paths lead
them through Mislinja, Drava, and Mežica valleys to Austria,
where they were often send back. Thousands of people has
ended their lives in desolated mines, tank ditches, Kočevje
woods and elsewhere. Children were re-educated similar to
children in German concentration camps years before. The
biggest centres for people from the other side were in Vetinje,
Teharje, and Kočevje Rog, and for children in Petriček in
Celje. Other centres were also in Ormož, Ptuj and in other
towns all over Slovenia. Most of them were located in old
barracks, abandoned mansions, and old bars, such as
Petriček in Celje. Centres were full of refugees, soldiers and
their families, civilians, women, girls, children and older
people.

Source 2
People leaving for execution
Communists demolished a part of the wall behind
the mansion, so that they could lead groups of
people through this gateway at night. They were
taking them over the meadows to the nearby
scaffolds and thusly avoid the main road.
Peasants and other people from Teharje were under
the horrifying impressions of June and July 1945
even after the firs couple of years after the war.
People were screaming, yelling, seeking help, sigh,
cry, submachine guns were rattling, and bombs
were exploding. Even today people do not dare to
speak of these events because they are afraid of
communist reprisals.
Tolstoj N. Klepec M. Kovač T. 1980. Trilogija Vetrinje –
Teharje – Rog. Maribor. P. 108.)

Tolstoj N. Klepec M. Kovač T. 1980. Trilogija Vetrinje – Teharje – Rog.
Maribor. P. 13., 27.)

Source 3
The return of Home Guard from Koroška (Carinthia)
to Kranj, 30. 5. 1945

ASSIGNMENTS:
1. Why did some people decided to escape
from Jugoslavia after the war?
2. What happened to the Home guard children?
Describe the picture above – who is on it, when
was it taken, ...?

Fototeka Gorenjskega muzeja Kranj
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Group 4

CHILDREN ON THE »OTHER« SIDE (HOME GUARD CHILDREN:
Analysis of sources about children, whose parents were occupier
collaborators

Source 4
Everyday life in exile
The first day in exile was like a normal day, when
I am in a deep sleep and nothing can wake me
up, neither the creaking of old wheels, nor the
tremor of a cart. Goodbye Ljubljana. Goodbye
my friends, schoolmates. I am too tired to think of
you. I only wish to sleep.
While I was sleeping, a large group of refugees
arrived to Drava and crossed Yugoslav-Austrian
border. There were 10.000 Germans, 13.000
Slovenes, 4.000 Serbs, and 4.000 Russians.
The day was turning in the night. The valley next
to Vetrinje has lost its primary semblance. Like
mushrooms after the rain tents were pitch,
accompanied by horses, other cattle, and people.
Fires were glowing in the half-light. Bogus idyll. I
heard a children’s scream in front of our tent.
“Help, help, Janez! Janez!” What happened to
Janez? I grabbed a little girl and shook her. She
told me in tears, how Janez went to the bridge at
the river full of hand grenades. Janez did a few
steps when it exploded. Janez’s body flew in the
air and landed on the riverbank. “In vain, all
hope is in vain!” People just stood there, a man
took his rustic hat off of his head and turned it
nervously in his hands, while two nurses held
Janez’s mother. She shed no tears nor did she
scream. They took her away from her son’s dead
body.
Everyone knew we were going back to
Yugoslavia, even I, eleven years old child. But
where we were going couldn’t been predicted
even in our wildest dreams. Partisans, who were
making personal investigations, were amongst
captives. They took everything valued away from
us. Partisans were youngsters, almost children.
One of them was perhaps 12 or 13 years old. He
bowed his head and smoked a cigarette.
People were too numb to feel the pain. Civilians
were no different. Women were falling in the dust
of the Teharje road. Children were the strongest.
The little ones were carried in their mothers’ laps,
older, around my age, were walking with small
burden of their bodies. The distance between
Celje and Teharje was perhaps 10 kilometres.
But to us it seemed like an eternity. We dragged
ourselves with the final strength, like beaten dog,
to the last stop.
Ott, Ivan (2008). Otroci s Petrička – ukradeno otroštvo.
Celje: Mohorjeva družba, p. 35, 36, 69, 79, 112, 147,
194, 197.)

Source 5
Boys in Ustasha
uniforms (these
are childrenorphans, whose
parents were
killed by
Ustashas, and
children were
forced to wear
Ustasha hats.)
Mihovilović, Đ., Smreka, J. (2006). O poimeničnom popisu žrtava
Jasenovac prema do sada prikupljenim i provjerenim podatcima. Spomen
područje Jasenovac, ur. Tea Benčić Rimay, str. 219

" Those were Serb boys taken from their parents by Ustashas in
1942. A part of their parents were killed in Jasenovac camp, and a
part was deported for force labor to German factories. The boys
were dressed in Ustasha uniforms, upon order from the
commander, Vjekoslav Max Luburic, though it was the Ustashas
who were responsible for their own and their parents’ suffering.."
(Dr. sc. Robert Skenderović (Hrvatski institut za povijest), radionica
"Stradanja žena i djece u logoru Jasenovac", Zagreb, 2007. CD, koji je u
izdanju MZOŠ , a u sklopu seminara "Poučavanje o holokaustu" koji se
svake godine održava u Zagrebu krajem januara.)

Source 6
Taking people to concentration camp
When the youngest children were taken from their parents and out
mothers were beaten with rifles, here was so much crying and
yelling. My father was praying with rosary behind the fishnet fence
and watched how my mother was holding on tight to my younger
brother and me. Children were loaded on a bus, where we had to
sing Partisan songs. I know my mother was crying even harder
than the night before, because she undoubtedly felt she was going
to be killed. The next day at five o’clock in the morning she was
taken away with another woman, who also had to separate from
her three children. At that time my father was taken to the shack;
when he wanted to see his wife, women told him she was already
taken away, like so many others.
Tolstoj N. Klepec M. Kovač T. 1980. Trilogija Vetrinje – Teharje – Rog.
Maribor. P. 99)

ASSIGNMENT:

ASSIGNMENT:

What happened to the Home Guards’
families, captured and returned after the
war?

1. Look at the picture in source 5 and read the explanation.
Then read source 6.
2.Compare both sources – try to determine similarities in reeducation of children that are mentioned in both sources.
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Nenad Perošević
Milos Vukanović

I don’t know whose
those airplanes are,
but the bombs are
ours
Allied bombing of Yugoslavia during
Second World War

Key question

Who gets to drink and who is paying the bill?
Topic
The topic addresses the period of Allied bombing of the cities of Yugoslavia in the period of
1943-1944; Similar to the rest of Europe the process is widely neglected in education even if it
was the cause of thousand of causalities and the destruction of many cities. The bombing took
place in all of the former Yugoslav republics and today is still a controversial issue about the
reasons, level of bombing and who gave the order.
Aims:
The aim of the workshop is to bring closer to the students the topic of devastation and
suffering of the civilian population in the situation of mass aerial bombing. The workshop is
focused on the period of WWII, precisely the Allied bombing of the cities of what is to become
Communist Yugoslavia. Even if the Axis bombing is presented in the workshop, the main focus
is the activities of Allies because of the extent of destruction caused by their actions. The
critical approach to this topic will prompt the discussion on friends and interests in international
affairs and war time periods.
Learning outcomes:
• The students will analyze historical sources.
• The students will develop awareness about the horrors of the war and life under the bombs.
• The students will get familiarized with the attitude of present day politics toward historical
events

Teaching guideline
The teacher opens the workshop with a brainstorming activity:
1. What aims are being bombed and what is the difference between military and civilian
goals?
2. What do you think, how precise was the bombing in the WW2?
3. What bombing in the near past are you familiar with?
4. Do you know if your town has ever been bombed?

45
minutes

The teacher continues with the introduction. The pupils read the introduction text, source 1
and analyze the map. The teacher asks them to answer the questions at the end of the
introduction.
After answering the questions the teacher draws a timeline and asks the students to fill in the
most important dates from the text in the introduction.
Activity 1
The teacher separates the pupils into 4 groups and gives them sources from Leskovac,
Podgorica, Belgrade and Zadar.
Every group has the same task, by using the texts and pictures, to make a news report from
the point of view of a different, foreign, news correspondent.
Group 1(Leskovac) must write a news report from the point of view of a Soviet news reporter.
Group 2 (Podgorica) must write a news report from the point of view of a British news
reporter.
Group 3 (Belgrade) must write a news report from the point of view of a German news
reporter.
Group 4 (Zadar) must write a news report from the point of view of a Yugoslav (partisan)
news reporter
A representative from each group reads their news report.
After reading the news report the teacher asks the students to compare and discus other
groups’ news reports.
Activity 2
For the conclusion of the class the teacher presents Source 5 and the pictures of two
monuments. He asks the students to look at the material, answer the question and asks for
their opinion.
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INTORODUCTION
The first bombing of Yugoslavia during the
WW2 was done by fascist Germany
aviation on 6 April 1941. The task was given
rd

to the 3 air fleet. The main target of
bombing was Belgrade, but besides it they
also bombed Novi Sad, Sarajevo, Nis,
Mostar, Banja Luka, while Italian aviation
targeted Croatian Adriatic, Podgorica and
other cities. The operation of bombing
Belgrade had the code name ‘The Final
Judgment’.
Despite the fact that the Yugoslav
government and the Belgrade military HQ,
foreseeing the war, proclaimed Belgrade an
‘open city’, 484 aircrafts intensely bombed
the city on 6 and 7 April 1941.
During the bombing of Belgrade, 2.274
people got killed. 627 buildings were
completely destroyed, while other 10.000
were heavily or partially damaged, including
a portion of the ‘Old Court’. The most significant monument of culture fully destroyed in bombing was the National Library with
300.000 books, including medieval manuscripts of priceless value. According to German sources, the old fashion way of
building houses and badly organized fire-fighting and civilian protection, contributed to such a high number of casualties.
The western allies increased their interests about the Yugoslav battlefield along with transfer of war operations towards the
south of Europe. The allied aviation occasionally acted on territory of occupied Yugoslavia since April 1943. First major
bombing took place on 20 April 1943 after attack on Skopje and Nis.
More intense actions of allied aviation came in the second half of 1943, after the recognition of the Liberation Army of
Yugoslavia (The Partisans) by the Allies. The formal recognition of NOVJ at the Teheran conference contributed to the
development of its military ties with the Allies in the first half of 1944. The decision on helping the NOVJ at the same time
meant including these forces in wider Allies’ plans about fighting the German troops. Increased aerial attacks of Allies were
conditioned by the fact that the Balkans became very important to Germans in the Autumn of 1943 and particularly Spring
1944, due to the breaking of German front in Italy in April 1944 and operation ‘Overlord’ in June 1944. The Allies tried to
disable withdrawal of German forces, by bombing, from Greece, Albania and Macedonia.
The first request for bombing Belgrade was sent by General Draza Mihailovic, to the President of Yugoslav government in
exile, Slobodan Jovanovic, (through British Ambassador with the Yugoslav government, Rendel) on 4 November 1942.
th
The Supreme Commander of the National Liberation Army, Josip Broz Tito, in his letter of 17 May 1943 (at the start of the 5
enemy offensive) addressed to the HQ of his units in Croatia, explained the acceptance of cooperation with Allies, and in
relation to that, informed them about the requested bombing of Berane, Bijelo Polje, Pljevlja, Andrijevica, Mostar, Podgorica
and Niksic.
* NOVJ – National Liberation Army of Yugoslavia – the Partisans

Source 1
Surprised citizens of Niksic were seeking hideaway in houses and
basements after the first flyover of aircrafts. However, many
feared to stay captured under the rubbles, so they remained in the
open. On the square, at the tap next to Katurica house, Stevan
Zlatni Vukovic, ‘calmly’ watched the sky and talked to himself.
There is a true anecdote remembered from that time. Asked by
one citizen who also did not want to run in the house ‘Whose
aircrafts are those?’ he answered with all the seriousness:‘I don’t
know whose aircrafts are those, but the bombs are ours.’
Maksim Vujačić, Trg Slobode (1885-2007), Nikšić, 2007. str. 48-49
.

Questions
1. When and why the Allies started the
campaign of bombing Yugoslavia?
2. What the quoted citizen of Niksic actually
wanted to say in his answer?
3. Was aerial bombing practiced only
during the WW2?
4. Do you know of any other examples of
aerial bombing?
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Activity
Group work

Group I

Source 2
Pictures of bombing and testimonies, Leskovac, Serbia
The Bulgarians left their HQ in the Gymnasium that was across the
road from our prison, and we heard they left the town completely.
The Gymnasium and the park around looked desolated and scary
with empty tranches. From Zotovic’s prison, right next to ours, we
could not hear any screams. It must be Zotovic* and his ‘butchers’
were at the celebration. There was only one Nedicevac** walking in
front of a Falcon gym, probably a guard. There was a strange silence
in the room. Everybody were busy thinking about their own fate.
Suddenly, there was a distant roar of aircrafts. We ‘sensed’ that they
were bombers. Their arrival today was a lot louder.
It was exactly quarter past twelve (noon). Suddenly there was a
horrifying sound of a bomber going down. It was clear: We will get
bombed. First I heard a whistling sound, and then the explosion.
One, two, ten, hundred… It seemed the bombs were falling straight
to the prison, on me. Pushed by the primal fear of death, I run out of
the room and lied down under a tree in the center of the yard. While
it was grooving around, dust and rubbles were falling on me and
around me. I could not see anything from the dust. I felt a hit. Then I
realized it was not dangerous. I was hit by a piece of a brick from
destroyed buildings.
All around me was screaming and moaning. However, there was so
much dust that it was dark and I could not see anything around me.
My mouth were full of dust and ground. The cracking around us
finally stopped. Explosions were rare and further from us, until the
silence came. Little by little, the dust settled and the Sun beams were
getting down to us. We could feel the burning and some sort of acid
in the air. When I finally got off the ground and looked around, I
almost passed out. The prisoners were running frantically out. Doors,
windows, roof tiles, everything vanished in a blink of an eye. Only the
walls remained, and rooms gaped lifelessly. I did not see anyone got
killed. So, we all survived the bombing. Zotic’s prison was destroyed,
and also a part of municipality where the Police was housed. Front
part of the Falcon building also disappeared. There was a huge hole
where the entrance used to be. A few living Nedicevacs were
swearing, throwing their weapons and running away. I looked to the
East: The Gymnasium was gone. It was flattened to the ground…
(*Mihajlo Zotovic, a Major, commander of ‘Gvozdeni puk’of Serb Corps of Volunteers – a quisling organization under the
command of Dimitrije Ljotic)
(**Nedicevac – a supporter of the Government of National Salvation of Milan Nedic, a German collaborationist)
Rukopis sećanje Dragiše Kneževića, Istorija Leskovca 1944-1953 godine, (Građa Narodnog muzeja u Leskovcu)
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Activity

Group II

Group work

Source 3
Pictures of bombings and testimonies, Podgorica, Montenegro
Podgorica testimony 1
The first group of 60 aircrafts flew over the city and
ejected some white smoke from the tail, something
we did not see before. They made a circle over the
city, as if they were marking the space to be
bombed, and it appeared they were doing exactly
that. When the first group closed the circle, the hell
burst open. After the first group of planes released
their deathly burden, there was the second, and the
third. The ground was trembling, the city was falling
dawn, parts of human bodies were flying in the air. I
lost my mother MIlica (39) and sister Zorka (8). Our
house in the center of town, across from ‘Beko’
store, was destroyed. Many more houses and
buildings were destroyed and many families got
killed. Number of wounded and killed persons has
never been determined. The events were going like
in a film. Killed needed to be buried, and life had to
be continued under the circumstances of occupied
and, now, destroyed city. I believe there wasn’t a family in the center that went without casualties, or a wounded member.
The most hit part in this bombing was the center: Balsica st., Novaka Miloseva st., Nemanjina bank… There was
a chaos after the bombing. The survived were fleeing the town. There were screams under the rubbles. The streets were
jammed with rubbles, and full of deep holes. Parts of human bodies were hanging from telegraph wires. Some objects
were on fire. The smoke was hurting the eyes. Clouds of dust. In a word – Hell.

Podgorica testimony 2
The night bombing found me in the city, in the house
where we stayed. The owner of the house, our
cousin, was a single woman, so I visited her daily
and brought her the food we could spare. I stayed
home that night, to sleep. Suddenly, there was an
aircraft roar, a strong explosion that lit the city. The
light last long and it was so intense that a needle
could be found. It looked creepy over the destroyed
town. Night turned into a day. After the Allied
aircrafts unloaded their deathly burden, it was
silent. There were talks that many got killed that
night, citizens who were coming to their homes at
that time. I left early next morning and went to see
my family in Zagoric. Passing by the military area,
in a fenced space, I saw a few parachutes. At a
closer look I noticed that there were some small
metal things on them, driven into the soil. When I
told my folks what I saw the older neighbors said it
were the parachutes of the rockets that lit the city.
Many times later I thought about why was
our city so drastically bombed. According to what really happened in Podgorica, it seemed that strategic objects were not
their goal. How else can we explain the fact that no bridges, save the Kneginja bridge, was hit, and none of the military
objects.
Prof. Dr Branislav Kovačević, Savezničko bombardovanje Crne Gore, Podgorica 2003.
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Activity

Group III

Group work

Source 4
Pictures of bombing and testimonis Belgrade Serbia
Belgrade testimony
Results of bombing of Belgrade by the
western Allies, on 16 and 17 April (1944)
was such that people of Belgrade suffered
huge casualties. The only military objects
affected were the railway station, factory
of military accessories and a house of the
Gestapo on Dorcol. Bombs were thrown
all around the city, they even hit the
hospital and the sanatoriums.
Military
hospital, where our captives, returnees,
were kept for treatment, was hit. The
following institutions were destroyed:
Internal clinic, children’s clinic, state
hospital, municipal obstetrics & delivery
clinic, Home for refugee children, and
many private objects.
The following spots in Belgrade
were severely damaged: Vicinity of
Technical faculty, students’ dormitory and
Slavija square. Then Terazije, Nemanjina
st., Milosa Velikog st., Queen Natalija st.,
Sarajevska st. Also hit were vicinity of the
Theatre, Zeleni Venac and Nova pijaca.
Dead bodies are everywhere in the
streets. The survived ones scattered in all
directions. Whole streets were in flames.
Emergency service stopped functioning.
Corpses are still on the streets.
Consequences of this bombing are far
greater than those of 6 April 1941. The
Belgrade that gave the 27 March did not
deserve this.
General D. Mihailović, 21 April
1944.
Prof. dr Branislav Kovačević, Savezničko
bombardovanje Crne Gore 1943-1944,
GRAĐA, Podgorica 2003.

Bombing of Belgrade; Military Encyclopedia of Yugoslavia; 1958 edition
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Activity
Group work

Group IV

Source 5
Pictures of bombing and text Zadar, Croatia

Left: Piazza Marina
Right: Licej Svetog Dimitrija.

The first major air attack of Allies on Zadar was in the night of 2 November 1943, when the Home for orphan children
was destroyed, among other objects, and there followed great attacks on 28 November (over 200 victims) and 16
and 30 December 1943. First attacks were marked by large number of civilian casualties, but the city, though
damaged, continued to function. Particularly difficult bombing was on 16 December, when shelters on Cererija
(present Vostarnica) were hit, and those in the center of town. That time some 150-200 people got killed. 50
American bombers ‘Mitchell’ (B-25) participated in that action, throwing 90 tons of bombs.
The attacks that completely devastated Zadar followed from January to March 1944. However, number of casualties
was less, since the people who lost their homes already scattered around less damaged suburbs and islands around
Zadar. The estimation was that in Spring of 1944 in Zadar, together with suburbs, there were less than 4.000
civilians. Though all industrial capacities and docks were disabled, and the Germans had to establish auxiliary ports,
bombings continued throughout 1944.
From the summer time, the center of Zadar did not exist anymore: Most houses were fully flattened, and the rubbles
jammed the streets. The city was desolated. There were no major attacks from June to October, but new attacks
started at mid-October with the withdrawal of Germans. The strongest bombings were on 25 and 30 October. The last
Allied bombing was on 31 October, the very day of coming of partisans to Zadar. Zadar was finally liberated on 1
November 1944. It is assumed that the last bombing took place by mistake, due to bad communication. Several
partisans got killed as well.
Besides the destruction caused by the allied bombing and by Germans who mined the Nova Riva as they were
leaving, the total number of victims of bombing is still disputable. Exact data will never be established, for there was a
great flow of people in war time Zadar. Local people were leaving, Italians were coming in from other Dalmatian
cities, and the number of soldiers was also undetermined. The most realistic number of casualties is about 1.000,
because most citizens fled after the first attacks in the Fall and Winter of 1943. However, that number also represents
the highest casualties that some Croatian city suffered from Allied bombing.
th
Text taken from a Croatian documentary film ‘Ognjevi s neba’, 5 episode.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HC9OWbFLMSs 27 May 2013.
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Activity 2

Closure of the workshop

Group work

Source 6
Legacy and a contemporary view (two monuments in Podgorica)
Two monuments in the capital of Montenegro, Podgorica.
On the left is a monument, named the Black bombe, dedicated to
more than 2000 citizens of Podgorica killed in the allied bombing
during WWII. The monument was erected in 1993.
On the right is a monument, named the White bird, dedicated to 2
allied pilots. These pilots where shot down by German antiaircraft
fire during the allied bombing campaigns of Yugoslav cities, in the
skies over Montenegro, in WWII. The monument was erected in
2012.

http://portalanalitika.me/drustvo/tema/69476bijela-ptica-i-crna-bomba.html
(25.05.2013)

Questions:
1. Why where these monuments erected?
2. What is the similiarity and difference between these two monuments?
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